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This report is a documentationof work performed at Loc|_heed
California Company in the design of a transport aircraft wing
for maximum fuel efficiency. It forms the basis for
transmitting to NASA-LaRC material associatedwith Lockheed's
design criteria, design methodology, and three design
configurations. The design database includes complete finite
element model description, sizing data, geometry data, loads
data, and Inertlaldata. Thlsreportillustratesa deslgn
process which satisfied the economics and practical aspects of
a real design.
The report also dlcusses the cooperative study relationship
between Lockheed and NASA during the course of the contract.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
VolumeI of thefinalreportfor contractNASI-16794,"Study
for Optimization of a Transport Aircraft Wing for Maximum Fuel
Efficiency" is the main body of the final report. Volume II
describes the database which was provided to NASA on a VAX
compatible tape and includes selected material transmitted to
NASA during the contract period.
The two volumes are in a working paper format and provide the
bases for documentation of a cooperative study between
NASA-LaRC and Lockheed-CalifornlaCompany for this contract.
The volumes are especially directed to a description of
Lockheed's design methodology and to the wing design effort
performed at Lockheed.
The Lockheed wing optimization effort involves three
processes. The first process selects the best airplane
configurationbased on the design constraints, mission and
performance requirements,and the best data available for the
wing weight as a function of aspect ratio, thickness to chord
ratio, wing area, and sweep. This process also includes
parametric models for aerodynamics, and propulsion. The
process uses small models for development, production,and
procurementcosts determination.
The second process generates aeroelastlc designs near the
airplane configurationwhich was formed in the first process.
The aeroelastic point designs form a bases for
validatlng/updatlng the weight representation over the
immediate design space.
The third process in this wing optimization effort is the
repeat of the first process with the updated aeroelastlc
weight data.
The aeroelastlc design effort involves the wing cover sizings
for the Baseline airplane, and two perturbationsfrom the
Baseline, namely, aspect ratio 12 for 35 and 25 degrees of
sweep. The Baseline airplane has an aspect ratio of 7.63 and
a sweep of 35 degrees.
Weight data generated from these specific wing design studies
formed a bases to update the statisticalweight equation used
in the performance/alrplaneparameter sizing program. A new
optimized airplane configuration was derived for fuel
efficiencywith the following fixed constraints: weight to
thrust ratio, range, wing loading, and payload.
The initial wing geometry design variables for the aeroelastic
point designs included thickness to chord ratio (t/c), and
wing area together with aspect ratio and sweep. While the
1
detailed aeroelastic study was limited to changes in aspect
ratio and sweep, the configuration study based on the
parametric weight equation which was normalized to the
aeroelastic point design results did include wing design
variables t/c, area, sweep, and aspect ratio.
Lockheed's perspective of the cooperative study will be
illustrated by repeating some of the ideas presented in the
proposalfor this contract,with someminor updating.
i.I Formulation Of The Cooperative Study Relationship
The Interdisciplinary Research Office (IR0) at NASA-LaRC
formulated a task to optimize a transport aircraft wing for
maximum fuel efficiency subject to constraints dictated by
structures, aerodynamics, aircraft performance, and active
controls. This task is intended to be a focus of the IR0
activity over the next five to ten years which will promote
the development of new analysis and synthesis techniques in
the participatingdisciplines. The task was presented to the
NASA-LaRC Director on July 17, 1979 and to Lockheed-Californla
Company (Calac), Douglas (Long Beach), and the Boeing
Commercial Aircraft Division (Seattle)in September of 1979.
Copies of that presentation entitled "A Proposed Airframe
ConfigurationOptimizationMethodology" were distributed to
the IR0 team members, the IR0 Steering Committee, the
NASA-LaRC management, and the above companies.
The Lockheed-CalifornlaCompany responded to the presentation
with a willingness to consider participation in the proposed
task as a cooperativeeffort with NASA-LaRC.
A meeting was held at LaRC on February 28 and 29, 1980 to
define the technical substance and organizationalarrangements
for the proposed transportaircraft wing optimization task.
A proposal was submitted and accepted by NASA. The contract
was initiated September 1981. The contract was completed in
February 1985 and this report which includes two volumes is _
the documentation of the material sent to NASA during the
contract, and in particular the optimization procedure and
results from the Lockheed effort.
1.2 ProgramObjectives
The general program objectives are stated for the
_ participatingorganizationsand together they comprisethe
objectivesof the program.
Lockheedobjectives:
1. Participatein the optimizationstudyto get first hand
informationon the advantagesand limitationsof the LaRC
proposedoptimizationmethodology.
2. Definethe preliminarydesign characteristicsresulting
from the Lockheed-CaliforniaCompanyoptimizationmethods
and comparewith resultsobtained by LaRC using their







b. Demonstrationand evaluationof effectiveness.
2. Advancement of methods in participating disclplines
(aerodynamics,structures,activecontrols,performance,
_ optimization)
a. New analysis techniques tailored for optimization
appllcations
b. Techniquesfor disciplinarysuboptimizations
c. New computerprogramsfor 2a and 2b.
3. Set of publicationsfor la, ib, 2a, 2b, and 2c.




1.3.1 General methodology- Lockheed-Callfornla Company is
actively developing a preliminary design methodologywhich L
automates the structuralsizingfor staticand dynamic loads,
strength, fatigue, flutter, and active controls. The
structural sizing of aircraft to satisfy aeroelastlc
constraints uses the Preliminary Aeroelastic Design of
Structures(PADS)and Advanced System Synthesisand Evaluation
Technique (ASSET) computing systems. The ASSET system
generatesan aircraft configuration which satisfies design
objectives including performance and cost. PADS sizes an
aircraft to satisfy aeroelasticconstraintsand performs the
suboptlmizatlon task data for use in updating ASSET's
parametricstructuralweight database. ASSET then reevaluates
the aircraft configurationusing the new structuraldatabase
providedby PADS. An iterationcycle between PADS and ASSET
continues until ASSET has sufficient information to
extrapolatestructuraldata during the synthesisof an optimal
aircraft configuration.
Other disciplinessuch as aerodynamics,propulsion, stability
and control, performance,and cost are representedin ASSET by
relatively small computing routines and parametric data
formats. ASSET computerruns consume 2 to 4 cpu minutes (IBM
3081) for one configurationdefinitionwhereas one aeroelastic
design definition consumes 2 to 5 cpu hours. However, each
small computingmodule or parametric representation has a
large computingprogram which support the numericaldefinition
in ASSET. The ASSET team updates any small model in ASSET
when the design goes outside the applicabledesign space for
that small model. PADS, therefore, is just another large
computing model which supports one of the small computing
routines in ASSET.
The NASA-LaRCmethodology under development within IR0 is
experimental and its verificationis one of the objectivesof
the cooperativeeffort. The methodologyis based on nonlinear
mathematical programmingwith all the engineeringdisciplines
concurrently contributing their design variables and
constraints to the algorithmthat decides how to change the
design to improve a figure of merit (objectivefunction). The
optimization may be organizedas a two, or more, level scheme
to separate the gross design variables (e.g., sweep angle)
from the detailed ones (e.g.,spar cap cross-sectlonarea).
It uses sensitivityanalysis in many contributingdisciplines,
and retains the man in the loop by providingthe engineerwith
means to monitor and to override the optimization algorithm
decisions during the optimization process. The NASA-LaRC
methodologydevelopmentis based on an integrated system of
computer programs, called multilevel multldlsciplinary
optimizationsystem (MMOPS),operatedas part of IR0.
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1.3.2 Analysis methods - It was found that both Lockheed and
NASA-LaRC use similar analyses in most cases. The objective
of the exercise, however, may be compromised if careful
attention is not pald to possibledifferencesin either the
analyticalprograms used by the different disciplines and/or
the disclpllne'smodel representation. A conclusionbased on
optimizationresultsusing differentmethodologiesmay reflect
only that the analysis procedures were differentbetween
Lockheed and NASA and not the method of optimization
(suboptlmlzation versus nonlinear programming). It is
thereforevital to perform the initial sizing of the structure
and the analysis of the structure for staticand dynamic
loads, and flutter under carefully controlled conditions by
both organizations. The results of these efforts shouldbe
understoodbefore proceedingto the more complex optimization
task.
1.3.2.1 Weight calculations- The weight calculations are
divided into two major categories,variable weight and fixed
weight. Variable weight consists of that portion of the
structure which is influenced by the design or structural
concept being considered. Variable weight can be further
separatedinto idealizedstructuralweight which would include
skins, spars and ribs and non-optlmumweights such as rivets,
backup plates, and sealants. Non-optimumweights are in the
range of 25 percent of the idealizedstructuralweight.
Fixed weights consist of aircraft components which are
unaffected by the structuraldesign process. Items such as
the avionics system, the aircraft APU, landing gear, and
enginewould be possible candidatesfor fixed weights.
1.3.2.2 Gust loads and flutter - Gust Loads and Flutter may
affect high aspect ratio wing design. Lockheed wing
optlmizationswill include gust loads and flutter for the
Baseline design and at least one design perturbation.
Differenceswere noted in the methods used to resize the
airframe structure for gust, and in the use of mission
analysis versus a design envelopeas sources for the loads
data. Lockheed reslzlng is based on the equal probability
combinations of internal loads on individual structural
components. This is in agreementwith LaRC approach. The
design envelope is used in the LaRC work as the only source of
airframe loads, while both design envelope and mission
analysis are used as such sources in the Lockheedwork.
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1.3.2.3 Performance calculations- The issue of the drag
calculations was an open item at the start of the contract.
This is a difficultarea to make compatiblebetween NASA and
Lockheed. There will be exchange of data to calibratethe
performance modules with respect to aerodynamic
representations.
1.3.3 Object of optimlzations- An L-1011 derivativeaircraft
known as the Baselineaircraftwill be the startingpoint for
the optimization. The optimization included in the
cooperative task will be carried out only for the aircraft
wing with fuel efficiencyas the objective function. The task
of designing the aircraft wing for maximum fuel efficiency
correspondsalso to one of the objectives of the NASA-LaRC
managed Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE)project in which
Lockheed was one of the contractors.
1.3.4 The Initial Scope of the optimization- The scope of
the effort is defined in terms of loads,design constraints,
design variables,and the way to include active controls.
o Loads and Design Constraints - The number of loading
cases will initially be limited to 15, drawn from a
design envelopedefined by Lockheed. The loading cases
will pertain to maneuver, dynamic gust, landing,and
taxiing. These loads will be reflected in strength
constraints.
o Design Variables - The proposed target set of design
variables is wing box cover thickness,thicknessto chord
ratio, aspect ratio, wing area, sweep, and chordwise
translation of an engine on the wing. The optimization
procedurewill begin with the three most potentially
effective variables, aspect ratio (AR),wing sweep, and
thicknessto chord ratio. Subsequently,the poo! of free
variables will be extendedby a few new variablesat a
time and optimization will continue away from the
previous "best" design. This "sequential inclusion"
approach shouldhelp to control computer cost and should
yield additional information as to the importanceof
variables of various types.
o Inclusionof Active Controls - The active control effects
will be includedfor maneuver and dynamic gust loads as
well as for flutter. It is an Iteratlve approach which
calls first for optimizationof the airframewith some
constraintsrelaxed in anticipationof the use of active
controls. Next, a synthesis of active controls is
carried out to achieve the requirements associated with
@ the previously relaxed constraints. These two basic
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operations of the airframe optimization and active
control synthesis will continue alternating in an
_ iterativeloop until acceptableresults are established
in both.
o Vehicle Synthesis - The aeroelastic suboptimizatlon
resultswill be used to update the wlng weight parametric
_ data in ASSET. A new configuration,based on new wlng
weight parametric data, will be derived for minimum
weight while conforming to the airplane performance
requirement. The new configurationmay then be optimized
for aeroelasticeffects if the new configuration differs
significantlyfrom the previous iteration.
1.3.5 Proprietary information- All Lockheed data to be
transmitted under this contract to NASA will be of
non-proprletary nature. Data associated with the engine
performance may be restrictedunder the federal guide lines
for exposure to a foreign country. If data are required that
are Lockheed proprietary,the data will be transmittedoutside
of this contract at no cost to NASA. Accordingly, the
dissemination of Lockheed proprietarydata will be negotiated
" separately.
1.3.6 Travel and communication- Alternating travel, using
teleconferences, and transferringdata directly from computer
to computer are some of the means of assuring communication
effectivenesswhile holding down its cost.
1.4 ReassessmentOf The Contract Scope And Objectives
The contractwas initiated with the understanding that a
comparisonof differentoptimizeddesigns between Lockheed and
LaRC was the appropriate tool to show the strengths and
limitations of the multileveloptimizationprocedureswhich
are under development at LaRC relative to Lockheed's
sub-optimizatlonprocedures.
Since then, a consensushas been formed at Lockheed that the
sizing details of the respectivedesigns may not be nearly as
important as the design path taken in arriving at the
respective designs. The intention of the contract and
consequentlythis report is to provide Lockheed'swing design
data, design criteria, and details of the design path to
NASA-LaRCwhich will facilitate the demonstration of the
multilevel optimization development. A comparison of the
design path between Lockheed and NASA-LaRC would have a
significant impact on providingindustrya basis for possible
integrationof the multilevelprocess into their respective
design efforts. The design process defined in this report is
representative of current state of the art. The full
implementation of the multilevel approach is a significant
departurefrom the traditionalapproach and a comparison of
the path of design would be most interesting.
The study of the design paths, as one objectiveof the method
comparisons, would relieve the requirementthat the analysis
modules between LaRC and Lockheedneed to be almost identical.
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5.0 DEFINITION0F DESIGN METHODOLOGYAT CALAC
Preliminary design for an optimal aircraft configuration
requires the integration of aeroelasticconsiderationsinto
the configurationselectionand deslqn process. Aeroelastic
design incorporates the effects of aircraft flexibilityon
static and dynamic loads, control effectiveness, and
_ aeroelastic stability into the sizing of the structure.
Configurationsof aircraft in the early design stage are
usually based on statistical and analyticalweight methods
computed from approximateloads and stress analyses. This
often leads to the freezing of external geometry before
strength and flutter analyses are sufficiently advanced,
thereby decoupling the powerful,but time-consuming,process
of structuraldesign-to-minimum-welghtfrom the configuration
optimizationprocess.
In the past, the level of effort required for an accurate
aeroelasticdesign was not Justifiablerelative to the answers
provided by statistical methods which were supported by
historical databases. Today, however, there are many
combinationsof advanced technologiesand configurations,such
as supercrltical airfoils, high aspect ratio wings, forward
swept wings, active controls,aeroelastictailoring, and new
•materials, that have no historical datsubasefrom which to
derive the statisticalor parametricweight equations.
Airplane design involves complete interactions between the
conceptual designer,the customerwith design specifications,
and the engineers with final design and manufacturing
requirements. Since many facets of the engineeringprocess
defy quantification,the computermethodologyused to improve
the flow of design informationmust be: I) flexible,and 2)
highly modular. Flexibility will permit inputs into the
design process from many sources, and modularitywill deter
obsolescencewhen new engineering design processes become
available.
The goal of Preliminary Aeroelastlc Design of Structures
(PADS) is to develop computer program operating system
architectureand design methodologyto generate an accurate
aeroelasticdesign within the conceptualand early preliminary
design phases. This aeroelasticdesign database will permit
more accurate weights to be established during the
configurationtrade-off studies. The long-term goal is to
define an accurate aeroelasticdesign within an elapsed time
which is measured in weeks and to perform a design
perturbation within days. Design perturbations include
changes to any variable which does not require significant
data preparation. For the wing, these variableswill include
sweep, planform definition,taper, airfoil sections,tlc, and
aspect ratio.
The work to achieve these goals is in progress, PADS
capabilities currently include a structural finite element
model generator,weight distribution, grid transformations,
steady maneuver loads for symmetric conditions, flutter
analysis,and structuralsizing.
Aeroelastlcanalysis of an aircraft structureis a substantial
undertakinginvolvingmany disciplinesand complex data paths.
A short time ago, preliminary aeroelastic analysis was
reserved for projects on the verge of achievinggo-ahead
statuswhile preliminary aeroelastic design was not even
attempted.
There are two options available for acquiring a rapid
aeroelastic analysis and design capability: generate or
acquire special programs tailored to rapid analysis
procedures; or adapt existing engineeringmethodologyand the
associatedcomputer tools to requirementsof rapid analyses.
Software maintenance is a major part of any proposed
computer-alded design system. Lockheed-Californla Company
(Lockheed)has an extensivelibrary of computerprogramswhich
support airplane design through final and production design
phases. It would be convenientto extend the applicationof
that software into the preliminary design phase instead of
creating specializedsoftware.
Computer programs used to perform final aeroelastlc analyses
are well establishedin any major aircraft design company. At
Lockheed, the llst of computer programs include:
o A user-frlendlymatrix algebra based computingsystem
o Grid transformationprograms
o A finite element based structuralanalysis program
o Steady and unsteady aerodynamicprograms
o Weight estimationand distributionprograms
o Steady maneuver aeroelasticload programs
o Transientmaneuver aeroelasticload programs
o Ground handling load programs
o Dynamic loads (gust,taxi, landing)programs
o Flutter analysis programs
i0
o Structuralreslzlngprogramwith stiffness(flutter) and
deflection
o Structuralsizingprograms for stress and fatigue
o Feedback control functions synthesis programs for load
relief and flutter suppression%
i
o Databasemanagement (DBM)programs for card image data,
matrices,and tables
o Structuralfinite element model generatorprogram
o Plotting programs
o General utility programsknown as pre- and postprocessors
K_henPADS developmentwas initiatedin 1976, computerprograms
and computingsystemswere generallyavailableat Lockheed for
preliminaryaeroelastlcdesign, but certain computer access
and Job preparation problems preventedthese programs from
being used on quick design studies. In particular:
o The overwhelming number of details associated with
computer Job designationmade the most trivial computer
Job setup a challenge. Misplacing a single comma or
being off one space in the input format field caused thejob to fail.
o The computingtasks were serially related to each other.
Job "A" had to run successfullybefore Job "B" could be
submitted. Many computer Jobs required one day
turnaround and, with setup difficulties,one week could
_ pass before the results were available.
o Analyticalmodeling requirementsfor each disciplinewere
different.
o Data flow between disciplines involved paper flow and
manual transcription.
o The trail on "Howwas it done last time?" was not always
protectedfrom unfavorablepersonneltransfers.
o Many preparationsfor computer Job submittals required
transcribingof input data by hand.
o When the process requiredhundreds of computer submittals
and hundreds of individual input deck setups, it was
impracticalto mobilize engineering personnel Just to
feed the computerfor a quick project.
Ii
Against the backgroundof existing data management systems,
existing computing systems of great sophistication, and
high-levellanguagesoriented to the user-frlendlyatmosphere,
Calac decided to use the productiondesign computingtools and
to attack directly their known deficiencies with respect to
preliminary design applications. A computing system was
postulatedwhich would act as a bare tree from which existing
computer programs could be hung as needed in a user-frlendly
and highly modular environment.
2.1 Calac's ASSET/PADSDesign Approach
Lockheed'sAdvanced Systems Synthesisand EvaluationTechnique
(ASSET) computer program providesa rapid and cost-effectlve
solutionto configurationselectionfor any aircraft mission,
but only within the limitationthat the structuralweight must
be based on semi-analytlcaland statistical data. An ASSET
study usually requires that a baseline aircraft model be
created and exercised in ASSET to represent an actual known
aircraft database. This model then is modified through
adjustmentsto parametriccoefficientsto simulate changes to
baseline aircraft systems, structuralarrangement,material
usage, design parameters, and mission requirements. Once
complete, the model is passed into the ASSET design cycle for
sizing, configuration trade-off analysis, and performance
evaluation.
The PADS goal is to update the weight database during
configuration trade-offstudies as well as to perform general
aeroelastlcanalysis and design in a highly computerized
environment. Figure 2.1-1 shows the possible interaction
between PADS and ASSET during a typical configuration
trade-off study. Aeroelasticinputs to ASSET should lead to
significant improvements in the configuration selection
process, especially when advanced designs combine advanced
structural materials, such as composites, with unusual
geometry.
PADS developmentconsistsof three distinct efforts:
o The developmentof the computer program operating system
which will permit continuouscomputingcapabilityin a
user-frlendlyand englneering-definedenvironment.
o The definitionand mechanization of basic engineering
processesfor use in aeroelasticdesign and analysis.
o The validation and upgrading of these procedures by
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2.2 Modeling Criteria
Each engineering discipline will define the modeling
requirements according to its functionsand responsibilities.
There will be no outside constraintsexcept where more than
one disciplinewill be affected. For the modeling tasks which
affect many disciplines,such as structural finite element
modeling, unsteady aerodynamics,and weight distributions,one
discipline will be designated as "prime", usually by
tradition. This discipline will then integrate the
requirementsof the other cognizant disciplines into the
modeling definition.
Since existing computerprogramswill be used in the PADS
system, the conditioningof data from various sources will be
accomplishedby the aggressiveuse of pre- and postprocessors.
If the flow of data is interruptedin an existing engineering
process with a large number of subjectiveinterpretations,and
if the engineeringprocess is not amenable to conversionto a
more continuousdata flow, a new or modified process will be
defined,where possible,to facilitatethis data flow.
2.3 The Design Process
The first step in the design process is to define the
obJectlves of the task and the necessary level of design
de£ail required to satisfy those objectives. The design team
must review the requirements,cost out the project, and define
a schedule. This is an iterativeprocess between the customer
and the design team. This phase is labelledDESIGN OBJECTIVES
in figure 2.3-1.
The next step is the generation of the structural finite
element model, initial weight distribution, and initial
entries into the various modules to generate geometry tables
for each grid system to be used in the design. This provides
the necessary database for the computation of all
transformationmatricesbetween the various grid systems.
The initial internal loads are generatedfrom static loads for
a rigid airplane and uniform properties (startingproperties)
for those structuralfinite elements to be sized. A panel
sizing and stress allowable (PSASA)process then _enerates
initial sizingand the associatedstress allowables for the
specified margins of safety. There may be multiple entries
into the internal load and sizingproceduresuntil a converged
rigid airplane sizing is obtained.
The computationsfor static loads and internal loads are











FIGURE 2.3-1 Design Process Overview
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loads. The term "firstflex sizing" refers to the sizing
produced from the static loads formedwith the design's first
'-v
flexibilitymatrix.
The first flex sizing providesa basis for updating the weight
data and for generatingdynamic loads input along with flutter
minimum sizing constraints. The second flex sizing should be
close to the sizing which satisfiesstrengthand stiffness
requirements. If the loads and stiffnessare highly coupled,
another iterationmay be required.
2.4 The ApplicationOf PADS Against A Known Design
The general theme behind PADS is the use of known analytical
tools in the applicationof aeroelasticsizing in preliminary
design. The effort to automate the overall design process,
however, requiredmany preprocessorsto generate the data that
were traditionally input from worksheets. The automation
effort also requiredthe generationof a high level operating
systemwhlch would permit the execution of design processes
rather than separateprograms. The PADS system and concepts
requireda known design for a benchmark as proof that the
overall PADS approach did perform as desired.
Other benefits of passing a known design through a design tool
such as PADS is the determinationof weight factors required
to convert finite element weight data generated by a design
tool into actual hardwareweight.
The applicationof a known design to PADS in the context of
supporting the cooperative study with NASA-LaRChad another
constraint. NASA-LaRChad decided to delay the dynamic gust
loads and flutter constraints inclusioninto the design to
some later date. Lockheed performed the design on the
baseline aircraftwith and without gust loads. The gust loads
weight effect was less than a 2 percent increaseon the cover
weights. The gust loads at the higher aspect ratio had a
similar effect on cover weight. Flutter was not an active
constraint in the baseline design, and flutter speed
deficienciesabove dive velocity could be solved on high
aspect ratio designs (AR=I2)with active controls.
There are two sources of weight differencesbetween the PADS
finite element model (FEM) sizing and the actual hardware
weight. The first source is the differencebetween the PADS
FEM sizing and the airplane productionFEM sizing. The PADS
sizings are based on limited design conditions and no
analytical correction factors. The productionsizings come
from actual airplane production drawings which reflect
windtunnel pressure data corrections, strengthand fatique
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testdata,and flighttestdata.
The second source is the difference between production FEM
model weight and hardware weight. Hardware weight include
sealants, stringer runout structure, access holes support
structure,etc.
The PADS FEM sizingdid not include gust loads effects when
the factors were computed to account for the differences
between the two FEM sizings. The factors establishedfor the
FEM differencesare sightly larger than if the PADS FEM sizing
had included the gust loads effects.
Additionaldiscussionof these two weight factors and their
derivations are found in section 3.3_ The applicationof the
weight factors to a new design are found in section 5.
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3.0 DEFINITIONOF BASELINE AIRPLANE
The Baseline aircraft selectedfor this design process was a
wlde-body, three- engine, long- range transportairplanewith
active controls. The airplane 3-vie_7 is shown in figure
3.0-1. This configurationhas a maximum gross takeoff weight
of 504,000 pounds and a payload of 40,000 pounds at a range of
5200 nautical miles. The cruise mach number is 0.83 and the
cruise altitude is 39,000feet. Active control technologywas
used to minimize structuralweight and improve fuel economy.
The maximum design zero fuel weight is 338,000 pounds and the
typical operating empty weight is 252,000 pounds. The
Baselineairplanehas an aspect ratio of 7.64. Definition of
aspect ratio as well as some other geometricparameterscan be
found in APPENDIX F.
Table 3.0-1 containswing, elevator,and horizontalstabilizer
primary dimensions. Referencedimensionsare dlmenslonswhich
have been fixed between designs and may not be the actual
aircraft dimensions. All reference dimensionswithin this
reportwill be noted. Figure 3.0-2 displays the wing bones
drawing containingkeypointand coordinatesystem information
for description of the wing leading and trailing edge,
ailerons, and wing box substructure. The informationon the
wing bones drawing is used for generation of the finite
element model. This figure is described in greater detail in
volume II of this report.
Figure 3.0-3 containskeypoint information for the fuselage
and depicts the origin for the basic coordinatesystem. This
figure depicts a side view of the finite element model.
Distance from the origin on the X0, Y0, or Z0 axes are
sometimesreferred to as fuselage (FS), buttllne (BL), or
waterline (W5) stationsrespectively.
The general geometry of the Baselineairplane is identical to
that of the L-1011-500 airplane. That is, the external
geometric description is the same. Internal structural
definitionsare unique for the Baseline airplane.
The term L-1011-500airplane as used herein refers to the
existing production L-1011-500 airplanewith Active Control
System (ACS). This configurationwas used to assist in the
selection of symmetricflight conditionsto be consideredfor
the Baseline airplane analyses.
The term Baselineairplane as used herein refers to the the
basic airplane with externalgeometric shapes and dimensions
identicalto that of the L-1011-500 airplane. Structural
propertiesof the Baselineairplane are unique.
The term ARI2 airplaneas used herein refers to the Baseline
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airplane with an increasedaspect ratio wing, relocatedwing
engine and pylon, and a relocated main landing gear. ARI2
-' designs of 35 and 25 degree sweep were formulatedfor the PADS
design study. Structuralpropertiesof the increased aspect
ratio wings are differentfrom those of the Baseline airplane
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-_ Span* 164 ft. 4 in.
Aspect Ratio* 7.64
Mean AerodynamicChord* 289.20 in.
Fuselage Station of 0.25% Chord on MAC* 1225.60 in.
_ Root Chord* 34.33 ft.
Sweep (25% Chord Line)* 35 deg.
Area (reference) 3456 ft.
Span (reference) 155 ft.
Aspect Ratio (reference) 6.95
Mean AerodynamicChord (reference) 293.50 in.
Fuselage Station of 0.25% Chord 1216.40 in.
on MAC (reference)
Horizontal Stabilizer: (Primary Longitudinal
Control)
Area (gross) 1282 ft.
(exposed) 961 ft.
Span (perpendicularto airplane centerline) 859 in.
Root Chord 323 in.
Tip Chord 107 in.
Aspect Ratio 4
Mean AerodynamicChord (streamwise) 233 in.
Sweep (25% chord llne) 3_ _iDih dral @ Trailing Edge
Fuselage Station of 0.25 Chord on MAC 1881.3
Deflection limits relativeto FRL +I deg. to -14 deg.
Elevator (Geared to HorizontalStabilizer)
Area (aft of hinge line per side) 127.5 sq.ft./slde
Span (perpendicularto airplane centerline) 368 in.
Mean AerodynamicChord (streamwise) 52.0 in.
Deflection Limits (perpendicular 0 deg. to -25 deg.
to hinge llne) as stab. goes from
+I deg . to -14 deg.
Note:
- Computed for Baseline design wing,
applied when defining ARI2 wings
reference- Not actual, used as a reference
in selected calculations or
descriptions (originatedfrom
L-1011wing prior to tip extension)
FRL - Fuselage reference line
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3.1.1 Introduction- The flight environment, airplane
configuration,and maneuver conditionsused for external loads
analysis were selectedfrom existing load envelopes for the
L-1011-500 airplane. The selected conditions represent
positive and negative steadymaneuversfor both the clean and
flapped configuration, ground handling, dynamic taxi, and
dynamic landing conditions. No transient pitch maneuvers,
rolling maneuvers, or lateral-directlonalmaneuvers were
considered. All external load conditions analysed for this
task are in full compliancewith current FAR-25 regulations.
An active control system (ACS) is included in the external
loads analysis by symmetricdeflectionof the wing outboard
aileron as a function of load factor. External load
distributionswere generatedfor both systemon and system off
conditions.
InitialACS control laws for the Baseline airplane were
consideredto be the same as those for the existing L-1011-500
airplane since the definitionof control laws to determine the
requireda_leron deflectionangle is not part of this criteria
definition. However, the magnitude of the active control
gains could be used as a variable in the design with the
understandingthat the definition of the hardware to be
compatible with the established gains is a completely
different task.
With the system on, the outboardailerons are biased down two
degrees at one-g with the flaps retracted,and biased up 8 _
degrees with the flaps down. The ACS aileron deflection due
to maneuver excursionswas -11.33 degrees per "deltag", where
delta g is measured relative to the one-g trim flight
position. ACS system off external load distributionswere
generated with the outboard ailerons in the neutral position. 7
Resulting external load distributionswere then factored prior
to inclusionin the internal stressanalysis. The system off
factors are defined in section 3.4.2.3.
The primary objectivewas to generate net balanced external
load distributions for a minimum number of conditions
sufficientto determinea first level structuralsizing.
Structural deflections due to applied external load
distributions are measured from the winq Jig shape. The wing
jig shape was obtained by deflecting the wing from the
prescribed aerodynamic midcruise shape while under a balanced
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l-g trim load conditionat the midcruise flight condition.
For the Baselineanalysis, the midcruiseflight conditionwas
defined as: gross weight of 350,300 Ib; c.g. at 12.5% MAC
(reference); altitude of 39,000 ft; and a mach of 0.83.
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3.1.2 Design philosophy and methods - The basic design
approach employed the same methodology as that used for a
prospectivepreliminary design or production phase design
cycle at Lockheed. That is, loads were obtained as panel
loads, using two and three dimensional grid systems. Basic
data, such as inertia distributions, aerodynamic load
distributions, structural model stiffness characteristics,
etc., were created for a number of differentgrid systems.
Balanced net external load distributionsrequiredfor internal
stress analysis at the finite element model were generatedat
a basic loads grid system and then transformedto the SIC grid
system as equivalentnet load distributions.
Extensive use was made of matrix conceptsand matrix algebra
both in data handling and in solving the aeroelasticequations
to obtain the net balanced panel load distributions. External
loads analysis as done at Lockheed utilizes a high level
matrix algebra system called Flutter And Matrix Algebra
System, (FAMAS). Thus, FAMAS formed the foundationupon which
all external load distributions were generated. The FAMAS
system was used to carry out the closed-formaeroelastic
solutionsin which panel loads were defined over the entire
airplane for the various flight maneuver and ground handling
conditions. It was also used to generate elastic vibration
modes and related input data used in the dynamic loads
analyses and in the final processing of dynamic loads data
into panel loads distributions.
A number of different grid systems were required to
accommodate the various analyses. Loads analysis as done at
Lockheed does not require that all disciplines use a common
grid. Each disciplineis allowed to define grids which best
reflect their needs. Transformationmatrices are then created
which will transform data at one grid to the required
equivalentdata type at another grid. These matrices are of
the followinggeneral types:
i. Grid transformation matrices which when multiplied by
panel loads or deflections in one grid yields loads or
deflectionsin another grid.
2. Differentiating matrices which when multiplied by
structural deflections yield angles of attack at
aerodynamiccollocationpoints.
3. The alpha (angle-of-attack)distributiondue to airplane
camber and twist at the aerodynamiccollocationpoints.
4. Alpha-deltadistributionswhich define the effectiveangle
of attack at each aerodynamiccollocationpoint due to
unit deflections of control surfaces (stabilizer,
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elevator,ailerons,flaps, slats, etc.).
_ 5. Loadintegratlon matriceswhich when multiplied by panel
loads in a given grid systemyield load quantitiessuch as
shear,bending moments, torsions,hinge moments, empennage
loads, etc.. Although internalstress analysis requires
panel load dlstrlbutlons, computer plots of integrated
_ load quantitiesprovide a high degree of data visibility,
and facilitatesparametricstudies and comparisons.
Generationof these type transformationsis a highly automated
process at Lockheed. It encompassedthe use of a series of
pre- and post-processorsto establishedprogram modules. All
of the programswhich generatebasic data requiredfor panel
loads methods automaticallygenerate the data files necessary
to execute these pre- and post-processors.
3.1.2.1 Aerodynamicload distributions- Aerodynamicdata for
this analysis were generated using the theoreticalvortex
lattice method of VORLAX, ReferenceI. This method, developed
at the Lockheed-CallforniaCompany under ContractNASI-12972,
is describedby NASA Contract Report 2865, "A Generalized
Vortex Lattice for Subsonicand SupersonicFlow Applications".
It is Lockheed'sunderstandingthat VORLAX, per Report 2865,
is an in-house theoreticalmethod at NASA Langley.
The VORLAX Fortran algorithm listed in Report 2865 was
implemented as a FAMAS subroutine,referred to as P-130, and
is availableas a module within FAMAS. Solutionsgeneratedby
either the basic program of Report 2865 or P-130 are
identical. In additionto the basic algorithm,P-130 includes
routines designed to output geometricand downwash arrays not
availableas output when using the Fortran version of Report
2865. The advantageof operatingwithin the FAMAS system is
that all output is in matrix format, and thus readily
available for other matrix operations. Since most of the
external loads programs used for production analysis at
Lockheed reside in FAMAS, the incorporationof P-130 into the
FAMAS systemgreatly enhancedcompletionof the analysis.
Theoreticalaerodynamicload distributionswere generated for
the Baselineand the ARI2 airplanesat mach= 0.50, 0.80, and
0.88. Downwash matricesfor each configurationwere obtained
as output from P-130. These matrices were convertedto
aerodynamicinfluencecoefficient(AIC)matrices by inversion
and applicationof local panel geometry characteristics.AIC
matriceswere then used to generate airload distributions for
both the rigid and the flexible airplane. Flexible load
distributionsare generatedas a fully closed solution,not as
an iteratlveprocess.
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3.1.2.2 Weight distributions- Weight distributions required
to generate net balanced load distributionson the rigid or
flexible airplanewere generated for designated weight and
center-of-gravity combinations required for both flight and
ground handling conditions.
Weight distributiondata requiredfor external loads analysis
are provided in the form of inertiamatrices. These matrices,
providedby the Weight Division at Lockheed, consistedof the
followingthree sets of distributeddata:
[ Pz/Nz ] - vertical load at each load panel
due to a unit inertia load factor
acting at the A/P cg. Units = Ib
£ Pz/ 0 ] - vertical load at each load panel
due to a unit pitching acceleration
acting at the A/P cg.
Units = ib-sec-sec
[ Pz/ 0 ] - vertical load at each load panel
due to a unit rolling acceleration
acting at the A/P cg.
Units = ib-sec-sec
These matrices representthe inertia load distributionson the
left side of the airplane.
Inertiadistributionswere generatedfor flight conditionsand
groundhandling conditions,as follows:
@
Weight c.g.- %MAC Fuel Gear Type Conditions
i.) 350300 12.5 12500 UP SYM. FLIGHT MAN.
2.) 504000 17.13 165000 UP SYM. FLIGHT MAN
3.) 368000 14.1 30000 DN FAR-25 GRD. HAND.




3.1.3 Loads general data -
3.1.3.1 Configurationdata - Figure 3.0-1 presents a three
view drawing of the Baselineairplane.
All reference areas and lengths are the same for all
_ configurationsconsidered.
3.1.3.2 Sign convention- The aerodynamicsign conventionfor
the Baseline and the ARI2 airplanes are the same. It
correspondsto a right hand rule. Table 3.1-1 presents a
summary of this sign convention.
The sign convention for integrated loads, moments,
accelerations, and deflections is the same for the Baseline
and the ARI2 airplanes. Table 3.1-2 presents a summary of
this sign convention.
3.1.3.3 Load axes - Integratedshears, bending moments and
torsions about a wing reference load axis are generatedfor
both the Baseline and the ARI2 airplanes. Table 3.1-3 defines




Lift, L, CL " L/qS Up
Drag, Do CD - V/qS Aft
Thrust, T, C - T/qS Forward
Pitching Moment, M, C - M/qS_ Nose Up
Side Force, Y, Cy - Y/qS Right
Yawing Moment, N, C = N/qSb Nose Right
n
Rolling Moment, L, C£ - L/qSb Right Wing Down
Hinge Moment. H, Ch = H/qS* _ Moment _ichMoves Trailing
Edge Down or
to the Left
Angle of Attack, _FRL Above Relative
Velocity
Angle of Yaw, _ Nose to Right
Angle of Sideslip. _ Nose to Left
Elevator Angle, 6e Trailing EdgeDown
Rudder Angle, _R Traillng Edgego Left
Aileron Angle, _a Traillng EdgeDown
.4
S* - area of control surface or tab aft of hlnge center llne
_* - mean chord of control surface or tab
TABLE 3.i-I Load Aero Siqn Convention
3O
Axis X y Z
Coordinate _ _/_Am _ _
ExternalForces /.,, i _ i / _,
_: Load Factor _ -I I w _"
4 Mz
I _, _I j
Ext.ernal Moments _s/,_jA "x 1.i • 11
"-_/_IM7 "-,,
Vel. - u Vel. - v Vel. - u
Accel. - ax Accel. - ay Accel. - az
Translational "_,.
Velocities and "x "-
Accelerations _ / 2j • | . /
f f
Angular Velocities _ • "_,.,.:._'q _'-,,,
and Accelerations _>,_j___., L(-_>I. , ._)r
P f r
: The sign of an angle of incidence, angle of att_Cko
Angular Displacements angle of yaw, and control surface displacement is
determined from the left hand rule in accordance
with ax2s system shown for coordinates above.
ExceF'.ion: Negative sideslip angle results f:o.-
application of this rule.
Internal loads and moments are positive if the
Internal Loads loads o.- moments applied by the part with the
g[eater algebraic coordinate ate positive in
acco.-dan_-e wxth axis system shown for cooId,nato. _
above.
TABLE 3.1-2 Loads Sign Convention
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TABLE3.i-3 WINGLOADAXES SYSTEMS
Component Baseline ARI2 ARI2 Comment
Wing Sweep - deg 35 25 35
FS @ BL = 0 1052.98 1325.5 1014.3
BL @ CUT 1 37.1 37.1 37.1
BL @ CUT 2 117.0 117.0 117.0
BL @ CUT 3 190.6 190.6 212.0
BL @ CUT 4 242.6- 242.6- 247.5- Main Land.
Gr. Pick up
BL @ CUT 5 --242.6+ 242.6+ 247.5+
BL @ CUT 6 291.2 291.2 341.7
BL @ CUT 7 339.8 339.8 404.2
BL @ CUT 8 387.5 387.5 465.6
BL @ CUT 9 418.0- 471.2- 486.5- Wing Eng/
Pylon Pick up
BL @ CUT I0 418.0+ 471.2+ 486.5+
BL @ CUT ii 453.4 550.4 550.4
BL @ CUT 12 500.8 611.4 611.4
BL @ CUT 13 567.3 697.0 697.0
BL @ CUT 14 633.8 782.4 782.4
BL @ CUT 15 700.2 868.0 868.0
BL @ CUT 16 788.8 982.0 982.0
BL @ CUT 17 833.0 1038.9 1038.9
BL @ CUT 18 877.3 1095.9 1095.9
BL @ CUT 19 921.6 1152.7 1152.7
BL @ CUT 20 930.0 1163.7 1163.7
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3.1.4 Designspeedand loadfactors-
3.1.4.1 Design speed altitudes- The design speed altitudes
used for the Baselineand ARI2 airplanesare the same. The
maximum operationalceiling is 40,000 feet. VD/MD is defined
as the lesser of 435 CAS or mach = 0.95. VC/MC is defined as
the lesser of 365 KCAS or mach= 0.90. The midcrulse point is
defined as a velocity of 360 KEAS at mach= 0.80.
Definitionsof VD/MD and VC/MC are in accordance with FAR-25
regulatlons.
3.1.4.2 Flight maneuver design load factors - Design maneuver
load factors used for the Baseline and ARI2 analyses comply
wlth FAR-25 requirements.
For the basic clean airplane configuration, the maximum
positive maneuver load factor is 2.5 gs, with the maximum
_ negative load factor varying linearly from 0.0 gs at VD to
-I.0 gs at VC. The maximum design load factors at VA are +2.5
and -i.0 gs.
For the flap extended airplane configuration the maximum
positive load factor is 2.0 gs, and the maximum negative load
factor is 0.0 gs.
A typical design speed envelope for the baseline airplane is
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FIGURE 3.1-1 Design Speed Envelope
3.2 Aerodynamics
3.2.1 Wing design introduction- This study addresses the
optimization of wings for transportaircraft. Optimization
for maximum high subsonicor transoniccruise is considered.
The emphasis is on structuraldesign and fuel efficiency. The
aerodynamicconfigurationis taken as constant for a first
approximation. Development of the aerodynamicconfiguration
is discussedin this section. Geometryand airfoil selection
are reviewed first. Then airfoil design methods used are
explainedbriefly. Next the transfer of aerodynamic design
data to the structural design optimization is covered.
Finally, the question of how perturbations to the baseline
geometryeffect the aerodynamicperformanceis considered.
3.2.2 Geometry Selection.- Life cycle cost is the driving
factor in wing geometry selectionfor transportaircraft. A
major factor is aspect ratio. High aspect ratio is important
for attaining good aerodynamic efficiency. However high
aspect ratio wings tend to be heavier and thus have a higher
initial cost. The trade-off is lower fuel consumptionand
hence lower operatingcost.
Given a desired type of operation,such as payload, operating
altitude and range; a wing can be designed for the lowest
life cycle cost. The resultingaerodynamic configuration is
the input to the structuraloptimizationprocedureexplained
in this report. The following informationis supplied:





Aspect_ of airfoil selectionare discussed in the following
subsections.
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3.2.3 Airfoil type selection.- For transport aircraft the
available airfoil choices can be grouped into two categories.
They are:
i) Peaky - Conventional.
2) Advanced Technology- Supercrltlcal.
The peaky technologyairfoilsrepresentan earlier and mature
technology. These airfoils are characterized by a rapid
developmentof the upper surface pressuredistributionsuction
at the leading edge. There is a gradual recompresslonto the
trailing edge. These airfoilshave a relativelylow pitching
moment about the quarter chord point. Consequentlythe total
configurationwill have minimal trim drag.
The advanced technology- supercrltlcalairfoils represent a
newer and developingtype. Higher efficiencyis possiblewith
these airfoils comparedto the conventional technology. The
design for a given application using advanced technology
airfoils is exacting. More of the chord length is made to
contribute to the section lift than is the case with the
conventionaltechnologyairfoils. This is done by using a
rooftop upper surface pressuredistribution. As much of the
upper surface is operated slightly supersonicas is possible.
Limiting factors are geometry constraintsand the ability to
recompressthe upper surface flow at the trailingedge without
flow separation. The airfoils are hlqhly aft-chord loaded,
and consequently they exhibit a high nose-down pitching
moment. Additional tall loads and resultanttrim drag are
needed to counter this pitchingmoment. However the airfoil
section drag reductioncan be substantial,and thus more than
makeup for the trim drag penalty. Additional discussion on
conventional and supercrltlcal technology airfoils may be
found in reference8.
For the PADS wing design study,a conventional type airfoil
was selected because currrent analysis procedures for
supercrlticalwings are not as mature as for conventional
wings and sufficientdata to benchmark the analysis techniques
are not available. Also, the baseline airplane has a
conventionalairfoil.
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3.2.4 Airfoil design - The range factor, M(L/D), is the most
significant figure of merit for assessingthe aerodynamicsof
wings designed for cruise efficiency. The importance of the
range factor is demonstratedby the speclfic-air-range(miles
flown per pound of fuel consumed)formula.
SAR = (a/SFC)* M(L/D) * (I/GW)
This formula also points out the impact of gross weight, GW,
and propulsionspecificfuel consumptiondivided by the speed
of sound (SFC/a).
Two airfoil design methods have been found to work well in the
wing three-dlmenslonalflow environment. They are:
I) Deslgn-by-lteration
2) Perturbationredesign.
The deslgn-by-iterationprocess is a coupling of an airfoil
ordinate generator and a wing pressuredistributionanalysis
program. Iterations are made to the airfoils, the
configuration is analyzed, and the resulting pressure
distribution changes are used as a guide for further
iterations. Engineering experience and intuition are
importantingredientsin making this method work successfully.
Interactive computer graphics is used to configure the
airfoils.
The FL0-22 code is used to compute the pressuredistributions.
This code solves a nonconservative finlte-difference
approximationto the potentialequation for an isolated wing.
The wing and computationaldomain are Shown in figure 3.2-1.
Flow equationsare solved in a set of sheared parabolic
coordinates. The mapping to obtain these coordinatesis shown
in figure 3.2-2. FL0-22 is a cost effectiveanalysis tool.
The second design procedurementioned,perturbation redesign,
__ is a design option added to the FL0-22 code. Being a
perturbation procedure, some starting point design is
required. Typically it comes from the first method. Given a
desired target pressuredistribution,the startinggeometry is
perturbed by the program. The amount of change is directly
related to the difference between the initial pressure
distribution and the desired or target pressure distribution.
If the pressure distribution computed for the perturbed
geometry differs from the target distribution, then the
process is repeated until convergence is achieved. The
iterativeprocedure is schematicallyshown in figure 3.2-3.
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FIGURE 3.2-3 PerturbationRedesign by Geometry Relaxation
3.2.5 Wing airfoil definition- Wing designs used as baseline
configurations for the structuraloptimizationproceduresare
described in terms of FL0-22 input data. FL0-22 input data
consists of air flow and geometry parameters. 0nly the
geometry portion is used in the PADS design process. Location
of the airfoil streamwisesectionsare specified. The airfoil
section ordinatescan be directly specified, or alternately,
the parametersfor an analytic airfoil generationcode can be
specified. Use of the FL0-22 input data to form the finite
element model is described in Section 3.5.1.3.
Normallyairfoil sections for structural modeling are at
locations and angles other then those specifiedby the FL0-22
data set. The required interpolationto obtain the desired
cuts is done with SLICE. (SurfaceLofting by Interpolated
Cubic Elements). A set of spanwisecubic fits of the original
data is interpolated to yield the desired new cut. This is
shown in figure 3.2-4.
3.2.6 Validity of Perturbations to Baseline Wing
Configuration- As a result of the structural
optimization,there may be changes made to the original
aerodynamic performance. Generally conventionaltechnology
airfoils do not radically change pressure distribution
characteristics with small perturbations to the section
geometry. Therefore resulting configuration for small
parametricchanges can still be consideredviable. For larger
parametricchanges to section geometry, airfoil performance
must be reevaluated.
3.2.7 Airfoil Definition for PADS Designs - The airfoil
technology was held fixed during the PADS design cycles. In
addition,the airfoil definitionwas derived from parametric
_ equations which were consistent with ASSET aerodynamic
performancedefinitions.
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FIGURE 3.2-4 Schematic of Wing Slice
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3.3 WEIGHT
3.3.1 ASSET weight estimationphilosophy- Statisticalweight
estimating equations have been used for many years to derive
aircraft componentweights in the preliminary design phase.
_ These equations have been developedprimarilyby using the
least squares multiple regressionmathematical techniques to
get a best fit equation. This method results in an acceptable
equationfor estimatingpreliminaryweights.
The major design variableswhich derive the structural weight
have been determined and appropriate trends have been
developedfor wing, tail, body, landinggear and nacelles for
purposes of estimating aircraft weight. The effect on a
transport aircraft's empty weight for various types of
stretchinghas also been explored. Validity of the trends and
relationships has been substantiated through weight
correlationplots for conventionaltransportaircraft. Weight
trends versus design variables in relation to a standard
wide-body transportwere applied in the PADS study program.
The design variablesdirectly affectingwing weight are:
o Aircraft gross weight
o Load factor




o Thickness to chord ratio
•_ o Sweep
o Bending relief (wingmounted concentratedweights,
such as engines , etc., and wing fuel)
Correlationbetween estimatedand actual weights for the wing

















3.3.2 Mass DistributionModule - Accurate mass distribution
is necessary to perform loads, stress, and dynamic analyses.
Specific data requirements include weight distribution by
panel points, and an accurate representationof mass moment of
inertia data, especiallyfor aircraft componentssuch as the
engine pods, pylons, landinggears, and control surfaces.
To achieve an accurate representationof an aircraft's mass
properties at a preliminarydesign level, analysismust begin
at the drawing board. Mass propertiesanalysis of an aircraft
begins as early as the preliminary general arrangement
drawing. The present basis for automated parametric vehicle
sizing capability is the Lockheed developedAdvanced Systems
Synthesisand EvaluationTechnique (ASSET) computer program.
The output from these analyseswould include a group weight
statement,a weight and balance Summary, center-of-gravlty
travel analysis,and mass moment of inertia data.
In the past, mass matriceswere generatedmanually,based upon
the latest aircraft weight statement. This method has been
improvedto achieve the shorter design cycle times and reduced
engineeringman-hoursassociatedwith an automated,integrated
design system.
A stand-alonemass distribution module (MDM) was developed
independently of the PADS effort to generate data similar in
detail to that provided for productionanalyses. Panel point
data are presented in pounds and pound-inchessquared (moments
of inertia). The total airplane mass matrix for any desired
loading consistsof the addition of separatematrices for:
o Wing and contents
o Body and contents
o Tall - horizontaland vertical
o Landing gear - up or down
o Engine/pods
o Payload - passengers,cargo/baggage,stores
o Fuel - quantitiesfrom empty to full
L
The Mass DistributionModule depends only upon a group weight
statement generatedby ASSET and geometry data from a general
arrangementdrawing for input. The output consists of mass
and geometrymatrices suitable for use in loads,flutter, and
structuralanalysis. The mass distributionmodule is designed
to fulfill the need for a realisticmass distributionearly in
the preliminarydesign phase when major structuralarrangement
decisions are made. It also ensures that structuraland
dynamic analysesare based on the same mass data.
The MDM is extremelyuseful in that it is flexible enough to
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handle a great variety of configurations. It accepts basic
ASSET parametric output, interfaces with the other
technologies through the creation of mass and inertia
matrices,and can be easily revised for rapid response to
weight data from NASTRAN or any other source.
3.3.2.1 Data flow diagram - A data flow diagramfor the MDM
is shown in figure 3.3-2. Functionalgroups are combined into
the major components which comprise the operational empty
weight.
Each of the major componentsor load items is distributedinto
appropriate panels based on typical distributions from
comtemporary aircraft and preliminary basic loads. This
distribution is accomplishedby utilizingunity distributions
for major componentsand their contentsand multiplying each
of them by predictedcomponentand contentweight. Typical
input data are shown in table 3.3-1.
Five types of output are obtained from the Mass Distribution
Module:
Inertial geometrymatrix
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FIGURE 3.3-2 Mass Distribution Module Flow Diagram
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TABLE 3.3-1 TYPICAL MASS DISTRIBUTIONMODULE INPUT DATA
WFUS = 54762. _4YD = 2740.
CHYDW = .2233576 WELEC = 5797.
CELECW = .186821 WECS = 5811.
CECSW = .326966 WEC = 214.
CLGB = 0. WLG = 0.
CICEB = .328982 _IANICE= 383.
CSCB = .6571702 WSCE = 6248.
_APU = 1202. WAV = 2827.
WFURN = 21170.4 WAG = 0.
WINST = 998. WARM = 0.
WAM0 = 0. _STD = 8647.
_4SK= 0. WOPEQ = 8599.
WGUN = 0. WPYL = 0.
_ING = 75556. CICEW = .671018
CSCW = .3050576 WFS = 1518.
_TAIL = 9042. CHTI = .803030
CSCHTI - 0. CHT2 = 0.
CSCHT2 = 0. CVTI = .196970
CSCVTI = .037772 CVT2 = 0.
CSCVT2 = 0. WPROP = 40963.
WES = 2449. XNOENG = 3.
CPASS = i. XNPASS = 59129.1
_CARG0 = 35330.6 XKSTOR = 0.
WFA = 156276.
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The inertialgeometry matrix (table 3.3-2)gives the location
of each inertial panel point and contains all the information
required to create transformationmatrices. All three types
of analyses, static loads, dynamic loads, and flutter depend
on the same inertialdata. Table 3.3-3 shows the correlation
between the airplane group number (column 2 of the geometry
matrix) and the airplane component which the group number
•, identifies. In this way, each panel point mass is associated
to a componentof the airplane.
Typical form of the full inertia matrix is shown in table
3.3-4. Generally, each mass in the full inertiamatrix has
three degrees of freedom (x, y, z). Concentrated masses
representing airplane components such as landing gear or
engines at a single locationhave three additionaldegrees of
freedom (Ix, Iy, Iz).
The loads inertiamatrices are in the same form as presently
supplied for the L-1011 and S-3A projects. Format of the
printed table output is shown on the flow diagram, figure
3.3-2.
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DESCRIPTIONOF THECOLUMNSOF A GEO_"TRYMATRIX /
"
DEGREE LOCATIONINSPACE
TYPE AIRNA_ OF , ,,,
MA_IX GROUP FREEDOH FS BL _4L
1 2 3 _ 5 6 ...
o_ 1 i. i0.0101 2. 20. 30. 50. )
i i i l
! i. i0.0101 i. 20. 30. bO.
_r_z_ i ' "
I.',A'I3..D(ST.ZE - m x n
m _i000
n J 20_ AT FRESEITCn - 6
TABLE 3.3-2 Format of Inertia Geometry Matrix
I"r-





of Ge_etry DESCRIPTIOn;M_trlce. 20.02 FF CONTEOLS?i_FAEE
m l J i m i l i i i N
i0.00CO I_ 20.03YY WJTGINE
i a|, i i i, -.
IO.01YY BO._ 20.04 _ STORE
j• i w , ml
iO.02Y7 _ 20.05Y7 LAID_ GE_
m || ,
_, 10.03YY TE CONTROLSURFACE 20.XXYY
lO.OhYY LE CONTROLSURFACE 30.00O0 HORIZONTALSTABILIZER
J , H J|
i0.05yy SPOILER 30.01YY BOX
....... ' • | | • i liB
10.C6yy EN_INE 30.02_ ELEVATOR| i li || , L H , i
10.07:,,7 STORE 30.XXrYi ila
• m, || : i
10.08My LA_D_ GEAR hO.O0CO VERT.TCALTAILJ i,
IO.XXyy hO.Ol:r! BOX
b.o.o'a_ _An example of yy are the TE control surfaces.
hO.:O(yy
The 1st surface would be Identified as 10.0301.
The 2nd surface as 10.0302, etc.
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TABLE 3.3-4 Summary and Full Inertia Matrices
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3.3.2.2 Fuel tank loading procedure- A program called TANK
is used to compute fuel tank weight distributions. TANK
receives input data definingdesired flight orientations and
fuel loadingsand constructsa lumpedfuel distributionwhich
reflects the flight configurationsnecessary for design. TANK
computes definition of the tank boundaries from airfoil
definitioncontainedin the grid cards for the finite element
model and corner point inputs. With tank boundariesknown,
the fuel tank total volume can be computed. Basic data input
such as fuel weight, allow TANK to form elementaryfuel boxes
and distributethe fuel weight as lumpedfuel masses to the
finite element grid locations. Balance and center-of-gravlty
data, as well as the fuel distribution,are then supplied as
output.
TANK is used several times for aircraftwith multiple tanks.
Then, a postprocessor combines the various fuel tank weight
distributionsand performs a transformation to the weight
panel points. The fuel distribution at the weight panel
points is used as direct input to MDM.
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3.S.3 Initial distribution of ASSET estimated Baseline
alrcraft. -
ASSET was,used to derive parametrically the weight of the
Baseline aircraft in a manner similar to that used in the
estimationfor advanced configurations. The ASSET weight
statementis presented in table 3.3-5. Mass moment of inertia
data were generatedfor the pylons, engines,and landinggears
by hand. Coefficientswere then developedto be used for the
advanced configurations to scale inertia by geometry and
weight.
Individualgroup weight as determinedby ASSET was distributed
to major aircraft componentsbased on conventionaltransport
distributionfractions.
Fuel weight distributionswere formed as described in the
previous section for input to the Mass DistributionModule.
Payload was distributed to meet specified weight and
center-of-gravity requirementsfor the establishmentof loads
data. Maximum passengercompartmentload criterion was used
which requires a uniform loading of 300 pounds/footabove the
floor to account for approximately an 80 percent passenger
load. The remainderof the payload is block loaded above the
floor at 350 pounds/footand in the cargo compartments to
maximum capacity from either or both extremities. A typical
example of this loading configurationis presented in figure3.3-3.
The design center-of-gravlty envelope for the Baseline
aircraft is presented in figure 3.3-4. The loading conditions
used in the PADS study are presented in table 3.3-6.
This aircraftdata was input to the Mass Distribution Module
(MDM) as explained in the previous section. Height was
distributedto the panel points. The printed table output and
full inertia outputmatrix are includedin Appendix C.
Table 3.3-7 is the table of contents for the _M output
matrices. The first panel point and the total number of
panels used for each componentare shown, as well the panel
degrees of freedom. The column labeled "FIRSTELEM LOCATION"
presents the beginning of each component'sweight and inertia



















































TOTAL ( 100. )
TABLE 3.3-5 BASELINEASSET h--=IGHTS ATEHEh_
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Table 3.3-6 InertiaConditionsfor BaselineDesl_n
Condition Name Description
1 Full fuel Gear up, fwd cq limit, max
takeoff weiaht, 166,000 lb.
fuel -_
Low fuel Gear up fwd ca limit
12,300 lb. fuel
3 WDA-963 Gear down, fwd cu limit,
max landlnu wt (368k),
30,000 lb. fuel
4 WDA-965 Gear down, aft ca limit,
max taxi wt.
Aircraft Loadlna Condition
(all weight shown in pounds)
Condition 1 2 3 4
0p. empty wt. 252037.5 262037.5 242940.3 242940.3
Payload 85961.1 85961.1 95055.7 95059.6
Zero fuel w-t. 337998.6 337998.6 337996.0 337999.9
Fuel wt. 166000.0 12299.5 30000.6 ]67998.3
Gross wt. 503998.6 350298.] 367996.6 505998.2
XCG 1193.6 1182.6 1184.4 1222.0
YCG {half a/p) 188.0 136.6 149.7 195.0
ZCG 193.0 192.2 193.8 190.6
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TABLE 3.3-7 Table of Contents for Output Matrices
TABLE OF CONTENTS FOR OUTPUT MATRICES
COMPONENT COMPONENT TYPE FIRST PANEL DOF FIRST
NUMBER TITLE PANEL C0[n_T ELEM
LOCATION
1 **BODY 1 ]i 25 3 1
2 **CENTER BOX STRUCTURE** ]3 ii 4 3 31
3 **CENTER BOX SYSTEMS** 13 Ii 4 3 31
4 **WING BOX S'YRUC_RE** _ 26 150 3 76
5 **WING BOX SYSTEMS** 2 26 150 3 76
6 **LEADINGE/gGE** 2 26 15(* 3 76
7 **TRAILINGEDGE** 2 26 ]50 3 76
8 **INBOARDAILERON** 2 176 150 3 526
9 **OUTBOARDAILERON** 2 386 150 3 976
I0 **0V£BOARDFLAP** 2 476 150 3 1426
ii **INBOARDFLAP** 2 799 150 3 1876
12 **INBOARD SLAT** 2 949 150 3 2326
13 **OUTBOARDSLAT** 2 1099 150 3 2"776
14 **HORIONTALTAIL** 3 626 80 3 3226
15 **VERTICALTAIL** 5 706 80 3 3466
16 **S-DUCT** 5 786 6 3 3706
17 **NOSE GEAR UP** 8 792 1 6 3724
18 **MAINGEAR UP** 8 794 1 6 3730
19 **NOSEGEAR D0h_N** 8 793 1 6 3636
20 **MAINGEAR DOWN** 8 795 1 6 3742
21 **ENGINES** 8 797 2 6 3748
22 **PYLON** 8 796 1 6 3760
23 **PASSENGERS** i0 3 19 3 7
24 **CARGO AND BAGGAGE** Ii 4 18 3 i0
25 **FUEL** 12 12 139 3 34
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3.3.4 Calculationof weightutilizing NASTRAN- The NASTRAN
program has the capability of computingthe total weight,
center of gravity, and moment of inertiafor a specified set
of structural elements. This has the potentialadvantage of
faster weight and inertia determination. When several
different structuralrepresentationsare under consideration,
this ability has significant impact on the design cycle.
These data are used to form a weight data update loop to
modify appropriateelements of the Mass Distribution Module
(MDM). Care must be exercisedin defining the weight sets to
assure that there is no duplication or exclusion of any
structuralmembers.
3.3.4.1 Elements - A grid system is set up to model the
structure, and individualelementsare used between the grid
points to representthe structure. Some of the elements used
are described in table 3.3-8.
A spar web, as shown in figure 3.3-5, is selected to
illustratethe bulk data deck for the NASTRAN model. The bulk
data for the spar web is shown in figure 3.3-6. Line 1
identifies this web as a shear element, assigns an
identification(ID) number to it, and defines the connecting
grid points. The aircraft three-axlscoordinatesare listed
under line 2. The material ID number and panel thickness are
given in line 3. The material propertiesare presentedin
llne 4. In a similar fashion, each structural element is
specified. _
3.3.4.2 NASTRAN weight computationexample - NASTRAN computes
the weight for a finite element model with a routine called
Grid Point Weight Generator, ( GPWG ). The spar web of figure
3.3-5 is used as an example of the GPWG subroutinelogic. The
process is repeatedfor each of the elements specified in a
set and then the total weight, c.g., and moment of inertia for
the set are calculated.
6O
TABLE 3.3-8 NASTRAN Elements for _eiaht Calculations
CARD ID
LOAD CONNECTING
ELEME/_ CAPABILITY APPLICATION GRID POINTS PROPERTIES
Bar Bending Frames CBAR PBAR
0uadri- Inplane Honeycomb CQDMEM PQDMEM
lateral Panels
Rod Axial Spar Caps CROD PROD
Shear Shear Webs CSHEAR PSHEAR















i) Shear Panel Element Connection Cards
_ Element Property Connectinq Grid Point Id No.
Id Id
CSHEAR 50044 50044 944 1044 1045 945
CSHEAR 50044 50044 944 1044 1045 945
2) Grid Cards
Grid X ¥ Z Permenant
Id Single Pt.
Constraint
GRID 946 2868.0 365.0 326.0 456
GRID 1028 2145.0 402.0 282.0 6
GRID 1029 2145.0 402.0 268.0 456
GRID 1030 2235.0 406.0 24].0 456
GRID 1045 2821.5 406.0 322.5 456
GRID 1046 2821.5 406.0 331.0 456
GRID 1130 2235.5 435.0 285.5 6
GRID 1131 2235.5 435.0 273.0 456
GRID 1152 2417.5 438.0 317.0
3) Shear Panel PropertyCards
Prop. MaterialThickness
Id Id
PSHEAR 50044 501 .015
PSHEAR 51028 501 .050
PSHEAR 51030 501 .027
4) Material Cards
Mat.
Id E G Nu Density Texpand Tref
MAT1 501 16.0E6 6.10E6 .31 .16 5.30E-6 70.0
FIGURE 3.3-6 Spar Rib Bulk Data
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3.3.4.3 Input set definitionand GPWG output - Generally the
set definition consists of lumping similar elements,covers,
ribs, webs, etc. together. These may also be subdividedinto
location,such as outboard,mid, and inboard sections. Figure
3.3-7 illustratesthe input for several sets of sample spar
webs. The first field identifies the input card DELK,
followedby an assigned set number in the next field. Fields
3 and 4 specify the startingand stoppingelement ID numbers.
The fifth field indicatesthe incrementapplied to the element
ID, for inclusion in the set. The example element 51028 is
seen to be the first includedin the set number 510, which
also includes element numbers 51030, 51032, 51034, 51036,
51038, 51040, and 51130.
The output for each set is typically illustrated in table
3.3-9 for set 510. The first matrix containsmost of the
weight and inertia data in the arrangement shown in figure
3.3-8.
If the structural model weight consists of only element
weights, the three weights (Wx = Wy = Wz) printed out will be
equal and the c.g. will be unique.
3.3.4.4 Mass propertiescomparison- A hand calculation was
made of the sampletest set 510 spar webs, and the total is
comparedwith the output of table 3.3-9. These data are
summarizedin table 3.3-10.
The two sets of data are within 1 to 2 percent of each other.
The GPWG reduces the tedious recalculationof elements as they
are resized. _
It must be emphasizedthat these elementweights are for the
NASTRAN represented structural components. Weight due to
items such as Joints, fasteners, tolerances, and
discontinuitiesare not included. Weight allowancesfor these
items must be derived and added to the NASTRAN weight before
comparisonswith the MDM are made.
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FIGURE 3.3-7 NASTRAN DELK INPUT - SPAR WEB
DELK Element Element Incr.
Set Id Id 1 Id 2
DELK 501 50112 50140 2
DELK 502 50212 50240 2
DELK 502 50312 50340 2
DELK 504 50116 50440 2
DELK 504 50518 50540 2
DELK 504 50620
DELK 507 50722 50740 2
DELK 507 50926 50940 2
DELK 5O7 5O824
DELK 510 51028 51040
DELK 510 51130
DELK 513 51300 51340 2
DELK 513 51344 51352
DELK 513 51236 51240 2
DELK 513 51232
DELK 513 51360
DELK 515 51502 51682 20
DELK 515 51504 51704 20
DELK 515 51506 51706 20
DELK 515 51508 51708 20
DELK 515 51748
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H 0 - P.ZGZDBODYHASSHATRZX ZH BASZCCOORDIHATESYSTEH
Ntkn
N 6.6767.$3E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.97_553E 0_ -2.906565E 0_ .
M 0.0 6.6767-_3E 01 0.0 01.974553E 0_ 0.0 Z.6ZZ928E 05 .
n 0.0 0.0 6.676253E 01 2.906565E 04 -1.621920E 05 0.0 .
n 0.0 -1.974553E 04 Z.906565E 0_ 1.856976E 07 -7.067066E 07 -_.812538E 07 .
n 1.974553E O_ 0.0 -1.621928E 05 -7.06706_E 07 4.018258E 08 -G.598170E 06 -
u -Z.905565E0; 1.6Z1928E 05 0.0 .-4.81253_E 07 -8.598170E 06 _.036802E 08 n
m
S - TRN_FOR,'tATZOflHATnZX FORSCALARHASS PARTZTZOH
" 1.00000OE O.0 0.0 0.0 n
M 0.0 Z.000000E 0.0 N
0.0 0.0 1.000000E 00 N
DZRECTZ('It
O_ HASSAX_[S SYSTEH IS) HASS X-C.S. Y-C.G. Z-C.O.
O_ X 6.676253E 01 0.0 4.353586E 02 Z.957576E 02
Y 6.676253E 01 Z.4293995 03 0.0 2.957576E 02
Z 6.676Z53E 01 2.¢Z9399E 03 _.353586E 0Z 0.0
Z(S) - ZNERTZAS
n 7.589700E 04 5.862400E 0_ 1.556320E 0g w
5.862_00E 0_ 1.955058E 06 1.787000E 03
n 1.556320E 05 1.707000E 03 1.99526_E 06 u
ZIQ) - PRZI_CIPLE ZNERI"ZAS
mtlff
n 2.0086129 06 n





m -9.3396;2E-02 2.04_180E-02 9.963079E-01
-1.242722E-01 9.917727E-01 -3.07;978E-02
u -9.837382E-01 -1.2637785-01 -3.015996E-02
TABLE 3.3-9 Output From Grid Point Height Generator
n m
Wx 0 0 0 Sy(x) Sz(x)
0 Wx 0 Sx(y) 0 Sz(y)
0 0 Wz Sx(z) Sy(z) 0
O _ -!xy T
- 0 - _]u.: Iyy _ •
- - 0 -Izx -Izy Izz
FIGL_E 3 3-8 mm,;_num_,_ MATR,IX _._n_ ......
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Panel X Y Z I I I -
I.D. Wt(Ibs) FS WS WL xx vv --__
51028 10.160 2189 428 277 2.56 49.48 50.50
51030 1.910 2235 420 281 .487 q.70 9.88
51032 5.898 2330 435 288 1.609 32.51 3_.14
51034 9.294 2417 436 295 2.584 55.12 5&.08
51036 11.610 2514 436 303 3.29 74.43 75.58
51038 12.888 2614 437 310 3.724 89.29 90.52
51040 7.112 2716 440 316 2.093 53.17 53.85
51130 9.518 2282 452 282 2.705 50.32 51.51
Calc
Total 68.39 2436 436 297 19.05 414.0 421.1
NASTRAN
Total 66.76 2429 435 296 18.57 401.8 408.7
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3.3.5 NASTRAN weight factoringprocess -
3.3.5.1 Introduction and objective- Two finite element
models were set up to representthe Baselineaircraft. The
first, a production sized model, to represent the actual
member sizing of the L-I011-500 aircraft as derived from
engineeringdrawings and reports. The second was a finite
element model whose covers were sized through the PADS
procedures,but with ribs, and spars remaining as in the
production sized model. The decision was made early in the
program that finite element sizingwould be used to generate
cover sizing only, to simplifythe design cycle. Cover weight
representsapproximatelyhalf of the structural weight of a
typical aspect ratio sevenwing, and thus would be sufficient
to indicate significantweight trends.
The structuralsizing for the covers contained on NASTRAN
property cards was used as a basis for weight estimation. The
overall goal of the processwas to provide timelyand accurate
structural system weight data based on the finite element
analysis. Deriving structuralweight estimatesfrom a finite
element model involvesthree fundamentalsteps.
3.3.5.1.1 Determinationof finite element structuralweight -
The finite element analysis process is an idealizationthat by
its nature requires Judgment on the part of the analyst.
Beams, plates, rods, or other finite elements are used to
. approximate real structure. The analyst's Judgment is key to
the realisticrepresentationof the structure. Whether or not
a finite element shouldbe included in the structuralsystem
or how it should be factored are importantissues to be
understood before a weight estimation is performed. One
example is a hydraulicactuator. The analyst may decide to
model the actuatorwith a very large, stiff beam. This beam
is not intendedto representthe actuator for weight purposes
and should not be consideredas part of the finite element
structural weight. Another example is the engine/pylon
structure. In this case, the purpose of the model may be to
provide a reasonablestiffness model to determine accurate
deflections. The englne/pylonstructuremay be representedby
five or six beam elements instead of 2000 to 3000 elements.
It would be unwise to predict engine weight from a
representationof this nature.
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3.3.5.1.2 Finite element weights factoring process - A
completeweight estimate can be made by multiplyingthe finite
elementweight by factors. These factors account for the •
differences between what is representedby the finite element
model and what actually exists. For example,a spar may be
represented by a combination of rods and plates. _ne rods
would representthe spar caps, and the web may be represented
by a single, constant thickness plate. The actual web
representedby that plate may be chem-milledwith edge margin
and thickness for fasteners, access holes, system
penetrations, etc. The actual plate may be painted.
Stiffeners may not have been included in the model. The
effects of these examples can be accountedfor with factors.
In the PADS sizingweight calculation process, two sets of
factors will be applied. Figure 3.3-9 illustrates this
process. The first set of factors, called nodal factors, were
produced as ratios of finite element nodal weights for two
different sizingdata sets. These nodal factors compensate
for weight which was not accountedfor during the PADS sizing
of the baseline airplane. This form of factoringadjusts each
nodal weight individually. The numeratorof each ratio was
the nodal weight from a sizing data set which represents
section propertiesof the existingL-10!l-500ircraft ( entry
1 in table 6.0-2). These section propertieswere derived from
drawings. The NASTRAN model with this sizing shall be
referred to as the productionfinite element model. Finite
element nodal weights for this model will be called production
FEMweights.
The denominatorof each ratio was the nodal weight for a final
sizing data set produced by the PADS sizing process (2nd
flexible aircraft loads sizingwith stress margins of safety,
entry 9 in table 6.0-2). _e NASTRAN model with a sizing data
set produced in PADS will be referred to as a PADS finite _
element model. Finite element noda! weights for a PADS finite
element model will be called PADS FEM weights.
PADS FEM weights factoredby the production factors will be
called productionfactored PADS FF2_weights.
The second set of factors adjusts the regionalweights of the
finite element representation to approximate the regional
weights of a weights representationfor the existing LI011-500
aircraft. These factors are called regionalfactors. They
adjust for weights of structure not modeled in the finite
element model. Examples are fairings,access panels, control
system supports,fasteners,paint, sub-structure,etc. Those
items not adaptable to a finite element factoringprocess,
such as secondarystructure,must be added to the factored
finite element weight totals. The factors are applied to





















are factored with a single factor. The factors retain the
distributionof the region.
ProductionfactoredPADS FEM welghts which have been factored
by the regionalfactors are called adjustedFEM weights.
3.3.5.1.3 Nodal factors - The nodal factors are in seven 3741
by 3741 dlagnal matrices. A seperatematrix containsthe
nodal factors for each of the following components on the
finite element model:
Component Elements Matrix#
Center box ribs and spars 1511
Center box upper covers 1512
Center box lower covers 1513
Wing box upper covers 1514
Wing box lower covers 1515
Wing box spars 1516
Wing box ribs 1517
The total weight of the productionfinite element sizing for
the designed elements is 10,961 pounds and the total weight of
the PADS sizing used in formation of the factors is 9,718
pounds.
3.3.5.1.4 Regional factors - The design regions for which the
regional factors apply are defined in figure 3.3-10. Tables
3.3-11 through 3.3-14present the regionalfactors for each of
the major wing componentsby design region.
These factors are applicable to derivative design _
configurations. It was assumed that the weight factors would
not be dependentupon aspect ratio, sweep, or thicknessratio.
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3.3.5.2 Update to the Mass Distribution Module - Weight
matrices are output from the Grid Point Weight Generator
(GPWG) by component (7 components) and are factored
immediately by the nodal factors for the structuralnode
distribution. The matrices are then broken down into design
regions, and the regionalfactors are applied for each design
region of each component. A singlematrix is then formed by
recombiningthe pieces. 7
Nonmodeledweight such as trailingand leading edge, flaps,
control surfaces, etc., are added, and a new wing weight is
determined. This new weight and distribution is then
converted to Mass DistributionModule input and ready to be
recycled for the updated weight production.
A general overviewof the initial weight data determination
and the subsequent weight updatewhich reflect sizing data















3.4.1 Discussionof loads methodology- Net balanced load
distributions, together with integrated vertical shears,
bending moments, and torsions acting on the wing, were
generated for appropriateflight and ground conditions. These
conditionswere consideredas a minimum set to be used for
sizing studies associated with this task. They do not, nor
were they intended to, represent a complete set of load
conditionsnormally associatedwith a total analysis cycle.
3.4.1.1 Aerodynamic stability derivatives- Aerodynamic
stability derivatives were generated using the theoretical
vortex latticemethod of referencei. Stability derivatives
were generated for mach = 0.5, 0.80 and 0.88. Aerodynamic
influencecoefficientmatriceswere generated from downwash
matrices output by VORLAX. Figure 3.4-1 illustratesthe
aerodynamicload points used to generate these data for the
Baseline airplane. Fuselage and empennage panels are
identicalfor all derivatives. The total number of panels on
the wing are the same for all derivatives. ARI2 derivative
wing panels have been scaled such that the semispan locations
of the load pointsmatch, where possible.
Aileron effectivenessratios, used for active control on loads
runs were obtained from L-1011-500data. These ratios reflect
flight test correlation factors. Use of such data is
considered to be normal practice during analysis cycles.
Table 3.4-1 summarizesthe airplane stabilityderivativesused
in this analysis.
The input data files (as catalogued in PANVALET) used to
generate the VORLAX outputairload distributionsare listed in "
Appendix E. NASA is referred to Report 2865 for a definition
of the contentsof these data files. It shouldbe noted that
alrload distributiondata and stabilityderivatives generated
through use of these files will representrigid airplane data
with the horizontal stabilizer/elevatorat zero deflection
angles.
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TABLE 3.4-1 AERODYNAHICSTABILITY DERIVATIVES
I BASELZNE A/P I AR12 A/P I AR12 A/P I
I SHEEP = 35 I SHEEP = 2.5 I SHEEP= 35 I
I--- I.......... I I
DERIVATZVE I ttACHNUI_ER I HACH NUHBER I HACH I_HBER I
I- I I .................... I
I o.s I o.s I 0.ss'l o.s I o.s I 0.8a I o.s I 0.8 I 0.08 I
Cb _ alpha=O I .05081 .06ZZl .07131 .070Zl '09091 .10931 .06511 .08091 .093ZlI I I I I I I I I I
c a alpha=O I .O4181 .04511 .04681 .037Zl .04161 .O4301 .0411 .04381.0t_',51
I I I I I I I I I
ck_ I .10741 .lz411 .13631 .lZ751 ._01 .17561 .11871 .13881 .15341I I I I I I I I I I
C I-.OZ9OI-.O3711-.O4331-.OZ961-.O39ZI-.047OI-.0380-.O4911-.O5751
/'_ I I I I I I I I I
CL _ alpha=0 I .06141 .07_61 .085Zl .07Z61 .09Z81 .0ZZ71 .066Z .08241 .09S21
.1rig I I I I I I I I i
CRN_atph==0I-.00Z61-.009ZI=.0ZZSl .00;01-.00091-.00691 .0098i .005Zl .000Sl
,rig I I I I I I I I I
C,_.i' ._J I •07671 .0S0SI •10071 .09731 •ZZ001.13871 .0SS61 .Z0SZI •ZZ71iI I I I I i I
I-.01961-.0Z491-.0Z931-.01691-.02Z71-.02871-.0Z371-.0S071-.0S631
Pl'_ing I I I I ! I I I I I
8O
HorizontalStab. Elevator







Note that the elevator is geared to the horizontalstabilizer.
That is, a pilot induced stick force drives the horizontal
stabilizer. The elevatorfollows the horizontal stabilizer.
The elevator can not move independently,nor can it drive the
horizontalstabilizer.
3.4.1.2 Wing loads calculations- FAMAS Master Deck programs
PSRL and GDHL were used to generate net balanced load
distributionsand integrated shears, bending moments, and
torsions for the specified conditions of section 3.4.2.1.
PSRL was used for flight maneuver conditions, and GDHL was
used for ground handling conditions. All conditionssatisfy
FAR-25 specifications.
Both programsare matrix algebra panel loads methods that use
D'Alembert's principle. That is, aerodynamicand externally
applied forces are placed in equilibriumwith inertia forces.
Programs PSRL and GDHL can generate balanced net load
distributionsfor either the rigid airplane or a flexible
airplane. Structural flexibiltyis introducedthrough input
of an appropriate structural influence coefficient (SIC)
matrix. SIC matrices are obtained from finite element
modeling methods as described in section 3.5.
The panel loads grld consists of the aerodynamic panels
generated when using VORLAX (see section 3.4) plus additional
panels required to represent concentrated masses or
nonaerodynamlc panels. These consist of panel points for the
nose and main landing gears, center engine, wing engine and
pylon. Two sets of landing gear panel points are required,
one for gear up and one for gear down. Note that the panel
point used for the aerodynamicgrid from VORLAX correspondsto
the aerodynamicload point, which is at the quarter chord and
semlspan of each panel. Panel points for the concentrated
masses and nonaerodynamicpanels are at the SIC nodes.
PSRL is a steady symmetric-flight,transient pitch maneuver,
and uncoupled one degree of freedom maneuver analysesprogram.
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This program was used to compute the loads for steady pitch
conditions. Angle of attack and stabilizerangle are treated
as variables,with the program calculatingthe values required L
to produce the desired load factor togetherwith zero pitch
acceleration. Inputs include a number of "measured to
theoretical" ratios which are used to adjust the over-all
level of the theoreticaldistributions. For this analysis,
only the outboard aileron ratios were used. The program
calculates the more critical values of pitch velocity
associated with either a steady pull-up,or a steady turn.
Incremental alrload distributions due to control surface
deflections and structuralflexibilityare a function of the
input AIC matrix and the change in local streamwlse angle of
attack. The change in local streamwlseangle of attack is
caused by the net balanced load distributions. The flexible
loads solution is a closed form solution.
GDHL is set up to run all the FAR-25 ground handling
conditionsin a single run. Ground loads are reactedby rigid
body translational and rotational accelerations for each
specified weight and center of gravity combination. GDHL is
also used to generate net balanced load distributions for
arbitrary ground reactions, such as those associatedwith
dynamic taxi conditions.
3.4.1.2.1 Rigid loads calculations- Net balanced load
distributions were generated for the rigid airplane using a
null SIC matrix when running PSRL and GDHL. Aerodynamic load
distributions, as generated from the P-130 AIC matrices,
reflected the midcrulse shape for all flight maneuver
conditions. Net balanced load distributionsacting at the SIC
locationsof the finite element model were used for the first
pass strength sizing. "
3.4.1.2.2 Correctionsfor Jig Shape - Structural deflections
associated with the SIC matrix are measured from the Jig shape
(manufacturingshape). AIC matrices generatedby VORLAX are
for the midcruise shape. PSRL accepts the input of the Jig
and mldcrulse camberdistributionsand corrects the input AIC
matrix to the Jig shape.
To make this correction, rigid body net balanced load
distributionswere generatedfor a l-g flight at the mldcrulse
speed and altitude point. The midcrulseflight condition was
considered to be a gross weight = 350,300 pounds,
center-of-qravltyat 12.5% MAC (reference), velocity = 360
KEAS, and mach= 0.80.
Structuraldeflectionsdue to this l-g condition,as obtained
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from the SIC matrix,were convertedto incrementalchanges in
streamwlseangle of attack at the basic loads panels. These
incremental changes were subtractedfrom the midcruise shape
obtained as output from P-130, thus defining the jig-shape
camber distribution. Under l-g cruise conditionsthe airplane
would deflect structurallyto the optimum performance shape
used by P-130 to generate the AIC matrices. Both the
: midcruiseand Jig shape camber distributions are input to
PSRL.
3.4.1.2.3 Flexible load calculations- Net balanced flexible
load distributions were generated using the SIC matrices
providedby the PADS sizing process with rigid loads or
flexible loads from the previouspass. For each level of SIC
matrices,a new jig shape camber and twist was generated for
input to PSRL and GDHL. Aerodynamicand inertia distributions
acting at the basic loads panels were transformed to an
equivalentsets at the SIC. Structuraldeflectionsat the SIC
are convertedto streamwiseslopesat the basic loads grid.
The closed solution used by PSRL requirestransformation
matrices from the basic loads grid to the SIC grid, plus a
differentiation matrix to convertdeflectionsat the SIC grid
to slopes at the AIC control panels. Since these
transformationsare a functionof grid geometry only, they are
generatedonce for an airplane. These transformationmatrices
need only be changedwhen there is a change in one of the grid
systems. Normally,this is only required when there is a
change in the external configuration.
3.4.2 Conditionsselectedfor design analysis - The flight
environment, airplane configuration,and maneuver conditions
for external loads analysiswere selectedfrom existing loads
envelopes for the L-i011-500 airplane. Basically this
analysiswas consideredto be a first pass preliminary cycle
for a candidatederivativeairplane.
The objectivewas to generate net balanced external load
distributions for a minimum number of design conditions
sufficientto determinea first level wing structural sizing.
These loads are not consideredto be a complete set of load
conditionsnormallyassociatedwith a full blown analysis.
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3.4.2.1 Steady maneuver flight conditions- Net balanced
external load distributionswere generatedfor the following
five load conditions:
Flight conditionNo. II01 1102 1103 1104 1105
Weight - i000 Ib 350.3 504.0 504.0 504.0 504.0
C.G. - % MAC (ref.)12.5 17.1 17.1 17..1 17.1
Flight condition Midcrulse VA VC VD Flap Ext.
Mach No. 0.80 0.48 0.82 0.88 0.33
Ve - KEAS 360.0 316.0 356.0 418.0 220'0
Altitude-1000ft 20.0 0.0 21.3 17.3 0.0
where flight conditionsnoted above are defined in
reference9 , section 25.333.
0nly forward c.g. gross weights were consideredfor symmetric
flight maneuver external loads analyses. For the candidate
derivativeairplanewith an all flying tail, forward c.g.
locationsrequire a down stabilizertail load, thus increasing
the total alrload on the wing for a given maneuver load
factor.
Each load condition (i.e.,ii01 through 1105) generated net
balanced external load distributionsfor five unique symmetric
maneuvers. The five maneuversare identical for each load
condition,as follows:
Maneuver Condition Active Control
I) ig Level Flight ON
2) Positive steadymaneuver-(PSM) ON
3) Negative steadymaneuver-(NSM) ON
4) Positive steadymaneuver-(PSM) OFF
5) Negative steadymaneuver-(NSM) OFF
NOTE: With active control system on, aileron is biased down
two degrees at ig, with flaps retracted,and up eight
degrees with flaps down. Aileron returns to neutral
with system off.
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The incremental airload distributions due to the aileron
deflection with the ACS on have correlationfactors applied
which reflect measured to theoretical data. These factors
were determined during the L-1011 airplane project load
analysis. These factors are applied to the input aileron
deflectionangle. The applied factors are as follows:
rl
Flight Cond.#No. Man.#1 Man.#2 Man.#3
1101 0.88 0.75 0.75
1102 0.94 0.88 0.88
1103 0.78 0.73 0.69
1104 0.73 0.90 0.90
1105 0.97 0.90 0.90
3.4.2.2 Ground Handling load conditions- Net balanced load
distributions were generated for the followingbasic ground
handling conditionsas specifiedby FAR 25 (ref. 9):
FAR-25 REG.
Description Symbol (ref. 9)
I.) Two wheel brake roll BR-2 25.493
2.) Three wheel brake roll BR-3 25.493
3.) Reverse braking REV. BR. 25.507
4.) Unsymmetricbraking UNSYM. BR. 25.499
5.) Turning TURN 25.495
6.) Three wheel static 3WS 25.489
Two types of ground handling conditionswhich are criticalfor
the inboard wing of the L-1011-500 can be generatedusing
GDHL. These are BR-2 Zrom the above table, and a levei
landing condition, referred to as LL-2. Thus, for this
analysis, the above six ground handling conditionsand an LL-2
conditionwere run.
GDNL generates level landing conditionsfor LL-2 by combing Ig
net balanced flight landing load distributions,as gernerated
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using PSRL, with inertial loads distributions due to
incrementalground reactionsat the main landing gears. LL-2,
therefore,refelectseither the rigid or flexible airplane as
determinedby the availabilityof an SIC matrix.
In addition to the above, a pseudo dynamic taxi condition was
generated using GDHL. Normally this type condition is
generatedby Dynamic Loads. However, for this analysis, the
appropriate load factor and gear reactionswere providedby
Dynamic Loads, and input to GDHL. It was felt that this
pseudo conditionwould achieve the desired result.
The followingtable lists the inertia cases used for these
conditions:
ConditionNo. 3301 3303 3304
Weight - 1000 Ib 506.0 368.0 506.
c.g. - % MAC (ref.) 26.9 14.1 26.9
Type Condition Grd. Hnd. Lev. Ld. Dyn Taxi
Gear Position Down Down Down
Note: only the BR-2, LL-2 and dynamic taxi conditionswere
included in the ground handling external load distributions
used for internalstress analysis.
3.4.2.3 Design load envelopes- Figures 3.4-2 through 3.4-7
present typical load envelopes of the integratedshears,
bending moments, and torsionsat the wing root for the 2nd
flexible Baseline,ARI2, 35 Degree Sweep, and ARI2, 25 Degree
Sweep airplanes.
The design load envelopesare based on the stacking of the
steadymaneuver flight conditions,ground handling conditions,
landing conditions,and dynamic taxi conditions. The terms,
stacking and stacked, are used in the context that each
condition is computed separately. Then, each of these
conditions are inserted (stacked)into one matrix, where each
column of that matrix representsone of the conditions. In a
full design effort, this matrix may contain up to 2000
columns, with each column representing a separate load
condition.
Note that the steady symmetricflight maneuverswith the ACS
system OFF are considered flight restricted dispatch
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FIGURE 3.4-7 ARI225 Deg. Sweep3rd flex loadswln9 rootenvelope- Sz vs Mv
conditions. Thus, when included in the stacked matrix each
system OFF condition is factored by 0.80. This is not the
equivalentof a true +2.0 or -0.8 g maneuver, in that the
airplane loads are generatedat the balanced angle of attack
and stabilizersetting requiredfor a full steady maneuver.
This approachwas the result of extensivediscussionswith the
FAA for the active control certification process. The
approach has a mathematicalformulationbased on limit load
factor frequencyof exceedance level and the ACS inflight
availability. Material on this subject may be found in Volume
II of this report in a letter to NASA, LAC/081823.
Flight maneuver and ground handling load conditions are
stacked into a singlematrix to be passed on for the sizing
process. Table 3.4-2 summarizes the flight maneuver load
conditionsand table 3.4-3 summarizesthe ground handling load
conditionsfor BR-2, LL-2 and dynamic taxi conditions. The
column number in the stackedmatrices where these conditions
are found is equivilentto the conditionnumber. Matrix 2200
is the stacked balanced net load matrix. Table 3.4-4
summarizes pertinent parameters for each of the flight
maneuver columns in the stackedmatrices.
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ConditionNumber The loads conditionnumber and column
number for that maneuver.
Column Number in The column in the stacked matrix in
Stacked Matrix which the above column is stacked.
Alpha FRL Airplane angle of attack relative to
fuselage reference axis. Angle
required to balance A/P.
Hot. Stab. Defl. Horizontalstabilizer angle required
to balance A/P.
Elevator Defl. Elevator angle - fixed function of
stabilizer angle (geared to horiz.
stab.).
Aileron Rigging Denotes aileron angle for the ACS
system on.
NOTE: Control surfaceangles are positlvefor trailing edge
down.
Sign convention for external loads analysis is the
left-hand rule, with positive Y acting outboard on the
left wing.
External loads are generated for the leftslde of the
A/P.
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Cond. Gro=Weight €.g.%Mac Mach Velocity(kern} Altitude(1000ft) g's ActiveControls
III 360,300. IZ5 .80 360 20.0 1.0 On
112 350,300. IZ5 .SO 360 20.0 2.5 On
113 350,300. 12.5 .SO 3GO 20.0 -1.0 On
114 350,300. 12.5 .80 360 20.0 2.5 Off
115 350,300. IZ5 .80 360 20.0 -1.0 Off
122 504,000. 17.13 .473 316. 0.0 2.5 On
123 504,000. 17.13 .473 316. 0.0 -1.0 On
124 504,000. 17.13 .473 316. 0.0 2.5 Off
125 504,000. 17.13 .473 316. 0.0 -1.0 Off
132 604,000. 17.13 .S2 356. 21.3 2.5 On
133 504,000. 17.13 .82 356. 21.3 -1.0 On
134 504,000. 17.13 .52 356. 21.3 2.5 Off
135 504,000. 17.13 .52 356. 21.3 -1.0 Oil
142 504,000. 17.13 ,S8 418. 17.3 2.5 On
143 504,000. 17.13 .58 418. 17.3 0.0 On
144 504.000. 17.13 .88 418. 17.3 .2.5 Off
145 504,000. 17.13 .88 418. 17.3 0.0 Off
152 504,000. 17.13 .33" 220. 0.0 2.0 On
153 504,000. 17.13 .33" 220. 0.0 .0.0 On
154 504,000. 17.13 .33" 220. 0.0 2.0 Off
155 504,000. 17.13 .33" 220. 0.0 0.0 Off
*Flipsextendedcondition
TABLE 3.4-2 Maneuver load conditionsfor Baseline deslan
TABLE 3.4-3 Ground handling load conditions for Baselirm design
i
Condl I Gross Ht. I c.g. ZHAC I Hath I Velocity I Altltude I g'= I Active
I lb I (ref,) I I (keas) I (1000 ft)l IControls
Dumm_
411 506000 26.9 NA NA NA l.O NA/BRZ
431 368000 14.1 .Z7N 18Z. O. Z.141 ON/LLZ
43Z 368000 14.1 .ZT_ 18Z. O. 2.141 OFF/LLe




TABLE 3.4-4 Load condition parameters
P_U;'JJtETE_ SHEET FOR STATIC FLIGHT LOADS
COIIOZTIOII IKNIBER 1101/ 1 1101/ E 1101/ 3 1101/ 4 1101/ 5
CDI IDZTZOtl DESCRIPTZOfl BASIC PSI1 HSM PSPI list/
GROSS MEIGHT LB 350300.000 _350300.000 350300.000 350300.000 350300.000
_- FUEL MEZGIIT LB 12300.000 ] 2300.000 12300.000 1Z300.000 12300.000
FS (C.G.) 0/0 tttC lZ.500 lZ.500 12.500 12.500 12.500
ML (C.G.) Ell 194.000 194.000 194..000 194.000 194.000
AIRSPEED KEAS 360.000 360.000 36 O. 000 360.000 360.000
HACH IAJttGER 0.804 0.804 0.804 0.804 0.804
ALTITUDE 1000 FT 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 20,000
PO_IER SETTZHG 0 0 O 0 0
HX (C.G.) ZIIERTZA -0.072 O.OEO -0.036 0.026 -0.035
flY (C.G.) LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
)IZ (C.G.) FJICTOR -1.000 -Z.500 1.000 -Z.500 1.000
TIIETA DOT 0.0 0.081" -0.077 0.081 -0.077
THETA D-DOT RAD/SEC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PHI DOT All9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PItZ D-DOT RAD/SEC_Z O. 0 O. 0 0.0 O. 0 O. 0
PSI DOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
PS1 D-DOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ALPHA FRL DEG 1.571 5.323 -3.611 5.452 -3.709
BETA DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GEAR POSZTZOIq UP UP UP UP UP
SLAT DEFL. 0 0 0 0 0
FLAP DEFL. nEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AZLEROll RIGGTHG tF DEG Z.OOO -15.000 11.000 0.0 0.0
AZLEROll 1 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
AZLEROll 2 DEFL. DEG 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 1 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER Z DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
SPOILER 3 DEFL. DEG O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O
SPOILER 4 DEFL. .DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 5 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 6 DEFL. OEG O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
HOR. STAB. ZIICZD. DEG -1.213 -4.601 6.191 -4.718 4.53_
ELEVAIOR DEFL. DEG -0.195 -2.981 0.G25 -3.455 0._71
RUODER DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GUST VELOCTTY FT/SEC O. 0 O. O 0.0 0.0 0.0
FUEL VEIIT PRESSURE P51 3.OO/-Z.O0 3.00/-Z.00 3,O0/-:b. O0 3.00/-2.00 3,00/-2.00
CABIH PRESSURE PSI 8.835/-0.50 8.535/-0.50 8.835/-0.50 8.835/-0.50 8.835/-0.50
PZ-TOT. STAB (HET) 1000 LB, 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
PZ-EXP. STAB (IIET) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.ll. STAB. IIIET) 1000 FT-L8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1. ELEV. (llET) 1000 FT-1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.H.-TllDAZL. (lifT) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.rl.-OUTAZL. IIIET) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-TOT. STAB lAIR) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0
PZ-EMP. STAB lAIR) 1000 LB 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1. STAB. lAIR) 1000 FT-L8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
H.I1. ELEV. fAIR) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.H.-ZIISAZL. IAIR) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0
H.I1.-OUI"AIL. lAIR) 1000 FT-U5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY (VT*DUCT) (IIET) 1000 L8 0.0 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1. RUDDER IIIET) 1000 FT-L8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY-111TERFACE (tlET) 1000 LB 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY IVlr*DUCT) lAIR) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
HI1 RUODER lAIR) 1000 FT-L8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
P¥ ZlITERFACE (AIR| 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
COLUI'gl lUm-ER .1[11]STACKED HATgIL 111 112 113 114 115
*ForACS "ON"
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TABLE 3.4-4 (cont.) Load condition parameters
PARJ_IETEIt SHEET FO_ STATZC FLZGIIT LOAl)S
COl_nZT]OIi 141JI_)ER 1102/ Z 1102/ 3 110'/ 4 1102/ 5
COInlTTZOll OESCRZPTZOti PSII,VA HS/1,VA PStl,VA NSI1,VA
GROSS _IEZGHT LB' 504000. 000 504000. 000 504000. 000 504000. 000
FUEL _E ZGItT LB 166000. 000 166000. 000 166000, O00 166000. 000
FS (C.G.) 0/0 11_C 17.13n 17.130 17.130 17.130
_IL (C.G.) Ill 190.]00 190.100 190 ..00 190.100
AZRSPEEI) KEAS 37.6.1"09 316.000 31b.000 316.000
IIACII I ILJHBER 0.478 0.478 0.478 0.478
ALTITUOE 1000 FT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
POIJER SETTING 0 0 0 0
|r_: (C.G.) ZIIERTZA 0.263 0.035 0.265 0.036
I|Y (C.G.) LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
HZ (C.G.) FACTOR -2.500 1.000 -2.500 1.000
TIIETA DOT 0.127 -0.121 0.127 -0.121
TIIETA D-DOT RAD/SEC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
pHT DOT AII9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PHI O-DOT RAI)/SECXZ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PSZ DOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PSI D-DOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ALPIIA FRL DEG 11.853 -6.272 11.909 -6.321
BETA DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GEAR POSZTT(_I UP UP UP UP
SLAT OEFL. 0 0 0 0
FLAP DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AZLEROII RZGGZNG4F DEG -1S.000 11.000 0.0 0.0
AZLEROI! 1 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AZLEROII 2 OEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPO'JrLER 1 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOZLER Z DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOZLER 3 OEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SpO1rLER 4 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER S DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 6 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
IIOR. STAB. IIICTD. DEG -6.998 6.381 -7.475 7°040
ELEVATOR DEFL. DEG -7.471 0.717 -6.509 0.005
RUDDER DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GUST VELOCZTY FT/SEC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FUEL VEIIT PRESSURE PSZ 3.00/-Z.00 3.00/-Z.00 3.00/-Z.00 3.00/-2.00
CXBZll PRESSURE PSlr 8.835/-0.S0 8.835/-0.50 8.835/-0.50 8.835/-0.50
PZ-TOT. STAB IHET) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-EXP. STAB IllET) 1000 tO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ll.M. STAG. (tlET) 1000 FT-LB' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.II° ELEV. IllET) 1000 FT-L8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.rI.-XIIBAZL. (llET) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1.-OUTAZL. (llET) 1000 FT-LB' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-TOT. STAB. (A][R) )000 LB 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-EXP. STAB (AZR) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0
H.I1. STAB.. !AZR) 1000 FT-LB' O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1. ELEV. (AIR) 1000 FT-L8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.II.-lrlIBATL. IA][R) 1000 FT-LB. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1.-OLITA][L. IAZR) 1000 FT-LB. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
P¥ (VT*DUCT) (IIET) 1000 L8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.h. RUDDER (IIET) 1000 FT-IP- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY-ZIITERFACE IIIET) 1000 L9, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY |VI'*OUCT) (AIR) |000 L8 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
HI1 RUDDER !AIR) 1000 FT-LB. 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
PT IrlITERFACE (AZR) 1000 IR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
,.DE.,. ST*C*,o 1,2 123 12.
_For ACS tt O]_'N
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TABLE 3.4-4 (cont.) Load conditionparameters
PA,AH_TER _IEET FOR STATIC FLIGHT LOADS
C_ZTIOt! IKJt_ER 1103/ Z 1103/ 3 1103/ 4 1103/ 5
COI_ZTZOll OESCRZPTZOtl PSH_VC NSNpVC PSM,VC tlSH,VC
GROSS _EZGHT LD 504000.000 _04000.000 50_000.000 504000.000
FUEL MEZGIIT L8 166000.000 166000.000 166000.000 166000.000
FS (C.G.) 0/0 IIAC 17.130 17.130 17.230 17.130
ML (C.G.) Ill 190.100 190.100 190.100 190.100
AIRSPEED KEAS 356.000 356.000 356.000 356.000
FlACH 1_115ER 0.620 0.820 0.620 0.620
ALTITUDE 1000 FT 11.300 11.300 11.300 21.300
PO_ER SETTING 0 0 0 0
t_ (C.G.) ;tlERTrA 0.088 -0.00S 0.093 -0.004
IIY IC.G.) LOAD 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
tlZ (C.G.) FACTOR -Z.SOO 1.000 -£.500 1.000
THETA DOT 0.080 -0.076 0.000 -0.076
THETA O-DOT. RAD/SEC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PHI DOT AI_ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PIII D-DOT RAD/SECmZ O.O O.O 0.0 0.0
PSI DOT O.O O.O 0.0 O.O
PSZ O-DOT O.O O.O 0.0 0.0
ALPHA FRL DEG 8.117 -4.746 8.239 -4.840
UETA DEG O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
GEAR POSXTXOtl UP UP UP UP
SLAT OEFL. O 0 0 0
FLAP OEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AZLEFFOI! RZGGZH3_ DEG -15.000 11.000 0.0 0.0
AILEROII I DEFL. DEG O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
AZLER_! Z DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 1 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 O.D O.O
SPOILER Z DEFL. DEG O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 3 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 6 DEFL. DEG O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER S DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 6 OEFL. OEG O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
IfOR. STAB. II_ZD. DEG -5.517 4.030 -S.843 S.175
ELEVATOR DEFL. DEG -_.599 0.511 -5.071 0.577
_LA)OER DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GUST VELOCITY FT/SEC O.O 0.0 0.0 0.O
FUEL VEtlT PRESSURE PSI 3.00/-Z.On 3.00/-2.00 3.OO/-_.O0 3.00/-Z.00
CADIII PRESSURE PSI 8.835/-O.SG 8.83S/-0.$0 8.835/-fl SO 8.835/-0.S0
_" PZ-TOT. STAB (llET) 1000 LB O.h 0.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-EXP. STAB IIIET) 1000 I.B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
IJ.,. STAB. (IIET) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I1.1t. ELEV. (IIET) 1000 FT-L8 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.II.-II_AZL. (IIET) 1000 FT-L5 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
II.H.-OUTAZL. IIIET) 1000 FT-LD O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0
* PZ-TOT. STAB lAIR) 1000 L_ O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0
PZ-EXP. STAB (AIR) 1000 L6 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.O
H.H. STAB. lAIR 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
II.H. ELEV. (AIR 1000 FT-LB O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
II...-ZI_AZL. IAZR 1000 FT-Le 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
H.H.-CUTAIL. (A|R 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
P¥ (VT+DUCT) (IIET 1000 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
H.M. RUODER (IIET 1000 FT-L8 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
PY-ZIITERFACE (IIET 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY (VT*OUCT) fAIR) 1000 L6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
lift _UQDER |AIR! 1000 FT-LB 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
PY TIITERFACE (AIR) 1000 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
COL_MI IAR_[R Ztl STAC[[Ds._O_IIATRTX_(_nO l t 132 1_3 131 135
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TABLE 3.4-4 (cont.) Load condition parameters
A
PARAHETER SHEET FOR STATIC FLIGHT LOADS
COI_ITI_I IIUt_ER 1106/ 2 1104/ 3 1104/ 4 1104/ S
COt_]TIOH DESCRIPTIOH PSI1,VO NSMtVO PSM,VO HSM,VO
GROSS MEIGHT LB 506000.000 506000.000 506000.000 504000.000
FUEL MEI_IT LB 166000.000 166000.000 166000.000 166000.000 -
FS IC.G.) 0/0 MAC 17.130 17.130 17.130 17.130
ML (C.G.) 11! 190.100 190.100 190.100 190.100
AIRSPEED KEAS 418.000 418.000 418.000 618.000
,ACH IIUt18ER 0.880 0.880 0.880 0.880
ALTITUDE 1000 FT 17.300 17.300 17.300 17.300
POWER SETTIFIG 0 0 0 0
IIX IC.G.) ZIRRTZA -0.079 -0.086 -0.071 -0.086
IiY IC.G.) LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
IIZ (C.G.) FACTOR -Z.5OO 0.0 -2.500 O.O
]HETA DOT 0.073 -0.035 0.073 -0.035
TIIETA O-DOT RAD/SEC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PHI DOT AI_ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PHI D-DOT RAD/SECM2 O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0
PSI DOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PSI D-DOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ALPHA FRL BEG 5.289 -0.921 5.439 -1.033
BETA BEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GEAR POSZTZ_I UP UP UP UP
SLAT DEFL. 0 0 0 O
FLAP DEFL. BEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AILEROII RIGGZHG4F DEG -15.000 11.000 0.0 0.0
AILEROII 1 DEFL. OEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AZLEROll Z DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER I OEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
SPOILER Z DEFL. OEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 3 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 4"DEFL. BEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 5 DEFL. BEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 6 OEFL. BEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
HOR. STAB. II_ZD. BEG -4.509 1.536 -_.612 1.637
ELEVATOR OEFL. BEG -3.135 0.071 -3.302 0.085
RUOOER OEFL. BEG 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
GUST VELOCITY FT/SEC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FUEL VEIIT PRESSURE PSI 3.00/-2.00 3.00/-2.00 3.00/-2.00 _.00/-2.00
CA8III PRESSURE PSI 8.835/-0.50 8.835/-0.50 8.835/-0.50 8.835/-0.50
PZ-TOT. STAB (/RT) 1000 L8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .
PZ-EXP. STAB (IIET) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
H.M. STAB. (IIET) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.M. ELEV. (IIET) 1000 FT-LB O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.M.-II_AIL. (IIET) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.M.-OUTAIL. (IIET) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-TOT. STAB (AIR) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.O
PZ-EXP. STAG (AIR.) 1000 i.B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '
fl.M. STAB. (AIR) 1000 FT-L8 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
II.H. ELEV. (AIR) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
H.M.-II_AZL. (AIR) 1000 FT-L5 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.H.-OUTAZL. lAIR) 1000 FT-LB O.O O.O 0.0 O.O
PY (VT$OUCT) (IIET) 1000 LB O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O
H.H. RUDDER IIIET) 1000 FT-L5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY-]IITERFACE IIIET) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
P¥ (VT4OUCT) lAIR) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
HH RidDER (AIR) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
PY IIITERFACE lAIR) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
COLtRg!lUmEn Ill STACKEDMATRTX 16Z 143 166 165
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TABLE 3.4-4 (cont.) Load condition parameters
PARAMETER SHEET FOR STATZC FLIGHT LOADS
COJE)IT/OII IILJt_ER 1105/ Z 1105/ 3 1105/ 6 1105/ S
COIlDITIOH DESCRIPTIOtl FLAP EXI" FLAP EXI" FLAP EXT FI_AP EXT
GROSS tlEIGHT LB S04000.OD_ 504000.000 SOqOOO.flO0 504000.000
FUEL i4EIGIIT LB 166000.€0U 166000. 000 166000 . JOO 166000 . OOO
FS IC.G.) 0/0 HAC ;7.ZZJ i7.130 17.130 17.130
ML (C.G.) I1! 190.100 190.100 190.100 190.100
AIRSPEED KEAS 2Z0.000 ZZO. 000 220. 000 220. 000
rlACH IIUllBER 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.330
ALTZTUOE 1000 FT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PO||ER SETTIHG 0 0 0 O
)IX ( C.G. ) IIIERTIA 0. 231 -0. 079 0. 226 -0. 079
|lY (C.G.) LOAO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
t_Z ( C.G. ) FACTOR -Z. 000 0.0 -2. 000 0.0
TIIETA DOT 0.130 -0.087 0.130 -0.087
TIIETA D-DOT RAD/SEC O.0 O.0 O. 0 0.0
PHI GOT AIID 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PIII D-DOT RAD/SECU2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PSI DOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PSZ D-DOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ALPHA FRL OEG 10.675 -10.177 10.539 -10.156
BETA DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GEAR POSITIOH UP UP UP UP
SLAT DEFL. FULL FULL FULL FULL
FLAP OEFL. _ DEG Z8.000 28.000 28.000 28.000
AZLEROI! RZGGIIIG- OEG -19.330 3.330 0.0 0.0
AZLEROII 1 OEFL. OEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AZLEROII Z DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 1 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER Z OEFL. BEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 3 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 4 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 5 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SPOILER 6 DEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
HOR. STAB. ZIICZD. DEG -6.983 8.480 -7.813 8.779
ELEVATOR DEFL. DEG -7.4"37 0.997 -9.244 1.037
RUDDER OEFL. DEG 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
GUST VELOCITY FT/SEC 0.0 0 •0 0.0 O. 0
FUEL VEIIT PRESSIJgE PSI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CkBIfl PRESSURE PSI 8.83S/-0.S0 8.83S/-0.50 8.835/-0.50 8.835/-0.50
PZ-TOT. STAB (NETI 1000 LIB 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-EXP. STAB filET) 1000 US 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1. STAB. filET) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.tl. ELEV. (lIST) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
II.I1.-ZI,SAIL. (HET) 1000 FT-L6 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
H.ll.-OUTAIL. IIIET) 1000 FT-US 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-TOT. STAB lAIR) 1000 LB 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
PZ-E×P. STAB (AIR) 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1. STAB. lAIR) 1000 FT-US 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.O
H.h. ELEV. lAIR) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.I1.-IIIBAIL. (AIR) 1000 FT-US 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.fl.-OUTAZL. fAIR) 1000 FT-LB 0.O 0.0 O.O 0.0
PT IVT$DUCT) (lIST) 1000 US O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
H.rl. RUDDER filET) 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
P¥-IIITERFACE (IIET) 1000 LB O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY IVT*DUCT) (AIR) 1000 LB 0.O 0.O 0.0 0.O
HIt RUDDER IAIRI 1000 FT-LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PY IIITERFACE (AIRI 1000 LB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
COLUM21llt,tflBER Ill STACKED IIATRIX 1SZ 1S3 15_ 155
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3.5 Finite Element StructuralAnalysis
This section describesthe general procedureused for finite
element structural analysis of the PreliminaryAeroelastic
Design System (PADS)baseline airplane. The finite element
structuralmodel is used to determine internal loads, internal
loads per unit external !oad, stressesand the deflections of
the airframe. In addition, this model is also used to
calculatea set of structuralinfluencecoefficients(SICs)at
selected locations for aeroelastic analyses, and a set of
stiffnessderviativesfor sizing the structure for flutter,
deflection and other aeroelastic constraints. Specific
elements of the model are sized for the basic strength level
loads but outside of the NASTRAN system. The finite element
analysis is performedusing the Lockheed-California Company's
version of the NASTRAN finite element analysis system,
reference2. The analysis is performedusing Calac developed
rigid format 145 (RFI45), which performsa standard static
solution. The model is not analyzed using
substructure-couplingor Super element analysismethodology.





3.5.1 Model definition- This section describes the general
procedure used to define the finite element structuralmodel
of the PreliminaryAeroelasticDesign System (PADS) baseline
airframemodel.
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3.5.1.1 General arrangement- The finite element model of the
airframe is divided into several regions which are then
coupled using multlpointconstraints. The center fuselage,
center wing and outer wing are 3-D models using axial,
bending, and membrane elements. The forward fuselage, aft
fuselage, horizontal stabilizer,and vertical stabilizerare
_ representedby a series of 2-D bar (bending) elements. The
PADS finite elementmodels representthe left hand half of the
aircraft. A schematicrepresentationof the Baseline finite
elementmodel is shown in figure 3.5.1.
A list of the PANVALETnames containingmodel grid point and
element decks for the baseline airplane is given in Appendix
E. These bulk data representsa completemodel definition in
the form of NASTRAN input card images, sorted in alphanumeric
sequence. A brief descriptionof a representativellst of the
bulk data cards is given below. A more detaileddescription
of all the bulk data cards is given in reference2.
* GRID cards:
a) Definethe locationof eachmodelgridpoint.
b) Specify the permanent constraints required for each
point stability.
CBAR, CROD, and CMEMQ cards - define the grid point
connectivity for beam, axial, and quadrilateralmembrane
panel elements,respectively. CBAR cards also define the
bending plane and pin end options for the bending element.
* PBAR, PROD, and PMEMQ cards - define the section properties
- for the bar (Ix, Iy, A, and J), axial (A), and membrane
panel (t, Ast) elements respectively.
* COORDxx cards - define the coordinate systems used for
various major parts of the airframe structure.
* MATx cards - define the material properties (E, G, and nu
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FIGURE 3.5-1 A schematicrepresentation of the WING CENTER BOX
fIntte element model of the mtr- /
plane configuredwith base-line wtng.
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MPC, MPCA and MPCADD cards - MPC and MPCA define the
multipoint constraints between qrld points, which permit
specified displacements in the model to be dependent
functions of other displacements. The Calac developedMPCA
cards add displacement equations to MPC cards. MPCADD
cards are used to add differentMPC sets to be used in the
analysis.
* SPC, SPCI and SPCADD cards - are used, in addition to GRID
cards, to specify grid point constraints. SPCADD cards are
used to add differentSPC sets needed in the analysis.
These cards are also used to apply symmetric or
antisymmetrlcboundary conditionsto the structure.
* LDREF, LGROUP, LMAT cards - These Calac developed
enhancements are used to define and calculatethe load
distributionvectors between SIC points and structural
nodes. These cards are also used to calculatethe reduced
stiffnessmatrix for the structuralmodel.
3.5.1.2 Coordinatesystemdefinitionand usage - A total of
five different coordinate systems, includingBASIC (0), are
used to define all the parts of the airframe model. The
general positivedirectionfor the majority of the coordinate
systems is given below:
x axis is positiveaft
y axis is positive left
z axis is positiveup
A list of various airframe regions and the coordinate system






0 Forward and Aft Fuselage
ii Center Fuselage and
Center Wing Box
12 Wing ( Outboard of the Root Rib )
61 HorizontalStabilizer
71 Vertical Stabilizer
** The coordinatesystems 13 and 14 are defined in the
bulk data, however these are not used.
The advantage of using different coordinate systems for
various parts of the structural model is that the model
defined in a specific coordinatesystem can be translated and
rotated and reanalyzedby redefiningthat coordinatesystem.
3.5.1.3 Grid point generation,definitionand identification
The grid point locationsare calculated,generated,and formed
into card image format by executing a lifting surface
generator module. A flow chart of the lifting surface
generator module is given in figure 3-5.2. This module
consists of two programs,WBONES and SLICE. WBONES defines
the basic wing geometry data which includesorientation,
station identification, station location, bone llne
specification,and size of the mesh to be generated. SLICE is
an Aerodynamicscoded program modified to generate surface
coordinates for the wing and empennageof the finite element
model. An example of the two input datasets to WBONES is
given in figures 3.5-3 and 3.5-4 respectively. Input to SLICE
consists of planform geometrydata, airfoil shape parameters,
and slicing informationgeneratedby WBONES. No confinement
is imposed on the capabilityof this generatorand, therefore,
all lifting surfaces and airfoil shapes can be rapidly
generated as long as the airfoilparameters are defined. 0nly
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minimum effort is required to incorporate additional
structural components, such as main landing gear, pylon
attached points, etc., to the finite elementmodel. This
methodologyis based on vector analysis. An example of the
input datasets to SLICE is given in Figures 3.5-5 through
3.5-7. Figure 3.5-6 representsan example of a FL0-22 data
set as provided from the airfoil selection process as
described in section 3.2.
The mesh generator (QUILT) is a batch process module, used to
generate connectioncards for the finite element model. This
program can generate grid point coordinates as well as
connectlvltles, however, QUILT is only used to generate
elementconnection cards. Its use in conjunction with the
aforementioned lifting surface generatorto generate surface
coordinatesfor wing and empennageresults in a high quality
finite element model with a precise representationof the
airfoil section.
The model node numberingsystem is an integral part of the
data management and documentation of the analysis. The
numbering system chosen for the NASTRAN model uses as its
basic element a coded grid point number. The coded grid point
number consists of the model station of the grld point and a
local grid point number. For the majority of the grid points
on the wing, an odd number identifiesa point on the upper
surface and an even number identifiesa point on the lower
surface. On the center fuselage structure,an odd grid point
representsthe left hand side of the airplane.
Coded grid point number
GID = MS + LN (4 digit number)
Where:
GID = Grid point identificationnumber.
MS = Model station.
LN = Local grid point number (2 digit number).
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FIGURE 3.5-2 Flow Chart of the L1ftlng Surface Generator
POINT,11, 0.0 0.0 ,0.0
POINT,12, 60.06 115.73 ,0.0
POINT,13, 242.34 470.44 ,0.0
POINT,14, 576.73 1121.17,0.0
POINT,21, 93.83 0.0 ,0.0
POINT,22, 93.83 115.73 ,0.0
POINT,23, 610.49 1121.17,0.0
POINT,31, 313.09 0.0 ,0.0
POINT,32, 313.09 115.73 ,0.0
POINT,33, 316.16 127.66 ,0.0
POINT,34, 340.52 223.02 ,0.0
POINT,35, 378.63 372.17 ,0.0
POINT,36, 403.75 470.47 ,0.0
POINT,37, 584.12 944.36 ,0.0
POINT,38, 634.93 1077.83,0.0
POINT,39, 651.42 1121.17,0.0
POINT,41, 480.91 0.0 ,0.0
POINT,42, 480.91 115.73 ,0.0
POINT,43, 483.22 470.44 ,0.0
POINT,44, 688.20 1121.17,0.0
POINT,51, 437.24 0.0 ,0.0
POINT,52, 434.05 115.73 ,0.0
POINT,53, 424.34 470.44 ,0.0
POINT,54, 595.85 944.37 ,0.0
POINT,55, 660.33 1121.17,0.0
END















MS, 800 37,,,0.0 PT,RS3,1.0
MS, 300 38,,,0.0PT,RS3,1.0



























FIGURE 3.5-4 An Example of the Input Dataset 'REF2'toWBONES
11o
25 10 0 T F 'FWD' 7
' 0.000000 115.730000 2500
0'.00000 0.02032 0.08129 0.21120 0.34111 0.47102 0.60093 0.88760 0.96066 1.00000
• 14.336076 85.448032 2300
0.00000 0.01959 0.07834 0.20192 0.32550 0.44908 0.57266 0.87900 0.95765 1.00000
14.336076 186.906334 2100
0.00000 0.02218 0.08872 0.21290 0.33707 0.46125 0.58542 0.85309 0.94858 1.00000
14.336076 345.596867 1700
0.00000 0.02800 0.11200 0.23752 0.36303 0.48854 0.61405 0.79498 0.92824 1.00000
20.837869 440.278430 1500
0.00000 0.03321 0.13284 0.25722 0.38159 0.50596 0.63034 0.72730 0.90455 1.00000
20.837869 927.915361 800
0.00000 0.05640 0.22562 0.333110.44061 0.54811 0.65560 0.73775 0.90821 1.00000
20.837869 1064.364996 300
0.00000 0.06876 0.27505 0.37015 0.46525 0.56035 0.65545 0.73754 0.90814 1.00000
0.000000 1121.170000 100
0.00000 0.07572 0.30286 0.39466 0.48645 0.57825 0.67005 0.74998 0.91249 1.00000
"14.336076 136.177183 2200
0.00000 0.02080 0.08321 0.20707 0.33092 0.45478 0.57864 0.86685 0.95340 1.00000
14.336076 226.578967 2000
0.00000 0.02339 0.09358 0.21803 0.34248 0.46694 0.59139 0.84097 0.94434 1.00000
14.336076 266.251600 1900
0.00000 0.02475 0.09900 0.22376 0.34853 0.47330 0.59806 0.82744 0.93960 1.00000
14.336076 305.924233 1800
0.00000 0.02627 0.10510 0.23021 0.35533 0.48045 0.60556 0.81222 0.93428 1.00000
14.336076 397.891169 1600
0.00000 0.03066 0.12264 0.24877 0.37489 0.50101 0.62713 0.76843 0.91895 1.00000
20.837869 512.665492 1400
0.00000 0.03657 0.14627 0.27366 0.40105 0.52845 0.65584 0.74312 0.91009 1.00000
20.837869 581.873804 1300
0.00000 0.03883 0.15533 0.28045 0.40557 0.53069 0.65581 0.74251 0.90988 1-00000
20.837869 651.082115 1200
0.00000 0.04140 0.16560 0.28815 0.41069 0.53324 0.65578 0.74181 0.90963 1.00000
20.837869 720.290427 1100
0.00000 0.04434 0.17736 0.29696 0.41655 0.53615 0.65575 0.74101 0.90936 1.00000
20.837869 789.498738 1000
0.00000 0.04774 0.19095 0.30714 0.42333 0.53952 0.65571 0.74009 0.90903 1.00000
20.837869 858.707050 900
4 0.00000 0.05171 0.20682 0.31903 0.43124 0.54345 0.65566 0.73902 0.90866 1.00000
20.837869 955.205288 700
0.00000 0.05850 0.23402 0.33941 0.44480 0.55019 0.65558 0.73765 0.90818 1.00000
20.837869 982.495215 600
0.00000 0.06077 0.24307 0.34619,0.449310.55243 0.65555 0.73762 0.90817 1.00000
20.837869 1009.785142 500
0.00000 0.06322 0.25286 0.35353 0.45419 0.55486 0.65552 0.73760 0.90816 1.00000
20.837869 1037.075069 400
0.000000.06587 0.26349 0.36149 0.45949 0.55749 0.65549 0.73757 0.90815 1.00000
7.168038 100.589016 2400
0.00000 0.01995 0.07982 0.20656 0.33331 0.46005 0.58679 0.88330 0.95915 1.00000
10.418935 1092.767498 200
0.00000 0.07224 0.28896 0.38240 0.47585 0.56930 0.66275 0.74376 0.91032 1.00000
END
FIGURE 3.5-5 An example of the tnput dataset '0UTPUTI' to SLICE.
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WING W55, WITHFINITEFUSELAGE,30% TRANS.
FNX FNY FNZ FPLOT AFPLOT FCONT FNMAX
64. 8. 12. 0.2 0.1 O. 4.0
FIT COV P10 P20 P30 FHALF FPMAX
i00. 1.E-06 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.
50. 1.E-06 1.6 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.
30. 1.E-06 1.6 1.0 1.0 0.0 i.
20. I.E-06 1.6 1.0 1.0 0.0 i.
FMACH ¥A AL FDSGN
0.82 0. -.09 0.
ZSYM FNC
I. 9.
SWEEP1 SWEEP2 SWEEP3 DIHEDI DIHED2 DIHED3
27.3053 27.3053 27.3053 5.5 5.5 5.5
SREF/2 CREF XREF BO2
1.633 .61935 .15466 2.78
BLAYER PINF TINF SCALE )(FIX YFIX
1. 1350. 490. 1.0 .30 •30
XBOD YBOD ZBOD RBOD TL ALF ALA
2.361 .15365 .2973 .33566 18. 3. 15.
MODEL ZL ZMU ISTORE
O. O. O. O.
ZS(1) XL YL CHORD THICK AINC NEWSEC
115.73 .1652 O. 1.05814 i. 4.57 i.
METHOD
3.
XSING ¥SING NPTS FWDEXP FWDEXL ZTEU ZTEL
.015 0. 50. .5 .5 .014 .006
XCRES YCRES XM YM THETUS AFTEXU
.26 .078 .5 -.16 14.036 3.0
XCRESL ¥CRESL XML YML THETLS AFTEXL
•30 -.060 .35 .300 5•5 3.0
FLAG S1 S2 DEL1 DEL2
0.
ZS(2) XL YL CHORD THICK AINC NEWS EC
194.093 .27706 .020766 ,94628 I. 3.71 1.
METHOD
3.
)(SING ¥SING NPTS FWDEXP FWDEXL ZTEU ZTEL
• 0135 O. 50. .5 .5 .0112 .0032
XCRES YCRES XM YM THETUS AFTEXU
.310 .068 .75 -•16 14.036 3.0
XCRESL YCRESL XML YML THETLS AFTEXL
•30 -.060 .35 .300 5.5 3.0
FLAG S1 $2 DELl DEL2
0.
ZS(3) XL YL CHORD THICK AINC NEWSEC
224.234 .32008 .028754 °90326 1. 3.45 1.
















FIGURE 3.5-7 An example of the tnput dataset 'AUX' to SLICE.
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Table 3.5-2 defines the range of grid cards used for
representationof variousregionsof the finiteelementmodel.
TABLE 3.5-2 Grid Point Identification
Grid Point Model Region
Identification
99 - 3000 Ning (Innerand Outer)
5000 - 5799 CenterFuselage
6001 - 6019 HorizontalStabilizer
7001 - 7015 Vertical Stabilizer
8000 - 8241 Forward and Aft Fuselage
B
The grid points endingwith 51 through 67 between grid points
99 and 2600 are used as StructuralInfluenceCoefficient(SIC)
nodes. These nodes are used to transferexternal loads to the
structural model and are connected to the model through
multipointconstraints.
This numbering scheme enables the user to identify the
location of the airframe structure from the grid point
identification.
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3.5.1.4 Element identificationand definition- The following






Each element is defined on a CROD, CBAR, CMEMQ or CELAS4
element connection card. The connectioncards contain grid
point identification numbers which are related through a
geometrical transformation matrix to the degrees of freedom
associatedwlth the element. Each connectioncard, wlth the
exceptionof the CELAS4 card, referencesa PROD, PBAR or PMEMQ
element property card that provides the cross-sectlon
(flexibility) data for the element. If the property card
identification field (field 3) Is blank on the element
connection card then the element property identificationis
the same as the element connection identification designated
in field 2 of the element connectioncard. Each property card
In turn referencesa material card that defines the material
properties for that element. A detailed explanationof the
entries on these cards can be obtainedfrom Reference2.
ROD Elements:
The NASTRAN ROD element,as used in the finite element model,
transmits a constant axial force between two grid points.
These elementsare used extensively in the wing region to
represent wing surface stringers,rlb posts and spar posts.
These elementsare also used to representcenterwing fore and
aft stringermembers. The ROD element internal load output is
constantaxial force (ib) and stress (psi) in the element.
BAR Elements:
The NASTRAN BAR element load-carrylngcapability,as used in
the finite element model, includestransmissionof a constant
axial load, bending in two perpendicular planes and a
torsionalmoment. The NASTRAN BAR element is used exclusively
to representthe forwardand aft fuselageand the horizontal
and vertical stabilizers. The BAR element is also used to
representframes and floor beams in the center fuselage.
The NASTRAN BAR element internal force output includes
constant axial force (ib) in the element,bending moments
(In-!b)at both ends of the element and the associated
constant transverseshear force in one or both bending planes.
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The output aiso includesan internal torsionalmoment (in-lb)
whenever applicable. The internal stress output includes
axial stress (psi) in the element.
ELAS4 Elements:
This is standardNASTRAN bulk data defined element for scalar
spring property and connection. It defines a scalar element
of the structualmodel which Is connectedonly to the scalar
points without referenceto a property value. ELAS4 is used
primarilyto representthe control surfacesactuator springs.
MEMQ Elements:
The Calac developedMEMQ element is a warped semi-monocoque
quadrilateral membrane element. This element dispenseswith
the usual stringer lumping and delumping process. In the
element formulation, the basic skin is assumed to be of
homogeneousanisotropicmaterial,uniform thickness,and in a
state-of-plane stress. Attached to the skin are two sets of
nonorthogonalreinforcingmembers in the plane of the skin.
Effects of any offsets are neglected in this element. In the
case where the element is rectangularand the stiffeners are
parallel to the edges, then the shear flow is constantand the
normal stressesare constant in the normal directionbut vary
linearly in the transverse direction. The element has a
capabilityto transmit Inplane forces (shearand axial). The
MEMO element also has a capability to separate internal
str_ngerforces and forces in the skin panels. This element
is used to representwing surface panels, spar webs, rib webs
and the wing carry-throughsurfaces. This element is also
used to representthe center fuselage floors and surfaces.
The NASTRAN internalforce and stress output for the MEMQ
element consistsof the following:
At the center of the element
Nx, Ny, Nxy Total force per unit length in the
local element coordinate system or
other specified output coordinate
system.
Fstgrl, Fstgr2 Stringerforce per unit length in the
local element coordinate system or
other specified output coordinate
system.
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Sigx, Sigy, Tauxy Normal stress and shear stress in the
local element coordinate system or
other specified output coordinate
_ system.
SIGI, SIG2 Maximum and Minimum principal skin
stresses.
Taumax Maximum skin shear stress at 45 deg.
to SIGI.
Sigsl,Sigs2 Normal stress in the set 1 and 2
stiffeners.
Alpha Angle between the element X axis and
maximum principal stress.
Sigxl, Sigyl, Skin stressesat an arbitrary location
Tauxyl and direction.
Element IdentificationNumbers
The element numbers are composed of an element-type
identification code followed by the grid point number of
either the first or second point specified on the element
connection card. The general rule for numberingof elements
for the model is as follows:
Coded element identificationnumber
EID = (I)(10000) + GID (5 digit number)
where:
I = Elementtype identificationcode
i17
I = 1 is used for wing surface panels (EID'sendingwith
an odd number identifyelements on the upper surface
and EID's ending with an even number identify
elements on the lower surface (MEMQ elements)).
This element identificationcode is also used to
include surface panels for the centerFuselage.
I = 2 is mainly used for wing rib panels (MEMQ
elements). This code is also used for the
longitudinalstringersin the center fuselage (ROD
elements).
I = 3 is used for wlng spar webs (MEMQ elements).
I = 4 is used for chordwlse axial members (rib caps)
representedby ROD elements.
I = 6 is used for spanwlseaxial members ROD elements.
I = 8 is used for flexible BAR elements in the 2-D and
3-D fuselage and 2-D vertical and horizontal
stabilizers.
I = 9 is used for rigid BAR and rigid ROD elements.
An example of a typical rib and a typical fuselage frame is
given in figures 3.5-8 and 3.5-9 respectively.
The qrld point number (GID)used in the definition of the
element identification number (EID) in the precedingformula
is obtained from the general rules given below.
For element type I = i, wing surface panels, the GID is the
outboard, forward located grid point (See figure 3.5-10).
For the fuselage surface panels, the GID is the upper,
forward located grid point.
For element type I = 2, wing rib panels (MEMQ elements),
the GID is the upper, forward grid point (See figure
3.5-8). For the longitudinallyoriented ROD elements in


























FIGURE 3.5-9 An Example of Node Numbering System and Element
Numberlnq System for a Typical Fuselage Frame
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* For element type I = 3, wing spar web elements,the GID is
the upper, outboardgrid point (See figure 3.5-11).
For element type I = 4, chordwlse rib caps, the GID is the
forward grid point (See figure 3.5-8).
For elementtypeI = 6, spanwlsestiffeners,the GID is the
outboardgridpoint (Seefigure3.5-12).
For element type I = 8, longitudinalBAR elements located
on the fuselage, the GID is the forward grid point. For
the frame BAR elements,the GID is the upper grid point;
and for the bending BAR elements in the horizontal
stabilizer,the GID is the outboardgrid point. For the
bending BAR elementsrepresentingthe vertical stabilizer,
the GID is the upper grid point. See figures 3.5-9, 3.5-13
and 3.5-14 for the examplesof these numbering schemes.
3.5.1.5 Sign convention -
3.5.1.5.1 Displacement sign convention- The displacement
output for each grid point consists of three translationsand
.. three rotationsin the displacement coordinate system. The
displacementcoordinatesystem is designatedin field 7 of the
grid card. The majority of the grid points in the structural
model have the basic coordinatesystem as the displacement
coordinatesystem. All model drawings and displacement plots
for the finite element model are normally plotted in the
left-handcoordinatesystem.
3.5.1.5.2 Element sign convention -
ROD elements: Positive element internal force output
represents tension in the element. Negative element internal
force output representscompressionin the element.
BAR Elements: The BAR element bending plane definition, the
positive force convention,and the bending sign conventionare
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FIGURE 3.5-10 An exampleof elementnumberingsystemfor wing uppersurface panel (HE_ln'_,,.,._
•_ -,j
3U2U3 3U3U3 3U4U3 3U5U3 3U6U3
"_- "-"-'------- "---------- d-@602U4 6U3U4 6U404 6USU4 6U604
FIGURE 3.5-11 An example of element numbering system for wing spar
axial (ROD) and panel (MEMO) elements
I I II ' 1 in _ I I 1 I I | I I _ G
FIGURE 3.5-12 An example of element numberfng s_'stem for wtng spanwtse st|ffeners (ROD element_.
CENTER FUSELAGE
88041 8805I 88061 88071 88081 88151 88161 88171 88181
8041,_8051806,8 I 8 I I i t_ _1 8 1 8.,1 8 8 l
Z
u_ _ 8101 8141
FORWARD | A_TXFUSELAGE r- FUSELAGE
FIGURE 3.5-13 An example of element numberinq system for bending












6005 6094 6003 6002 6001
HorizontalS_ablllzer
FIGURE 3.5-14 An example of element numberin_ svstem for bending
elements (BAR) on the vertical'andhorizontal
stabilizers
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A, B, and C refer to the sequencein which the grid points are
specifiedon the CBAR card. The vector AB defines the element
x-axls, where AB is defined as the vector from grid point A to
grid point B. The first bending plane (Plane i) is defined by
the element x-axls and the vector AC which is generally
defined by specifyinga third Referencegrid point C, but can
be specifieddirectlywith three vector componentsoriginating
from grid point A. The second bending plane (Plane 2) is
defined by the vector cross products ( AB x AC ) and the
element x-axls. The specification of vector AC also
establishes positive sign convention for the BAR element
bending forces.
The definitionof positivebending, as given in figure 3.5-15,
is generallyapplied to the fuselagemodels in such a way that
positivebending moments in the output of BAR elements located
on the fuselage surfaceproduce tension in the outside surface
and compressionon the inside.In a similar fashion,positive
bending moments in BAR elements representingfloor bending are
generallyspecifiedto produce tension in the upper surface
and compression in the lower surface of the floor. BAR
elements representingfloor post bending are specified to
produce positive bending moments that put the outboard side of
the element in tension.
MEMQ Elements: The positive sign conventionfor the output of
the MEMQ element is given in figure 3.5-16. The normal forces
and stresses are positive in the tension direction and
negative in the compressiondirection.%
3.5.2 Special structural modeling using multipoint
constraints-
All the special structural systems, requiring rigid load
transformations,are describedin this section. These systems
are designed to transfer load or displacementcomponents from
a referencepoint to the main part of the airframe structure.
A brief descriptionof each of these systems is given below.
The elements that are labeled 'RIGID' in the figuresare
either partially or completely rigldized using MPC BAR
elements.
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FIGURE 3.S-lG PosJttvestgn conventionfor the MEMQforces.
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Englne-PylonAttachment:-Figure 3.5-17 shows a schematic
diagram of the Englne-Pylon attachment structure. The
required input data (MPC cards) to define this system are
given in figure 3.5-18. A Pylon stiffnessmatrix is input
at grid point 1894 for the baseline airplane.
* Main Landing Gear (Up and Down):- Figures 3.5-19and 3.5-20
show a schematic diagram of the main landing gear up
position and main landing gear down position respectively.
Figures 3.5-21 and 3.5-22 show the input data requiredto
rlgldizethese two systems.
* Nose Landing Gear (Up and Down):- Figure 3.5-23 shows a
schematic diagram of the nose landing gear in both up and
down positions. The required input data are shown in
figure 3.5-24.
* Inboard and OutboardActuators:-Figures 3.5-25 and 3.5-26
show a schematicdiagram of inboardand outboard actuators
respectively. The requiredinput data are shown in figure
3.5-27.
* HorizontalStabilizer Actuator:- Figure 3.5-28 shows a
schematic diagram of the horizontal stabilizeractuator.
The actuatordegree of freedom shown in the figure as 6030.
The required input data are shown in figure 3.5-29.
* Beam Fuselage to 3-D FuselageConnections:- Figure 3.5-30
shows a schematicdiagram of the connectionbetween forward
fuselage beam model and the center fuselage 3-D model. The
required input data are shown in figure 3.5-31. A similar
MPC connectionis modeled between aft fuselage and the
center fuselage. The input data required for the
connectionbetween aft fuselageand the center fuselage are
shown in figure 3.5-32.
Wing Box - Center Fuselage Connection: - Figure 3.5-33
shows a diagram of the connectionbetween wing box and the
center fuselage. Wing box grid points are connectedto the
fuselage grid points by rlgid MPC cards. The input data
required for this connectionare given in figure 3.5-34.
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HorizontalStabilizer- Control Surface Connections: - In
the model, the horizontal stabilizer and the control
surfacehave been modeled as a flexible two dimensional
member. The connectionsbetween these two beams have been
modeled by rigid MPC members. Figure 3.5-35 shows a
schematic diagram of the horizontal stabilizer- control
surface connections. The input data required for this
connectionare given in figure 3.5-36.
Vertical Stabilizer- Control Surface Connections: - In
the model, the vertical stabilizerand the control surface
have been modeled as a flexible two dimensional member
also. The connections between these two beams have been
modeled by rigid MPC members. Figure 3.5-37 shows a
schematic diagram of the vertical stabilizer- control
surface connections. The input data required for this
connectionare given in figure 3.5-38.
Main Support Structure: - The airplanemodel is supported
at grid point 3000. This point is connectedto the front
spar and rear spar grid points (2503, 2511, 2803 and 2811)
by a series of rigid BAR elements. Figure 3.5-39 shows a
schematicdiagram of the main support structure. Figure









FIGURE 3.5-17 A schematicdiagramof the Englne-PylonstructuremodeledusingRIGIDBAR elements.
$ ENGINE PYLON ATTAC_2_TMPC.S $
(33AR 91710 999 1891 1710 0.0 0.0 10.0 1(:ROD 91805 1804 1710
CBAR 91804 999 1891 1804 -5.0 0.0 I0.0 1
CBAR 91803 999 1804 1803 -5.0 0.0 10.0 1
CBAR 91893 999 1893 1891 0.0 0.0 I0.0 1
CBAR 91891 999 1892 1891 I0.0 0.0 0.0 1
MPC Iii 1804 3 BAR 91804 1 1 -i.000
MPC 111 1710 1 BAR 91710 1 1 -1.000
MPC 111 1804 2 BAR 91804 0 5 -1.000
MPC 111 1710 2 BAR 91710 5 0 1.000
MPC Iii 1804 5 BAR 91804 6 6 -i.000
MPC Iii 1804 4 BAR 91804 5 5 1.000
MPC Iii 1804 6 BAR 91804 4 4 -1.000
MPC 111 1803 2 BAR 91803 5 0 1.000
MPC 111 1803 1 BAR 91803 6 0 -1.000
MPC III 1893 1 BAR 91893 1 I _]_.000
MPC 111 1893 2 BAR 91893 0 5 -I.000
MPC 111 1893 3 BAR 91893 0 6 1.000
MPC 111 1893 4 BAR 91893 4 4 -I.000
MPC III 1893 5 BAR 91893 6 6 -I.000
MPC 111 1893 6 BAR 91893 5 5 1.000
MPC 111 1891 1 BAR 91891 0 6 1.000
MPC 111 1891 2 BAR 91891 0 5 -1.000
MPC Iii 1891 3 BAR 91891 1 1 -I.000
MPC 111 1891 4 BAR 91891 5 5 1.000
MPC 111 1891 5 BAR 91891 6 6 -1.000
MPC 111 1891 6 BAR 91891 4 4 -1.000
FIGURE 3.5-18 Input Dataset for the Englne-PylonMPC Structure
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FIGURE 3.5-19 A schematic diagram of the main landinc gear in the 'UP'
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FIGURE 3.5-20 A schematicdiaaram of the main lan_in_ gear in the
'DOHN° positionmodeled, uslna RIGID BAR elements
$ MAINLANDINGEAR(UP)
C3AR 92181 999 2111 2195 0.0 0.0 I0.0 1
CBAR 92182 999 2113 2195 0.0 0.0 I0.0 1
CE_R 92183 999 2512 2195 0.0 0.0 i0.0 1
CEe_ 92184 999 2514 2195 0.0 0.0 10.0 1
111 2113 I 1  ooo92182 I.000
111 2111 2 _ 921812 11 11 -I.000i
111 2514 33 _ 921834 0 6 1.000
_LDC 111 2113 3 BAR 92181 0 6 1.000
HPCA 111 2113 3 BAR 92182 0 6 1.000
MPC 111 2111 3 BAR 92181 0 6 1.000
MPCA 111 2111 3 BAR 92182 0 6 -i.000
MPC 111 2113 2 BAR 92181 0 5 -I.000
MPCA 111 2113 2 BAR 92182 0 5 -I.000
FIGURE3.5-21 InputDatasetfor the Main LandingGear 'UP'Position
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$ _IN lANDINGEAR(D0k_)
CE_ 92190 999 2190 2191 10.0 0.0 0.0 1
92191 999 2191 2192 10.0 0.0 0.0 1
92112 999 2192 2112 0.0 0.0 10.0 1
C3AR 92114 999 2114 2192 0.0 0.0 10.0 1
CE_ 92193 999 23.93 2191 0.0 10.0 O.0 1
92192 999 2192 2193 O.0 O.0 10.0 1
C33_ 9253.2 999 2193 2512 O.0 O.0 10.0 1
(:E_R 92514 999 2514 2193 0.0 0.0 10.0 1
MPC 3..ll 2191 1 BAR 92190 0 6 1.000
MPC 111 2191 2 BAR 92190 0 5 -1.000
MPC 111 2191 3 BAR 92190 1 1 -1.000
MPC 111 2191 4 BAR 92190 5 5 1.000
MPC 111 2191 5 BAR 92190 6 6 -1.000
MPC Iii 2191 6 BAR 92190 4 4 -I.000
MPC 111 2193 3 BAR 92193 1 1 -i.000
MPC Iii 2193 2 BAR 92192 1 1 -i.000
MPC 111 2292 3 BAR 92191 1 1 -1.000
MPC 111 2192 1 BAR 92191 0 6 1.000
MPC 111 2192 2 BAR 92191 5 0 I.000
MPC 111 2192 5 BAR 92191 6 6 -1.000
MPC 111 2192 6 BAR 92191 4 4 -1.000
MPC 111 2192 4 BAR 92191 0 5 -1.000
MPC 111 2112 1 BAR 92112 1 1 -1. O00
MPCA 111 2112 1 BAR 92114 1 1 1.000
MPC 111 2112 2 BAR 92112 5 0 1.000
MPCA 111 2112 2 BAR 92114 0 5 -I.000
MPC 111 2112 3 BAR 92112 6 0 -I.000
MPCA I11 2112 3 BAR 92114 0 6 I.O00
MPC 111 2114 3 BAR 92112 6 0 -1.000
MPCA 111 2114 3 BAR 92114 0 6 -I.000
MPC 111 2114 2 BAR 92112 5 0 -i.O00
MPCA 111 2114 2 BAR 92114 0 5 -1.000
-_ MPC 111 2512 I BAR 92512 1 1 -I.000
MPCA 111 2512 1 BAR 92514 1 1 I.0O0
MPC 111 2512 3 BAR 92512 6 0 -i.000
MPCA 111 2512 3 BAR 92514 0 6 1.000
MPC 111 1894 i 1.0 1890 I -1.0 MPC18941
• +Pm8941 1893 1 1.0
MPC 111 1894 2 1.0 1890 2 -1.0 MPC18942
+PC18942 1893 2 1.0
MPC 111 1894 3 1.0 1890 3 -I.0 MPC18943
+PC18943 1893 3 I.0
MPC 111 1894 4 1.0 1890 4 -I.0 MPC18944
.PC18944 1893 4 1.O
NPC 111 1894 5 1.0 1890 5 -i.0 MPC18945
.PC18945 1893 5 1.0
MPC 111 1894 6 1.0 1890 6 -I.O MPC18946
.PC18946 1893 6 1.0











NOSELANDING I, _ XGEAR-UPPOSITION
NOSELANDINGGEAR-
DOWNPOSITION
FIGURE 3.5-23 A schematicdlaaram of the nose landing qear in the 'UP'
and 'DOHN'positionmodeled using RIGID BAR elements
$ NOSE LANDING GE_R(_)
MPC 100 80323 _R 98035 -1.000035 10 1
105 8032
100 8032 16 _ 9803598°35° 46 -Ii'°°°.000
105 8032
105 80324 _ 98035 65 65 1.000-i.000MPC 0
$ NOSELANDINGEAR(DOWN)
MPC 100 8041 3 BAR 98000 1 1 -I.000
MPC 105 8041 2 BAR 98000 0 5 -1.000
MPC 100 8041 1 BAR 98000 0 6 1.000
MPC 105 8041 6 BAR 98000 4 4 -i.000
MPC 105 8041 4 BAR 98000 5 5 1.000
MPC 100 8041 5 BAR 98000 6 6 -1.000





A Schematic Diagram of the Inboard Actuator Modeled
Using RIGID BARElements and CELAS4 Elements





FIGURE 3.5-26 A schematicdiagram of the outboard actuator modeled
using RIGID BAR elements and CELAS4 elements
$ 0UTBOARDACTUATORMPCS
CBAR 90712 999 712 713 714 2
CBAR 90714 999 714 713 712 2
SPOINT 730
MPCA iii 714 1 BAR 90712 0 6 -I.0
MPCA Iii 714 1 BAR 90714 0 6 -I.0
MPC 111 714 1 0.0 730 0 1.0
CELAS4 80713 2.26+6 730
$ INBOARDACTUATORMPCS
CBAR 91712 999 1712 1713 1714 2
CBAR 91512 999 1512 1513 1514 2
CE_ER 91714 999 1714 1713 1712 2
CBAR 91514 999 1514 1513 1512 2
SFOINT 1730
MPCA 111 1714 1 BAR 91712 0 6 -.50
MPCA 111 1714 i BAR 91512 0 6 -.50
MPCA 111 1714 1 BAR 91514 0 6 -.50
MPCA III 1714 1 BAR 91714 0 6 -.50 o
MPC 111 1714 1 0.0 1730 0 1.0
CELAS4 81713 1.7+7 1730
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FIGURE 3.5-28 A schematicdiagram of the actuator located between
horizontalstabilizerand the pivot point
$ HORIZ STAB. TO PIVOTACTUATORMPCS.
SPOINT 6030
CELAS4 86030 6.06+8 6030
MPC IIi 6019 5 0.0 6030 0 1.0
MPCA III 6019 5 BAR 96019 5 5 -1.0
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FIGURE 3.5-30 A Schematic Diagram of the Connection
Between Forward Fuselage and the Center
Wing Using a RIGID BAR MPC and 'LDREF'
MPCS
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$ MPC FORFORHARDFUSELAGE BE/_4MODEL TO CENTERBODY 3-D MODEL.
LDREF 50001 FORCE 1.0 1.0 .0 .0 0
LDREF 50001 L0C 5000 PERT 900
LDREF 50002 FORCE 1.0 .0 1.0 .0 0
LDREF 50002 L0C 5000 PERT 901
I,DREF 50003 FORCE 1.0 .0 .0 1.0 0
LDREF 50003 L0C 5000 PERT 900
LEREF 50004 MOMENT 1.0 1.0 .0 .0 0
LDREF 50004 L0C 5000 PERT 901
LDREF 50005 MOMENT1.0 .0 1.0 .0 0
LDREF 50005 L0C 5000 PERT 900
LDREF 50006 MOMENT1.0 .0 .0 1.0 0
LDREF 50006 L0C 5000 PERT 901
LGROUP 900 FVECQ 5003 5001 1.0
LGROUP 900 I:'v'ECO 5005 5003 1.0
LGROUP 900 FVECQ 5007 5005 1.0
LGROUP 900 FVEC0 5009 5007 1.0
LGROUP 900 FVEC0 5011 5009 1.0
LGROUP 900 FVECO 5013 5011 1.0
LGROUP 900 FVECQ 5015 5013 1.0
LGROUP 900 FVECQ 5017 5015 1.0
LGROUP 900 FVECQ 5019 5017 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRIDQ 5003 5001 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRIDQ 5005 5003 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRIDQ 5007 5005 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRIDQ 5009 5007 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRIDQ 5011 5009 I 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 F[;RIDQ 5013 5011 I 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRIDQ 5015 5013 I 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRIDQ 5017 5015 I 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRIDQ 5019 5017 I 0 1.0
LGROUP 900 FGRID 5000 .0 . 1.0E+8 .0
LGROUP 900 MGRID 5000 1.0E+8 .0 1.0E+8
LGROUP 901 FVEC0 5003 5001 1.0
LGROUP 901 FVECQ 5005 5003 1.0
LGROUP 901 FVECQ 5007 5005 1.0
LGROUP 901 FVETO 5009 5007 1.0
LGROUP 901 FVECg 5011 5009 1.0
LGROUP 901 FVECQ 5013 5011 1.0
LGROUP 901 FVECQ 5015 5013 1.0
LGROUP 901 FVECQ 5017 5015 1.0
LGROUP 901 FVECQ 5019 5017 1.0
LGROUP 901 F(;RID0 5003 5001 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 901 FGRIDQ 5005 5003 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 901 FGRIDQ 5007 5005 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 901 FGRIDQ 5009 5007 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 901 FGRIDQ 5011 5009 I 0 1.0
LGROUP 901 FGRIDQ 5013 5011 I 0 1.0 o
LGROUP 901 FGRID0 5015 5013 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 901 FGRIDQ 5017 5015 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 901 FGRIDQ 5019 5017 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 901 FGRID 5000 1.0E+8 .0 1.0E+8
LGROUP 901 I'JGRID 5000 .0 1.0E+8 .0
MPC 100 5003 1 LOAD HPLTB 50001 1.0
HPC 105 5003 2 LOAD MPLTB 50002 1.0
MPC 100 5011 3 LOAD MPLTB 50003 1.0
MPC 105 5017 2 LOAD MPLTB 50004 1.0
MPC 100 5017 1 LOAD MFLTB 50005 1.0
MPC 105 5011 1 LOAD MPLTB 50006 1.0
MPC 100 5000 1 1.0 8101 1 -1.0
MPC 105 5000 2 1.0 8101 2 -1.0
MPC 100 5000 3 1.0 8101 3 -1.0
HPC 105 5000 4 1.0 8101 4 -1.0
?[PC 100 5000 5 1.0 8101 5 -1.0
MPC 105 5000 6 1.0 8101 6 -1.0
FIGURE 3.5-31 Input Data Required for the Connection
Between Forward Fuselage and the Center Wing
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$ MPCFORAFTFUSELAGE BEAHMODELTO _BODY 3-D MODEL.
LDREF 57001 FORCE 1.0 1.0 .0 .0 0
LDREF 57001 L0C 5700 PERT 970
LDREF 57002 FORCE 1.0 .0 1.0 .0 0
LDREF 57002 L0C 5700 PERT 971
LDREF 57003 FORCE 1.0 .0 .0 1.0 0
,LDREF 57003 L0C 5700 PERT 970
%DREF 57004 MOMENT 1.0 1.0 .0 .0 0
LDREF 57004 L0C 5700 PERT 971
LDREF 57005 MOMENT 1.0 .0 1.0 .0 0
LDREF 57005 L0C 5700 PERT 970
LDREF 57006 MOMENT 1.0 .0 .0 1.0 0
LDREF 57006 L0C 5700 PERT 971
! LGROUP 970 FVECQ 5703 5701 1.0
LGROUP 970 FVECQ 5705 5703 1.0
LGROUP 970 I:'v'ECQ 5707 5705 1.0
LGROUP 970 I:'VECQ 5709 5707 1.0
LGROUP 970 FVEC0 5711 5709 1.0
LGROUP 970 FVECQ 5713 5711 1.0
LGROUP 970 FVECQ 5715 5713 1.0
LGROUP 970 FVEC0 5717 5715 1.0
LGROUP 970 FVECQ 5719 5717 1.0
LGROUP 970 I:'GRIDQ 5703 5701 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRIDQ 5705 5703 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRIDQ 5707 5705 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRIDQ 5709 5707 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRIDQ 5711 5709 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRIDQ 5713 5711 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRIDQ 5715 5713 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRIDQ 5717 5715 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRIDQ 5719 5717 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 970 FGRID 5700 .0 1.0E+8 .0
LGROUP 970 MGRID 5700 1.0E+8 .0 1.0E+8
LGROUP 971 FVECQ 5703 5701 1.0
LGROUP 971 FVECQ 5705 5703 1.0
LGROUP 971 F'v'ECQ5707 5705 1.0
LGROUP 971 FVECQ 5709 5707 1.0
LGROUP 971 FVECQ 5711 5709 1.0
LGROUP 971 FVECQ 5713 5711 1.0
LGROUP 971 FVECO 5715 5713 1.0
LGROUP 971 F'v_CO 5717 5715 1.0
LGROUP 971 FVECQ 5719 5717 1.0
LGROUP 971 FG'RIDQ 5703 5701 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRIDQ 5705 5703 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRIDQ 5707 5705 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRIDQ 5709 5707 I 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRIDQ 5711 5709 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRIDQ 5713 5711 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRIDQ 5715 5713 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRIDQ 5717 5715 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRIDQ 5719 5717 1 0 1.0
LGROUP 971 FGRID 5700 I.OE+8 .0 1.0E+8
LGROUP 971 MGRID 5700 .0 1.0E+8 .0
MPC i00 5703 1 LOAD MPLTB 57001 1.0
MPC 105 5703 2 LOAD HPLTB 57002 1.0
HPC 100 5711 3 LOAD MPLTB 57003 1.0
MPC 105 5717 2 LOAD MPLTB 5700_ 1_0
MPC 100 5717 1 LOAD MPLTB 57005 1.0
MPC 105 5711 1 LOAD HPLTB 57006 1.0
MPC 100 5700 1 1.0 8141 1 -1.0
HPC 105 5700 2 1.0 8141 2 -1.0
HPC 100 5700 3 1.0 8141 3 -1.0
_C 105 5700 4 1.0 8141 4 -1.0
HPC 100 5700 5 1.0 8141 5 -1.0
ttPC 105 5700 6 1.0 8141 6 -1.0
FIGURE 3.5-32 Input Required for the Connection Between
Aft Fuselage and the Center Winu
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FIGURE 3.5-33 A Schematic Diagram of the Connection
Between Center Wing Box and the Center
fuselage Modeled Using 'RIGID' MPC's
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$ SING- CENTERBODYINTERFACE
112 5111 1 1.0 25031 -1.0
112 5111 3 1.0 25033 -1.03 I 0 7 I0
M_ 112 51132 1.0 27032 -i.01
112 51151 I.O 27041 -1.01 0
112 51153 1.0 27043 -i.02 1 5 5 I
112 5211 32 1.0 25052 -I.01
112 52151 1.O 27061 -I.0
112 52152 1.O 2706 -1.0
_I_ 112 5215 1.0 27063 -1.0
112 5311 1 1.0 2507 -I.0
112 5311 1.0 25072 -I.0
112 53113 1.0 2507 -1.0
112 5315 1.0 270812 -1.0
112 531532 1.0 2708 -1.0
_I_ 112 5315 1.0 27083 -1.0
112 5411 12 1.0 2509 -1.0
112 5411 1.0 25092 -1.0
112 54113 1.0 2509 -I.0
112 5415 1.0 27101 -1.0
112 5415 2 1.0 2710 -1.0
112 5415 1.0 27103 -I.0
112 5511 I 1.O 2511 -1.0
112 5511 1.0 25112 -1.0
112 5511 3 1.0 2511 -1.0
112 5513 1.0 27111 -1.0
" 112 5513 32 1.0 2711 -1.0
112 5513 1.0 2711 _ -1.0
112 5515 12 1.0 2712 -1.0MPC 2
" _ 112 55153 1.0 27123 -i.06 1 ROD 95611 1.000
CROD 95611 999 5611 2513
FIGURE 3.5-34 Input Data Required for the Connection Between




FIGURE 3.5-35 A Schematic Diagram of the Connection Between
Horizontal Stabilizer and the Control Surface
Modeled Using 'RIGID' BAR Elements
$ HORIZONTALSTABILIZER
MPC 112 6001 5 BAR 96001 5 0 1.000
MPC 112 6003 5 BAR 96003 5 0 1.000
MPC 112 6005 5 BAR 96005 5 0 1.000
MPC 112 6007 5 BAR 96007 5 0 1.000
MPC 112 6009 5 BAR 96009 5 0 1.000
MPC 112 6011 5 BAR 96011 5 0 1.000
MPC 112 6013 5 BAR 96013 5 0 1.000
MPC 112 6015 5 BAR 96015 5 0 1.000
MPC 112 6016 5 BAR 96015 5 5 1.000
MPC 112 6019 3 BAR 96019 1 1 -i.000
$MPC 112 6019 5 BAR 96019 5 5
MPC 112 6019 4 BAR 96019 6 6 -i.000
_" FIGURE 3.5-36 InputData Required for the ConnectionBetween















/J_Z _'_ X8211 _"
FIGURE 3.5-37 A Schematic Diagram of the Connection Between





112 7001 _ _ 970031 _ 0 1.0003
112 7005 97005 0 .000
97007 _ 1.000
_ ,oo,_ N _ _.ooo
_ _oo,_ _ ,,o_"°°'_ o _.oooHPC 112 7011
_ ,o_'°__ ,,o_'°__ _ -_.ooo_°°°
MPC 112 7015 4 BAR 97015 5 5 1.000
MPC 112 7015 6 BAR 97015 4 4 -I.000
FIGURE 3.5-38 Input Data Required for the ConnectionBetween








FIGURE 3.5-39 A SchematicDiagram of the Main Support StructureModeled
Using 'RIGID'BAR Elements
$ SUPPORTSTRUCTUREMECHANISMMPCS.
CBAR 92803 999 3000 2803 -10.0 0.0 0.0 1
CBAR 92503 999 3000 2503 0.0 0.0 -10.0 1
CBAR 92811 999 3000 2811 0.0 0.0 -10.0 1
CBAR 92511 999 3000 2511 0.0 0.0 -I0.0 1
MPC 120 2503 3 BAR 92503 6 0 -i.000
MPCA 120 2503 3 BAR 92511 6 0 -i.000
MPC 119 2511 3 BAR 92503 6 0 -1.000
MPCA 119 2511 3 BAR 92511 6 0 1.000
MPC 120 2811 2 BAR 92803 5 0 1.000
MPCA 120 2811 2 BAR 92811 5 0 -1.000
MPC 119 2803 1 BAR 92803 1 1 -1.000
MPCA 119 2803 1 BAR 92811 1 1 1.000
MPC 119 2811 1 BAR 92803 6 0 -I.000
MPCA 119 2811 1 BAR 92811 6 0 1.000
MPC 120 2803 2 BAR 92803 5 0 1.000
MPCA 120 2803 2 BAR 92811 5 0 1.000
FIGURE 3.5-40 Input Data Required for the Main Support Structure
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3.5.3 SIC definition and SIC matrix calculation- A
structural influence coefficient (SIC) is defined as the
deflectionat one point due to a unit load at the same point
or at another point. The generalizedmathematicaldefinition
of a SIC is given in reference3. The concept of the SIC does
not imply that the applied load acts at only one element node,
only that it is applied at a singlepoint. In fact, a unit
applied SIC load may be distributedover several grid points
within a region of the airframe. The deflections calculated
by the use of such unit loads can be physicallyinterpretedas
the weighted averages of the deflectionsof the grid points
loadedby the unit SIC load.
The SIC degrees of freedom and locationdefinitions for both
the symmetricand antlsymmetricBaselineairplane are given in
the MASTER table shown in AppendixD. An example of a MASTER
table, showing symmetric and antlsymmetrlc SIC points, is
given in figure 3.5-41.
In general, the SIC unit loads and the information contained
in the MASTER table are self explanatory; however, fuselage
unit SIC loads have differentsignificancefor symmetric and
antisymmetrlc SIC's. Since the stick (beam)fuselage is on
the plane of symmetry, the symmetric and antisymmetric
boundary conditions effect the fuselage nodes. Therefore,
unit loads for generationof a SIC matrix may be applied to
degrees of freedom which are constrained by the boundaryconditions.
A brief descriptionof the various steps requiredto calculate
the SIC matrix Isglven below.
i. A unit force or moment is applied at each SIC degree of
freedom. [ P ] (SICby SIC)
2. The unit load is distributedto the structuralnodes using
an external load transformationmatrix (See section 3.5.4)
£ TRNSIC 3 ( G by SIC ).
3. A set of displacementvectors is then calculated for SIC
load conditions. The [ K 3 is a constrainedstiffness
matrix.
-I
£ u 3 (Gby SIC) = [ K 3 * £ TRNSIC3 _ £ P 3
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$$$ SYMMETRIC SIC TABLE
S ICSYA TAB LE PADS VERSN-B
SICSYC SIC-COL KAA-COL PART# DOF GRIDID X Y Z CP
SICSYM 1 1 10.0120 3 153 567.109 1099.072.375 12
SICSYM 2 2 10.0120 3 155 572.902 1099.072.317 12
SICSYM 3 3 10.0120 3 157 588.544 1099.072.153 12
SICSYM 103 103 10.0810 5 2190 1315.307207.58917.1
SICSYM 104 104 10.0810 6 2190 1315.307207.58917.1
SICSYM 105 105 50.0100 I 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 11
SICSYM 106 50.0100 2 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 11
SICSYM 107 106 50.0100 3 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 11
SICSYM 108 50.0100 4 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 11
SICSYM 109 107 50 0100 5 3000 203 849 0 71 86 11
• • •
$$$. ANTI-SYMMETRICSIC TABLE
SICASC SIC-COL KAA-COL PART_ DOF GRIDID X Y Z CP
SICASY 1 1 10.0120 3 153 567.109 1099.072.375 12
SICASY 2 2 10.0120 3 155 572.902 1099.072.317 12
SICASY 3 3 10.0120 3 157 588.544 1099.072.153 12
SICASY 103 103 10.0810 5 2190 1315.307207.58917.1
SICASY 104 104 10.0810 6 2190 1315.307207.58917.1
SICASY 105 50.0100 1 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 11
SICASY 106 105 50.0100 2 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 11
SICASY 107 50.0100 3 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 11
SICASY 108 106 50.0100 4 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 ii
SICASY 109 50.0100 5 3000 203.849 .0 71.86 11
FIGURE 3.5-41 An Example of the 'MASTER'Table Showing
Symmetricand AntisymmetricSIC Column Locations
4. These displacementvectors are then pre-multlpliedby the
the transpose of the TRNSIC matrix to obtain the SIC
matrix.
T
K SIC ] ( SIC by SIC ) = [ TRNSIC] * [ U S
3.5.4 External load transformation- The external loads are
applied at the SIC points. In the static solution,these
loads are then transformedand applied to thestructural grid
points using a transformation matrix TRNSIC. This section
describes the general procedure utilized to calculate this
transformationmatrix.
The Static Loads analysis involvesthe SIC degrees of freedom.
The external loads formed by the Static Loads analysis are
generated at the SIC nodes. A set of SIC points are
designated on the airframe structure,which for most of the
structureare differentfrom the structural nodes. However,
SIC points on segmentswith beam representation,(forwardand
aft fuselage etc.), have SIC pointswhich are also structural
nodes. Therefore the transformationmatrix between these SIC
points and the structuralnodes is an identity matrix. The
transformationbetween the SIC points located on the 3-D model
and the structuralgrid points is calculated using a Calac
developed 'loaddistribution'technique. A PLI coded program
called PANLWT is executedto generaue a set of LDREF add
LGROUP cards which are used in NASTRAN to generate a
transformationmatrix for each unit load condition. Weighting
factors computedby PANLWr based on areas are used by NASTRAN.
Figure 3.5-42 shows two examplesof LDREF and LGROUP cards for
SIC points 153 and 155. Figure 3.5-43 shows a general load
allocationselectionprocedureused by PANLWE. The structural
analyst may optionally modify the output from PANLWT to
minimize the cross-coupllng between SIC points and the
structural nodes by use of a program calledFGRIDCRD. The
load distributionmodule in NASTRAN calculates percent load
applled to each grid point based on the weighting factors
designated in field 9 of the LGROUP cards. The load
distribution obtained from this procedure satisfies
equilibrium.
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$ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$
LDREF 101 LOC 740.759 954.452 -7.475 12 153
LDREF 101 FORCE 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
$
LGROUP 153 FGRIDP 199 99 101 201 0.33
LGROUP 153 FGRIDP 299 199 201 301 0.35
LGROUP 153 FGRIDP 399 299 301 401 0.36
LGROUP 153 FGRIDP 499 399 401 501 0.38$ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$$
LDREF 102 LOC 746.571954.452-6.676 12 155
LDREF 102 FORCE 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
LGROUP 155 FGRIDP 499 399 401 501 0.62
LGROUP 155 FGRIDP 199 99 101 201 0.67
LGROUP 155 FGRIDP 399 299 301 401 0.64
LGROUP 155 FGRIDP 299 199 201 301 0.65










FIGURE 3.5-43 An example of typical FEM structuralgrid
points overlayed on the SIC node points
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• 3.5.5 Static solution- The static solution of the finite
element model is performedusing Calac developedRigid Format
145 (RFI45). RFI45 DMAP sequence is a modification and
enhancement of the standardNASTRAN (COSMIC)RIGID FORMAT 1
. (RFI).
RFI45 contains the followingenhancementsthat RFI does not
have.
* multipointconstraintmatrix (RM) check.
* Stiffnessmatrix (KAA AND KLL) check.
* External load (PG) summationcheck.
* Reaction load (QG) summationcheck.
* Balance (betweenexternal loads and reactions)check.
* Rigid body check.
After the abovementionedcheckshaveverifiedthe model, the
static solution is obtained. The displacementvectors,
internalloadsand internalstressesare printed and scanned
for high stressesby the stressanalyst.
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3.6 StressAnalysis
The flow diagram shown in figure 3.6-1 depicts a typical PADS _
preliminary structural design operation. The functions
enclosedby the broken line are the stressanalysis functions.
The basic componentsrequiredfor stressanalysis are a static
analysis program and a sizingprogram. These programs must be
capable of analyzing the types of cross sections under
consideration. The stress analysis program'sfunction is to
determine the element internalloads which occur for external
loading conditions. The sizinganalysis program'sfunction is
to determine the optimum detail dimensionsof cross sections
for specifiedelement internal load conditions. In PADS,
NASTRAN performs the static analysis,and PSASA (PanelSizing
And Stress Allowable)performs the sizinganalysis.
PSASA is constructedaround a computer program called SPOT.
SPOT optimizes stringer stiffened and integrallystiffened
panels for fuselage and lifting surfaces. PSASA generates
stress allowables and sizing for design elements of a finite
element model.
NASTRAN (Calac-NASTRAN)also containsa module (FSD algorithm)
for element sizing. The module currently assumes that
allowable stresses remain constant during the reslzlng
process. In PADS, this module has been used for validation
comparisonpurposes only.
3.6.1 SPOT/0PCOMComparison- Calac's version of SPOT was
developed at Lockheed over a number of years. The analysis
methodologyapplies to most metals, and the skin and stringer
materials need not be from the same family. Over ii0 failure
modes are checked to produce the least weight cross-section.
Smooth envelopes are producedwhich have no abrupt change in
slope. The method of analysishas been correlated with the
data from over eight hundred t@st panels and by use in the
analysis of severalaircraft which have successfully passed
static tests.
SPOT was used to produce a family Of least weight allowable
load enve!opes for Z and J stiffened panels of various
dimensions. The family of Z stiffened panels consisted of
panels capable of sustaininglight, moderate,and heavy loads.
The family of J stiffenedpanels consistedof panels capable
of sustaining light and heavy loads. Table 3.6-1 describes
these panels and figure 3.6-2 defines the cross section
configuration.
A comparisonof allowable load envelopes produced by the
Kentron Technical Center (0PCOM)computerprogram and SPOT was
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FIGURE 3.6-1 Flow Diagram Depicting PADS Structural
Desi.anOperation
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TABLE 3.6-1 STRINGER STIFFENED PANELS FOR COMPARISON
I LOAD STRO LENGTHI TS I BS I TH H I TAF HAF TF HF I -
I _ 4 ...... '
I I I I
I LGHT Z 26.0 I 0.08 5.ZO I 0.08 1.SO I 0.08 1.04 .096 0.64
I I I I '
I HOD Z e6.0 I 0.08 5.20 I 0.08 1.70 I .08Z 1.04 .096 0.71
I I I I
I HEAV Z 26.0 I ,383 5.ZO I .18Z 3.1Z I 0.26 1.14 .219 1.37
I I I I
I LGHT J Z6.0 I 0.08 7.40 I 0.08 Z.SO I 0.08 2.00 .096 0.64
! I I I
I HEAV J 26.0 I .S55 7.40 I .163 3.70 I .808 2.08 .195 1.45
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FIGURE 3.6-2 Cross-SectionConfiguration
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The results of this comparison are shown in figures 3.6-3
through 3.6-7. Significantdifferencesare apparentwhich are
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FIGURE 3.6-7 - HEAVILY LOADED J-STIFFENEDPANEL
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3.7 Automated SizingFor PreliminaryDesign
PSASA is a complex array of programswhich take as input, the
elements to be designed and the internal load conditions
derived from applied external load conditions, and generates
the stress allowablesand new sizingsfor these elements.
The panel optimizationalgorithmof PSASA (SPOT)is capable of
analyzing Z and J cross sectionsas shown in figure 3.6-2.
This algorithmis based on a modified "try-them-all" method
and operates on optimization variables within a specified
ranges.
Figure 3.7-1 shows the locationof the geometry constraints;
the rib spacing (L=26 inches) and the stringerspacing (BU=5.2
inches and BL=7.4 inches). The minimum dimensions are shown
in table 3.7-1 and two additionalconstraintsin table 3.7-2.
The material proportions for the aluminum alloy skin and
stringers, which are the same for the upper and lower
surfaces, are shown in table 3.7-3. The variables for
optimization are the stiffenerheight (H), the stiffenerweb
thickness (TW),the stiffenerflange thickness (TAF),and the
panel skin thickness (TS).
The key to the approach of PSASA is the panel database (or
panel design library). The panel database is an array of
detail dimensionsand strength envelopes for a family of
preselected cross sections. This array is stored in a
dlrect-accessfile accessiblein order of weight per unit
area. SPOT uses the panel database to converge to optimal
panel dimensions much more economically than a complete
optimizationof each panel from minimum cross sections.
The basic methodologiesof PSASA were previouslydeveloped as
separate entities. The major thrust of the PADS work was to
integratethe separateentities and obtain a smoothly flowing
computationalprocedure.
The major componentsof the proceduredevelopedare indicated
in the flow diagram of figure 3.7-2. The overall procedure
consistsof two distinct phases:





FIGURE 3.7-1 Geometry Constraints for Panel Sizina
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PARAMETER UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE DESCRIPTION
( INCHES ) ( INCHES ) OF PARAMETER
BS 5.200 7.400 STIFFENERSPACING
TH 0.080 0.080 WEB THICKNESS
H 1.500 1.500 STIFFENERHEIGHT
TAF 0.080 0.080 FLANGE THICKNESS
(NEAR SKIN)
TS 0.080 0.080 SKIN THICKNESS
* Pitch is constant
TABLE 3.7-1 MINIMUM DIMENSIONS
UPPER L0_ER
ASKIN/(ASKIN+ ASTR) MAX 0.800 0.800
ASKIN/(ASKIN+ ASTR) MIN 0.500 0.500





PROPERTIES CLAD SHEET EXTRUSION
FTU (KSI) 71 85
FTY (KSI) 61 76
FCX (KSI) 61 76
FSU (KSI) 40 45
FEW (KSI) 120 130
FTAT (KSI) 45
E (PSI) 10.3 x 10E6 10.4 x 10E6
EC (PSI) 10.5 x 10E6 10.7 x 10E6
G (PSI) 3.9 x 10E6 4.0 x 10E6
NU .33 .33
MASS DENSITY .i01 .i01







STACK INTERNAL LOADS IF
AVAILABLE FROM OTHER
SOURCES (GUST. TAXI. ETC)
(STRESS
(PSASA) ALLOWABLES)







FIGURE 3.7-2 STRUCTURALSIZING PROCEDURE
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3.7.1 Database generation- In llne wlth the initial
objectives of the PADS project, the databasewas constructed
for the purpose of resizingwing metal surfaces of the type
used in the L-1011 airplane; these surfaces can be analyzed
with the SPOT program.
The database, as constructed, consists of two design
configurations; the first, for Z-strlngerstiffenedskin,
applies to the upper surface,and the second, for J-strlnger
stiffenedskin, applies to the lower surface.
It is noted that a configuration,as used in this context,
entails a number of fixed dimensions,such as column length
and stringer spacing. In addition, some more or less
empirical constraints(amongthem minimum dimensions)need to
be imposed.
The database for each configuration must cover a range of
allowable loads sufficientto handle all internal loads that
are expected in the structuralelements to be resized. It
must further contain data for a sufficientnumber of cross
sections,so that, by means of a suitable interpolation
scheme, near-optlmum designs can be obtained for any
combinationof internal load conditions. For any design
configuration, the data stored in the database files consist
of:
o Panel weight per unit area
o Material data
o Fixed dimensionsand constraints
o Detail dimensionsfor each cross section
o Strength envelope coordinates(shearstress resultant,
q, versus axial stress resultant,N)
Each cross section contained in the database file was
optimized (by means of the SPOT optimizationalgorithmas a
standaloneprogram)for a single load condition. Each load
condition consists of a combinationof an axial load per unit
of width (N) and a shear flow (q). A total of 502 cross
sections were optimized for Z-stringers, and 260 cross
sections for J-stringers.
Figure 3.7-3 illustratesthe generationof the database file.
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A range of load conditions,which start from allowable loads
of minimum cross-sections,are formed. These load conditions
should cover all internal load combinationsthat are expected
on the structure. The upper portion of figure 3.7-3 shows
load conditions used for the optimizationof a Z-stringer
stiffenedpanel. The lower portion shows a typical strength
envelope for a selectedload combination. The database file
consists of definitionof many panels, each with an associated
strength envelope.
3.7.2 Resizing cycle - A resizing cycle is illustrate in
figure 3.7-2.
The process is startingwlth computationof external loads for
a given structure. Then element internal loads are formed for
the external loads and the given structure. These internal
loads are then combinedwith any other internal loads. PSASA
is then executedwith or without specifiedstress margins of
safety.
PSASA has capabilityto reduce the internal load conditions
which are passed to SPOT. Critical conditionscan be selected
for reductionof cost. Currently, all load conditions are
passed to SPOT.
For every element of the finite element model, the database is
accessed in order of ascending unit weight, and margins of
safety are computed for all load condltlonsuntil an adequate
cross section is found. The final cross sectionmust satisfy
the margin of safety specified( or zero ) for that particular
element. Appendix B describes the specifiedmargins of safety
as applied in the PADS sizing process. An interpolation is
then performed between the dimensionsof this cross section
and the most nearly adequate of the lighter cross sections.
The resulting interpolated cross section, for which a new
strength envelope is computed and appropriately stored, is
then used for the reslzed structure. In this manner all the
informationrequiredto perform either a new reslzing cycle or
a NASTRAN FSD run is available.
Margins of safety are computedfrom the strength envelopes as
shown in figure 3.7-4.
Once the first resizing cycle has been completed, further
resizlng cycles can be repeatedas shown in figure 2.3-1 for a
typical PADS sizing process through rigid, ist, and 2nd flex
airplane loads.
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Applied Loads for Optimization
and Typical Strength Envelope
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3.7.3 Baseline sizing results - Twenty five static load
conditions were formed for the initialwing panel sizingand
stiffnessgenerationas presentedin table 3.4-2. These 25
conditions includevarious weight conflqurations,velocities,
and altitudes of maneuvers, as well as ground handling
conditions as discussed in section 3.4.2. The initial loads
were computed for a rigid airplane and applied to the
structural model for computationof the first sizing. First
and second flex loads includedthe effects of flexibility.
Sizing was accomplishedwith the PADS data base approach for
selection of optimal panel dimensions. Stressmargins of
safetyas describedin Appendix B were supplied for selected
sizing runs. Sizing runs for the Baselineaircraft were run
for the standardACS gain setting of -11.33 degrees per g and
for no ACS. The finite element model design regions for the
baseline aircraftwing are representedin figure 3.7-5. The
design regions include the ist through 4th row of surface
panels for both upper and lower surfaces. These panels were
representedby a Lockheed-CallfornlaCompany (Calac)developed
quadrilateralfinite element (CMEMQ)in the structural model.
Internal loads for the wing were computed in a NASTRAN static
solutionrun. Panel sizing and stress allowable (PSASA)
module was used for sizing of the surface panels. Initial
internal loads were formed from arbitrarystarting sizing.
The followingtable summarizesupper and lower surface panel
weights for half an airplaneWhich were computedas dlrect
NASTRAN output for the Baseline design:
NASTRAN Weight Calculationfor PADS Baseline Sizing.
External Propertiesto ACS Gain Stress Upper Cover Low Cover
Loads be Updated deglq Margins Weight _eight
ib ib
rigid starting - 11.33 no 4147.75 5123.20
Ist flex rigid - i1.33 no 3870.20 4845.49
2nd flex ist flex - 11.33 no 3829.56 4847.12
2.5 g no 2nd flex 0.00 no 4103.17 5418.23
ACS
2nd flex w 2nd flex - 11.33 yes 4106.54 5611.50
margins
The NASTRAN calculatedweights (as described in more detail in
section 3.3.4) get factored to account for effects not






















FIGURE 3.7-5 Definition of Cover Bays
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weight for the Baselineproductionsizing ( as describedin
section 3.3.5.2 ) is 4618.62 and 6342.52 pounds respectively.
Figure 3.7-6 shows the load conditionswhich have the minimal
margin of safety for each panel for upper and lower surfaces,
respectively,for the Second flex aircraft loads. The margin
of safety is computedas a ratio of internal load which the
panel can withstand over the applied internal load for an
external load conditionminus one. The computedmargin must
be equal to or greater then the specified margin of safety
which is input for the particularpanel. In cases where fail
safe or fatigue conditionsare imposed, the computed minimal
margin may be somewhat greater than the specifiedmargin.
Braking conditionsdeterminedthe sizingaround the main gear.




Letter Cond# 9's Mach Active
Controls
A. 0 142 +2.5 .88 ON
B, J 411 BRAKE
C,E, K 132 +2.5 .82 ON
D, L 124 +2.5 .478 OFF
F, I 142 +2.5 .88 ON
G 143 0.0 .88 ON
H 451 TAXI
/ M 122 +2.5 .478 ON










3.8.1 Discussion of flutter model - A limited flutter
analysis was conducted on the baseline aircraftfor various
flight conditions. Basic data such as mass, stiffness, and
aerodynamic representations for the baseline aircraftwere
generatedusing PADS modules.
The analysis degrees of freedom used for the flutter survey
were the stiffnessdegrees of freedom. The stiffnessmatrices
used in all PADS analyseswere constructed by NASTRAN. The
element properties such as skln thicknessand stiffenerarea
which determinethe stiffnessof the model were the result of
the PADS sizing process. The process in NASTRAN of how a
stiffnessmatrix is producedand reduced down to the final
analysis set is described In more detail in the section titled
Finite Element Analysis.
The selectionof the degrees of freedom which were to be
retained as the analysis set (ASET in NASTRAN) requiredan
examinationof what type of informationwas requiredfrom the
model. These degrees of freedom had to be selectedearly in
the design stagewith insightas to what was to follow. For
the benchmarking exercise, as well as all contract
requirementsit was decided that the initial analysiswould be
with a symmetricrepresentation. Table 3.8-1 containsa list
of the degrees of freedomwhich were selected to representthe
dynamic characteristicsof the PADS model. Appendix D defines
the location of each deqree of freedom on the model.
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TABLE 3.8-1 - SymmetricAnalysis D0F for PADS Models
,_ Quantity Description
84 Wing structurez D0F
17 Fuselage z D0F
17 Horizontal stabilizerz D0F
4 Vertical tall z D0F
24 x, y, z, phi, theta, and psi D0F on
wing engine, pylon,main landing gear
up, and main landing gear down
9 x, z, and theta D0F on center engine,
nose gear up, and nose gear down
2 Aileron actuator relativeD0F
1 Stabilizeractuator relativeD0F
3 x, z, and theta supportD0F
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Constructionof all mass matrices to be used for the PADS
design studies consisted of execution of a series of PADS
modules. The mass distribution module (MDM) described in
section 3.3 produced the initial weight distributionmatrices
for the desired flight conditions. Weight matrices are
producedfor the left hand side of the aircraft in a left hand
rule coordinatesystem. Locationsand distributions for the
lumped weights and inertiaswere computedfrom supplied input.
Locationsfor the lumpedweights are the centers of panels
which for all PADS design work, were different than the
locationsof the analysis set to be used for the flutter
survey. The output weight matrices, containedthree degrees
of freedom for each panel (x,y,z)and six degrees of freedom
for each componentrepresentedas a single point concentrated
mass. Weight matrices from the MDM are diagonal and are
output with a correspondingPADS type geometry matrix. The
number of degrees of freedom as output from MDM was 3765
- degrees of freedom for the Baseline aircraft and ii01 for the
Aspect Ratio 12 designs.
The differencein the basic weight matrix size was the result
of how the input data was prepared for the MDM. In the
Baseline case, many entries in the weight matrix were for zero
mass and many entries were for identicaldegrees of freedom.
Reduction in size of MDM matriceswas accomplishedby a PADS
module called POSTWTS. POSTWES eliminatesdegrees of freedom
not required for the analysis. In the PADS symmetric design
studies, all x's and y's for points on the wing and vertical
stabilizer,and all x's on the fuselage and vertical tall were
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eliminated because none of the grids requiring the mass
includedthese degrees of freedom. This, in fact, was an
oversimplification of the analysis grids data requirmentsfor
flutter and dynamic loads. Some x and y degrees of freedom on
the wing and fuselage should have been retained in the
analysis degree of freedom definitions. It was found that
flutter results were not substantiallychanged when inertia
relief in the x directionwas includedfor the wing.
The number of degrees of freedom was reduced to 501 for the
Baseline analysis weight matrix and 500 for the ARI2 designs.
These reduced size weight matrices were the starting weight
data for the flutter survey as well as for all other PADS
analyses.
The aerodynamicsto be used for the flutter survey were
produced by FLUTI. FLUTI producesunsteady doublet lattice
type aerodynamicsfor the left hand side of the aircraft. The
unsteady aerodynamicmodel consistedof planar representations
which extended to the centerlinefor the wing and horizontal
stabilizer. The keypoints for the division of the planform
into panels is depicted in figure 3.8-1. Spanwlse divisions
were selected in a 'looksreasonable'manner with biasing in
areas where the pressure gradient was expected be the
greatest. Chordwlsedivisionswere made at 3, i0, 30, 55, 80,
and 88 percent of the chord.
FLUTI produced output geometry matrices for the force
application and downwash points defined at the one-quarter
chord and three-quarter chord points on the pane!
respectively. Unsteady aerodynamicmatriceswere produced for
reduced frequenciesof 0., 0.15, 0.3, 0.44, 0.76, 1.33, 1.95,
3.5, AND 6.8.
Transformationand sign changematrices necessary to obtain -
mass and aerodynamic matrices in the analysis degrees of
freedom for the right hand side of the aircraftwith a right
hand rule sign convention were produced by FLUT2, the Grid
TransformationModule. FLUT2 requires input of a PADS type
geometry matrix for the weight, aerodynamic,and stiffness
matrices. The stiffness geometry matrix is used for the
formulation of rigid body mode shapes. Mode shapes for rigid
body plunge and pitch are used for the symmetricanalysis.
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FIGURE 3.8-i Keypoints for Unsteady Aero Panels
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3.8.2 Flutter methodology- Flutter analyses in the PADS
design process use vibrationmodes for an aircraft in a vacuum
to modallze the problem. Modallzatlonof the problem reduces
the order of the problem to a size that can be handled.
The sign convention used for the vibration (and flutter)
analyses is shown in figure 3.8-2.
The vibration equationof motion is:
2
( -w [M_M]+ £KSJ )[qSS] = [ 0 ]
where
T
[MM3 = 1/386 * ( £SHI3 * [DI3 ) * [_3 * ( [SHI3 _ £DI3 )
T
EKS3 = ESHS3 _ [KJ • [SHS3
[qSS3 = analysisD0F for right side of aircraftusing
right hand rule
£W3 = weight matrix defined for left side of aircraft
using left hand rule
£K3 = stiffnessmatrix defined for left side of
aircraftusing left hand rule
£DI3 = transformationwhich relates weight D0F to
analysisD0F
£SHI3 = slgn changematrix for weight matrix
[SHS3 = sign changematrix for stiffnessmatrix
w = circularfrequency
FLUT5, a PADS module, was used for the half airplane vibration
analyses. Output from FLUT5 consists of the airplane
vibrationmodes, natural frequencies,and the modalized mass
and stiffnessmatrices.











FIGURE 3.8-2 Flutter Sign Convention
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T 2 2
IT3 * ((V/b) * [MM] _ p + (l+ig)* [KS]
0
2




£A(k)] = EDFZ3 _ [SHQ] _ [A3 *
( i(k/b ) _[SHA] * [DAZ3 + [SHA3 _ [DATH] )
0
[A] = FLUTI aerodynamicmatrix
T
[DFZ] = transformationwhich relates aero force D0F to
analysisD0F
[DAZ] = transformationwhich relates aero panel
displacementsto analysisD0F
[DATH] = transformationwhich relates aero panel
rotationsto analysis D0F
IT] = vibrationmodes with syntheticrigid body modes
replacingzero frequencymodes
T
[SHQ] = sign change for aero forces -,
[SHA] = sign change for aero displacements
[q] = modal displacements
p = nondimensionaloperator (b /V)(d/dt)0
g = structuraldamping
k = reduced frequency (omega)(b/V)0





rho = air density at sea level
0
sigma = air density ratio, rho/rho
0
FLUT6, a PADS module, was used for the flutter analyses.
Output from FLUT6 consists of vfg plots. ( freq. vs.
velocity and damping vs. velocity )
3.8.3 Vibration results - Vibration solutions were run for
the Baselineaircraft and comparedto ground vibration results
as well as results from the final flutter model (Stick model)
used for the study of the L-1011-500aircraft (Job 5352 Sect
701). Table 3.8-2 compares symmetricvibration resultfor the
first ten natural frequencies for a full fuel weight
condition. PADS stiffnessmodel section 9002 refers to the
stiffness representationwhere wing panel propertydimensions
were taken from drawings and entered into NASTRAN for
computation of a stiffness matrix (productionstiffness).
PADS stiffnessmodel section 300 (Job 5580) is from the second
flex sizing (no margins). PADS vibration resultsare from Job
5750 RUN046 for stlffnesssectlon 9002 and Job 5699 RUN016 for
stiffness section 300. The fuselage for PADS section 300
stiffnessrepresentationhas buckled skin whereas the other
two stiffnessrepresentationsdo not.
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TABLE 3.8-2 - FREQUENCYCOMPARISONFOR VIBRATION RESULTS
Mode Description PADS PADS GVT Job 5352
# Model Model Sect 701
$9002 $300
1 Rigid body z 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 Rigid body theta 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 Wing ist bending 1.24 1.13 1.24 1.20
4 Wing eng. up & out 2.32 2.17 2.33 2.31
5 Wing eng. down & out 2.72 2.67 2.78 2.80
6 Fus. ist bending & 3.11 2.95 3.01
wing 2nd bending
7 Wing 2nd z 3.81 3.63 4.20 3.97
8 Horiz. stab Ist 4.27 4.22 4.88 4.81
9 Wing eng. yaw/roll 6.44 6.41 6.26
i0 Wing eng. pitch, 6.28 6.82 6.73
wing 3rd bending
* note - GVT results are from LR 24045 Aug. 1971 ,Rev.B
3.8.4 Flutter analysis results - Flutter analyseswere run on
a selectivebasis. Full and min fuel conditionswere run for
the final PADS sized design ( SECT 300) as well as for the
final production stiffness design (SECT 9002). The flutter
equation was modalized with 20 vibration modes plus 2
synthetic rigid body modes for most of the PADS flutter work.
Structuraldamping is representedas being equal to 2 percent
of the stiffness.
The flutter surveyfor both of the Baseline models did not
show any unstable roots below 1.2Vd. Flutter plots (vfg)for L
the the full fuel productionstiffnessPADS model ( Job 5750
RUN046 ) are shown in figures 3.8-3 through 3.8-5. Figure
3.8-3 is a plot of frequency (cycles per second) versus
velocity (KEAS) for the first ten modes. Figures 3.8-4 and
3.8-5 are plots of damping versus velocity.
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FIGURE 3.8-3 Full Fuel Flutter Plot - Frequency vs. Velocity
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AIRPLANE FLUTTER ANALYSIS -- CONFIG.= 003 STM
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FIGURE 3.8-4 Full Fuel Flutter Plot -
Damping vs. Veloclty for Modes 1-8
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FIGURE 3.8-5 Full Fuel Flutter Plot -
Damping vs. Velocity for Modes 6-I0
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3.9 DiscussionOf Dynamic Gust Loads
Many airplanes (suchas large transports)can be assumed to be
potentially gust-critical. If the sizing in a preliminary
design analysis is influencedby considerationof turbulence,
this may affect (the work of) other disciplines. It is
thereforeimportantto include loads due to turbulence early
in the design.
The method for computationof loads due to turbulence uses a
gust input defined as a power spectraldensity at an rms value
of 1 ft/sec of the gust velocity. This defines the power
spectrum of the responses, which is integrated over the
frequencydomain to give the rms of the responsesdue to the 1
ft/sec rms gust. For a final design, mission profiles can be
established,and the responses in these missions can be
computed, using specified gust environmentfor the profile
altitudes.
For a preliminary design, or in the absence of defined
missions,the responsescan be computedfor a number of points
of the design speed-altitudeenvelope,much in the same way
that static gust analysis is done. The design envelope
containsthe criticalvalues of weight distribution, flight
speed, and altitude. In this case the responsesare found b[
multiplyingthe rms values of responsesdue to 1 ft/sec gust
by the gust intensityfactor. This gust intensityfactor is a
function of altitude (see Reference 4), comparable to
specified gust velocities used in static analyses. To
properly account for the phasing between the various
responses, correlation coefficients between these responses
are also computed. From these correlation coefficients and
using the rms values of the responses,ellipsesof equal
probabilityof selectedresponsecombinationsare formed.
These are biased by the responsedue to 1-g steady flight for
the pertinent design envelopepoint. In order to limit the
number of conditionsto be analyzed for stress, the ellipses
are circumscribed by octagons. Thus each load combination
results in eight points of an octagon of equal probability as
shown in figure 3.9-1.
In the presentlyused methods the loads computed in the gust
loads analysis are external loads. These are shears, bending
moments, and torsion moments relativeto selected load axes
for the various airplane components, at selected cross
sections. Octagonsare formed for these external loads. The
usual external load combinationsselectedare bending moments






FIGURE 3.9-1 0ctaqons of Equal Probability
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with shear forces. Note that load octagonsat different
stationsare not correlated.
The points of the octagonsare used to determine the critical
conditions. Stress analysisby finite element models must use
sets of balanced loads at the SIC grid points as conditions.
To represent the loads combinationsfound in the gust load
analysis as sets of SIC grid point loads' a set of elementary
load distributions at the SIC grid points is defined. The
selection of these elementary conditions can be rather
arbitrary. The only requirementis that all pertinent points
of the equal probability octagons can be reasonably well
simulated by linear combinations of the elementary load
distributions. Each of these sets of elementaryloads must be
balanced (that is, they must be in self-equilibrium).This
way linear combinations of the elementary distributions,
resulting in external loads which match exactly, or
conservatively,the criticalpoints of the equal probability
octagons, will also be balanced. Thus a number of balanced
load conditions,consistingof sets of loads on the SIC grid
points, is created which in combinationwith other such inputs
(e.g.,from static loads or ground loads), are used to compute
internal loads acting on the structuralelements.
The new method describedhere, to be used in the PADS system,
is identified as "INTERnalLOad Procedure",(INTERLOP). The
basic feature of INTERLOP is that the internal loads
combinationsare computeddirectly in the gust analysis. This
requires the input of all internalloads of interest due to
all unit loads at each SIC grid point separately. The
computer cost to obtain internal loads for each SIC node unit
external load has been found to be acceptable. It shouldbe
noted that these loads by themselveswould not be balanced;
each of these unit loads is reacted at the support points.
However, when applied in combination in the gust anslysis
program the totality of these loads will be balanced by
definition,and the reactionsat the supports cancel.)
The advantagesof the use of INTERLOP are substantial. Not
only is the costly and time consumingprocess of matching
conditionsavoided, but also, the internalvs external loads
matrix is used for other loads analyses besides gusts.
Furthermore,since the internal loads are computed directly,
no additional conservatlsms need to be introduced,which is
next to unavoidableif matching conditionsare used.
The modified version of GLP5 which is part of the procedure,
here named INTERLOP includesacceptingAIC matrices as in the
flutter analysis. (These include AIC's at several reduced
frequencies.) The program is extended to compute the eight
corners of the octagons of equal probability,and include the
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bias formed by the l-g steady loads. The latter is obtained
using the l-g (external) SIC grid point loads computed by
STATICS. The dimension of the octagons is determined by an
input value, which is the predicted gust intensity factor in
feet/second. This is based on the use of the design envelope
approach rather than a mission profile analysis. The former,
because of its simplicity,is considered to be more
appropriate for a preliminary design effort, in particular
because the missions may not yet be completely defined.
Figure 3.9-2 shows the input and output structureof the two
programs,which can be combined in a single PADS run.
3.9.1 Results - GLP5K has been used to obtain octagons of
equal probabilityfor one conditionfor the Baseline and ARI2,
35 Degree Sweep airplane configurations. This condition was
selected as cruise at high altitudewith low fuel weight.
This was expectedto be the most criticalcondition for gust
response. The PADS sizing procedures were exercisedfor
applying Dynamic loading conditionssimultaneouslywith final
second flex Static loads on the Baselineaircraft. The finite
element model design regions for the Baseline aircraft wing
are representedin figure 3.7-5. Internal loads for the wing
were computed in a NASTRAN static solutionrun. Panel sizing
and stressallowable (PSASA)module was used for sizing of the
surface panels.
The loads applied to the structure for sizing include
combining the Static loads for the second flex aircraft as
shown in table 3.4-2 with the eight loads of equal probability
formed by the gust analysis. Figure 3.9-3 shows the load
conditionswhich have the minimal margin of safety for each
, panel for upper and lower surfaces, respectively. Gust
conditionswere found to be the designingfactor for sections
near the root rib and wing tip for both upper and lower
surfaces. These areas are marked with gs. Braking conditions
determined the sizingaround the main gear. Wing midsection
: panelswere designed by a 2.5g maneuver and these panels are
identifiedby symbolx.
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FIGURE 3.9-2 INTERLOP Flow Chart
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FIGURE 3.9-3 Load Condltlon_ Designing Baseline Desl_n
(CombinedGu=t and Static Loae_)
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4.0 ASSETCONFIGURATIONSTUDYFOR MINIMUMBLOCKFUEL
ASSET is an upper level optimizerwhich uses parametric data
and/or small models to representvarious disciplines,such as
propulsion, aerodynamics, vehicle geometry, weights, and
subsystems. ASSET integrates these inputs and derives
candidatevehicles which satisfy given mission requirement. A
schematicpresentationof the primary input and output data in
the ASSET synthesis cycle is shown in figure 4.0-1. A
generalized schematic illustratingkey elements and the flow
of informationthrough the ASSET program is shown in figure
4.0-2. Further informationon ASSET is available in reference
7, chapter 3.
The ASSET configurationstudywas performedusing the baseline
airplane as a starting point. The design variableswere
aspect ratio and thicknessto chord. First, an aspect ratio
and t/c was defined which produced minimum block fuel. Then
ASSET was exercisedto establishthe block fuel sensitivityto
the sweep angle. Reference7 provided some guidance in this
area and a sweep of 25 degrees was selected for the study.
Since airfoil technology was to remain fixed during this
design process, block fuel sensitivityto mach number study
was performedat the reduced sweep angle.
The above plan for the initial ASSET study was extremely
limited in its scope. The primary aeroelasticobjectiveof
the wing optimizationstudy is to generate point designs in
PADS and use that data to update the ASSET parametricweight
data. The weight team members were concerned with simple
changes to the baseline configurationfor input to the PADS
process. There was never any attempt to fully optimized an
ASSET configuration and then use the ASSET optimized
configurationfor a PADS design. The ASSET studies were used
only as one of many inputs to the PADS design configuration
selectionprocess. After the ASSET studieswere performed, a
consensus was formed to generate two PADS designs. The first
design changed the aspect ratio from 7.64 to 12, relative to
the baseline airplane. The seconddesign changed the sweep
from 35 degrees to 25 degrees, relative to the first PADS
design. These PADS designs were made in accordancewith the
basic functionaccorded PADS in its interface with ASSET,
namely; PADS supports the ASSET's weight database for the
sizing of the vehicle.
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4.1 BaselineAirplane ParametricStudy At 35 Degrees 0f Sweep
The ASSET computer program was given input data that
corresponded to the Baseline airplane model. Using the
standardweight equation,the Baseline model on ASSET was run
with the followingvariations in wing parameters:
AR = I0, II, 13
t/c = 9, i0, Ii, 12
For each configurationthe aircraft was sized to perform the
design range of 4780 n.mi.
Block fuel at the design range is shown in the carpet plot of
figure 4.1-1. The same data are shown as a knot-holeplot in
figure 4.1-2. It shows that the optimum wing parameters for
minimum block fuel are (approximately):
AR = 12
t/c = 10.75
A listing of aircraft characteristicsis given in table 4.1-1.
Note that in keeping thrust to weight ratio (T/W) and wing
loading (W/S) fixed, the field length constraints become
variables. To be more precise,T/W and W/S shouldbe adjusted
to meet fixed constraints. The approach used in this exercise
will not significantlyaffect results.
A summary of ASSET runs is shown in table 4.1_2.
Plots of fuel weight, wing weight, zero fuel weight, 0EW
weight, wing area, body weight, and engine scale versus aspect
ratio at constant t/c are shown in figures 4.1-3 through
4.1-9. These plots show variationsof key aircraft parameters
in addition to fuel weight. Engine scale is a factor on the
engine thrust requirementsrelative to the baseline airplane.
The definitionof the other variables are either contained in
the other sections or assumed to be known through accepted
usage.
Selected ASSET outputs for parameters, mission summary, and
weight summary are shown in table 4.1-3 through 4.1-5 for AR =
12 and t/c = i0.
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The results of this study indicated that PADS computer run
should be made for AR = 12. It was decided to hold t/c
constant in going from the baseline AR = 7.6 to AR = 12.
From the advanced transportstudy found in reference7, it was
also found that the sweep = 25 degrees and AR = 12 was a
possible optimized configuration. It was then decided to vary
sweep from 35 degrees to 25 degrees for the secondderivative
configuration. The design of wings for AR = 12, sweep = 25
degrees and 35 degrees, are the subject of the following
sections,after which another ASSET study is performed.
ASSET uses aerodynamicdata in parametricform which is based
on wlndtunnel data generatedfor a specific technologywing.
The database also reflects studies performed on 3-D
aerodynamic flow codes. A number of drag buildup computer
output sheets were forwardedto NASA for used in tuning NASA's
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Aerodynamics: L-100 (Wing 37B)




All-englne takeoff distance = 7749 - 7967 ft
(84 deg.F SL) @ Design Range
Engine-out takeoffdistance = 7674 - 7891 ft
(84 deg.F SL) @ Design Range
Approach speed = 151.1 - 154.1 kt (TAS)
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FIGURE 4.1-5 Zero fuel weight Clb) vs aspect ratio for std
weight equation
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FIGURE 4.1-6 0E_ weight vs aspect ratio for std weight equation
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FIGURE 4.1-7 Wing area (ft*_2) vs aspect ratio for std weight
equation
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FIGURE4.1-8 Bodyweight (ib)vs aspectratiofor std weight
equation
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FIGURE 4.1-9 Engine scale vs aspect ratio for std weight
equation
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SUtgtkRY ZO I10. 1 A S S Z T P A R A H E T R X C A H A L Y S I S MARCH 13 1984
AIRCRAFT tlOOEL --L-I011-3 EHGZNE I.D. -- 140000 HIIIG QUARTER CHORD 514EEP = 35.00 DEG
Z.O.C. DATE --1900 SLS SCALE 1.0 = 50000 NING TAPER RATZO = 0.259
DESIGN SPEED --SUDSONZC HUtIBER OF ENGINES = 3.
1 11,'3 140.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 T/" 0.206 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 AR 12.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
t f/C 10.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 Stl[EP 35.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 FFR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
' 7 UrR 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 7IT O. O. O. O. 0. _. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
9 HPR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 AUG T O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
11 RADIUS H. MZ 4749 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 GROSS I!EIGIIT 524100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
13 FUEL I.IEICIIT 181763 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
14 OR. 111". EMPTY 200787 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 ZERO FUEL _T. 3_2337 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 EI/GltIE SCALE 1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,;0 0,0 0.0 O.O O.O
17 TIIRUST/EIIGINE SO000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
10 klIIIG AREA 3541. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O, O, O, O. O. O. O.
I'_L'J 19 t,lillG SPAII 206,1 0.0 0,0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0°0 0,0
d_, 20 II. TAIL AREA 1202.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
21 V. TAIL AREA 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
22 EIIG. LEIISTH 9.95 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
23 EIIG. DIAIIETER 7.15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
2t, BODY LEIIGTH 164.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
25 NIHG FUEL LIMIT 2.080 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0COST DATA
-'6 RDTE - BIL. 2.019 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
27 FLY_WAY - MXL. 62.03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 ZHVESTI,IT-DIL. 21.713 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
29 DOC - C/St1 6.2r,9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
30 IOC - C/SI1 Z.395 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
31 R01 A.T. - 010 -27.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0HISSIOIi PARAIIETERS
32 HISll V111,1) 31000 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 'J 0 0 O O
33 ,1S!1 V211,11 153277 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CUIISTR_ ][IIT OUTI'UT
34 TAI:EOFF DST(1) 8458 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 CLIIID 13RADI1) 0.1_00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0_0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
36 1/_KEOFF DST(2) 0'*09 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 CLII1D GR,_D(2) 0.0609 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0
3_3 CTOL LIIOG DE1) 7245 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
39 AP SPEED-KT(I| 155.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
TABLE 4.1-3 ASSET design parametersfor ARI2 35 Degree Sweep
HZESZOH SUHHARY
DASH 500 L1011-31238 PAXI H=.831RAHGE=OUTPUTtZHTERHATZOHAL
SEGHEHT ZHZT ZHZT ZHZT SEGHT TOTAL 5EGHT TOTAL SEGLIT TOTAL EXTERH EHGZHE EXTERH AVG AVG AVG
ALTZTUOE HACH WEZGHT FUEL FUEL DZST DZST TZME TZtlE STORE TIIRUST F TAI_ CL L/D SFC
(FT) Ii0 (LB) [LB) (LIB) (H HI) (H HI) (11III) (Hill) TAB ZD TAB ZD TAB ZD RATZO (FF/T)
TAKEOFF
POt4ER1 O. 0.0 524100. O. O. O. O. 0.0 0.0 O. 999501. O. 0.0 0.0 0.822
POWER2 O. 0.0 524100. 933. 933. O. O. 1.0 1.0 O. 140402. O. 0.0 0.0 0.392
CLI!15 O. 0.378 523167. 2965. 3898. 18. 18. 4.1 5.1 O. . 140201. O. 0.697 19.40 0.558
ACCEL 10000. 0.456 520202. 881. 4779. 8. 26. 1.3 6.4 O. 160201. O. 0.491 Z0.31 0.608
CLZHB 10000. 0.638 519320. 6976. 11755. 101. 128. 12.8 19.3 O. 160201 O. 0.380 18.85 0.680
I_RUlSE 31000. 0.830 512345. O. 11755. O. 128. 0.0 19.3 O. -160101. O. 0.499 20.13 0.666
ACCEL 31000. 0.830 512345. O. 11755. O. 128. 0.0 19.3 O. 140201. O. 0.499 20.13 0.680
ACCEL 31000. 0.830 512345. O. 11755. O. 128. 0.0 19.3 O. 140201. O. 0.499 20.13 0.680
CRUISE 31000. 0.830 51Z344. 10857. 22613. 314. 442. 38.7 58.0 O. -140101. O. 0.493 20.09 0.667i-J
U_
CLZHB 31000. 0.830 501487. 1446. 24059. 29. 471. 3.6 61.6 O. 140201. O. 0.540 19.97 0.677
CRUZSE 35000. 0.830 500061. 86055_ 110113. 2755. 3226. 345.4 407.0 O. -140101. O. 0.535 19.85 0,651
CLIH8 35000. 0.830 413987. 1273. 111387. 30. 3256. 3.8 410.8 O. 140201. O. 0.541 19.71 0.676
CRUZSE 39000. 0.830 412713. 36927. 148313. 1_46. 4602. 169.6 580.4 O. -140101. O. 0.559 19.56 0.649
DESCEHT 39000. 0.830 375786. 1237. 169550. 101. 4703. 12.9 593.3 O. 140301. O. 0.346 16.99 -18.799
DECEL 10000. 0.638 374550. 186. 149736. 11. 4714. 1.9 595.2 O. 140301. O. 0.365 18.30 -5.214
OESCEHT 10000. 0.450 374364. 839. 150575. 35. 4749. 7.8 603.0 O. 140301. O. 0.500 20.66 3.365
CRUZSE 39000. 0.830 373524. O. 150575. O. 4769. 0.0 603.0 O. -140101. O. 0.530 19.68 0.654
LOZTER 1500. 0.274 373524. 746. 151321. 0. 4769. 3.0 606.0 O. -140101. O. 1.000 15.51 0.620
CRUZSE 1500. 0.378 372778. 502. 151823. 0. 4749. 2.0 608.0 O. -140101. O. 0.525 20.83 0.845
RESET 0. 0.0 372276. O. 151823. -4749. O. 0.0 608.0 O. O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.0
CRUZEE 39000. 0.830 372276. 12374. 164197. O. O. 60.8 668.8 O. -140101. O. 0.520 19.66 0.656
TABLE 4.1-4 ASSET mission summary for ARI2 35 Dearee Sweep
TAKEOFF
POWER1 O. 0.0 359902. O. 164197. 0." O. 0.0 668.8 O. 999501. O. 0.0 0.0 0.822
POWERZ O. 0.0 359902. 933. 165130. O. O. 1.0 669.8 O. 140402. O. 0.0 0.0 0.392
CLIMB O. 0.378 358969. 1713. 266843. 11. 11. 2.4 672.2 O. 140201. O. 0.473 20.36 0.558
ACCEL 10000. 0.456 357256. 146. 167090. 2. 13. 0.4 672.6 O. 140201. O. 0.396 19.12 0.585
CL1118 10000. 0.547 357009. 3521. 170611. 46. 55. 6.7 679.3 O. 140201. O. 0.337 17.75 0.630
CRUISE 30000. 0.760 353488. lZ07. 171818. 41. 100. 5.5 684.8 O. °140101. O. 0.391 18.83 0.698
OESCEIlT 30000. 0.750 352281. 813. 172631. 69. 168. 10.Z 695.0 O. 140301. b. 0.333 17.62 13.445
D[CEL 10000. 0.547 351468. 100. 172730. 5. 174. 1.0 696.0 O. 140301. O. 0.393 19.05 5.9830_
D[SCEIIT 10000. 0.4S0 351369. 830. 173560. 35. 209. 7.7 703.7 O. 140301. O, 0.469 20.31 3.364
CRUISE 30000. 0.760 350539. 251. 173811. 9. 217. 1.2 704.9 O. -140101. O. 0.389 18.76 0.698
CRUISE 1500. 0.378 350287. 7897. 101708. O. 217. 32.0 736.9 O. -140101. O. 0.488 ZO.SO 0.876
HTO z 524100.0 FUEL A=181763.1 FUEL R=181708.1
TABLE 4.1-4 (cont.) ASSE fmlsslon summary for ARI2 35 Degree Sweep
.,. (.
DASH 500 L1011-3,238 PAX, H=.83,RAI_E=OUTPUTtZNTERNATZOHAL
T/C=10.03 AR=12.00 i,1/S=148.01 T/14=O.Z86
NE ZGHT STAT E"ENT
NEZGHT(POUI_S) NEZGHT FRACTZON (PERCENT)
GROSS NEZGIIT ( 524100.)
FUEL AVAILABLE 181763. FUEL 34.68
EXTERtlAL O.
INTERNAL 181763.
ZERO FUEL NEZGHT 3q2337.





OPERATZOtlAL EHPTY HEIGHT 288787.
OPERATIONAL ZTEHS 8599. OPERATZOHAL ZTEJIS 3.29
STAt_ARO ZTEHS 8638,
EMPTY HEZGIIT 271550.






EflGZflE SECTZON ANO NACELLE 9684.










_, DRIVE SYSTEM (PONER TRAHS) O.
SYSTEHS 56297.
FLIGHT CONTROLS 6254.
AUXILIARY PONER PLANT 1202.
ZtlSTRUtIENTS 998.
HYDRAULZC AHO PHEUHATZC 2758.
ELECTRICAL 5797.
AVZOtlZC3 2827. 5YSTEHS 10.74
ARMAHENT O.




LOAD At_ HAt©LZHG O. TOTAL ( 100.)
TABLE 4.I-5 ASSET weight summary for ARI2 35 Degree Sweep
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4.2 ASSET Run At 25 Degrees Of Sweep And Aspect Ratio 12
The second perturbationfrom the baseline design involved the
changing of the wing sweep angle from 35 degrees to 25
degrees. All other design variables, including the aspect
ratio 12, were held constantfrom the aspect ratio 12 and 35
degrees of sweep design.
Since the sweep angle was being reduced and the airfoil
technologywas constraintto be constant,ASSET generateddata
to study the drag rise problem at 25 degrees of sweep. Figure
4.2-1 shows block fuel as a function of mach number and range.
The airplane at this sweep would have a cruise mach number of
.76 to .78 for maximum fuel efficiency.
Tables 4.2-i through 4.2-3 are selected ASSET computer run
output from the mach number and block fuel study. The tables
summarized the design parameters, mission, and weight
statement for mach .76. The weight analysis (fuel,cg, etc)
for the aeroelastlcdesign was based on Mach .76. The lower
mach number was selectedto compensatefor increasesin t/c
from 10.03. Hork requiredto form a new loads design envelope
however did not Justifythe expected small differencesin wing
design results. Therefore,the loads work was based on a
cruise mach of .83.
4.3 AeroelastlcWing Design ConfigurationDefinition.
PADS is a loosely coupled design tool for vehicle section
process. In this study, two prime design variableswere Judge
to be importantto validatingthe existing parametric weight
equation for high aspect ratio wing designs; namely aspect
ratio and sweep. At the beginning of the study, it was
anticipated that the trendswould follow the weight equation
and that only a possible change in the magnitude of some
coefficients would be required. The plan therefore included
PADS design with t/c and wing area changes relative to the
baseline. However, when the results were opposite to
expectations,the t/c and wing area studieswere cancelledand
those resources were allocated to the investigationof the
aspect ratio and sweep PADS designs results.
The two PADS designs selectedfor support of the ASSET weight
equationwas as follows:
i) Baselinewith Aspect Ratio 12
2) Baselinewith Aspect Ratio 12 and Sweep of 25 degrees
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FIGURE 4.2-] Block fuel versus Mach number for
ARI2 25 Degree  weep aircraft
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SUHtlARY 113 NO. 1 A 5 S E T P A R A M E T R I C A H A L Y 5 Z S MARCH 13 198_
AIPCRAFT MODEL --L-1011-3 EtIGIIIE I.D. -- 140000 NING QUARTER CHORD SNEEP = 25.00 DEG
1.13.C. DATE --1900 5LS SCALE 1.0 : 50000 NZHG TAPER RATIO : 0.259
DESIGll SPEED --SUBSOtlIC NUItBER OF EtlGIIIES : 3.
1 N/5 146.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 T/N 0.286 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.13 0.0
3 _q 12.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
T/C 10.03 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 SHEEP 25.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 Frg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 orR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 TIT 0. O. O. O. O. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O. O. 0. O. O.
9 IIFR O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 AU_ T O. O. O. O. 0. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
11 RA13IUS N. Ili 4786 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 GP1355 IIr.ZGHT 520273 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 rurL NEIGIIT 108009 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I_ OP. WT. [HPTY 27C63_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 ZEPO FUEL taT. 3321C_ 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 EIIGIIIE SCALE 1.000 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.13 13.0
]7 1HPUST/EIIGINE 50000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 |III:G AP[k 35_1. O. 0. O. 0. 0. O.. O. 0. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
1_3 19 t_IIl_ 5PA|I 206.1 0.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1_3 :"J II. TAIL APEA 1,_02.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 _1 V. TAlL AREA 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_ Eli'S. LEIIGTH 9.95 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
."_ Eli3. DIAIfETER 7.15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:', r313¥ LEII3TH 16r,.2 0.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
?5 IlItl,_ FUEL LIl1IT 1.Oq_ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 13.0
[nST DATA
",, rDTE - BIL. 2.723 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 13.0
:'.: FLYAU._Y - MIL. 60.55 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_n I/I/ESTIPIT-BIL. 21.215 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_9 DCC - C/SH 4.428 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 13.0
30 ICC - C/511 2.4r,9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0
31 POI A.T. - 0/0 -29.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MISSIO'I PARAtIETERS
32 tlIStl Vl(l.1) 31000 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0
_] lllC.llY2II,ll 159630 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C_II51PAIllT OUTPUi"
3_ T^VEOFF 135T111 7775 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 CLII:B GPAO(1) 0.1420 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3_ T/,I'E13FF 135T121 7771 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0
37 CLIHB GPA1312) 0.0600 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0
36 CTOL LI:DG 1311 ) 719r* 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
39 AP 5PEE13-KT(l) 15_.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TABLE 4.2-1 ASSEI'design parameterstot ARI2 25 Degree Sweep
wM ISSIOH SUMMARY
DASH 500 L_011-3,238 PAX, It:. 76,RANGE:OUTPUT,I_ITERNATIONAL
SEGHEN_ INIT IIIIT ZNIT SEGHT TOTAL SEGMT TOTAL 5EGHT TOTAL EXTERH EtlGINE EXTERH AVG AVG AVG
ALTITUOE ltACH NEIGHT FUEL FUEL DIST DIST TIHE Title STORE THRUST F TAt_K CL L/O SFC
(FT) IlO (LB) (LB) (LB) (tl tlI) (H Ili) (Mill) (Mill) TAB ID TAB ID TAB ID RATIO (FF/T)
TAKEOFF
PONER1 O. 0.0 520273. O. O. O. O. 0.0 0.0 O. 999501. O. 0.0 0.0 Q.822
POt_ERZ O. 0.0 520273. 933. 933. O. O. 1.0 1.0 O. 140402. O. 0.0 0.0 0.392
CLIMB O. 0.378 519340. 2886. 3819. 18. 18. 4.0 5.0 O. 140201. O. 0.691 19.99 0.558
ACCEL 10000. 0.456 516454. 868. 4687. 8. 26. 1.3 6.3 O. 140201. O. 0.487 20.42 0.608
CL]I_ 10000. 0.630 515586. 6255. 1094Z. 88. 113. 11.7 18.0 O. 140201. O. 0.422 19.17 0.660
CRUZSE 31000. 0.760 509331. O. 10941. O. 113. 0.0 18.0 O. -140101. O. 0.591 19.78 0.634
ACCEL 31000. 0.760 509331. O. 10941. O. 113. 0.0 18.0 O. 140201. O. 0.591 19.78 0.648
ACCEL 31000. 0.760 509331. O. 10942. O. 113. 0.0 18.0 O. 140201. O. 0.591 19.78 0.648
tO
tO CRUISE 31000. 0.760 509331. 66997. 77939. 1950. 2064. 262.3 280.4 O. -140101. O. 0.552 19.99 0.645
CL_H_ 31000. 0.760 442333. 1057. 78997. 20. 2084. 2.8 283.1 O. 140201. O. 0.568 19.78 0.647
CRUZSE 35000. 0.760 441276. 75740. 154736. 2560. 4644. 350.4 633.6 O. -140101. O. 0.563 19.68 0.635
CLIMB 35000. 0.760 365536. 57. 154793. 1. 4645. 0.2 633.7 O. 140201. O. 0.524 19.79 0.646
CPUISE 39000. 0.760 365479. O. 154793. O. 4645. 0.0 633.7 O. -140101. O. 0.619 19.08 0.622
DESCENT 39000. 0.760 365479. 1144. 155937. 96. 4740. 12.9 646.7 O. 140301. O. 0.388 17.35 -9.331
DECEL 10000. 0.638 364335. 184. 156121. 11. 4751. 1.9 648.5 O. 140301. O. 0.356 18.09 -5.1Z4
DESCENT 10000. 0.450 36415Z. 841. 156961. 35. 4786. 7.0 656.3 O. 140301. O. 0.486 20.62 3.365
CI_UZSE 39000. 0.760 363311. O. 156961. O. 4786. 0.0 656.3 O. -140101. O. 0.615 19.11 0.623
LOITER 1500. 0.270 363311. 718. 157679. O. 4786. 3.0 659.3 O. -140101. O. 1.000 16.25 0.643
CRUZSE 1500. 0.378 362593. 497. 158176. O. 4786. 2.0 661.3 O. -140101. O. 0.511 20.85 0.861
RESET O. 0.0 362096. O. 158176. -4786. O. 0.0 661.3 O. O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.0
C_UZSE 39000. 0.760 362096. 12774. 170950. O. O. 66.1 727.5 O. -140101. O. 0.60E 19.23 0.627
TABLE 4.2-2 ASSE£ mission summary for ARI2 25 Degree Sweep
T_KEOFF
PO_IER1 0. 0.0 349322. O. 170950. O. 0. 0.0 7Z7.5 O. 999501. O. 0.0 0.0 0.822
PO_ERZ O. 0.0 349322. 933. 171853. O. O. 1.0 728.5 O. 140402. 0. 0.0 0.0 0.392
CLZIq9 0. 0,378 348389. 1650. 173534. 10. 10. 2.3 730.7 O. 140201. 0. 0.458 20.26 0.558
ACCEL 10000. 0.456 346739. Z38. 173771. E. 12. 0.4 731.1 O. 140201. O. 0.384 18.90 0.585B
CLIM5 10000. 0.5_7 346501. 3411. 177183. 44. 57. 6.5 737.6 O. 140201. O. 0.327 17.28 0.631
CRUISE 30000. 0.725 343090. 1249. 178_32. 43. 100. 6.1 743.7 O. -140101. O. 0.420 19.13 0.688
DESCEIIT 30000. 0.750 3418_0. 794. 179226. 67. 167. 9.9 753.6 0. 1_0301. O. 0.323 17.18 13.4_5
t_
t_ DECEL 10000. 0.5_7 3_10_6. 99. 179324. 5. 172. 1.0 75_.7 O. 1_0301. O. 0.382 18.83 5.976
OESCEtlT 10000. 0.450 3_09_8. 828. 180152. 35. 207. 7.7 762.3 O. 140301. 0, 0.455 20.21 3.364
C_UISE 30000. 0.720 3_0119. 195. 180347. 7. 214. 1.0 763.3 0. -140101. O. 0.420 19.13 0.688
rpUISE 1500. 0.378 339925. 7823. 188170. O. 21_. 32.0 795.3 O. -140101. 0. 0.473 20.43 0.89Z
WTO = 520273.0 FUEL A:188088.8 FUEL R=188170.1
TABLE 4.2-2 (cont.) ASSEI' mission summary for AHI? 25 Dearec Sweep
DASH SO0 L1011-3,238 PAX, M=.76,RANGE=UUTPUT,ZHTERHATZOtIAL
.. T/C=IO. 03 AR:12. O0 W/5=146.93 T/N:O. 288
ME IGHT STATEtIENT
WEIGHT( POUtE]S ) NEIGHT FRACTION ( PERCENT )
GROSS NEZGHT ( 520Z73. )
FUEL AVAILABLE 168089. FUEL 36 . 15
EXTERIIAL O.
ZNTERIIAL 188089.
ZERO FUEL MEZGHT 332184.





OPERATZOUAL EHPTY MEIGHT 278634.
OPERATZOtlAL ITEMS 8599. OPERATIONAL ITEMS 3.31
STAt_DARD ZTErlS 8647.
EMPTY UEIGHT 261359.






EIlGZNE SECTION AND NACELLE 9684.










DRIVE SYSTEM (POWER TRANS) O.
SYSTEHS 56273.
FLIGHT COliTROLS 6Z48.
AUXILIARY POIJER PLANT 1202.
" ZNSTRUttEIITS 998.
HYDRAULIC AND PHEUttATIC 2740.
ELECTRICAL 5797.
AVZOtlZCS 2827. SYSTEHS 10 . 82
ARMAHEI4T 0.




LOAD AtE] IIAHDLING O.
TOTAL ( 100. )
TABLE 4.2-3 ASSET welgnt summary for ARI2 25 Degree Sweep
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ThesetwoPADS designswill be the subjectof the next
section.
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5.0 DEFINITIONOF ASPECTRATIO12 DESIGNS
The PADS systemwas used to formulate aeroelastlc analysis
models for aspect ratio 12 wing designs (ARI2)of 35 and 25
degree sweeps. With the incorporationof the new capabilities
for the finite element generation,the grid load distribution
scheme, and the fuel tank loading procedures,PADS built the
necessarydatabase and processedthe high aspect ratio designs
through final sizing. Figure 2.0-2 shows the PADS design
process overview.
Aspect Ratio 12, 35 Degree Sweep Design:
A NASTRAN model was created by the finite element model
generatorusing the generic FEM model which was formed for the
Baseline reference design. New planform and airfoil
definition datasets were created for the aspect ratio 12.0
wing. Figure 5.0-1 shows the contrastbetween wing planforms
for aspect ratios 7.64 and 12. The 25 percent chord location
at the mean aerodynamicchord was constrained to the same
fuselage station to keep center of lift for the aircraft
approximatelythe same. This constraint forced the ARI2's
wlnq to be 22 inchesforward of the Baselinewing leading edge
at the centerlineof the aircraft. Fuselage representation
for the ARI2 , 35 Degree Sweep design is the same as the
Baseline.
Geometric parameters,including thickness/chord ratio, wing
area, taper ratio, and 25 percent chord sweep angle between
the two wings, were kept the same. Figures 5.0-2 and 5.0-3
show comparisons of cuts through the chord at the same
percentagespan for both wings. The airfoil with the smaller
chord length is the ARI2, 35 Degree Sweep airfoil. Figure
5.0-2 depicts the root rib airfoil and figure 5.0-3 depicts
the midspan airfoil.
The NASTRAN structural representation had 3741 degrees of
freedom (DOF). The load referenceor SICs locationsnumbered
228. The weight distribution module generated 500 panel
weights and the Static Loads grid was defined with 289 load
points. Weight and maneuver conditionswere chosen to be on a
comparable basis as the Baseline design for covering the
extremesof the design region. Twenty-five static loads
conditions were formed for the initial wing panel sizing and
stiffnessgeneration. These 25 conditions include various
weight configurations, velocities, and altitudes for
maneuvers,as well as ground handling conditionsas discussed
in section 3.4.2. The initial loads were computedfor a rigid
airplane and applied to the structuralmodel for computation
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FIGURE 5.0-3 Midspan Airfoil Comparison
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The sizing procedurefor the ARI2, 35 Degree Sweep design
incorporated the new methodology for computingthe design
element internal loads for applied unit external loads at the
SIC points. The initial internal loads were formed for an
arbitrary startingsizing. Internal loads, due to the 25
constructed load conditions, were formed by multiplyingthe
load conditionmatrix and the internal load matrix for unit
external loads together.
Sizing for the internalloads was then accomplished with the
PADS data base approach for selection of optimal panel
dimensions. Stress margins of safety as described in Appendix
B were supplied for all ARI2, 35 Degree Sweep sizing runs.
Sizing runs for the ARI2, 35 Degree Sweep aircraft were run
for the standardACS gain of -11.33 degrees per g along with
variations. The following upper and lower surface panel
weights for half an airplanewere computedas direct NASTRAN
output:
NASTRANWEIGHTCALCULATIONFOR PADS SIZINGON ARI2SWEEP35.
External Propertiesto ACS Gain Upper Cover Lower Cover
Loads be Updated degrees/g Weight Weight
rigid starting -11.33 7511.42 12358.22
ist flex rigid -11.33 6512.45 10745.62
2nd flex ist flex -11.33 '6335.90 10695.23
15 deg/g 2nd flex -15.00 6211.04 10748.68
2 g no ACS 2nd flex 0.00 5154.62 8028.01
2.5 g no ACS 2nd flex 0.00 6725.68 11876.96
20 deg/g 2nd flex -20.00 6181.05 10655.39
30 deg/g 2nd flex -30.00 6319.27 10984.63
2nd flex & 2nd flex -11.33 6418.52 10881.62
gust loads
The NASTRAN calculatedweights (as described in more detail in
section 5.1.1.5) get factored to account for effects not
representedin the finite element. Load cases, which yield
the minimum margins of safety after considerationin the
optimizationprocess for effects such as fatigue and fail-safe
conditions,are shown in figure 5.0-4 for the 2nd flex (Static
load) external load condition. Each symbol correspondsto the
load condition yielding the minimum margin for the
correspondingpanel.
Aspect Ratio 12, 25 Degree Sweep Design:
228
LEGEND
Letter Cond# 9's Mach Actzve Control:
A,H 132 +2.5 .82 Oil
B,I 411 BRAKE
,, C,J,L 122 +2.5 .478 ON
D,K 124 +2.5 .478 OFF
A E 133 -i.0 .82 ON
F, M 142 +2.5 .88 ON
G 113 -i.0 .804 ON
N 112 +2.5 .804 ON









FIGURE 5.0-4 ARI2 35 Degree Sweep 2nd FlexMln Margin Loads
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A new NASTRAN model was created by the finite element model
generator. New planform and airfoil definitiondatasetswere
created for the changefrom an aspect 7.64 wing with a 35
degree sweep to an aspect ratio 12.0 wing with a 25 degree
sweep. Figure 5.0-5 shows the contrast between wing
planforms. The 25 percent chord location at the mean
aerodynamicchord was constrainedto the same fuselage station
to keep center of llft for the aircraft approximatelythe
same. This constraintforced the ARI2's wing to be 63 inches
aft of the Baselinewing leading edge at the centerllneof the
aircraft. Fuselage representation for the ARI2 25 Degree
Sweep design is the same as the Baseline except for the aft
movement of the wing. Geometric parameters, including
thlckness/chord ratio, wing area, and taper ratio between the
two wings, were kept the same.
The NASTRAN structuralrepresentation,weight grid, and load
point grid were constructedsimilar in nature as to the ARI2,
35 degree design. Weight and maneuver conditionswere chosen
to be on a comparable basis as the Baseline design for
covering the extremes of the design region. Twenty,flve
static loads conditionswere formed for the initialwing panel
sizing and stiffnessgeneration. These 25 conditions include
various weight configurations,velocities,and altitudesfor
maneuvers,as well as ground handling conditionsas discussed
in section 3.4.2.
Sizing for the internalloads was then accomplishedsimilar to
the ARI2, 35 Degree design. Stress margins of safety as
described in Appendix B were suppliedfor all ARI2, 25 Degree
Sweep sizing runs. The following upper and lower surface
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External Propertiesto ACS GainUpperCoverLowerCover
Loads be Updated degrees/g Weight Weight
3rd flex 2nd flex -11.33 6591.19 11642.60
2.5 g no ACS 2nd flex 0.00 7011.35 11902.33
9 deg/g 2nd flex - 9.00 6648.10 11792.96
18 deg/g 2nd flex -18.00 6645.31 11776.91
Note - Initial pass sizing results are not included
because panel areas for these sizing passes
were adjustedafter computationof weight.
The NASTRAN calculatedweights are factored to account for
overall PADS' sizing differences with productionairplane
model sizings and to account for non-structuralitems such as
sealants and rivets. Load cases which yield the minimum
margins of safety are shown in figure 5.0-6 for the 3rd flex(Static load) external load condition. Each symbol
correspondsto a load conditionwhich generated the minimum
margin for the correspondingpanel.
Flutter Analysis:
A limited flutter analysiswas performedfor the aspect ratio
12, 35 degree sweep design. The stiffnessmatrix was based on
the second flex loads which also included the effects of
dynamic gust loads. The frequencyand damping versus velocity
plots as shown in figures 5.0-7 and -8 respectively were
computed using fifty vibrationmodes. Figure 5.0-8 shows the
flutter speed at 430 KEAS, which is close to the flutter dive
velocity (VD) of 418 KEAS. The current FAA proposal on active
control design permits flutterdeficienciesbelow 1.2 VD but
above VD for the airplane without active controls. This
proposalwill permit the satisfyingof the 1.2 VD flutter free
requirement by the applicationof active control technology.
The weight increment necessary to satisfy the 1.2 VD
requirement is being investigated as part of a flutter
optimization methodology study. With the flutter speed
sensitivityto aspect ratio, it is recommendedthat flutter be




Letter Cond# _'s Macb ActiveControls
!
A,D,F, M 132 +2.5 .82 ON
B, G, K, P 142 +2.5 .88 ON
C, L 411 BRAKE
E, N 124 +2.5 .478 OFF
H.J, Q I13 -I.0 .804 ON





FIGURE 5.0-6 ARI225 Degree Sweep 3rd Flex Mln Maruln Loads
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Flgure 5.0-7 AR12 35 Deq. Sweep full fuel flutter
plot - frequency vs. velocity
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Figure 5.0-8 ARI2 35 Deg. Sweep full fuel flutter
plot - damping vs. velocity
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5.1 Weight Analysis
The use of a finite element analysisas a weight estimating
tool has presented the weight engineering community an
opportunity to verify or improve statistically derived
algorithms relating parameters such as aspect ratio (AR),
sweep, thicknessto chord ratio,and area to wing weight.
The primary method used at Lockheed-Callfornia Company to
perform conceptual design studies is the Advanced Systems
Synthesisand Evaluation Technique (ASSET) program. This
program is capable of performingperturbationstudies on a
wide range of aircraft.
This automated technique was used to perform optimization
studies on the Baseline aircraftvarying aspect ratio, sweep,
thicknessto chord ratio, and wing area. Maintaining the
baseline payload and range, the aircraftwas optimizedfor
minimum fuel.
A wing with an aspect ratio of 12, and a sweep of 25 degrees
was determinedin reference7 to be the optimal configuration
for the PADS study. In order to clearly examine the effects
of the variation of individualgeometric parameterson wing
weight, a step by step change in these parameters was
performed.
The parameterswere adjusted one step at a time, with the
first variation being a change in wing aspect ratio, and the
secondbeing wing sweep. In each case the baseline wing area,
longitudinalcenter-of-lift,and thicknessto chord ratio were
maintained.
Section 5.1.1 specificallyaddresses the effect of an increase
in aspect ratio on wing weight.
Section 5.1.2 addressesthe further effects of then unsweeping
the wing to 25 degrees.
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5.1.1 Aspect Ratio 12, 35 Degree Sweep aircraft - Maintaining
the Baseline longitudinal center-of-llft llne required a
forward movement of the wing on the fuselage for an increase
in only wing aspect ratio.
This forward movement of the wing resulted in a nonreallstlc
location for the main landing gear. Realizingthat the final
- wing would be able to accommodate the landing gear in a
reasonablelocation,and that the present study was merely one
iterationon the way to the final configuration, the effects
of this unreasonablelocationwere neglected.
5.1.1.1 ASSET weight statement- A mass propertiesestimation
model was created on ASSET to determine the effects of
increasingthe baseline aircraft aspect ratio to 12. The
weight statementgeneratedfor this configurationis presented
in table 5.1-1.
5.1.1.2 ASSET group weight to aircraft componentdistribution
These group weights were allocated to the major aircraft
components used as input to the Mass DistributionModule
(MDM). This distributionis based on the Baseline aircraft.
It was assumed that the horizontaltail, vertical tail, and
body mass distributions would remain the same as in the
baseline. The nose landing gear and center engine remain in
the same location,while the main gear and wing engines remain
in the same relative location with referenceto the wing
geometry. The panel distributionon the wlng was kept at the
same percentagespan and chord as the Baseline aircraft.
- Fuel volume data for the new wing were generated and estimates
of fuel fill and burn sequenceswere calculated. This was
used to determine the forward center-of-gravltylimit, and to
prepare the load case data.
Distributionof the calculated fuel weight into the mass




















































TOTAL ( i00. )
TABLE 5.1-i ARI235 DEGREESHEEPASSETHEIGHTSTATEMENT
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5.1.1.3 Center-of-gravity envelope - The center-of-gravity
envelope used for the PADS ARI2 35 Degree Sweep aircraft is
presented in figure 5.1-1. The following assumptions were
made in the derivationof the envelope:
o Maximum zero fuel weight and maximum landingweight of the
ARI2 would be determinedby increasingthe baselinedesign
weights by the structuralweight incrementrequiredfor the
increased aspect ratio. This is approximately 37,000
pounds. Thus, the ARI2 aircraftdesign weights are:
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight (MZ_) 375,000 ib
Maximum LandingWeight (MLW) 405,000 Ib
o The Maximum Takeoff Gross Weight was determined as the
differencebetween the increase in structuralweight and the
decrease in fuel required added to the baseline maximum
takeoff gross weight. Maximum taxi weight allows for a fuel
allowance of 2000 pounds for taxi.
Maximum Takeoff Gross Weight (MTOW)524,354 Ib
Maximum Taxi Weight (MTH) 526,354 ib
o The problem with landinggear location would be ignored,
realizing that the problem encounteredwith a high aspect
ratio aircraft reduces with less sweep angle.
o The forward center-of-gravlty envelope immediately above
MZ_ is determinedby fuel loading.
o The forward center-of-gravitylimit at _[f0Wwould be derived
as the center-of-gravlty location that would maintain the
same tall loading as the baselineat MTOW and forward center
of gravity.
o The aft center-of-gravlty limit at MTOW was assumed to be
the same longitudinal location as on the baseline,
neglecting the unrealistic landing gear location.
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FIGURE 5.1-1 AR12 35 Degree Sweep Center of Gravity Envelope
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5.1.1.4 Inertia conditions- Four inertia conditions were
analysed on the baseline aircraft. These conditions
" representedweight distributionsfor the criticaldesign loads
for the Baseline aircraft. The same conditionswere assumed




o WUA - 901 Forward center of gravity, maximum takeoff
weight, minimum wing bending relief, maximum zero fuel
weight.
o WUA - 910 Forward center of gravity, minimum fuel, maximum
zero fuel weight.
Landing Conditions (geardown)
o WDA - 963 Forward center-of-gravlty,maximum landing
weight,maximumzerofuelweight.
o _4DA- 965 Aft center-of-gravity,maximumzerofuel weight,
at maximumtaxiweight.
Plots of these conditionsare presentedin figure 5.1-2. The
Fuel burn sequencepresentedin figure 5.1-3 assumes a normal
. tank to engine fuel feed, with only minor variationsfor tank
equalization. It is similar to the sequenceused by the
Baseline aircraft for normal flight.
These load cases were stored under the following Panvalet
names:
_JA - 901 E873W901RDand E873W901RT
_UA - 910 E873W910RDand E873W910RT
WDA - 963 E873_963RDand E873W963RT
_DA - 964 E873_965RDand E873W965RT
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Table 5.1-2 InertiaConditionsfor ARI2 35 DeareeSweepDesign
Condition Name Description
1 Full fuel Gear up, fwd ca llmlt, max
takeoff weiaht, 149,354 lb.
fuel. (_UA-901)
2 Low fuel Gear up. fwd ca limit.
12,300 lb. fuel, (_JA-910)
3 _3A-963 Gear down, fwd cq limit.
max landln_ wt (405k),
30.000 lb. tuel
4 _DA-965 Gear down. aft c_ limit,
max taxi wt.. 151,354 lb.
fuel
AircraftLoadlnu Condition
(all weimht shown in pounds)
Condition 1 2 3 4
Op. empty wt. 279171.3 279171.3 279171.3 279171.3
Payload 95828.7 95828.7 95828.7 95830.6
Zero fuel wt. 375000.0 375000.0 375000.0 375001.9
Fuel w-t. 149354.0 12300.0 30000.0 151354.0
Gross wt. 524353.9 387300.0 405000.0 526355.8
XCG 1193.9 1178.3 1180.5 1221.1
YCG 235.8 193.0 206.% 247.1
ZCG 197.3 199.9 195.9 194.0
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FIGURE 5.1-2 ARI2 35 Degree Sweep Loading Conditions
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Figure 5.1-3 Fuel Burn Sequence
ASPECT RATIO 12 FUEL BURN @ 7.1 Ib/GAL.
Tank 2L Tank Tank Tank 2R
Condition OutboardInboard 1 3 Inboard 0utboardTotal
Full Wing Fuel 8023 15954 49711 49711 15954 8023 147376
14K Fuel Burned 8023 13621 45044 45044 13621 8023 133376
Tanks Evened 8023 13621 43288 43288 13621 8023 129864
Inb'd Sump 8023 1060 18166 18166 1060 8023 54498
Fuel Remng
Burn to 30K 3940 1060 i0000 i0000 1060 3940 30000
Burn to 12.3K 990 1060 4100 4100 1060 990 12300
NOTE: For tank 2L or 2R, the inboard compartment is used
until only the sump fuel remains, then the outboard
compartmentwill gravity feed the inboard compartment.
Standardfuel Usage:
(i) Fuel usage is direct tank-to-englneduring taxi, takeoff
and cli_bout until total fuel load is reduced by 14,000
pounds.
(2) Cross-feedfrom tanks 1 and 3 until tanks I, 2, and 3 are
equal.
(3) When tanks are equalized, fuel usage is direct
tank-to-englneuntil end of flight.
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5.1.1.5 NASTRAN wing weight estimate - NASTRAN element
weights were calculatedas described in section 3.3.5 for the
Aspect Ratio 12, Sweep 35 Aircraft. Special adjustmenthad to
•" be made to the rib weight.
The PADS sizingmodule (PSASA)assumes constant rib spacing
for sizing of the covers. This spacingwas held constant
_ between the Baselineand ARI2 designs. However, the finite
element representations for the ARI2 designs have a rib
spacingwhich is increaseddue to the strechlngof the wing.
In order to maintain constantrib spacing as assumed in the
cover sizing, the NASTRAN model would have required an
increasednumber of ribs. However, the stretching process
used to derive the ARI2 wing and NASTRAN geometry did not
change the number of ribs, only their location and chord
length. The Grid Point Weight Generatoruses the NASTRAN
geometry and thicknessdata to calculate weight, and would
calculate weight only for the number of ribs representedin
the model. This weight had to be adjusted to account for a
larger number of ribs.
It was assumed that the tbar (averagethickness)of the ribs
would remain constant. The number of ribs was assumed to
increase linearlywith an increase in span.
Half span of Baselineaircraft = 988 inches
Half span for ARI2 aircraft = 1233 inches
Ratio to be applied to rib regional factors = 1233/988 =
1.2480
This ratio was applied to the Baseline rib regional factors to
form regionalfactors for the ARI2 ribs.
RIB BASELINE ARI2
DESIGN REGIONS REGIONAL FACTORS REGIONAL FACTORS







The span of both ARI2 designs were the same, so these factors
were applied to both.
The regionalweight factors used on the NASTRAN estimated
weights are presentedin tables 5.1-3 thru 5.1-6. The design
245
regions are shown in figure 3.3-9.
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5.1.1.6 Comparisonwith conventionalestimation- The wing















The totalwingweightpredictedby conventionalmethods for
this configurationwas 85046.
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5.1.2 Aspect Ratio 12, 25 Degree Sweep aircraft - Sweeping
the aspect ratio 12 wing forward to a 25 degree quarter chord
sweep made the landing gear locationa reasonableplace. The
reference longitudinal center of lift line was maintained,
thus the wing was moved aft on the fuselage from the sweep 35
position.
5.1.2.1 ASSET weight statement- A mass propertiesestimation
model was created in ASSET to determine the effects of
increasingthe Baseline aircraft aspect ratio to 12, and
unsweeplng the wing to 25 degrees. The weight statement
generated for this configurationis presented in table 5.1-7.
5.1.2.2 ASSET group weight to aircraft componentdistribution
These group weights were allocated to the major aircraft
components used as input to the Mass DistributionModule
(MDM). This distributionis based on the Baseline aircraft.
It was assumed that the horizontaltail, vertical tail, and
body mass distributions would remain the same as in the
Baseline. The nose landing gear and center engine remain in
the same location,while the main gear and wing engines remain
in the same relative location with referenceto the wing
geometry.
Fuel volume data for the new wing were generatedand estimates
of fuel fill and burn sequenceswere calculated. This was
used to determinethe forward center-of-gravitylimit, and to
prepare the load case data.
Distributionof the calculated fuel weight into the mass
propertiesgrid provideddirect input to the mass distribution
module.
5.1.2.3 Center-of-gravlty envelope - The center-of-gravlty
envelope used for the PADS ARI2, Sweep 25 aircraft is
presentedin figure 5.1-4. The following assumptions were
made in the derivationof the envelope:
o Maximum zero fuel weight and maximum landing weight of the
ARI2 would be determinedby increasingthe baselinedesign
weights by the structuralweight incrementrequired for the
increased aspect ratio. This is approximately 26,000
pounds. Thus, the ARI2 aircraft design weights are:














OPERATIONALITEMS 8599. OPERATIONALITEMS 3.31
STANDARDITEMS 8647.
EMPTYHEIGHT 261389.


































TOTAL ( I00. )
TABLE5.1-7 ARI225 DEGREESHEEPASSETHEIGHTSTATEMENT
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Maximum Landing Weight (MLW) 394,000 ib
o The maximum takeoff gross weight was determined as the
difference between the increasein structuralweight and
the decrease in fuel requiredadded to the Baselinemaximum
takeoff gross weight. Maximum taxi weight allows for a
fuel allowanceof 2000 pounds for taxi.
Maximum Takeoff Gross Weight (MTOW)520,275 Ib
Maximum Taxl Weight (MT_) 522,275 Ib
o The forward center-of-gravity envelope immediately above
MZF_ is determinedby fuel loading.
o The forward center-of-gravity limit at MTOW would be
derived as the center of gravity location that would
maintain the same tall loading as the baseline at MTOW and
forward center of gravity.
o The aft centerof gravitylimitat MTOWwas assumed to be
the samelongitudinalocationas on the baseline.
5.1.2.4 Inertia conditions- Four inertia conditions were
analysed on the baseline aircraft for referencepurposes.
These conditionsrepresentedthe conditions that determined
many of the design loads for the baseline aircraft. The same
conditionswere assumed to be critical for the PADS aspect
ratio 12 aircraft. Table 5.1-8 presentsa summary.
These conditionswere:
Flight Conditions (gear up)
o WUA - 901 Forward center of gravity, maximum takeoff
weight, minimum wing bending relief, maximum zero fuel
weight.
o WUA - 910 Forward center of gravity, minimum fuel,
maximum zero fuel weight.
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FIGURE 5.1-4 AR12 25 Degree Sweep Center of Gravity
Envelope
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Table 5.1-8 Inertia Conditionsfor ARI2 25 Dearee Sweep Desi=n
Condition NAme Description
1 Full fuel Gear up, fwd ca limit,max
takeoff weight, 156,276 lb.
fuel, (WUA-901)
" Low fuel Gear up, fwd ca limit,*u
12,300 lb. fuel, (WUA-910)
3 [4DA-963 Gear down, Iwd ca limit,
max landina wt (394k),
30,000 lb. fuel
_DA-965 Cear down, aft c_ limit,
max taxi wt.. 158,276 lb.
fuel
Aircraft Loadina Condition
(allweight :hown in pounds)
Condition 1 2 3 4
0p. empty wt. 269539.3 269539.3 269539.3 269539.3
Payload 94458.8 94461.6 94461.3 94459.1
Zero fuel _t. 363998.1 364000.9 364000.6 363998.4
Fuel wt. 156276.0 12300.0 30000.0 158276.0
Gross wt. 520274.1 376300.9 394000.5 522274.3
XCG 1193.9 1179.5 1180.8 1221.1
YCG 219.8 170.5 185.3 231.7
ZCG 196.2 198.7 194.7 192.9
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._. Landing Conditions(geardown)
o WDA - 963 Forward center-of-gravlty,maximum landing
weight, maximum zero fuel weight.
o _IgA - 965 Aft center-of-gravity, maximum zero fuel
weight, at maximum taxi weight.
Plots of these conditionsare presented in figure 5.1-5. The
Fuel burn sequencepresentedin figure 5.1-6 assumes a normal
tank to engine fuel feed, with only minor variationsfor tank
equalization. It is similar to the sequenceused by the
baseline aircraft for normal flight.
These load cases were stored under the following Panvalet
names:
_{UA- 901 E907W901MDand E907W901MT
WUA - 910 E907W910MDand E907W910MT
_{DA- 963 E907W963MDand E907W963MT
_IDA- 964 E907W965MDand E907W965MT
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FIGURE 5.1-5 AR12 25 Deqree Sweep Loading Conditions
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Figure5.1-6 Fuel BurnSequence
ASPECT RATIO 12 FUEL BURN @ 7.1 Ib/GAL.
Tank 2L Tank Tank Tank 2R
Condition Outboard Inboard 1 3 Inboard OutboardTotal
Full Wing Fuel 8148 16230 50593 50593 16230 8148 149942
14K Fuel Burned 8148 13897 45926 45926 13897 8148 135942
Tanks Evened 8148 13897 44090 44090 13897 8148' 132270
Inb'd Sump 8148 1060 18416 18416 1060 8148 55248
Fuel Remng
Burn to 30K 3940 1060 10000 10000 1060 3940 30000
Burn to 12.3K 990 1060 4100 4100 1060 990 12300
NOTE: For tank 2L or 2R, the inboard compartment is used
until only the sump fuel remains, then the outboard
compartmentwill gravity feed the inboard compartment.
Standard fuel Usage:
(1) Fuel usage is direct tank-to-englneduring taxi, takeoff
and cllmbout until total fuel load is reduced by 14,000
_ pounds.
(2) Cross-feedfrom tanks 1 and 3 until tanks i, 2, and 3 are
equal.
(3) _nen tanks are equalized, fuel usage is direct
tank-to-englneuntil end of flight.
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5.1.2.5 NASTRAN wing weight estimate - NASTRAN element
weights were calculatedas described in Section 3.3.5 for the
Aspect Ratio 12, Sweep 25 Aircraft. The same adjustment had
to be made to the rib weight as for the ARI2 35 Degree Sweep
design. The developmentof the regional factors for both AR12
designs is discussed in section 5.1.1.5.
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5.1.2.6 Comparisonwith conventional estimation- The wing




_ Center Box Structure (8739)
Upper Cover 2716
Lower Cover 3996
Spars and Ribs 2027






Total Wing StructuralWeight (72205)
The total wing weight predictedby conventional methods for
this configurationwas 75556.
5.1.3 Weight assessment conclusion and summary - The
estimation of wing structural weight through parametric
techniquesutilizingprimarily statisticaldata is hazardous
for high aspect ratio wing aircraft. Statisticsare not
availablein this range, thus extrapolationfrom known designs
becomes questionable. The utilization of active control
systems in contemporaryaircraft is also relatively new, and
thus statisticalweight benefits at high aspect ratios are not
available. The PreliminaryAeroelastlcDesign Study attempts
to address these problems through the utilizationof finite
element modelinganalysis.
PADS presentsthe opportunityto examine analytically a vast
- variety of wing configurations. With refinement, PADS
providesa potential method of adding to the statistical
database in an age where the volume of aircraft being
produced,and thus statistical data, is dwindling. More
importantly, however, PADS enablesdetailed aeroelastlcand
structuralsensitivityanalysis far earlier in the conceptual
design phase than was ever before possible.
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6.0 PADS WING SIZING SUMMARY
The wing covers, representedas CMEMQ finite elements, which
are designed in the PADS sizing process are listed in table
6.0-1. Table 6.0-2 summarizesthe upper, lower, and total
weights for the Baseline,ARI2 35 Degree Sweep, and ARI2 25
Degree Sweep half airplanecovers. Table 6.0-3 presents half
airplane weight incrementsas computeddirectly from the Grid
Height Point Generator in NASTRAN for various design
configurations.
Table 6.0-1 - FEM IDS WHICH ARE SIZED
10103 - I0110 10203 - 10210
10303 - 10310 10403 - 10410
10503 - 10510 10603 - 10610
11003 - ii010 10803 - 10810
10903 - 10910 11003 - ii010
11103 - iiii0 11203 - 11210
11303 - 11310 11403 - 11410
11503 - 11510 11603 - 11610
11703 - 11710 11803 - 11810
11903 - 11910 12003 - 12010
12103 - 12110 12203 - 12210
12303 - 12310 11403 - 11410
12503 - 12510 11603 - 11610
12703 - 12710 11803 - 11810
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BJLSELZFRDESICH
EXTI[RHAL PROPSTO ACS STRESS
| PJUqHAtIE NAME LOADS BE UPDATED GAZH HARGZI_ UPPER LOHER TOTAL
1 ESOOHPRPMZ PRODUCTIOHPRPS 4618,62 6342.$2 10961.
Z ETSO.PRHAI RIGID RIGID ARBITRARY 11.33 140 41_7.75 SIZ3.ZO 9271,
3 E7SOHPRHAZ 1ST FLEX 1ST FLEX RIGID 11.33 NO 3870.Z0 4845.49 8716.
4 ETSOHPRHA3 1ST ACS OFF 1ST ACS OFF 1ST FLEX 0.0 IX) 40_2.6Z SZZ1.34 qZ6_.
S ETSOHPRHA_ Zt_ ACS OFF 2HO ACS OFF 1ST ACS OFF 0.0 NO 4101.59 5390.61 %9Z.
6 E7SOHPRHAS 2HD FLEX 2NO FLEX 1ST FLEX 11.33 NO 3829.56 4847.1Z 8677.
7 E7SOHPRHI& 3RD ACS OFF 3R0 ACS OFF 2HO ACS OFF 0.0 HO 4103.17 5_18.Z3 9SZ1.
8 ETSOMPRHA? 1ST HITH IlJROZNS 2HD FLEX 21t0 FLEX 11.33 YES _098.19 5530.03 9628.
9 E7SOMPRHA8 ZflD HITH HARGZNS ZHO FLEX 1ST H HAR_'_ 11.33 YES 4106..S4 5611,50 9718.
10 ETSOMPRHA9 PROD LOADSPRPS PROD LOADS END H HARG 11.33 YES 4ZZ3,0Z 5909,67 10133.
11 E?SOMPRP81 2ND FLEX FSO PASS I END FLEX 1ST FLEX 11.33 110 3902.18 4939,47 8041,
lZ ETSOHPRPBZ Zfm FLEX FSO PASS Z 21t9 FLEX ZftD FLEX 11.33 HO 3904.61 4956,35 8861,
13 ETSOGPRKII GUST N HARGSNO NAG ZNOH HARG$ END FLEX 11.33 YES 4116.64 564Z.SZ 9759.
AHO GUST 11.3
14 ETSOGPPJ_3 GUST N HARG_; ZHOH PIARG$21t9 FLEX 11,33 YES 4163.08 S7SZ.SS 9916.
AHI) GUST ZH9 FLEX 11,3
ARIZ 3S DECREESHEEP DESIGH
EXI"ERHAL PROPS TO ACS STRESS
| PAHHAHE HAHI[ LOADS BE UPDATED GAIN HARGIHS UPPER LOHER TOTAL
IS [673HPRHAI RIGID RIGIO ARBITRARY 11.33 YES 7511.42 123SO.ZZ 19870.
l& EO73MPRHIZ 1ST FLEX 1ST FLEX RIG;O 11.33 YES 651Z.45 10745.6Z 17258.
17 EB73MPRHA3 2NO FLEX 2HO FLEX 1ST FLEX 11.33 YES 6335.90 10695,_3 17031.
18 E873HPRHA_ 15 DEG/G 15 DEG/G ZHO FLEX 15.0 YES 6211.04 10748.68 16960.
19 E873MPRHAS Z G ACS ON 15 DEG/G ZHI) FLEX 0.0 YES SI._.&Z 8028.01 13183.
.4 m ACS OFF
ZO E873.PRHI6 Z.S G HO ACS Z.5 G NO ACS Zit0 FLEX 0.0 YES 6725.68 11876.96 10603.
Zl E873MPRH_7 20 OEG/O ZO DEO/O ZHD FLEX 20.0 YES 6181.05 10655.39 16836,
ZZ E873HPRHI8 30 OEG/O 30 DEG/G ZHO FLEX 30.0 YES 6319.27 1098_.63 1730_.
23 E873GPRHAI 0 DEG/G GUST END FLEX END FLEX 11.33 YES 6_83.q4 11113.16 17597,
O. DEG/O GUST 11.3
Z4 E873GPRHAZ 11.3 DEG/GGUST ZHO FLEX ZHO FLEX 11.33 YES 6_18.5Z 10881.6Z 17300.
11.3 DEG/GCUST 11.3
ZS EOT3GPRHA3 15 0EO/I) GUST 2HI) FLEX 2HO FLEX 11.33 YES 6399.36 10830.03 17229.
15 DEC/G GUST 11.3
ARlZ ZS DEGREESHEEP DESIG_I
EXTERHAL PROPSTO ACS STRESS
| PAtlIAHE HAHE LOAOS BE UPDATED GAIH HARGIHS UPPER LOHER TOTAL
26 EQO?ltPRHA_ q DEG/G 9 DEO/G 21t0 FLEX 9.0 YES 66_8.10 11792.96 10€41.
27 Eqo?I_PRHAS Z.5 G NO 4CS 9 DEG/G 2t_ FLEX 0.0 YES 7011.35 11902.33 1891_.
28 Eqo_IPRHi6 18 DEO/G 18 DEG/G 2N0 FLEX 18.0 YES 6b_5.31 11776.91 18_ZZ.
ZS Eqo71qPPHA7 3RO FLEX 3RO FLEX 2HO FLEX 11.33 YES 6591.19 11642.60 18234.






A) INCREASEIN DESIGN[_ING[_EIGHTWHENTHE ACTIVECONTROL
SYSTEMIS TURNEDOFF. STRESSMARGINSOF SAFETY_F_qE
NOT INCLUDEDIN EITHERTHE ON OR OFF CONDITION.
845. - -
B) INCREASEIN DESIGNWING_{EIGHT_ THE ACTIVECONTROL
SYSTEMIS TURNEDOFF. STRESSMARGINSOF SAFETY_ERE
INCLUDEDIN BOTHON AND OFF CONDITION.
- 1572. 680.
C) INCREASEIN T_]EIGHTFOR APPLYINGSTRESSMARGINS
OF SAFETYFOR COVERDESIGN. THISWEIGHTIS
FOR A DESIGNWITHTHE ACTIVECONTROLSYSTEMON.
1041. - -
D) INCREASEIN WEIGHTFOR INCLUSIONOF GUSTLOADS
WITH 2ND FLEX STATICLOADS. THISWEIGHTIS
FOR A DESIGNWITHTHE ACTIVEC0[_I_ROLSYSTEMON.
198. 269. -
E) INCREASEIN _4EIGHTFOR CHANGINGWINGGEOMETRY





7.0 _ING OPTIMIZATIONRESULTS FOR MINIMUM BLOCKFUEL
The ASSET computerprogram was given input data the Baselined.
airplane model. The weight equationwas updated to match the
PADS resultsfor sweep/35degrees and aspect ratlo/12designs.
The PADS design for the 25 degrees of sweepwas heavier than
the 35 degees of sweep design at aspect ratio of 12. The
weight equationmatchingwas made at only 35 degrees of sweep
for purposes of economy. While the designs at 25 and 35
degrees of sweep indicatethat the optlmumwlng design may be
greater than 35 degrees, for purposes of this study, it is
assumed that a design constraint exists at 35 degrees of
sweep. It shouldbe noted however that the main landing gear
constraint would force the sweep to be closer to 25 degrees
than 35 degrees. For this study, in addition to the gear
constraint,the flutter speed constraintwas not active.
Another word of caution, the weight equationmatchingwas made
at aspect ratios 7.63 and 12. However, the way the standard
weight equation was formulated, the modification due to
matching PADS results at aspect ratio 12 produceda rather
flat wing weight functionwith aspect ratio. It is suspected
that the modified weight equation is outside the reasonable
limits of the weightmodel except near aspect ratios 7.63 and
12.
The Baseline model on ASSET was run with the following
variationsin wing parameters:
AR = i0, II, 12, 13, 14
t/c = 9, I0, ii, 12
For each configuratlonthe aircraftwas sized to perform the
design range of 4780 n.mi.
. Block fuel at the design range are shown in the carpet plot of
figure 7.0-1. The same data is shown as a knot-holeplot in
figure 7.0-2. It shows that the optimum wing parameters for
minimum block fuel are (approximately):
AR = 14+
t/c = ii.00
A listingof aircraftcharacteristicsis given in table 7.0-1.
Note that in keeping T/W and _/S fixed, the field length
constraintsbecome variables. To be more precise,T/W and W/S
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should be adjusted to meet fixed constraints. The approach
used in this exercisewill not significantly affect results.
The numbers for T/W and W/S are different from the numbers
published in table 4.0-1. The differences are small and
should not have a sigificantimpact on the results in this
section. The configurationparametersin this section are the
actual parametersthat made up the ASSET weight estimatesused
in the PADS analysis. It was Judged that the differences did
not Justify the recomputatlon of data presented in section4.0.
A summary of ASSET runs is shown in table 7.0-2.
Plots of fuel welght, wing welght, zero fuel welght, 0EW
weight, wing area, body weight, and engine scale versus aspect
ratio at constantt/c are shown in figures 7.0-3 through
7.0-9. These plots show variationsof key aircraft parameters
in addition to fuel weight.
The mission summaryfor AR = 9 and tlc = 10, is shown in table
7.0-3.
These results may be comparedto the ASSET study described in
section 4.0. A summary of ASSET and PADS point designs and
the optimum designs with and without PADS weight data update
for 35 degrees of sweep are shown in table 7.0-4. The
updating of the ASSET weight equation indicatesthe following:
I) inputting lower values of wing weight into ASSET
results in higher aspect ratio designs for maximum fuel
efficiency.
2) the optimum thicknessto chord ratio appears to be a
independent of the aspect ratio wing weight
modification.
3) the block fuel improvement is 6.7 percent for
increasing aspect ratio from 12 to 14 for standard
weight equation.
4) the block fuel improvementis 5.1 percent at aspect
ratio 12 when going from standardweight equation to
the modifiedweight equation.
5) the block fuel improvementis 7.4 percent when going
from standard weight equation to modified weight
equationand from aspect ratio 12 to 14.
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The optimum aspect ratio movement from 12 to 14+ appears to be
a significant shift even for a paper exercise. Another PADS
analysis would be adviseable,especiallyin the light of the
deterioration of the flutter speed with increasedaspect
ratio.
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FIGURE 7.0-1 WING PAP,_2--_-q_VARIATI0h'
FOR MODIFIED _EIGHT EQUATION
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Aerodynamics: L-100 (Wing 37B)
Systems: L-1011 Active Controls
Materials: L-1011
Propulsion: RB211-524B4
Constraintsfor ARI2=I4 and t/c=ll:
All-englnetakeoffdistance = 7592 - 7918 ft
(84 deg.F SL) @ Design Range
Englne-outtakeoffdistance = 7457 - 7850 ft
(84 deg.F SL) @ Design Range
Approach speed = 149.5 - 150.6 kt. (TAS)
TABLE 7.0-1 BASELINEMODEL PARAMETRICANALYSES
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
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0.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 lq.O 15.0 16.0
RSPECT RQTIO
FIGURE 7.0-2 BLOCK FUEL (LB) KNOTHOLE
FOR MODIFIED 14EIGHTEQUATION
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SLA_tARY10 NO. 1 A S S E T P A R A H E T R Z C A N A L Y S Z S NOVEMBER26 1984
AIRCRAFT MODEL"-L-IOU-3 ENGINE I.D. -- lqO000 HIHG GAJARTERCHORDSHEEP = 35.00 DEG
1.0.C. OATE --1980 SLS SCALE 1.0 = 50000 HING TAPER RATIO = 0.259
DESIGN SPEED --SUBSONTC NUHBEROF ENGINES = 3.
1 H/S 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 140.9 ZqO.9 140.9 140.9
Z T/H 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301
3 AR 9.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 14.00 9.00 11.00 lZ.00 13.00 14.00 9.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 14.00 9.00
4 T/C 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 11.00 11.00 11.00 11.00 11.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 1Z.00 12.00 13.00
5 SHEEP 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00
6 FPR 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
70PR O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O,O 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 TIT O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
9 NPR O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O O.O O.O
10 AUG T O.O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O, O. O. O. O, O. O. O.
11 RADIUS N. HI 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4778 4770
12 GROSSHEIGHT 496531 497107 499458 503706 508709 496658 490908 491912 494052 49713Z499293 490741688792 489651 491127 507851
13 FUEL HEIGHT 186107 177720 175068 173747 172926 190399 178148 174954 172598 170913 196049 182249 177215 174273 171799 205818
14 OP. HT. EHPTY 256874 265831 2708_0 276409 282233 252709 259210 263408 267904 272669 249694 25_9_1 258027 261828 265778 248_83
15 ZERO FUEL HT. 310;24 319387 324390 329959 335783 306259 312760 316958 321454 326Z19303244 308491 311577 315370 319328 302033
lb ENGINE SCALE 0.996 0.998 1.002 1.011 1.0Z1 0.997 0.985 0.987 0.991 0.998 1.002 0.985 0.981 0.983 0.986 1.019
17 THRUST/ENGZHE 49819 49876 50112 50538 510_0 49831 49254 49355 49570 49879 50096 49238 49042 49120 49276 50954
18 HZHG AREA 3524. 35Z8. 3545. 3575. 3610. 3525. 3484. 3491. 3506. 3528. 3544. 3403. 3469. 3475. 3_86. 3604.
lq HING SPAN 178.1 197.0 206.2 215.6 224.8 178.1 195.8 204.7 213.5 222.3 178.6 195.7 204.0 212.5 220.9 180.1
Zo H. TAIL AREA 128Z.0 1282.0 1282.0'128Z.0 1282.0 1282.0 128Z.0 1282.0 1282.0 1282.0 1282.0 1282.0 1282.0 1282.0 128Z.0 1282.0
21V. TAIL AREA 550.0 550.0 550.0 550.0 550.'0 550.0 550.0 550.0, 550.0 550.0 550.0 550.0 550.0 550.0 550.0 550.0
22 ENG. LENGTH 9.91 9.92 9.97 10.06 10.17 9.91 9.79 9.81 9.86 9.92 9.97 9.79 9.75 9.76 9.80 10.15
23 ENG. DIAHETER 7.14 7.14 7.16 7.19 7.22 7.14 7.10 7.10 7.12 7.14 7.16 7.10 7.00 7.09 7.10 7.22
24 BODY LENGTII 164.2 164.2 164.2 164.2 164.2 164.Z 164.2 164.2, 164.2 16_.2 164.2 164.2 164.2 164.2 164.2 164.2
25 HIH(; FUEL LZHIT 1.192" 1.141 r 1.120 " 1.102" 1.085" 1.282 1.228" 1.205" 1.184 " 1.166" 1.370 1.285 1.COSTDATA " 1.309" " 262" 1.242 1.451
26 RDTE - BZL. 2.514 Z.601 2.650 Z.704 Z.760 Z.474 2.537 2.578 2.622 2.668 2.4_ 2.496 2.526 2.563 2.602 2.431
27 FLYAHAY - HZL. 57.22 58.62 59.43 60.35 61.31 56.61 57.55 58.22 58.95 59.73 56.21 56.92 57.30 57.99 58.62 56.16
20 IHYESTH_T-BZL. 20.093 20.566 20.841 21.154 21.485 19.888 20.199 20.425 20.673 20.939 19.754 19.987 20.139 20.344 20.560 19.748
29 DOC - C/._.'1 4.201 4.120 4.101 4.101 4.110 4.246 4.104 4.075 4.058 4.051 4.314 4.146 4.088 4.061 4.040 4.442
30 ZOC - C/SH 2.371 2.370 2.371 2.373 2.377 2.373 2.366 2.365 2.366 2.368 2.378 2.367 2.364 2.364 2.364 2.389
31 ROE A.T. - 0/0 -28.42 -26.56 -25.95 -25.60 -25.35 -29.39 -26.75 -26.03 -25.49 -25.09 -30.62 -27.67 -26.57 -25.90 -25.34 -32.66HISSZON PARAHETERS
32 HISN VIII_I) 31000 35000 35000 35000 35000 31000 35000 35000 35000 35000 31000 35000 35000 35000 35000 31000
33 HISN V2(1,1] 1582_8 150130 147491 146029 145032 162259 150713 147602 145283 143533 167466 154608 149827 14694_ 1_524 176435COt_TRAINT OUTPUT
34 TAKEOFF DSTI1] 7916 7699 763Z 7609 7592 7918 7704 7638 7616 7599 7918 7707 7641 7620, 7604 7915
35 CLIHB GRADI1) 0.1397 0.1498 0.1536 0.1567 10.1594 0.1396 0.1496 0.1534 0.1565 0.1592 0.1395 0.1495 0.1532 0.1563 0.1590 0.1395
36 TAKEOFF DSTI2) 7843 7578 7501 7475 7457 7846 7578 7500 7472 7_53 7850 7580 7501 7473_ 7453 7857
37 CLZI'g3GRADIZ) 0,0547 0.0649 0.0686 0.0717(0.0743 0.0546 0.0648 0.0686 0.0718 0.0744 0.0544 0.0647 0,0686 0.0717 0,0744 0.0542
38 CTOL LHDG DI1) 6887 6898 6910 6929 69_9 6888 6875 6882 6894 6908 6897 6874 6871 68771 6886 69Z8
39 AP SPEED-KTI1) 149.9 150.0 150.1 150.3 150.6 149.9 149.6 149.7 149.8 150.0 150.1 149.6 149.5 149._ 149.6 150.5
TABLE 7.0-2 ASSET parametricanalysis for modified weight equation
SLHtARY 10 110. 1 A S S E T P A R A H E T R Z C A N A L Y S T S HOVEHBER26 198';
AZRCRAFTHOOEL'-L-1011-3 ENGZHEZ.D. -- 140000 HZNG QUARTERCHORDSHEEP • 35.00 DEG
][.O.C. DATE --1980 SLS SCALE1.0 :, 50000 HXHGTAPER RATIO • 0.259
OESZGHSPEED --SUBSONIC NUi_ER OF ENGINES • 3.
1 H/S 140,9 140,9 140,9 140,9 0,0 O,O 0,0 O,O 0,0 O,O O,O O,O O,O 0,0 0,0 0,0
2 T/14 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O O.O
3 AR 11.00 lZ.00 13.00 lrt.O0 0.0 0.0 O.D O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
eoT/C 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 SHEEP 35.00 35.00 35.00 35.00 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0
6 FPR O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O
7 OFR O.O O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O
8 TIT O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 0. O. O. 0. O. O. O. O.
9 HPR 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
10 AUG T O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
11 RADIUS H. Itlr 4778 4778 4778 4778 0 O O 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
]2 GROSSHEIGHT 493387 491077 &90380 490Z5Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 FUEL HEZGIIT 187948 18Z863 L790Z7 175649 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
It, OF. HT. EMPTY 251889 Z54664 257803 261053 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
15 ZERO FUEL HT. 305439 308214 |11353 314603 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
lb EtlGINE SCALE 0.990 0.985 0.98e* 0.984) 0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O
17 TIIRUST/EHGIHE 49503 49Z71 49Z01 49189 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 HIliG AREA 350Z. 3485. 3480. 3479. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
14 HZNG SPAN 196.3 ZOe).5 ZlZ.7 120.7 0.0 O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O
L_I 20 H. TAIL AREA 1282.0 1202.0 1282.0 1182.0 O.O O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O 0.0
-.4 21 V. TAIL AREA 550.0 550.0 550.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
o 2?. EHG, LENGTH 9,84 9,79 9,78 9,78 O,O O,O O,O O,O O,O O,O O,O O,O O,O O,O O,O 0,0
23 EtlG, DXAHETER 7,12 7,10 7.09 7,09 O,O O.O O,O O,O O,O O,O 0,0 O,O 0,0 O,O 0.0 O,O
24 BODY LEHGTH 164.Z 164.Z 164.2 164.Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O
25 HZ_; FUEL LZMIT 1.386 r 1.359 1.334r 1.313 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
COSTDATA
16 ROTE - DIL. Z.466 2.494 Z.5Ze* 2.556 O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O
27 FLYAHAY - HZL. 56.51 56.9Z 57.41 57.91 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O O.D 0.0
ZO ZIIVESTt91T-BZL. 19.851 19.987 Z0.150 20.3Z10.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0
29 DOC - C/SH 4.Z1¢t 4.15r_ 4).111 eJ.077 O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
30 IOC - C/SH 2.372 2.368 2.366 2.365 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 O.O O.O O.O O.O 0.0
31 ROI A.T. - 0/0 -Z8.89 -Z7.78 -26.9Z -Z6.17 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
t11SSION PARAHETERS
32 HISN Vl11,1) 35000 35000 _5000 35000 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 O
33 HISN VEil,l) 15987e* 155115 151434 168170 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 O 0
COtlSTRAZHT OUTPUT
._ TAKEOFF OSTI1) 7707 7641 7611 7607 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0
35 CLIff9 GRAOI1) 0.1494 0.1531 0.1561 0.1588 ).0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O
36 TAKEOFF OSTIZ) 750e_ 7505 7476 7455 0 0 O 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
37 CLlt'_ GRADIZ) 0.0646 0.0684 0.0716 0.0743 ).O O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 O.O
30 CTOL LHDG DI 1 ! 6884 6879 6880 688Z O 0 O 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
39 AP SPEED-KTII) "49.8 1_9.6 149.6 1€9.6 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O 0.0 D.O
TABLE 7.0-2 (cont.)ASSET parametricanalysis for modified weight equation
!
.ee'_'_'T_'ff _ 13(1"T Z?G"T _Z_IT TOT,tL .eZC:ff TOTAL *l[G'fl" TOT/J. IDm[l_ _21n" [XTI[RN AY8 A_ 6VI_I
_..I.TZTb_ I'*.,%CHI'-Izc_rT FI."_L n_L D_'F _Z_J" _ TZI_[ STU_[ TH:KJ_F F TAN_ CL LAD SFC
i |lrT| P_) |LOI IL_I |L2I (r! I_| (!! [TZ) (_Ui| (_[MI T,t.5ZO TAD ZO TAD 10 RATZO |FF_')
I -TtI_IC_ -leCJ_flI O. 0.0 475L'3_. O. O. O. O. 0.0 8.• O. 15T_2. O. O.• ll.O O.Kl_
j Irl=_:_ Z .0. 0.0 49SC31. T!"-.q. ,Ira'S. #. 0. 1.0 1.0 0. 1404OZ. O. •.• •.• 0.£9t
I _ @. 0.J73 44r_.t=l. _'[3. _ *_ _0. 2-_. 4.0 B.• O. 140101. O. 1.663 17.11 o.Ird_
_2+..
• L,'_L 1_€02. O.4rS 42_'721. _. 4_/3. I_. Z&. 't.3 6.t @. 14_tOl. O. •.444J 11.67 O.6_M
I _ 1€0_0. 4.6v_ 471_3"f. 6_._'_3. 11€_2. 2_1. lZ7. 12.8 i9.1 0. 14_'_2. 8.
O.S6S 17._3 8.644
J €_'._2 31L_J. 0._8 4_'_5_9. O. 11_7. 8. _. 0.0 19.1 0. 01401o1. 0. 0.4_ 18.09 0.660
8 _CC_L 31€'_. 0.€3_ 4_r_4J. 0. IL".2. 0. 1Z7. O.0 19.1 0. 140_1. 0. 0.4?4 18.09 0.MO
!
i LCC_L 31C20. O._]O 4_.q._19. 8. 11_'7_. 0. IZ7. 0.0 19.1 0. le.0_l. 0. 0.4?4 18.09 0.680
i _ 31_0. 0.833 4_15_. ZZ_T*_. _4_$. _%1. ?_et. 70.9 _rS.1 0. -140101. 0. 0.e_63 lB.0• 0.661
i CLJ3_ 310_r3. 0;830 46_75. ' 1'_3% 1[_'_. _. _7. 3.6 1_1.7 0. 1,0Z01. 0. 0.500 17.5_S 0.677
: _ 31r_,_Q. 0.e$0 4f,_'_._1. 7'_Y_7. 11'_71. _%77. 3_T3. _10 J5 e,lZ.1 0. -14_101. _,. 0.49S 17.•4 0.649
f
I _ SSO_. 0.830 |_lf_t. lS Sl. 12_1_7. _[0. 3L_. 3_.,5 41_.8 O. 140t01. •. 0.S01 17.73 0.676
377.3 0. 0.£17 17.63 0.64?
; _/T $90_0. 0.830 3%tZO_. ]37_. 1_35_Z. 1_. 47_:. 13.8 $9_.1 0. 140301. 0. •03t9 _.71 -16.433
!
J _€_L lCO_0. 0.63_ 3_Z6_J. 171. I_r3. 1_. 471_. 1.0 $_.9 0. 1,0501. 0. O.33LS 16.89 o3.331
J I_:_[_T IC_*000 0.4_,0 )_*1_"7. _r&l. IE't_-T/&. 3t** 47_5. 7.1 _01.8 O. l_I_Q3Q1. O. 0.439 18.81 lit.3&•
33%_. 10830 _1_. '_. ].._._. I[_. 4T'J_. 3o_ t_rS.4 0. 0140101. O. 0.4,87 l?./AI 0.6K_
LC2TI_ "1._0. O.lS0 £_0_r_t. 73=. 18tt19. 0. 4TJ_. |.0 6_3.4 0. -140101. O. •.S6Z 18.76 O.I_S
l_r_J. 0.37_ _48Z_1. [_Z. 1_1_'.0. e. 4T:_. _.O _10.4 0. -140101. O. 0._ 18._1 0.M1
"_ _ O. •.O 335ff3r0. O. 1_1_. _-_. @. •.O 610.4 O. 0. 0. O.O 0.0 0.•
3_=0. 0._0 3S_r:o. _r'_. I_.5_:. o. e. _1.0 671.s o. -1401€1. o. 0.4?6 17.64 o.6sl
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FIGURE 7.0-7 WINGAREA (~··2) VS ASPECT RAT!0
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TABLE 7.0-4 PAOS/AS_ET OESXGNSIA4K_RYSHEET
POZHTDESZGH J ASSETOPT/HALOESIGI4
BASEl.THE BASELZHE ARIZS3S ARXZSSS I ARlZSZS ARltSZS J ZHZTZAL HXTHPADS
DESIGNPAIUU_TER111 ASSET PADS ASSET PADS J ASSET PADS i .HEIGHT HI', UPDATE
I
ASPECTIULT/O 7.64 7.64 ls'.O lZ.O 1Z.O 12.0 I 22.0 iZ)I 14.0 13)
i
S_I[P I DEGREES) 3S 35 35 35 Z5 U I 35.0 3S,0
I
TAPERRAT/O O.U9 O.ZS9 O.U9 0.258 O.ZS9 0.163 J 0.198 0.302
I
14ZI_AREAISQ. FT) 3541 355E 3541 3551 3541 3Set I 3650 3SZ8
I
14/3 tLB/SQ. FT) 14t.S 148.0 146.9 J 141.3 240.9
I
T_I 0.198 0.E86 0.Z88 I 0.5'98 0.301
I
T/€ 10.08 10.03 10.05 10.03 10.03 10.03 I 11.0 It) 11.0
I
RAOI'USI,ULUTICALIGLES 4778 47**9 4786 J 4780 4778
t_ I
,,,I CRUISEI_CH 0,83 0.83 0,83 0.83 0,76 14) 0,83 1411 0.83 0.83
gROSSNT. 11000 LII) S04.0 E14.4 SZO.3 J 497.1
I
FUELHT. ilOOO U) 198.4 188.8 188.1 J 184.S 170. I)
I
Or. HT. EMPTY11000 LB) tSt.O 188,8 Z78.6 I Z7Z.7
I
JGHONEIGtIT 11000 LB) 50.0 50.0 85.0 69.3 75.6 71.1 I 77.0 70.4
I
ADJUSTEDFEHHI'. 11000 LBI 36.8 56.1 59.0 J
I
141140SECCleARYHT 11000 L8 13.t 13.1 13.1 J
I
PADSFENFiT. 11000 LB) 30.9 IS 44.8 16 47.3 1711
HOT[St 111 AlL wilghte ere for both sides of the elf©raft,
I t) Closest sd_olem--bar for t/¢ ties 11.0 tihere optlu ties 10.75. Aspect ratio 11 ales Interpolated.
131 At this aspect ratio the flutter speed ti111 be helot, Yd. There till1 be • tieight penslty I_ et present)
1o bring the flutter speed to Vd.
14) An ASSETsmllysls _ s severe drug rise for II €=rulse Hach 0.83 tilth t s_leepof ES degrees. Hsch 0.76 14as
the optlu Itach rn_-d_r for block fuel Ind _as used In the flight €©nflgurltlcxt definltlc_. _,r, strength
level 1Dudstiers computedbased an s cruise Hsch nLiber 0.83.
15) Fr_e _ flex tilth margins sizing datm set. IE75011PRHAS)
161 From _ flex with margins sizing date set. (E873MPIU4AS)
171 Free 3rd flex tilth margins sizing data set. IEgO7ItPIU4A7)
8.0 OBSERVATIONS
The development of a preliminary design tool llke PADS
received direction from many sources slnce its formal
inceptionback in 1976. The first observation is the great
amount of listeningthe principaldesigner of the systemmust
do to permit the system to be as opened ended as economically
possible. The architecture associated with database
organization,configurationcontrol,and design activity flow
model are the principlebuilding blocks for the system. If
this architectureis inconsistent with the normal flow of
design activity, the system will not serve the purpose for
which it was created.
The PADS team required a high degree of design process
visibility. Traditionaloutputs from print and plots were the
minimum requirementsfrom the automateddesign activity. In
practice,the team receivedmore visibilityof the PADS design
evolution than was possible by the traditional approach
because Of the increase in data blocks organization. This
made possible operationson those data blocks using boolean
and linear algebraic operators to form new gross data
descriptors. Since the design process was compressed from
months to four weeks, a major effort in reducing relianceon
print outputwas necessary. Comprehensivegraphics output is
essential. The current practice is to put all print on
microfichewith option to convert to hard print if necessary
after reviewingthe plots and microfiche. Paper print in the
volumes requiredby the PADS team reached 30 percent of the
total computercosts.
The key to using PADS is the ability to have planform changes
reflected in the finite element model in a cost effective
manner. It was found that the concept of a generic model made
this possible. PADS without an automatedfinite element model
generatorwould not be cost effective. In fact, all geometric
bounded calculationssuch as fuel weight calculationsmust be
able to adapt to planform changes cost effectively. This also
includes the movement of the wing carry through structurein
the fuselage to account for the changes in the aerodynamic
center.
The use of a finite elementmodel for preliminary design was
based on the advice of the more senior staff members
especiallyin structural methods group. Experience gained
from the three PADS designs show that finite element models
with detail on the scale of the PADS designs are necessary to
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discover unexpected trends. If the configurationis well
understood,then simplerapproacheswill work. However, if
questions like the effectiveness of active controlsas a
function of sweep are to be answered, then a detailedmodel is
required. While the PADS synthesismodel currentlyrequires
substantial resources in manhours and computer support,
continued developmentof pre- and post-processorswill reduce
- the manhours. More closely tailored accuracy requirements of
the customer could reduce the computer resource requirements.
Included in the cost is the number of disciplinesto be used
in the design. It is highly recommendedthat all disciplines
have processesavailable for inclusion in the aeroelastic
design, no matter how expensive they appear to the customer.
However, the window to automated design application is
proportionalto the scheduleand resourcesrequired to achieve
sizingbased on static loads.
0ne unexpectedbenefit of the automateddesign approach used
in PADS is the documentationof the design path taken. The
design process uses many tools. PADS was designed to be Just
one of those tools. However, the benefits of having all of
the design processes containedwithin one of the PADS computer
run setups soon motivated the users to put everythlnglnto
PADS, even the most simple process. The benefits are the
documentationof what was done and the simplicityof rerunning
some part of the design. It is a matter on one hand of
submitting a 2000 computerruns without PADS and on the other
hand of submitting20 runs with PADS. It is a matter of
waiting to the last day to submita major design effort to the
computer or having to start submittingto the computer weeks
before most of the decisionsare firm because of the sheer
volume of computer runs to be submittedto the computer.
The sizing of structuralelements such as wing covers is only
as good as the process which properly accounts for the many
structuralfailure modes. It is the proper marriage of the
_ finite element analysis program with an element sizing scheme
that is the core of an acceptable and successful procedure.
The PADS approach with PSASA satisfied both issues of
cocrectnessand reasonablecost.
The overall convergenceof sizing elements to their final
values was found to be more rapid than at first expected. The
designs were less sensitiveto the distribution of external
loads than the mechanism of aeroelasticrelief.
The major connectivitybetween disciplines,each with its own
coordinate system(s), is a formal way to representthose
systems and to have a computer program generate the
transformations required to move data from one coordinate
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system to another.
One of the steps that the ASSET team goes through before
engaging in design synthesis work is to generatea known
design in order to validate the known input data and special
computing routines. The same holds true for PADS activity.
The PADS team as a whole is strong on this point, especially
for any new generic structuralfinite element model. One of
the major outputs of the PADS design is the formation of a
process that converts finite element weights into hardware
weights. This was made possibleby evaluatinga known design
and extracting the appropriatefactors based on distributive
finite element weights.
Derivativecapabilitiesin PADS are limited to those required
for structural design to satisfy flutter constraints. A
significanttool in PADS would have been a general derivative
module to provide design sensitivitiesfor a completednew
design. This would have provideda powerfuldatabase to help




The Lockheed Inhouse study produced a database for structural
optimization methodology investigations. The Baseline
airplanewing designed in PADS was based on the L-1011-500ACS
design criteria. Since the wing covers designed in PADS came
within 5% of the ideal cover weights of the actual airplane,
"" the database and associateddesign criteria,therefore,should
be a good referencefor realisticdesign exercises.
Wing opimlzatlonstudies indicatedclose agreement with the
inhouse statisticalweight equationfor aspect ratio 12 at 25
degress of sweep. The studies showeda significantchange in
wing weight from the statisticalmethodologyfor aspect ratio
12 at 35 degrees of sweep.
The PADS analyticallyderived weights representa significant
departure from statistical weight estimatingrelationships.
The resultswarrant further investigationof high aspect ratio
configurations. Weight incrementsdue to active controlsand
stiffnessconsiderationsare important for determining the
weight of such designs. Detail analysis of these increments
was not previouslypracticablein preliminarydesign.
As expected,the airplane configurationfor minimum block fuel
went from aspect ratio 12 to more than 14 when the wing weight
model was adjustedfor the lower weights indicated by PADS
with wing loading,payload,and rangeheld constant.
The studies indicatedthat a detailed finite element model
could be used cost effectivelyin the study of active control
effectiveness as a function of planform configuration
variables.
" Flutter results show that flutter constraintsare necessaryin
high aspect ratio wing designs.
Gust loads for the designs in this study are a second order
? effect on the design weight.
The study indicated that a derivative module could be
effectively used to identifydesign parameterswhich are most
likely to affect desired design changes. This could be
another modules in the PADS system of processes.
It is recommended that the study in wing optimization
methodologybe continued. The results to date show promise of
increasedunderstanding of high aspect ratio wing design
characteristics. It is recommended that PADS be used to
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The design process under the PADS operatingsystem consists of
executing commands and supercommands to complete desired
computing tasks. Commands and supercommands complete
processes such as vibrationand flutter analyses in a modular
way. Commands and supercommandsinvolk further lower level
functional blocks to do operationssuch as data storage and
retrieval. Typical PADS submittalsmay execute i0 or more
Commands and/or Supercommandsin a single run. The ability to
concatenate processes which must run sequentially allows
increasedproductivityfrom the engineer.
Computer setups to complete a computing task such as the
formation of the net external loads matrices or a complete
pass through the sizing process are normally a single dataset.
Storage of these computer setups allows for easy recreationof
data and the ability to make design pertsubationswith relative
ease.
PADS run datasets which were used in the design process are
cataloged in PANVALET under a designatednaming convention.
PANVALET names can have up to i0 characters. The first four
characters designatethe referencefile number (RF) which is
associated with the design. The first character of a
. reference file number is replacewith the correspondingith
letter of the alphabet (ie., I=A, 2=B, ect.) All PADS run
datasets stored in PANVALEThave 'RUN' for the 4th through 6th
characterand a three digit run number for the 7th through
10th character. Following is a set of tables which summarize
the PADS runs for the Baseline (RF's 5580, 5699, and 5750),
ARI2, 35 Degree Sweep (RF 5873), and ARI2, 25 Degree Sweep
(RF 5907) designs. Tables A1 through A4 are for the Baseline
design, tables A5 through AI0 are for the ARI2, 35 Degree
Sweep design, and tablesAll through AI4 are for the ARI2, 25
Degree Sweep design. Tables A1 through AI4 contain
descriptionsof the modules run for each PADS submittal, the
loads created, and the property and structural sizing




Table AI5 providesa definitionand function description of
the modules used in tablesA1 through Al4.
Table AI6 is a cost accountingsummary for the major modules
in the PADS design cycle. Most of the modules which are run
for a single design cycle are included. The appoxlmate CPU




RUNI SECT| IIDNI CONFJGI"P1 150 1 JZG I PSRLJ GRDHISTKI SOLNIPS_AIFS9 1 GUSTI FLUrl I FLUT4J FLUTSJ FLUT6
HTS
01S 100 X X
016 100p101 X X X
017 9001 X X
018 9002 X
019 302 X X X
021 900Z X r13
02Z 900Z X X X CA
023 9OO3 X X X
O24 900Z X 2;
025 100 X c::
026 100 X
ZTA 100 X X X _€:
OZ9 100 X X X
O3O 100 X X
031 100_200 X X X
03Z ZOO X X X X
033 ZOO X X
03_ 200p300 X X X X X
O35 3OO X
036 9300 X X X
037 9300,9_*00 X X X X X
TABLE A1 - BASELINEDESIGN PADS RUNS 015 - 037 UNDER RF5699 AND RF5750
VP.X RF ST.
RUNI SECTI mH I COItFIGTPI 1';0 I JZ6 I PSRLI GROHISIK I SOLNIPSk_IFSOI GUSTI FLUTZI FLUT4I FLUT5I FLUT6HI"S
TABLE A2 - BASELINEDESIGN PADS RUNS 038 - 059 UNDER RF5750
PADSRUN SUMMARY
I
I RUN I OUTPUT I DESCP,IP'rZON I SECT • I ACT ON I SECT • OF
I • SECT • OF SIC OR OFF LOADSHODIFIED
I-
4
OZ9 ZOO RIGID - €:Xt
O3Z ZOO ].ST FLEX 100 ON
,., 034. 300 Zt_) FLEX Z00 ON
036 9300 ].ST ACT OFF OFF 300
I-
I 037 9_00 ACT ON FRON SIC OFF 9300 ON
I
I 038 9_10 _ ACT OFF OFF 9400
TABLE A3 - LOADS CREATED FOR BASELINE DESIGN UNDER RF5750
I
RUNI CUTPt_I OUTPUTI DESCRIPTIONI XNPUTI ZNPUTI LOADI MODULEI
• PROPS PIPS PROPS pzps SECT I
-I
030 HPP.HA1 HPIHA1 RIGID ltPRPH1 HPIPHZ 100 RC
O3Z HPP.HAO HPIHAO 2N9 PASS RD LDS ItPRHA1 HPIHA1 1DO RC
033 HPP.HAZ I_IHAZ ].ST FLEX RC I_PP.HA1 HPIHA1 ZOO RC
035 HPH2 ttPHZ 2ND FLEX FSO ltPRHA2 HPIHA2 300 FSO
036 HPRHA3 HPIHA3 ZST ACT OFF MPRHAZ ItPIHAZ 9300 RC
.----mm------------ '
038 ItPRHA4 HPIHA4 ZN9 ACT OFF flPRHA3 HPZHA3 9_10 RC
039 HPP.HAS HPIHAS 2H1DFLEX RC ltPRHAZ HPIHAZ 300 RC
040 HPP.HA6 HPIHA6 3RD ACT OFF HPRHA4 HPIHAe_ 9_10 RC
041 HPP.HBZ HPIHBZ 2HO-ZN9 FLEX FSD HP_ HPIHA.5 300 FSD
047 ItPRHA7 HPIHA7 ].ST HARGIN PASS IIPP.HAS ItPIHAS 300 RC
-I
048 IIPRHA8 I_IHA8 ZND MARGIN PASS HPP.HA? ItPIHA7 300 RC
049 tIPP,HA9 HPZHA9 PROD LOADS I_RHA8 HPZHA8 6 RC
OSZ GPP.HA2 GPZHAZ GUST ACS ON HPRHA8 ItPIHA8 100 RC
053 GPRHAZ GPZHAZ GUST AC_ OFF HPP.HA8 ItPZHA8 100 RC
TABLE A4 - PROPERTYAND ALLOWABLE DECKS CREATED FOR
BASELINEDESIGN
A-5
1'IOL THK LOS RF ST. GUST FLUT FLUT FLUT FLUT




ooz lOO x x
003 100 X
OO4 100 X -I
006 100 X
007 100 X I.]r-I
III- 111- --1-- 11-1 11 i.. i. . i.. . . _
I_ 00811 100 ...... X ..................................................... i ...............................
O_
t---_--_I_--_--_---_------_---_--_-_------_---_-------_---_-_--_-_--_----------------_---_II_--I-_-_-_-_ rv_009 100 X
_--_-_-_-------_-_-_--_---_--_------_----------_----_-----------_--------_-------_----_---------_----I--_--_-_-010100 X i1"1"11111"----111'''--------------1--1--1--------1--............1.1.1_______1__1 1___1___ .......... .1 . . .
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TABLE A5 - ARI2 35 DEG DESIGN PADS RUNS 001 - 020 UNDER RF5873
KDL 1"_ LDS RF ST. G_;T FLUT FLUT FLUT FLUT




OZS 101 X M X
OZ6 101 X X X
Z6C 101 X
OZ7 99 X
028 101 X X r.g
OZ9 101 X
030 ZOO X X X X X X =_'
I
.,j
30A ZOO X X X _3:
031 ZOO X X





036 ZO0_300 X X X X X
36A 300 X X
037 300 X X
38A 300,_00 X X X M X
38,g _00 X X
39A 400 X X
TABLE A6 - AR12 35 DEG DESIGN PADS RUNS 022 - 39A UNDER RF5873
HOL T_ LDS RF ST. GUST FLUT FLUT FLUT FLUT
RUNISECTIGENI I,metIm's I VRXI CONFI XTSI _'P I 150 I JZOI PSRLI GRDHISI'X I SOLNIPSASAI I I I 4 I S I 6





0';4 403 X X X X
0_5 403 X
046 404 X X X X
i_ o_7 4o4 2:X
_w__mm_m_--_m*_m_m_mm_e_m_mm_w_-_m_mm_-_-_--_mm__mm_m_mmm_mmmm_mm
Or*8 100 X _;
049 100 X
050 100 X _:_





055 300 X X X
056 400 X
057 401 X
050 301 X X X
TABLE A7 - ARI2 35 DEG DESIGN PADS RUNS 39B - 058 UNDER RF5873
ltDL TNK LOS RF ST. GUST FLUT FLUT FLUT FLUT I






:_ 061 301 X _z:
_) 06Z 30Z X €::
O66 3O0 X IHT)
066 600 X (K) X X X i_
067 402 X IDEL K FOR BFOP)
068 999 X IDEL K FOR BFOP)
069 401 X X X
TABLE A8 - ARI2 35 DEG DESIGN PADS RUNS 059 - 069 UNDER RF5873
PADSRUNSUMMARY
RUNI OUTPUTI OESCP.ZPTIOH I SECTm I ACSOHI A_ I SECT= OF
t SECT _ OF SZC OR OFF GAIN LOADSMODIFZED
Z6C 101 RIGID - OH 11.33
30A ZOO ]ST FLEX 100 OH 11.33
36A 300 _lD FLEX ZOO ON 11.33
388 400 1.6. DEG/G 300 ON 1.6.0
04_0 401 ZO OH .eeGOFF - OH ]-5.0 400
04Z 40Z Z.5 G ACS OFF OFF 400
O_ c,03 ZO. DEG/G 300 ON ZO.O
046 404_ 30. DEG/G 300 ON 30. O
056 400. O. O DEG,,'GGUST LOADS 300 OH O. O
067 401,_ 11.3 DEG/G GUST LOADS 300 ON 11.3
069 403N 15.0 DEG/G GUST LOADS300 OH 1.5.0
** GUST LOADHATRICES IIAVE DIFFERENT llATRZX HLD_ERS THEN STATZC LOADSllATI2ZCES.
C01tlt1_1SECTZOHHUHBEDSDOH'T ZI_LY SANE COHFZGUP,AT][OH.
\
TABLE A9 - LOADS CREATED FOR ARI2 35 DEG DESIGN UNDER RF5873
A-10
PADSRUN SUMMARY
RUNI (xn'puT I OUTPUTI DESCP._PI"ZONI ZNPUTi Zt_UT I LOADI HODULE
• PROPS;) PZPS ;) PROP_ PZPS ;) SECT
OZ9 HPP.HAZ ttPIHAZ P,IGID ttPRPH1 MPIPH1 101 PSASA
031 ttPP,HAZ HPIHAZ 1ST FLEX flPP,HA1 HPIHA1 ZOO PSASA
037 HPP,HA3 HPIHA3 ZN9 FLEX FLDp,HAZ HPIHAZ 300 PSASA
039 ItPRHA4 I_IHA6 15. DEG/G ltPRHA3 HPIHA3 600 PSASA
041 NPRK_ ttPIHA45 ZO ACS ON ttPPJCA3 MPIHA3 401 PSASA
043 HPRHA6 MPZHA6 Z.5 g OFF MPRHA3 MPZHA3 4OZ PSASA
-I
045 HPRHA7 HPZHA7 ZO. DEG/G HPP,HA3 ItPZHA3 603 PSASA
067 MPRHA8 ItPZHA8 30. DEG/G HPP,HA3 HPZHA3 604 PSASA
060 GPRHAZ GPZHAZ 0.0 DEG/G GUST ttPRHA3 tIPRHA3 6DON PSASA
061 _ORHAZ GPZHAZ 11.3 DEG/G GUST HPRHA3 ItPP.HA3 601N PSASA
06Z GPRHA3 GPZNA3 15.0 DEG/G GUST HPP.HA3 ItPP.HA3 403u P_LSA
m GUST LOADSHERE STACKEDHZTH SECT 300 STATZC LOADSFOR SZTTNG
;) - LAST 6 DZGZTSOF PANVALETNAMEI_TH PREFZX E907.
/
TABLE AI0 - PROPERTY AND ALLOWABLE DECKS CREATED FOR
ARI2 35 DEG DESIGN
A-II
PADS RUN SUMHARY
HI)L THK LDS RF ST. I




001 100 X I
I














01.5 100 X X
016 100 X
16A 100 X \
16B 100 X
017 ZOO X X
018 ZOO,ZOO X X X
18A ZOO X
18B ZOO X




ItDL LDS RF ST. I
RUNISECl"IGENI _mHI .,s I vRx I CONFI MTSI GTP I _0 I JZG I PSRLI GRDHISTKI SOLNIPSASAI
19A ZOO X X











OZ6 500 X X X X X
027 500 X
OZ8 600 X X X X X
: OZ9 600 X
030 600 X
031 IO0 X
TABLE A12 - ARI2 25 DEG DESIGN PADS RUNS 19A - 031 UNDER RF5907
A-13
PADS RUN SUMMARY
RUN I OUrPtff I OESC_pTxor_ I SECT S I ACSON I ACS I SECT S OF
• SECT • OF SIC OROFF GAIN LOADSHODIFIED
16B 100 P.ZGZD - ON 11.33
188 200 1ST FLEX 100 ON 11.33
ZOA 300 2.HD FLEX ZOO ON 11.33
Z?.A coO0 9. DEG/G 300 ON 9.0
OZ4 401 Z.SGACSOFF - OFF - 400
OZ6 SOD 18. DEG/G 300 ON 18.0
OZ8 600 3RD FLEX 300 014 11.33
TABLE AI3 - LOADS CREATED FOR ARI2 25 DEG DESIGN UNDER RF5907
PROPERTY AND PIP DECY,S CREATED
FOR J(_ 5907
(ALL HAVE STRESS HARGZHS OF SAFETY INCLUDED)
RUN | OUTPUT J OUTPUT I OESCP..ZPT_ON J ZI,I,'PUT| INPUT | LOAD | HOOULE
8 PROPSm PZPSU PROPSN PZPSN SECT
Q17 HPP.HAZ ltPZHAZ P.!GZD IIPRPNZ HPIPHZ 100 PSASA
19A ItPP.HAZ ItPZHA2 ZST FLEX HPP.HA1 HPIHAZ ZOO PSASA
Z1A MPRHA3 HPIHA3 ZND FLEX HPPJ4AZ HPIHA2 300 PSJLSA
?.3A HPRKt_ KPIHA4 9. DEG/G MPP.J_3 IIPIHA3 400 PSASA
OZ.5 ItPP.HA5 HPIHAS Z.S G OFF ltPP.HA3 ItPIHA3 qOZ PSAS&
OZ7 ItPP.HA6 ItPZHA6 18. DEG/G HPRHA3 ItPTHA3 SOD PSASA
OZ9 NPP.HA7 HPZHA7 3RD FLEX IIPRHA3 /1PIHA3 600 PSA.SA
m - LAST 6 DIGITS OF PAHVALET_ HZTH PREFIX E907.
TABLE AI4 - PROPERTY AArDALL0_ABLE DECKS CREATED FOR
ARI2 25 DEG DESIGN
A-14
PADSRUNSUMMARY
TABLE AI5 - PROGRAM NAME ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREV. PROGRAMNAME FUNCTION
_- MDL GEN FEM MODEL GENERATOR Creates finite element
model
MDM MASS DISTRIBUTIONMODULE Forms weight data
TNK WrS TANK _EIGHTS MODULE Forms tank weight
distributions
VRX VORLAX Creates Static Loads
aero
CONF CONFIGURATIONMODULE Creates Static Loads
configurationdata
LDS WrS STATIC LOADS WEIGHT MODULE Processesweight for
productionof Static
External Loads
GTP GRID TRANSFORMATIONMODULE Produces grid transforms
RFI50 NASTRAN RIGID FORMAT 150 SIC and stiffness
generation
JIG JIG SHAPE MODULE Used to account for
flexibilityfor Static
Load generation
PSRL PSRL MODULE Computesbalanced net
external static loads
GDHL GROUND HANDLINGMODULE Computes ground handling
loads
STK STACKINGMODULE Stacks net external load
conditions
ST SOLN NASTRAN STATIC SOLUTION Computes FEM internalloads
PSASA PANEL SIZINGAND STESS Computeswing panel
: ALL0_IABLE sizing and allowables
GUST GLP5K GUST MODULE Compute gust internal
loads for sizing
FLUTI FLUTI/DOUBLETLATTICE Gust & Flutter unsteady
. aero
FLUT4 FLUT4 MODULE TransformFLUTI aero
FLUT5 FLUT5/VIBRATIONMODULE Vibrationanalysis
FLUT6 FLUT6/FL_ MODULE Flutter analysis
A-15
PADS RUN SUMMARY




MDL GEN l0 MIN.
MDM (4 COND.) 3 MIN.
TNK h_fS(4 COND.) 14 MIN.
VRX 5 MIN.
CONF AND LDS h_TS
GTP FOR:
STATIC LOADS 6 MIN. 37 SEC.
FLIFITER 6 MIN. 30 SEC.
GUST 5 MIN. 30 SEC.
FUEL TANK WEIGHT 7 MIN. 30 SEC.
RFIS0 FOR:
SIC/STIFFNESS ii MIN.
FEM COVER WEIGHT 2 MIN. 25 SEC.
DEL K FOR WING 8 MIN. 12 SEC.
CTR. SECT. AND
ROOT TRIANGLE
JIG,PSRL,GDHL,STK 12 MIN. 30 SEC.
ST SOLN 6 MIN. 30 SEC.
PSASA II MIN. 27 SEC.
GUST (I FLT. COND.) ii MIN.
FLUTI (9 RED. FREQ.) 81 MIN.
FLUT4 5 MIN. 30 SEC.
FLUT5 FOR:
22 MODES 2 MIN. i0 SEC.
50 MODES 8 MIN. 40 SEC.
FLUT6 FOR:
22 MODES 3 MIN. 38 SEC.




Stressmargins of safetywere included In the sizing process
for selected designs on each of the PADS models. These
margins were derived from data taken from LR 28029 and
LR 28030. The initial margin of safetydata consistedof
margins for both compressionand tension loads at selected
locations on the wing for a known aircraft slmillarto the
PADS baseline design. These margins were modified to reflect
the fact that the ultimate allowableload used in the PADS
design process was different than that of the initial data.
The formula MS(PADS) = [( 1 + MS(INITIAL))(0.845)- 1 3 was
used in order to correct for this discrepancy. The minimum of
the compression and tension margins for each locationwas
selected. These minimum margins were then applied to wing
panels of the PADS model by a transformationprocess. Areas
where margins of safetydata dld not exist or where minimum
skin thickness was the designing factor have zero for the
margin of safety. The followingmargins of safety were used
for the PADS sizing procedure:
TABLE B-I SPECIFIEDSTRESS MARGINS OF SAFETY
Panel Margin Panel Margin Panel Margin Panel Margin
ID ID ID ID
10103 0.000 10104 0.000 10105 0.000 10106 0.000
10107 0.000 10108 0.000 10109 0.000 10110 0.000
10203 0.000 10204 0.000 10205 0.000 10206 0.000
10207 0.000 10208 0.000 10209 0.000 10210 0.000
10303 0.000 10304 0.000 10305 0.000 10306 0.000
10307 0.000 10308 0.000 10309 0.000 10310 0.000
10403 0.000 10404 0.000 10405 0.000 10406 0.000
10407 0.000 10408 0.000 10409 0.000 10410 0.000
10503 0.625 10504 0.000 10505 1.009 10506 0.000
10507 1.356 10508 0.000 10509 0.926 10510 0.000
10603 0.171 10604 0.483 10605 0.388 10606 0.366
10607 0.396 10608 0.391 10609 0.386 10610 0.774
10703 0.140 10704 0.229 10705 0.057 10706 0.240
B-I
SIZINGSTRESSMARGINSOF SAFETY
10707 0.126 10708 0.211 10709 0.126 10710 0.338
10803 0.203 10804 0.137 10805 0.120 10806 0.257
10807 0.065 10808 0.230 10809 0.148 10810 0.213
10903 0.220 10904 0.155 10905 0.112 10906 0.193
10907 0.279 10908 0.252 10909 0.214 10910 0.320
110030.230 110040.118 110050.109 110060.162
11007 0.093 11008 0.277 11009 0.047 ii0100.400
11103 0.211 11104 0.054 11105 0.076 11106 0.138
11107 0.073 11108 0.283 11109 0.024 iiii0 0.442
11203 0.246 11204 0.063 11205 0.159 11206 0.109
11207 0.123 11208 0.258 11209 0.098 11210 0.470
11303 0.123 11304 0.103 11305 0.060 11306 0.121
i1307 0.055 11308 0.233 11309 0.072 11310 0.434
11403 0.151 11404 0.121 11405 0.089 11406 0.128
11407 0.095 11408 0.218 11409 0.135 11410 0.370
11503 0.117 11504 0.030 11505 0.046 11506 0.069
11507 0.077 11508 0.040 11509 0.168 11510 0.057
11603 0.156 11604 0.512 11605 0.079 11606 0.289
11607 0.094 11608 0.119 11609 0.155 11610 0.091
11703 0.158 11704 0.595 11705 0.089 11706 0.286
11707 0.084 11708 0.173 11709 0.113 11710 0.187
11803 0.134 11804 0.164 11805 0.127 11806 0.074
11807 0.069 11808 0.055 11809 0.062 11810 0.060
11903 0.166 11904 0.260 11905 0.142 11906 0.234
11907 0.093 11908 0.121 11909 0.098 11910 0.036
12003 0.168 12004 0.327 12005 0.126 12006 0.141
12007 0.166 12008 0.157 12009 0.369 12010 0.374
12103 0.077 12104 0.372 12105 0.041 12106 0.088
12107 0.085 12108 0.036 12109 0.000 12110 0.001
12203 0.122 12204 0.484 12205 0.084 12206 0.230
12207 0.056 12208 0.085 12209 0.010 12210 0.070
12303 0.134 12304 0.628 12305 0.061 12306 0.267
12307 0.059 12308 0.120 12309 0.013 12310 0.071
12403 0.243 12404 1.103 12405 0.035 12406 0.423
12407 0.084 12408 0.074 12409 0.089 12410 0.039
12503 0.134 12504 0.000 12505 0.069 12506 0.000
12507 0.063 12508 0.000 12509 0.155 12510 0.000
12603 0.120 12604 0.000 12605 0.090 12606 0.000
12607 0.070 12608 0.000 12609 0.146 12610 0.000
12703 0.104 12704 0.000 12705 0.094 12706 0.000




Output from the Mass DistributionModule consists of printed
output to provide componentand total aircraftweights as well




HISS OXSTPICUTI_! rPC_oIH PAOS815EL;IJEA;PCPIFT, FULL FUEL11/19/62
G_P PAtRL HZSS _CS YCG ECG ZYCG ITCS XZC_
ILgSI IZlll IZlll I1tl) ILD-ZH2| ILB-ZIIzl IL9-ZII2)
:0.o110 1 :_37.9 2?8.0 53.? 210.6
:_._110 : 50:3.5 320.6 53.7 Z10.6
:_.0110 3 2255.3 460.6 5S.7 21o.6
:o.011o a :5::.7 5:6.0 58.? 210.6
:P.0110 S 1600.3 577.0 55.7 :10.6
:_.€110 6 1_.3 637.1 53.? Z10.6
20.0110 7 ZI?S.2 71:.0 Ss.7 210.6
:0.€110 8 :112.6 7_5.0 53.7 210.6
2_._110 q 1_2.4 e15.7 53.7 210.6
:_.€_I0 10 :_.S q11.7 33.7 210.6
2_.0110 11 :751.4 _Q_.Z 58.7 210.6
:9.0110 I: 175_.o 1077.4 58.7 210.6
:0.0110 13 181q.: 115_.0 58.7 ElO.&
:0.0110 lq :247.7 1:25.q 53,? 210.6
=O.OllO IS !_43._ )307.1 55.7 210.6
:O.OIIO 1_ :5_.s 135o.4 59.7 21o.6
:_.0110 17 13::.8 1451.1 58.7 210.6
20.€11_ 1_ Z:lZ.Z 1513.6 55.7 Z10.6
:0.01|0 1_ 1_3.3 1377.6 58.7 210.6
:0.0110 :o :::S.9 IS3;.S 53.? :10.6
:_.0110 21 33_5.1 16c5.0 53.7 210.6
:o.€110 "",_ 5::_.6 1;_5.3 53.? _10.6
:_.OllO :3 :511.1 l_.l 5_.7 :10._
:0 o11_ :_ :_:1._ 1_5.5 5_.7 :10.6
:O._llO :5 71.5 :€::.l 55.? _10.6
TOTtL 1:::5_.2 1115._ 55.7 :10.6 0.35351510 10 0.q5650500 11 0.929_7309 11
_:_a ":':rL ,_S5 ¥CG ?CG ZCG Z_CG Z_CG ZZCG
IL[SI Iztll 11111 Illll (L_-ZIi2) (LB-ZHS) (LB-Z!IZ|
:5.0110 11 ?71.1 "%.Z 53.7 210.6
:0.0|10 1: tl?_.q 1077.4 33.7 _10.6
:0.0110 13 o73._ 1155.0 55.7 Zl_.6
:0._I10 I_ 3_5.8 1::5.9 58.7 _10.6
VOr_L 65_0.2 I_?.S 53.? 210.6 0.13632400 09 0.410133_0 10 0.3_75_50 10
• ,or,tEn c:_ StStt_S'"
--:_:_ r_:_L ._8S _CG YCG ZCG ;_CS ;YCG ZZCG
ILCgl ll)ll 11)11 lZlll ILO*IIIZI ILBoZIIS) lLO-tflS)
10.o110 1_ mS.+ 1077.+ 51.? ZlO.6
:0.0110 13 _;._ llS_.O 5_.7 :10._
:0._110 1_ 1:1.7 1::5.9 53.7 :10.6




,155 D;SIR]BUT;Otl P_O_A, PAO$ B_SEL;II[ JlPCPAFT, FULL FUlL 11/19/82
•"KZI:3_CX STPUCTU'_(_m
C_g_P PIIi[L "15S XCG ¥CG ZCG ;XCG ZYCG ZZCG
ILBS) f;lll iZll) IZIll (LD-Itl2} (LB';tlZl (LD'ZIIZ)
10.0110 26 78.3 99S.3 150.5 164.1
10.0110 27 460.6 1029.7 150.5 164.1
IO.OIIO :S 460.6 I07_.0 1SO.S 164.1
I0.0110 :9 4_S.6 1118.4 150.5 164.1
10.0110 30 467.7 1162.7 IS0.5 164.1
10.0110 31 417.$ 1207.1 1S0.$ 164.1
10.0110 3: _5.1 12SI.4 150.5 164.1
10.0110 _S 91.1 10)5.4 217.5 169.8
10.0110 37 400.7 1075.5 _17.5 169.8
10.0110 3S 400.7 1115.5 217.5 169.6
10.0110 39 40_o7 1155.6 21715 169.8
10.0110 40 402.7 1195.6 217.5 169.8
]0.0110 41 402.7 123S.7 117.5 169.8
10.0110 42 00.6 127S.7 217.5 169.8
tO.0110 _7 393.9 1121.3 264.5 175.6
10.0110 49 350.6 11S7.0 204.5 17S.6
10.0110 4_ ]50.0 1192.8 2B_.S 175.6
10.0110 50 353.6 1220.S 284.5 17S.6
10.0110 51 3_5.6 1264.3 28_.5 175.6
10.0110 52 119.9 1300.0 _01.5 175.6
10.0110 57 35_.7 1167.1 )51.5 181.3
to.otto 55 2q3,7 11qB.s 351,5 lot,3
tO.OttO 59 :41.7 1_30.0 )51.5 181.3
IO.OIIO 60 _%.5 1:_1.4 351.5 161.3
10.0110 61 278.1 1292.9 351.5 101.3
10.0110 62 99.3 1)24.3 351.5 101.3
10,0120 67 200.3 1209,9 412.3 1_5,4
10.01:0 68 243.5 123O.3 412.3 100.4
IO.OI:O 69 243.5 1_66.8 412.3 188.4
10.0120 70 2_5.5 l:q5.Z 412.3 1e8.4
)0.01_0 71 21_.6 1323.7 412.3 188.4
10.0120 72 183.6 1352.2 412.3 199.4
10.0120 77 203,2 1249,7 466,7 196.9
10.01_0 7B 252.6 1276.5 466.? 196,9
10.0120 79 252.6 1303.3 466,7 196.9
: 10.0120 O0 254.3 1330o0 466.7 196.9
10.0120 el 2S_.3 1356.0 466,? 196.9
10.0120 82 122.9 1383.6 466.7 196.9
10.0120 87 105.1 1289.6 S21.3 205.3
10.0129 85 168.0 1314.? 521.3 205.3
•.-'IO.OI:O Gq 165.9 1339.6 521.3 205.3
10,012Q 90 170.0 1364,6 521,3 205.3
10.0120 91 170,0 1399.9 521.3 205.3
10.0120 92 45.1 1415.0 521.3 205,3




M_SSDZSTRXDUTX_IP_OGPAM PADS8ASELXllEAZPCPAFT,FULL FUEL 21/29/82 -k
e'MIIS_ BOX STRUCT_['e
GPOUP PMI( L fllSS XCO TCG ZCG XXCG ZTCG ;ZCG
ILBS) I1111 1311! (Ill) I LB-IPIZ) (LB-Xtl2) I LB-IN2)
30.0120 95 160.1 1352.9 575.7 213.8
10.01:0 99 159.2 1i76.2 575.7 213.8
10.0120 100 159.2 1399.6 575.7 213.6
10.0120 101 155.1 1423.0 575.7 213.8
10.01:0 102 31.5 1445.4 575.7 213.8
10.0120 107 6_.7 1369.3 630,3 222.3
10.0120 190 117.8 1391.0 630.3 222.3
10.0120 109 117.8 1412.7 630.3 222.3
10.01:0 110 118,9 1434.4 630.3 222.3
10.0120 111 114.1 1456.1 630.3 222.3
10,0120 112 61.0 1477.8 630.3 222.3
10.0120 113 25.5 1499.5 630,3 222.3
10.0120 117 61.0 1409.2 684.0 230.7
10.0120 110 112.1 1429.2 604.0 230.7
10.0120 119 112.1 1449.2 68_.0 230,7
10,0120 120 111.0 1469.2 654.0 230,7
10.0120 1:1 111.0 1489.2 684.8 230.7
10.0120 122 23.6 1509.2 684.0 230.7
10.0120 127 6.0 1449.1 739.3 239.2
10.0120 125 92.2 1437.4 739.3 239.2
10.0120 129 79.5 1905.7 739.3 239.2
10.0120 130 79.5 150_.0 733.3 239.2
10.0120 13_ 78.6 1522.3 739.3 _39.2
10.0120 132 13.6 1590.6 739.3 239,2
10.01_0 138 eO.S 1505.6 793.8 247.6
10.0120 139 69,8 1522.2 793.8 247.6
10.0120 140 69.0 1538.8 793.8 247.6
10.0120 141 70.7 1555.4 793,8 247,6
10.01_0 142 49.1 1572.1 793.8 247.6
10.0120 145 71.8 1543.7 848.3 256,1
10.0120 I99 55.9 1558.7 848,3 256.1
10.0120 150 55.9 1573.6 848,3 256.1
10.01_0 151 53.9 1558.5 8_8.3 256.1
10.0120 152 31.8 1603.5 848.3 256.1
10.0120 160 30._ 1608.4 902,8 264.6
10.01_0 161 35.3 1621.6 902.8 264.6
10.0120 162 41.1 1634.9 902.8 264.6
10.0120 172 45.1 1666.1 957.0 273.5
TOTAL 29364.9 1263.5 386.3 169.9 0.32860620 10 0.24252440 11 0.26460360 11
eeWIll_ BOX 5_ST[MSew
G_OUP PIIIEL M155 XCG YCG ZCG IXCG XYCG IZCG
ILOS) (IN) (Ill! IIll) (LB-IN2) (LB-XN2) (LO*XN2)






.LSS DXST_IEUTIO!I FnOS_H PAO$ BASELI,E AZ_C_AFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/82
•-NII:gOOX STST(,S,.
G_OUP PAllEL ,eSS XCG TCG ZCG _XCG Z¥CG ZZCG
I LB5) I ]ti) I ;113 I ]113 ( LB-ZlI2 ) [ LB-Ztl2 ) ( L8-Z112)
r
10.0110 _7 29.5 1'029.7 lSO.S 164.1
10.0110 28 0.9 1074.0 1S0.5 164.1
lO.OllO ]0 1S.6 1162.7 1SO.S 164.1
10.0110 21 15.6 IZ07.1 150.5 164.1
10.0110 32 53.9 1251.4 150.5 164.1
10.0110 ]3 18.7 1295.8 150.5 164.1
10.0110 31 51,9 1340.1 150.5 161.1
10.0110 IS 23.6 1035.; 217.S 169.8
10.0110 ]7 46.3 1075.S 217.5 169.8
10.0110 39 0.9 1155.6 217.5 169.8
10.0110 _0 9.9 1195.6 217.5 169.8
10.0110 41 7.9 1235.7 217.5 169.8
10.0110 42 ;50.6 1275.7 217.5 169.8
10.0110 43 212.3 1315.6 217.5 169.8
10.0110 4; 19.5 1355.8 217.5 169.8
10.0110 46 23.6 1085.5 101.5 175.6
10.0110 47 37.5 1121.3 26q.S 175.6
10.0110 49 0.9 1192.8 284.5 175.6
10.0110 50 4.0 1228.5 284.5 175.6
10,0110 5L 6.0 1264,3 284,5 175.6
10.0110 SZ 437.0 1300.0 264.5 175.6
10.0110 S] 210.3 1335.8 _Oq.5 175.6
10.0110 54 :9.5 1371.5 :G_.5 175.6
10.0110 56 20.7 1135.6 351.5 181.3
10.0110 57 47.1 1167.1 351.5 181.3
10.0110 55 0.9 119_.5 351.5 101.3
10.0110 59 0.9 1230.0 351.5 181.3
10.0110 60 16.7 1261.4 351.5 181.3
10.0110 61 16.7 1292.9 351.5 161.3
10.0110 62 22.7 1324.3 351.5 181.3
10.0110 63 12.8 1_5S.0 351.5 181.3
10.0110 64 2.0 13J7.2 351.5 161.3
10.01:0 66 55.1 1161.4 412.3 189.4
10.0120 67 35.5 1209.9 412.3 18_.4
_- 10.0120 60 2.8 1239.] 412.3 168.4
10.01:0 69 2.0 1266.8 412.3 1_9.4
10.01=0 70 6.0 1295.2 412.3 165.4
10.01_0 71 6.0 1323.7 412.3 188.4
10.0120 72 25.5 135_.2 412.3 188.4
" 10.01:0 73 36,3 1360.6 412.3 185.4
-,-10.0120 74 9.9 1_09.1 412.3 188.4
10.01_0 76 0.9 1223.0 466.7 196.9
10.0120 77 27.5 1249.7 466.7 196.9
10,01:0 00 4.0 1330.0 466.7 196.9






M_SS DISTRZDUTZ_I rROSRL, PA05 8AS[LIIIE AIRCRAFT, FULL FU(L 11/19/82
ee_II:2 BOX 5TST(NS'I
G=CUP PII:EL KISS XCG YCG ZCG IXCG IYCG IZCG
ILES) |II1! |I!1) 1Iii1 1L6-I1121 1L8-11121 |LB-III1)
10.0120 82 53.1 1353.6 466.7 196.9
10.C1:0 83 123.7 1410.3 466.7 196,9
10,0120 8_ Z.8 1437,1 466.7 196.9
10.01:0 86 6,8 1264.5 521.3 205.3
1C.€1:0 87 16.7 1:89.6 521.3 205.3
10.C1:0 85 4.0 1314.7 5:1.3 205.3
19.01:0 89 2.0 1339.8 521.3 205.3
10.012: _3 4.0 1364.8 521.3 =05.3
10.2120 91 4,8 1359,9 521.3 :05,3
10.C1:0 92 26.4 1415.0 521.3 :05.3
10.0120 93 7.7 1440.1 521.3 205.3
IO.0120 q_ 4.0 1465.1 521.3 205.3
10.0120 _7 26,4 1329.5 575.7 213,8
10,0120 100 4.8 1399,6 575.7 213.8
10.01:0 101 4.6 1423.0 575.7 213.8
10.01:0 102 25.5 1446.4 575.7 213.8
10.01:0 1o3 6,8 1_69,e 575,7 213,8
10,0120 lC_ 2,8 1493,2 575,7 213,6
10.€120 107 9.9 1369,3 630,3 222,3
10.0120 110 6.0 1434.4 630,3 222,3
10,01:0 111 4,8 1456,1 630.3 122,3
10.01:0 llZ 53,1 1477.8 630,3 ::2,3
10.01:0 113 21,6 1499,5 630,3 _:2,3
lO.Ol:O 11_ 2.8 15:1.2 630,3 222.3
10.01:0 117 6,0 1409.2 68_.8 230.7
10.C1:0 120 4.8 1469,2 684.8 230.7
1:.=1:0 121 4.0 1489,2 604.8 230,7
10.:1:0 1:_ _9.1 1509.2 65_.8 230,7
10.01:9 123 ?,9 15_9.2 6_4.8 230.7
10.01:0 1:4 4,0 1549,2 684.8 230,7
I0.0120 127 18.7 1449.1 739.3 239.2
10,01:0 120 6.8 1467.4 739,3 239,2
10,01=0 130 4.8 1504,0 739,3 239,2
10.01:0 131 4.0 1522,3 739,3 239,2
10,0120 132 40,3 1540,6 739,3 239,2
10,01:0 133 4.8 1559,0 739,3 239.2
10.01:0 137 2.0 1485,9 793,8 247,6
10,0120 135 6,8 1505,6 793.8 247.6
10,0120 140 4,0 1533,8 793.8 Z_7.6
10,0120 141 2.8 1555,4 793,8 247.6
-.-10.0120 142 28.4 1572,1 793,8 247.6
10.0120 143 28.4 15E8,7 793,8 :47,6
10.0120 147 0,9 1528.8 848.3 256.1
10,01:0 145 23,6 1543,7 8_8,3 256,1





M_S5 OZSTR:EUTZQtl PRGP.II_M P_OS B_S(LZlIE AZRCRAFT: FULL FUEL 11/lq/8Z
e,_:1_ BOX SYST[_See
C_JP PAtlEb M_SS XCG ¥CG ZCG ZXCG ZYCG ZZCG
IL851 ltH) 11111 11111 I LB-ZIIZl (LB-ZlIZ) ( LS-ZIIZl
10.01:0 150 2.8 1573.6 848.3 256.1
10.0120 151 9.9 15_3.5 8;8,3 256.1
10.0110 15_ 35.3 1603.S 8_8.3 256.1
10.0110 153 8.8 1618.4 848.3 2S6.1
10.01:0 157 4.0 156_.7 902.8 264.6
10.0110 155 2_.7 IS81.9 902.8 264.6
10.0120 160 Z.8 1608.4 902.8 264.6
10.€1_0 161 1018 1621.6 902.8 264.6
10.01:0 163 7.9 1648,1 902,8 264.6
10.0120 165 7.9 1674.6 902.8 264.6
TOTAL 60_9.8 1313.3 361.5 187.2 0.62373150 09 0.538_0080 10 0.$7914730 10
eeL[AOII_ (DSEae
G=_JP PAtlEL ,ASS XCG YCG ZCG 3XCG ZYCG ZZCG
l LD51 11111 11111 11HI IL8-1112) ILB-ZII2) ILB-Ill2)
10.0110 26 92.5 q_5.3 150.5 164.1
10.0110 36 98.2 1035.4 217.S 169.8
10.0110 46 118.6 10_5.5 284.5 175.6
10.0110 5_ 83.= 1135,6 351.5 181.3
10.01:0 6u 35.3 1181.4 412.3 188.4
10.0110 67 _8.? 1:09.9 41:.3 1c5.4
10.0110 77 78.6 1_19.7 ;66.7 196.9
10,01:0 87 78.6 1289.6 521.3 205.3
10.01:0 97 73.8 1329.5 575.7 213.8
10.01:0 107 68.7 1369,3 630.3 222.3
10.0110 117 63.9 1409.2 684.8 230,7
10.01_0 127 7=.7 1449.1 73q.3 239.2
10,01:0 137 57.9 1488.9 793.8 _47.6
10.0110 1_7 37.5 1528.8 848.3 256.1
10.01:0 157 6.5 1568.7 q02.8 Z6_.6
10.01:0 158 55.1 1581.9 902.8 264.6
10.0110 159 41.1 1595.2 9_2.8 264.6
10.01:0 16o 9.9 1608.4 902.8 264.6
10.0120 168 33.5 1619.9 957.0 273.5
10.01=0 16_ 3_.3 1631.4 957.0 273.S
10.0120 170 32,4 1643.0 957,0 273.5
10.0120 171 31.5 1654.5 q57.0 Z73.5
70TIL ZS74.5 1307.7 55_.2 213.4 0.54352740 09 0.23185040 10 0.27412350 10
ssTRAZLII_ [O_Eee
G_OUP P_IIEL NSS5 XCG ¥CG ZCG ZXCG Z¥CG ZZCG
ILGS) 11111 (1Ill IZIl) IL8-11121 (LB-;IIS) ILB-ZHS)





,_S5 0IS_15UTI_1PROG_IM P£05 B_SELZIR AZPCRAFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/82 -
• IT_LZLII]g [OGE'I
CgCUP PMI(L M_5S XCO TCO =CO XXCG ZYCG ZZCG
|LOSI I1fl1 1;111 (=Ill 1L0-;!12) (I._-]llZ) |LG-]|IO)
10.0110 32 160.2 1251.4 150,5 164.1
10.0110 33 54.5 1295.8 1S0.5 164.1
10.0110 42 203,2 1275.7 217.5 169.8
10.0110 43 55.9 1315.8 217.5 169.8
)0.0110 52 135.5 1300.0 =84.5 175.6
10.0110 53 39.2 1335.0 28%.5 175.6
10.0110 62 140.5 1324.3 351.5 181,3
10.0110 63 51_9 1355.8 351.5 101.3
10.01:0 72 31.S 1352.2 412.3 180.4
10.C120 73 84.6 13_0.6 412.3 188.4
10.0120 74 27.5 1409.1 412.3 108.4
10.0120 _2 36.3 1383.6 466.7 196.9
10.01:0 83 45.1 1410.3 466.7 196.9
10.01:0 8% 17.0 1437.1 466.7 196.9
10.01:0 93 40.3 1440.1 521.3 205.3
10.01=0 103 35,5 1469.8 575.7 213.6
10.0120 113 61.9 1499.5 630.3 222,3
10.0120 1:3 30.4 1529.2 6_.0 230.7
10.01:0 132 2.0 1540.6 739.3 239.2
10.01=0 133 SO.Z 1559.0 739.3 239.2
10.01:0 13_ :7.5 1577.3 739.3 _39.=
10.01:0 14_ 6,8 1572.1 793.0 :47.6
10.01:0 143 18,7 15_5.7 793,8 :_7.6
10.0120 152 10,5 1603,5 8_8,3 256.1
10.01=0 163 9,6 1648.1 902,8 26_.6
10.0120 173 11.6 1677.6 957.0 273.5
7UTLL 1844.1 1360,7 370,4 108.0 0.30133330 09 0.26993400 10 0,28982350 10
0"11_01_0 AZL(nO)laa
GA_JP PZlI(L I1155 XCG YCG =CO ZXCG ZYCG ZZCG
|LBSl (I111 |Zll) lift) (LO-III2) (I R-IN2) ILO*Xfl2)
10.0310 223 14.8 1380,6 412.3 188.4 .:
10.0310 224 14.S 1409,1 412.3 185.4
10.0310 225 39.2 1437.5 412.3 188.4
10.0310 _33 14.8 1410.3 466.7 196.9
10.0310 23_ 14.8 1437.1 466.7 196.9
10.0310 235 35.5 1463,9 466,7 196,9
TOTAL 267.3 1432.0 438.7 192.5 0.30787400 08 0.279161_0 09 0.300033713 09
ee_TOO£PO AZL[P0fIII
GPCUP PAPI[L _55 XC5 ¥CG =CO ZXCG ZYCG ==CO
(LOS) (1111 (ZH| lift) |LO-ZflZ) (LO-III2) (LB-lll=)




"ASS OZSTn;BUTZ071FnO:n_, PAO$BASEL;lIEA;RC_AFT, FULL FUlL 11/19/82
•"CUT[0L_0AZLERCt!'"
G_CUP PZt:(L ,ASS XCG TOG ZCG ZXCG ZYCS IZCS
(LOSI (IHI (Itll |Illl (L8-IIIZl (LE-IHZl (LS-IIIZl
19.03:0 444 18,7 1605.3 793.8 247.6
10.03:0 445 15.7 16:1.9 793.8 Z47.6
10.03:0 452 9,9 1603,5 818.3 256,1
10.0320 453 20.7 1618.4 845.3 356,1
10.03:0 454 16,7 1633,3 848.3 256,1
10.03:0 455 16.7 1648.3 648.3 356.1
10.03:0 463 13.9 1648.1 902.8 264.6
I0.03:0 464 1B.7 1661._ 902.8 364.6
10.03=0 465 %9 1674.6 90=.8 Z6G.6
10.0320 ;73 2.8 1677,6 957.0 273.5
10.03=0 474 6.5 1689.2 957.0 273,5
10.0320 475 15.6 1700.7 457.0 373.5
TOTAL 372.3 1639.0 861.3 258.2 0.1511174D 09 0,51273610 09 0.638998:D 09
o'OUTOOAPOFLAPme
CQ_JP PU/[L N[SS XCG YCG ZCG XXCG ZYCG ZZCG
|LOS) J;t|) (Ztl) (1111 (LO*ZllZ| (In-;IrA) |In-AliA|
10.0510 534 23.3 1437.1 666.7 196.9
I0.0510 535 =S.S 1463,9 466,7 196.9
1_.9510 5_: 89._ 1415,0 5:1.3 295.3
10.9519 5_3 _5.5 1449,1 5:1.3 =95.3
10.9510 5_4 61.9 1465.1 5:1.3 205.3
10.9510 545 51.1 1499.2 521.3 205.3
10.0510 S5_ 69.8 1446.4 575.7 213.8
10.0510 553 78._ 1&69.6 575.7 213.8
1_.0510 55_ 51.1 1493.2 575.7 213.8
10.0510 555 46.3 1516.6 STS.? 213.8
10.©510 Sb= 53.9 1477.8 630.3 2Z2.3
10.C510 S63 55.1 1499.5 630.3 2:2.3
10.0510 S_ 95.4 15=1.2 630.3 2:2.3
10.0510 555 _5.6 1542.9 630.3 222.3
10.0510 572 51.1 1509.2 684.8 230.7
10.0510 573 65.8 1529.2 604.8 230.7
10.0510 574 4S.2 1549.2 684,8 230.7
10.0510 575 43.1 1569.2 684.8 230.7
10.0510 5B_ 49.1 1540.6 739,3 239.2
19.0510 583 31.5 1559.0 739.3 239.2
- 10.0510 _S_ 24.7 1577.3 739.3 239.2
,-,10.0510 5_5 49,1 1595.6 739.3 239.2
TOTAL 2478,1 1499,3 610.2 219.2 0.52840190 09 0.28475830 10 0.32566139 10
• eZl_O&gDFLAPe.
GnOUP PAII[L .A55 XCG TCO ZCG _XCG ZTCG _ZCG




MISS OZST_ZBUTI_I I:_O_AH PAOSBLSELZII[ AIRClAFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/82
10.0S:0 806 38.6 119S.8 150.5 164.1 "*
10.08:0 807 185.6 1_40.1 150.5 164.1
10.05:0 805 138.S 13_4.S 150.5 164.1
10.05=0 816 68.7 1315.8 117.5 169.8
I0.05:0 817 227.0 1355.8 _17.5 169.8
10.C5:0 818 186.7 1398.9 217.S 169.8
10,0820 826 3_.3 1335.8 284.S 175.6
10.C5:0 8:7 168.0 1371.S 28_.S 178.6
10.C$:0 8:8 95.4 1407.3 284.S 17S.6
lO.CS:O 836 78.6 1355.8 351.S 181.3
10.03:0 837 115.6 1357.2 351.S 181.3
lO.CS:O 838 75.6 1418.7 351.5 181.3
10.€5=0 847 39.Z 1409.1 411.3 188.4
10.05:0 848 39.l 1437.S 411.3 188.4
TOTAL 2992.3 1371.9 =49,3 172.7 0.14700860 09 0.28621370 10 0.291900C0 10
• "II_01PD SLATee
G_L'IJP PAIIEL MASS XCG TCG ZCG ZXCG ZYCG ZZCG
tLRS) I1111 (IIII |1HI ILBoZflZJ (LG-ZII2) ILG-Z)I2)
10.0530 949 111.2 985.3 150.5 164.1
10.0530 959 115.2 1035.4 117.5 169.8
10.0530 969 115.2 1055.5 2_4.5 175.6
10.0530 979 110.4 1135.6 351.5 181.3
TOT&L q04.2 1060.3 250.8 172.7 0.44434770 08 0.5_314500 09 0.5_058140 09
• ,01JTBOAO0SLATee
G:OUP PltlEL "ASS XCG TCG ZCG ZXCG ZTCG IZCG
ILBS) II113 11111 IZ_l! ILB-ZlIZ) (L8-11123 (LG-ZN2)
10.0540 1139 81.4 1181.4 412.3 188.4
10.0510 1149 114.9 1223.0 466.7 196.9
10.0540 1159 106.1 1264.5 5:1.3 205.3
10.0540 1169 99.3 1306.1 578.7 213.8
10.0540 1179 84.6 1347.6 630.3 222.3
10.0540 1189 77.S 1359.2 684.8 230.7
10.0540 119_ 63.9 1430.8 739.3 239.2
10.0S40 1:09 S7.9 1472.3 793.8 247.6
10.0540 1219 51.1 1513.9 848.3 256.1
10.0540 12:0 13.6 15=8.8 848.3 256.1
10.0540 1::9 47.1 1555.4 902.8 264.6
10.C540 1_30 40.6 1SS8.7 q02.8 264.6
10.05%0 1_39 30.4 1S96.8 957.0 273.5
-,.-10.0540 1_40 40.3 1608.3 957.0 273.5
TOTAL 1817,4 1372.6 661.3 227.1 0.47221130 09 0.17760050 10 0.21S31360 10
"eHCS:IIZO_ITALTAZLee
GCOUP PLI;[L rtZSS XCG ¥CG ZCG 3XCG ZYCG ZZCG




.165 OISTRISUTIOtl _:O:AM PAOS 8ASELXIIE AIRCRAFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/02
30.0119 629 82.3 1005.6 26.8 226.2
30,0110 630 114.8 1836.6 26.8 ==6.2
30.0110 631 112.6 1667,5 26.8 =26.2
20,0110 63: 115.1 1898.5 26.0 206.=
_9.0110 633 17,3 1929,_ 26.8 Z26.=
39,0110 6_6 24,9 17S5,8 80,5 220,_
30.0110 637 66.0 17A_.0 80.5 228.2
30.0110 633 12%9 1812.3 80.S 220.2
30.0110 659 _,: 1840.5 80.5 228.2
3_._110 640 109.4 18S5.B 80.5 228.2
30,0110 641 123,4 1897.0 80.5 228.2
3O.OtlO 642 qS,3 lqzs.3 80.5 226.Z
30.0110 643 £2.3 I953.S 80.Y 228.2
30,0110 64_ 40,0 1951.8 80.5 228,2
30.0110 615 =4,9 2010.0 00.5 228.2
30.0110 6_S _4.9 ;798,8 134.2 =30.3
30,0110 647 SS,3 162_,3 134.2 230,3
30,0110 6_5 87.7 1_9.9 13_.2 230.3
30.0110 649 90.9 1875.4 134.2 230.3
30.0110 650 _5.5 1_01,0 134,2 230.3
30.0110 651 102.9 1926,S 134,2 230.3
30,0110 652 3%0 1952.1 131.2 230.3
30.0119 653 57,4 1977.6 134.2 230.3
30.0110 65_ 28.1 2003.2 134.2 230.3
30.0110 655 10.4 2028.7 134.2 230.3
30,0110 6SS 17.3 18_1,8 187.9 23_.3
30,0110 657 50,0 106_,6 107,9 =30.3
30.0110 658 60,6 1887,5 187,9 230.3
30.0110 639 59.5 1910.3 187.9 232.3
30,0110 660 54.1 1933.2 187.9 Z32.3
30.0110 661 46.5 1_56.0 187.9 232.3
30.0110 662 67,1 1978.9 187.9 232.3
30.0110 663 55.2 2,01.7 187.9 232.3
30.0110 66_ 22.7 2024.6 187.9 232.3
30.0110 665 IS.2 2C47.4 187.9 232.3
30.0110 666 23.0 I084.8 2_1.6 234.3
30.0110 667 42.2 1905.0 241.6 234.3
30.0110 660 39.0 19_5.1 241.6 23_.3
30.0110 669 33'.6 19_5.3 241.6 23_.3
30,0110 670 S0.9 196S,_ 241.6 234.3
30.0110 671 77.9 19S5.6 241.6 23_.3
30.0110 672 lOS.3 2005.7 241.6 234.3
30.0110 673 _6.7 2025.9 2_1.6 23_.3
- 30,0110 67_ 30.3 20_6.0 241.6 234.3
30.0110 675 11.9 2066.2 _41.6 23_.3
---30.0110 676 14.1 1927.0 295.3 236.3
30.0110 677 31.4 19_5.3 295.3 236.3
30.0110 670 41.1 1962.7 295.3 236.3




flASS OISTRIDUTIO)I PPOSPL, PAOS 8AS[LIllE AIRCRAFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/82 J
eeHO_Z_ITAL TAZLI"
C_O_P PAII[L M155 XCG YCG ZCG ZXCG ZTCG ZZCG
! L85 ! I Ill ! I Ill I I Ill ) ( LS"III2 ) I LB-III2 ) ( LB-ZH2 )
30.0110 680 37.9 1997.6 _95.3 236.3
30.0110 681 30.3 _015.1 =_5.3 236.3
!0.0110 602 75.8 :032.5 295.3 236.3
3O.OllO 603 $8.5 2050.0 295.3 236.3
30,0110 651 28.1 .2067.4 295.3 236.3
30.0110 605 9.7 2084.9 215.3 236.3
30.0110 68_ 9.7 1970.0 349.0 235.4
3:.0110 687 22.7 19_5.6 3;9.0 235.4
3_.C110 680 25.1 20C0.3 3;9.0 23S.4
30.0110 6S9 28.1 2015.1 3;9.0 235.4
33.0110 690 =8.1 :0:9.8 3;9.0 235.4
30.0110 691 28.1 2044.6 3;9.0 238.4
30.0110 692 56.3 2059.3 349.0 238.4
30.0110 693 68.2 2071.1 349.0 235.4
30.0110 694 14.1 2085.8 349.0 238.4
30.0110 6q5 7.6 2103.6 3;9.0 230.4
30.0110 6q_ 3.0 _013.0 402.7 240.4
30,0110 697 3.8 2025.9 402.7 240.4
30.0110 695 29.2 _037.9 402.7 240.4
30.e110 699 29.2 2050.0 402.7 240.4
30.0110 700 27,6 2062.0 40_.7 240.4
30.0110 701 :7.6 :074.1 40:.7 =_0.4
30.0110 70: 33.0 :086.1 40:.7 240.4
30.0110 703 33.0 _0_8.2 402.7 240.4
30.0110 701 7.6 2110.2 402.7 240.4
30.0110 705 7.6 2122.3 402.7 240.4
TOTAL 7260.8 3'936.7 177.5 231.9 0.35481630 09 0.13837819 11 0.13802050 11
• "V[RTZCAL TAZLee
GgOUP PItlEL ,ASS XCG YCG ZCG ZXCO ZYCG ZZCG
(LBS) (Ill) 11111 (Ill! |L8-1)12) (LB-I)I2) |LB-III2)
40,0110 707 1.0 1801.6 0.0 347.3
40.0110 710 1.0 1896.5 0.0 347.3
• 0.0110 711 9.5 1928.1 0.0 347.3
40.0110 712 10,5 1959.8 0.0 347.3
40.0110 720 1.o 1919.6 0.0 391.8
40.0110 721 5.3 lq_8.q 0.0 391.8
4_.0110 7_2 51.5 1978.3 0.0 391.8
•.-,40.0110 723 20.0 2007.7 0.0 391.8
40.0110 724 13.7 2037.1 0.0 391.8
40.0110 725 9.5 2066.5 0.0 391.8
40.0110 7_7 9.5 1861.2 0.0 436.3
40.0110 720 14.7 1828.3 0.0 436.3




M&SS OIST_IBUTXOH P_O_AM PAO5 B&SELItlE AIRCRAFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/8E
eeVEnTZCAL TAZLIm
G_J-_JP PIlIEL MESS XCG YCG ZCG ZXCG ZYCG ZZCG
|LOS| |Zlll |;111 11tll I LB-Zll2| (LB-;II2) |LB-Zll2|
40.0110 730 27.3 1942,6 0,0 436.3
40.0110 731 26.3 1969.7 0.0 436.3
40.0110 732 128.Z 1916.9 0.0 436.3
40.0110 733 15,8 2824.0 0.0 436.3
40.0110 73; 10.5 2051.Z 0.0 436.3
40.0110 735 7.4 20?8.3 0.0 436.3
40.0110 736 4.2 1866.1 0.0 480.8
40.0110 737 21.0 1891.0 0,0 480.8
40.0110 73S 14.7 1915.9 0.0 450.8
40.0110 739 14.7 1910.8 0.0 400.8
40.0110 7;0 13.7 1965.7 0.0 450.8
40.0110 741 16.8 1990.6 0.0 410.8
40.0110 742 27.3 2015.4 0.0 480.8
48.0110 7;3 14.? 20;0.3 0.0 480.8
40.0110 744 9.5 Z065.2 0.0 480.8
40.0110 745 6.3 1090.1 O.O 4S0.8
40.0110 7;6 8.4 1895.2 0.0 525.3
40.0110 747 20.0 1920.8 0.0 525.3
48.0110 748 12.6 1943.4 0.0 525.3
40.0110 749 12.6 1966,1 0.0 525.3
40.0110 750 12,6 1935,7 0.0 525.3
40.0110 751 12.6:011,4 0,0 5:5.3
qO.0110 75: 3:.6 ZO)_,O 0.0 5:5.3
40.0110 753 25.2 Z05+.6 0.0 5:5.3
40.0110 754 8.4 2079.3 0.0 525.3
40.0110 755 4.2 2101.9 0.0 525.3
40.o110 756 7,4 1930.2 0.0 569.8
_0.0110 757 16.8 1950.6 0.0 569.8
40.0110 758 10.5 1971.0 0.0 569.8
40.0110 75q lO.S 1991.4 0.0 56V.8
40.0110 760 10.5 2011.8 0.0 569.8
40.0110 761 10,5 Z032.2 0.0 569.8
40.0110 762 16.8 2052,6 0,0 569.8
40.0110 763 11.6 2072.9 0.0 56q.8
40.0110 764 8.4 2093.3 0.0 569.8
40.0110 765 2.1:113.7 0.0 569.8
_0.0110 766 5,3 1962.3 O.O 614.3
;O.OllO 767 13.7 1980.4 0,0 614.3
40.0110 768 8.4 1995.6 0.0 614.3
40.0110 769 8.4 2016.? 0.0 614.3
--o40.0110 770 8.4 2031.8 0.0 614.3
40,0110 771 9.5 2053.0 0,0 614.3
40.0110 772 17.9 2071.1 0.0 614.3
40.0110 773 9.5 2089.2 0.0 614.3






MXSS OIST_IDUTZ_I I_O:OJUl PADS BASELZIIE AZPCnAFT. FULL FUlL 11/19/82
eeV(OTZC&L TAZLee
C=OUP P_IEL ,ASS XCG YC5 ZCG :_CG ZYCG :ZCG
ILBSl fZlll 11111 IXN| ILG-;II2) (LB-ZlI2) (LB-ZII2)
40.0110 775 2.1 2125.5 0.0 616.3
40.0110 776 4.2 199_.3 0.0 655.0
40.0110 777 13.7 2010.2 0.0 658.G
40.0110 770 10.5 =026.1 0.0 658.8
40.0110 779 10.5 20OZ.0 0.0 655.8
40,Cl10 78_ 25,4 2057.9 0,0 655.0
_0.0110 781 25.4 2073.8 0.0 655.8
k0.0||0 78_ 30.S _059.7 0.0 658.8
40.0110 783 8.4 2105.S 0.0 655.8
40.0110 78; S.3 _1_1.4 0.0 658.8
40.0110 785 2.1 2137,3 0,0 658.8
TOTAL 2017.1 =003.4 0.0 510.4 0.2707_55D 09 0.43219599 10 Q._051243D 10
eeS-0UCT.e
GDOUP PAtlEL flASS XCG TCG ZCG XXCO ZYCG ZZCO
(LOS| |Zll) IZItl IZtl) I IJ)'ZII2) |LO"ZII23 ILO'Zll2)
TOTAL 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0
• "liOn( G(lg UPee
CnOUP PA"(L flAS5 _CG YCG ZCG ;×CO XYCG ZZCG
ILOS) IIH) (1111 (It11 (LO-III2) (LB-III_) (LB-III:I
=0,05=Q 792 0.1 495.2 0.0 132.0
TOTAL 0.2 _95,2 0.0 132.0 0.9999999D-04 0.99999990-04 0.999999_D-0_
ee,A;N GEZ_ UPlo
CgOQP P_I(L fl_5S XCG YCG ZCG ZXCG ZYCG ZZCG
flnS) IZll) IZll) I1111 ILO-XII2) IUI3-ZIII) (LB-;II2)
10,0520 79_ 0,1 1277.0 112.2 150.2
TOTAL 0.2 1277.0 112.2 150.2 0.99999990-04 0.99999990-04 0.999999_0-0G
e.)_5( GESg 00t._l.e
GP(NP PAtI(L M125 XCG TCG ZCG ZXCG ZYCG ;ZCG
(LOS) I;lll (fill IZlll ILO-ZIIZ) IL8-11121 ILB-;II_)
20.0510 793 906.0 529.1 0.0 72.0
TOTAL 1812.0 529,1 0.0 72.0 0,5_770000 07 0.25910000 09 0,25370000 09
e*MAIIIG(A_ O_IJo
G_OUP P_I(L "_SS XCG YCG ZCG ZYCG ZYCG ZZCG
ILSS) lllll (Zlll 1111) (LO'III21 ILO'ZlI2) (LG'ZlI2)




MASS 015TgZBUTXOII F_OGg:fl PAOS BASELZI:E AZ_CRAFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/82
ee_ZI! GEAg OC_ieu
C=CUP P_:EL MASS XCG TCG ZCG IXCG ITCG IZCG
ILESI IZll| (Zlll tZll) (I.8-II12) (L6-ZllZ) (LB-ZI:Z)
TOTAL lS7_4.0 1180,6 213.0 66.0 0.40789990 09 0,1290000D 11 0.1330000D 11
e,[I_II!ES,e
G=CUP PAtlEL MASS XCG TCO ZCG ZXCG ZTCG XZCG
ILBSI 11tl) 11111 fZIll 1L8-11121 (LB-ZlI1) 1L6-11121
10.0510 797 14212.9 1058.4 415.1 120.6
_0.03=0 795 66:7.1. :019.0 0.0 264.4
TOTAL 41680.0 1387,5 283.1 166,3 0.31378300 10 0,44833560 11 0,46610180 11
m,PYLO?lue
GgOUP PAIIEL ,lSS XCG YCG ZCG IXCG ZYCG ZZCG
ILDSJ 11111 |1111 (Ill| (L8-ZIIZI ILE-ZNZI (L9-I;IZl
10.0q10 796 2230.0 1184.3 418,0 170.0
TOTAL 4460.0 1184.3 418.0 170.0 0.45399990 Oq 0.32000000 10 0.35300000 10
Or[_ATZI_ EMPTYM155 XCO TOO ZCG ZXCG ZYCG ZZCG
11051 11111 I111! 11111 iLB-ZlI1) IL5-II121 ILO-ZlI:I
251037,S 1234,q 182.7 192,2 0,19665330 11 0.S2321310 11 0.687923_0 11
eePASS[IG[_Sue
Gn0UP PAtlEL MiSS XCG YCG ZCG ZXCO ZYCG ZZCO
(LOSJ (Ill| (Ill| (ZHI 1L8"11121 (LB-ZHZ| 1L6-11121
:0.0110 3 1485.4 460.6 58.7 210,6
20.0110 4 133_.7 526.0 58.7 210.6
10.0110 S 861.0 577.0 S8.7 210.6
:O,OlZO 6 17:2.1 637.1 58,7 210.6
10.0110 7 1506.8 712.0 58.7 210.6
:0.0110 8 1308.7 785.0 58.7 210.6
:0.0110 q S=2.3 645.7 58.7 210.6
:0.0110 10 qq3.0 q11.7 58.7 210.6
:0.0110 11 q_7.1 q96.2 58.7 210.6
20.0110 12 q12.7 1077.4 58.7 210.4
10.0110 13 8_5.S 1156.0 58.7 210.6
---:0.0110 1_ 711,9 1225.9 58,7 210.6
10.0110 15 1140.1 1307.1 58.7 210.6
20,0110 16 769.2 13q0,4 58.7 210.6
10.0110 17 620.1 1451.1 58.7 210,6
20.0110 18 1518.3 1513.6 58.7 210.6
=o.ollo lq 1:27.o 1577.6 58.7 210.6
:0.0110 20 1:27.0 1634.5 58.7 210.4
:0.0110 21 1448,8 1695.0 S8.7 210.6




H&Sg DISTnZDUTI_I PgOGqA. PAD5 BASEL=lIE AI_CnAFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/82
eeCXDCO At_ B&GGAGEee
G;OUP PMIEL "_$5 XCO TCG ZCG ZXCG ;TCG ;ZCG
1L851 11111 11111 I;lll iLB-Z|IZ) ILD-IIIZ) iLD-IIIZ)
10.0110 S 2110.8 577.0 5S.7 210.6
:0.0110 6 1541.9 637.1 58.7 210.6
10.0110 ? 2734.9 712.0 58.7 210.6
10.0110 8 2517.4 785.0 58.7 210.6
:0.0110 q =SSS.? 815.7 58.7 210.6
=0.0110 10 1233.1 911.7 58.7 210.6
=0.0110 16 1406.9 1390.4 $8.7 =10.6
=0.0110 17 1777.6 lkS1.1 58.7 210.6
10.0110 18 1815.4 IS13.6 55.7 210.6
20.0110 lq 2147.1 1577.6 58.7 210.6
TOTAL 43461.5 qql.0 0.0 160.0 0.10388140 10 0.25212260 11 0.24323_6D 11
ZEPO FUEL .1S5 XCG YCG ZCG ZXCG ZYCG ;ZCG
1L651 I;ll| IIII) 1111) ILO-ZlISI ILO-III2) |LG-ZlI2)
337qg8.6 1181.S 136.2 192.8 0.20519440 11 0.6896355D 11 0.8517387D 11
,,FUELeu
GDCUP PMIEL MLSS XC3 YCG ZCG IXCG ETCG ZZCG
IL65) |Z!ll 11111 Iil11 I LS-ZlI2) 1L6-Z112) (Im-Xli2!
• =0.0110 11 3:36,2 1077,4 50,7 210.6
:O.OllO 13 :917.3 1156.0 $3,7 210.6
:0.0110 14 $76,8 I=:s.q S$,7 210.6
10.0110 27 AOa6.1 1029.7 150.5 164.1
10.0110 =8 3552.q 1074.0 ISO.S 16G.1
10.0110 =q 4135,9 1118.4 ISO.S 164.1
10.0110 30 3g07.6 1162.7 150.5 1£4.1
10.0110 31 4160.0 1=07.1 150.5 16_.1
10.0110 37 3082.6 1075.S 217.5 169.8
10.0110 33 2563.0 1115.5 =17.5 169.8
10.0110 3q =95_.2 1155.6 217.S 169.8
10.0110 40 2593.8 119S.6 217.S 16q.8
10.0110 41 2651.8 113S.7 217.5 169.8
10.0110 42 8=9.2 1275.7 217.S 16q.8
10.0110 47 21V3.7 1121.3 =84.5 175.6
10.0110 40 1011.1 1157.0 =84.5 175.6
10.0110 4q 2145.5 11q2.8 204.S 175.6
10.0110 50 =354.7 1228.S =04.5 175.6
_,10.0110 51 1q72.9 1264.3 284.5 175.6
10.0110 52 705.5 1300.0 284.5 175.6
10.0110 S7 979,4 1167.1 351.5 181.3
10.0110 58 14_1.5 1198.5 351.5 181.3
10.0110 59 1253.3 1230.0 351.5 181.3
10.o110 60 1496.5 1261.4 351.5 181.3




.ASS OXSTI1XBUTX_IFQO:_A. PAOSO£SELXI:EAXRCRAFT,FULL FUEL1!/19/82
e,FUELww
€_OUP P_IEL MASS XCG ¥CG ZCG ZXCQ XYCG ZZCG
I LSS| (Zlll I;lll (111! (LB-ZIIZ| (Ln-Zli2I ILD-ZN2)
. 10.0110 62 666.S 1324.3 351.5 181.3
10.01:0 67 6C6.7 120q,9 412.3 188.4
10.0120 68 869.0 1238.3 412.3 188.4
10.0120 69 1161.2 1266.8 412.3 183.4
10.01:0 70 1136.3 1295.2 412.3 185.4
10.0110 71 937.1 1313.7 412.3 1_S.4
10.0120 72 4gO.S 1352.2 412.3 18$.4
IO.OI=O 77 490.5 1249.7 466.7 196.9
10.01:0 78 883.1 1276.S 466.7 196.9
10.01:0 79 869.0 1303.3 466.7 1_6.9
10.O1:0 _O 951.2 1330.0 466.7 196.9
10.01=0 81 8_6.6 1336.8 466.7 196.9
10.0120 8= 370.2 1353.6 466.7 196.9
10.0120 87 435.7 1289.6 521.3 205.3
IO.OI:O 83 435.8 1314.7 S=1.3 205.3
10.0120 89 703.8 1339.8 521.3 205.3
10.01=0 90 S4?.O 1364.8 S:1.3 205.3
10.0120 91 643.2 13S9.9 S21.3 205.3
10.0120 92 233.2 1415.0 S=l.3 2C5.3
10.0120 97 111.2 1329.5 575.7 213.8
10.01:0 98 336.1 1352.9 S75.7 213.8
10.01:0 99 357.7 1376.2 57S.7 213,8
10.01:0 100 355.= 13_9.6 575.7 :13.0
10.01:0 101 3;:.8 14:3.0 575.7 213.8
10.0120 102 237.4 1,46.4 S75.7 213.8
10.01=0 107 132.0 13S9.3 630.3 222.3
10.0120 108 410.8 1291.0 630.3 2=2.3
lo.01=o 109 468.1 1412.7 630.3 222.3
10.0120 110 Sqo.6 1434.4 630.3 222.3
I0.01=0 111 60_.2 14S6.1 630.3 222.3
lO.01=o 112 112.0 1477.8 630.3 222.3
10.01:0 117 132.8 1409.2 684.6 230.7
10.0120 118 4_s.o 1429.2 684.8 230.7
10.€120 119 S;l.2 1449.2 684.8 230.7
10.01:0 120 434.1 1€69.2 684.8 230.7
1o.o1=o 121 404.2 1489.2 684.8 230.7
10.0120 1:2 236.5 1S09.2 684.8 230.7
10.0120 1:$ 502.1 1467.4 739.3 239.2
10.01_0 129 3_0.9 1485.7 739.3 239.2
10.0120 130 308.8 lSo_.o 739.3 239.2
--10.0120 131 444.9 1522.3 739.3 239.2
10.0120 132 143.6 lS_0.6 739.3 239.2
10.0120 135 183.4 1525.6 793.8 247.6
10.0120 139 439.1 1S22.2 793.8 247.6






MASS OISTRIBUTZOII I_OS_L_ PAOS BASELIIIE AZRCRAFT, FULL FUEL 11/19/8Z
u,FU(L,I
C_:UP PAIIEL M:S$ XCG TCG ZCG XXCG ZYCG XZCG
ILBS) 11111 (Zlll IZU| I LG-X}IZ) fLB-Z/TZ) ILB-Zl;Z)
10.01:0 141 268.9 1555.4 793.8 247.6
10.01:0 142 85.5 1572.1 793.8 247.6
10.01:0 145 ::7,4 1543.7 848.3 056.1
10.01:0 149 118.7 1558.7 e_8.) 256.1
10.0100 150 337.6 1573.6 8;8.3 256.1
TOTAL 166000.0 1219.0 302.8 10q.9 0.13367830 11 0.12750790 12 0.13511590 12
TLK[OFF MLSS XCG YCG ZCG ZXCG ZYCG ZZCG
(LOS) (ZII) 1III) (I!1) ILB-Ztl2) (L6-Itl2) ILB*;II2)
S0399816 1193.8 191.1 190.Z 0.41587490 11 0.71792490 11 0.105886_0 12
C-18
HDM I:'!.!£,£,Ih'E_TIA HATRIX 3766ST 3766 JOSS_43 S[CT 104 OA;[ 11/22/82 TI.[ 1124 PAS[ I
m[tL Blab BIAS SO_T I_)ZCAT_S 12
OIAS OIAG OIAB OIAG OIJG OIAG OIAO
1 1 0.2_079_0_04 2 0.24879_0.04 3 0.2987440_4 4 0,S023Y00 04 S O,SOZlSO0 04 6 0.S023S00 04
7 0.3_t064( 01 0 "0_38_6_[ 04 9 0.-36_4['04 10 0.391737E 04 11 0,391737E 04 lZ 0.391737E 04
13 0.457_15[ 0_ 14 0._57215E O4 lS 0.457215[ 04 16 0.621028[ O4 17 0.621828E O4 18 0,621020[ O4
19 0.6_:651( 04 20 0.642691[ O_ 21 0.642691[ 04 22 0,601863E 04 23 0,601863E 04 24 0,601863[ 04
:5 0.47S_3c[ 04 _6 0.4750352 04 27 0.475039E 04 20 0,619267[ 04 29 0,619267E 04 30 0,619267E 04
31 0.6_6151[ 04 32 0.44695_( 04 33 0.446gS4E 04 34 0.717897E 04 3S 0,717897E 04 26 0,717897E 04
37 0.67)0?)[ 04 30 0.673073E 04 39 0.673073E 04 4O 0.400692E 04 41 0,400692E 04 42 0,400692E 04
43 0,47_136[ C4 44 0.47913S[ 04 45 0.47_135E 04 46 0,471295E 04 47 0,471295E 04 48 0.471295E 04
4q 0.272051( 04 SO 0.37_051( 04 S1 0.37_0SIE 04 S2 0.55657SE 04 53 0.5565g6E 04 54 0,556596E 04
SS 0.*_37=![ O4 56 0.4_5786[ 04 S? 0.4957_6[ 04 S8 0.3_5307E 04 S9 0.345387[ 04 6O 0.345387E 04
St 0.17232S( 04 62 0.4733_SE 04 63 0,478396E 04 64 0.522461E 04 6S 0,S22461E 04 66 0,S22461E 04
4_ 0.:_111_1 O_ 40 0.2511141 04 69 0.261114[ 04 70 0.2321641 04 71 0._3_164E 04 7_ 0,_32164[ 04
7) 0.715147[ O= 74 0.7161971 O_ 7S 0.71S197[ OZ 76 0.318128[ 03 77 0.310126[ 03 78 0.310128[ 03
79 0.46761_[ 04 00 0.457614E 04 01 0.457619[ 04 82 0.431430[ 04 83 0.431430£ 04 84 0.431430E 04
_S 0.4_0:44( 04 8_ 0.4_0_44[ 04 87 0.460244[ 04 88 0.439093E o_ 89 0.439093E 04 90 0,439093( 04 [n
• 1 0.4_5:_5[ 04 92 0.460295[ 04 93 0.460295E 04 94 0.262222E 03 qs 0.262222E 03 46 0._62222[ 03
q? 0.732178[ 02 qS 0.732178E 02 99 0.732170E 02 100 0.S39201E 02 102 0.539201[ 02 102 0.S39201[ 02
):b 0.2123_:_ O) 107 0.:1=04=[ O) 108 0.21_042[ 03 109 0.35295_E 04 110 0.352959[ 04 111 0.352959[ 0411_ 0.1%3?_C 04 113 O.t_S]?S2 04 114 0.196376E 04 11S 0.33_713E 04 116 0.330773[ 04 117 0.110773| 04
113 0.30:63:[ 04 11_ 0.300630[ 04 120 0,300638[ 04 121 0.306249[ 01 122 0.30624qE 04 123 0.30614_E 04
124 0.15715_( 04 125 0.15715_( o_ IC6 0.15716_E04 127 0._60181[ o3 1_8 0,_68181[ 03 1_9 0,Z_8181[ 03
13_ 0.2551_1[ o_ 131 0.255141[ o! 132 0._45141( o_ 13_ 0.1_111[ 03 13; 0.15_1111 03 138 0.16_111[ O]
13_ 0.242525[ 04 140 0,_62505( 04 141 0,_6_s05( 04 142 0.236105( o_ 143 0.23_185[ 04 144 0._36185[ 04
145 0.=45717( 04 146 0.2_71;[ O_ 147 0.249717[ 04 146 0.271228E 04 149 0.2712_8[ 04 1S0 0.271228E 04
151 0.2334_S[ 04 152 0.233_4SE O_ 153 0.233446E 04 154 0.139993E 04 155 0.139993E 04 156 0.139993E 04
157 0.242_31[ o) ISS 0.24_51E 03 159 0.249151E 03 160 0.295141[ 02 161 0.295141E 02 162 0._9;141E OZ
I_4 0.153257( 03 167 0.103057[ 03 _68 0.103_67[ 03 169 0.138125E 04 170 0.130125E O4 171 0.138125E 04 FJ
172 0.177_12( 04 173 0.17;612[ 04 "_74 0.177612[ 04 175 0.154707[ 04 176 0.1S4787[ 04 177 0.1S4707[ 04
1:8 0.1_112_( o_ 17_ 0.18117C[ O_ 180 0.181178E O_ 101 0.16405_E 04 182 0.164855[ 04 183 0.164859[ 04
1_ 0.5:85_5( 03 185 0._20_95[ 03 lOS 0.928_5E'03 187 0.6470_1E 02 185 0.647041E 02 169 0.647041[ OZ
1_3 0.:_3740E Ot 141 0.Z0375=[ 01 192 0.203790E 01 196 0.93366_E 02 197 0.933669E 02 198 0.953669E O_
0.919183E 03 202 0.11153_E 04 203 0.111634E 04 204 0.111534E 040._1_1S3( 03 200 0.919183E 03 201
:C5 0.1_0_5[ 04 _06 0.14_66S[ 04 207 0.140645[ 04 208 0.133771[ 04 =09 0.135771E 04 210 0.135771E 04 r- 3
:11 0.11076_E 04 212 0.11_764E O_ 213 0.118746[ 04 214 0.73110_E 03 215 0.731104E 03 216 0.731104E 03
:17 0.1::3_;[ 03 213 0.120855[ 03 219 0.1208_5E 03 2_0 0.374603E 02 221 0,374603E 02 222 0.374603E 02
::_ o.e513::t oo 22? 0.03137c[ oo 220 0.851370[ oo 229 0.7_?_$1E 03 230 0.7_q_61E 03 231 o.?qq_SIE 03
:3= 0.11335_1 O; 033 0.1135_[ O_ 23; 0.11356;[ O_ 236 0.112153E 04 23_ 0.112155E O4 237 0.11215_[ 04
:13 0.1:0_;3( Oa 239 0.1_O_;3E 04 _40 0.1209;3E 04 _;Z 0.110570E O_ 242 0.110570[ 04 243 0.110570E 04
_4 0.55_55[ 03 _S 0.532453E 03 246 0.58_455E 03 _7 0.16_55[ 03 248 0.163055E 03 249 0.168555E 03
_S0 0.103_53( 02 _Sl 0.1_663E 02 _52 0.1_3653E 02 256 0.6SI0_GE 01 257 0.681094E 01 258 0.681096E 01
ZS3 0.63_=:7( 03 260 0.637227( 03 261 0.639227E 03 262 0.007756E 03 263 0.007756E 03 264 0.807756E 03
:55 0.0_4401( 03 266 0.87_601E 03 267 0.874681E 03 268 0.7_0933E 03 _69 0.720933E 03 270 0.720933E 03
:7_ 0.[12:_[ 03 272 0.61_06_E 03 273 0.01_064[ 03 274 0.309725[ 03 275 0.309725E 03 276 0.30qT_SE 03
277 0.47_05[ 02 270 0.475505( 02 .279 0.47%05[ 02 280 0.397306E ol 281 0,397306E 01 262 0,397306E 01
2_5 0.310724( 03 2qO 0.3107_4(O) 291 0.310724E 03 292 0.4_6207E 03 293 0.496207E 03 294 0.496207E 03
:_S 0.S1653_( 01 2_ 0.51_1_[ o1 25? 0.51693_( 03 258 0.S19270[ 03 29_ 0.519270( 03 300 0.519270E 03
121 0.525_25( 03 3_2 0.5_55_5( 03 3_3 0.595_5[ o) 304 0.2_:£E 03 3_5 0.2_4422E 03 306 0.29_42_E 03
307 0,4:28_( 02 303 0.42_8_7( 02 30_ 0.4=20_7[ 02 310 O._837qOE 01 311 0.283790E 01 312 0.283790E 01
HDM FULL Ih'I_RTIA HATRIX 3765_T 3165 JO_S44] S[CT t0; OA1[lt/aa/sa ;x.E 116_ pAs[ z
R[AL OIAG OIAG SOOT ZI_ICATORS 12
01AG BIAS OI&G OZAG OZAG OZAG OZAG
1 319 0.2?52840 03 120 0.2752840 0] 221 0.2752840 03 322 0,S286230 03 323 0.S286630 03 3=4 0.S_86230 03
325 0.$85892[ 03 326 0.$85892[ O] 327 0.$85892E 03 328 0.673497E 03 329 0.673497E 03 330 0.673497E 03
336 0.723|48[ 03 332 0.723148[ 03 333 0.?_3148E 03 334 0.Z26134E 03 335 0.226134[ 02 336 0.226134[ 03
137 0.10BqTSE 03 230 0.100975[ 02 32_ 0.1009;S[ 03 340 0.203790[ 01 341 0,283T90[ OL 142 Q.20379a[ 01
349 0.2636Z7E O] ]SO 0.263627[ 03 ]St 0.2636Z?[ 03 3SZ 0,610097[ O] 353 0.610091E O] ]Sq 0.610097[ 03
3SS 0.6S3_S?[ 03 356 0.6SSZS?[ 03 3S7 0.6S32S?[ 03 358 0.S49876[ 03 359 0.S4_876[ O] 360 0.S49816[ 03
361 0.$1914S[ O] 362 0.S19145[ 03 163 0.$1914SE 03 3S4 0.209200[ 03 365 0,209200[ 02 366 G.309=00[ 03
367 0.303116[ OZ 260 0.383116[ OZ 369 0.3S3116[ 02 370 0.397306[ 01 371 0.3973C6[ 01 372 R.397106[ 01
379 0.973400[ 02 380 0.9736802 OZ 381 0,973400E OZ 382 0,601192E 03 383 0.601192[ 03 3_4 0.60119_Z 03
]8S 0.470_91| 03 306 O._TO$_I[ Q$ 307 O.47R$gtE R$ 388 0.$930_5[ 02 309 0.393045[ 03 390 R,39304S[ 03
391 0.5274632 03 OqE 0.S27463[ 03 391 R.S27463[ 03 394 0.1_9497[ 03 35S 0.199497[ 03 356 Ro199497[ 03
397 O,SSOSSZ[02 ]98 O.SSOSSZE02 399 O.SSOSSZEO_ 400 0.27S276[ OZ _01 0.275276E OZ 402 8.Z?S_?6E OZ
409 R,SqSTqTZOZ 410 0.S18797[ 02 _11 0.S90797E OZ 412 0.278783E 03 413 0,2707832 03 414 0.Z78783E 03
_1S 0,S00802[ 03 416 0,S00882[ 03 417 0,S08082[ 02 418 0,67464SZ 03 419 0.2746452 03 420 0,27464SZ 03
621 0.3424212 03 422 R,342421[ 02 423 0.242421E 01 424 8,169776[ R3 42S 0,169776E 02 426 0.|69776[ 02
tZ7 0,611091E 02 tZ8 0.471191E OZ et9 0.471091[ OZ 439 0.383116E 02 440 0.313116E OZ 641 0,393116E OZ
6_2 0.3267732 03 04] 0.226773[ 03 ,44 0.362173[ 01 44S 0.175_451 03 ,46 0.175448[ O] 447 0.1?|440[ O]
_40 0,4463S4[ 02 449 0.44_359| 03 450 _.49_35_[ 03 4SL 0.63_52T[ 0_ •45_ 0.43_S_7[ O_ 4S1 0.61_SZ?[ 02
('_ LS4 0.00S961[ OZ _SS 0,00S96][ O_ 4S6 0.$0S963[ OZ 457 0.879740[ 01 450 0.879741[ 01 4S9 0.8797_[ 01
t 669 0.10500:[ OZ 4;0 0.10500:[OZ 471 0.105002[ 02 472 0.717S$_[ 02 4;| 0.?77504[ OZ _74 0.777584[ OZ
_)
o 47S 0,4|149S[ 02 _76 0.411495[ OZ 4T? 0.4_|4%1 0_ 4?8 0.411361[ 01 4?9 0.431361| O| 4|0 0,42_1661 08
,06 0.,10951! Ot ,et 0.410qS6106 401 0.,901511 Ot 4_4 0.,11_S1 0! 405 0.411005[ 06 _8& 0.41145S[ OZ
607 0,1?SqSO[ 02 _81 0.17S9S0[ OZ 489 O.l?SSOE OZ 493 0.79_6112 01 49_ 0.794611E 01 49S 0.79_611[ 01
502 0.334872E OZ S03 0.33_872[ 02 SO_ 0.2340722 OZ SOS 0.363_51E OZ 506 0.363251E O_ S07 0.3632STE OZ t_
SOS 0.321S_1[ OZ S09 0.323S21[ 02 S10 0.323521[ OZ Sll 0.315007[ 02 SIZ 0.31S007[ OZ S13 0.31S007[ O_
514 0.*51226[ 02 SiS 0.431226[ 01 S16 O._Slt_6E OZ S17 0.127705E OZ S18 0.1_7705[ 02 S19 0.12770S[ O_
66? 0.147571[ 02 668 0.147571E 02 669 0.147571E 02 670 0.147511[ 02 671 0.147571E OZ 612 0.147571[ 02
673 0.391610[ 02 67_ 0.391630[ OZ 67S 0,391630[ 02 697 0.147571[ 02 690 0.1_7S71[ OZ 699 0.147571[ 02
700 0,147S71[ 02 701 0,1475_1[ OZ 702 0,147571[ 02 ?03 0.3S4737[ 02 70_ 0.354737[ 02 70S 0.3S4737E 02
13_? 0.147571[ O_ 13_0 0.147571[ 02 1329 0.1475712 02 1330 0.101301[ 02 1331 0.1_?301E OZ 133_ 0.107301E 0233 . 0 30 [ Z 1_ . 0 30 E 35 , 0 30 [ 54 ,VSZ64E 1 55 ,993264[ 01 56 .99326_ 1
1357 0._07167[ OZ 1350 0.207167[ OZ 1359 0,_07167[ 02 1360 0.167436E 02 1361 0,167436[ 02 1362 0.16743_[ 02
1363 0.167436[ 02 136_ 0.167936[ 02 1365 0.167436_ 02 1307 0.139057[ 02 13_0 0.139057[ 02 1359 0.139051[ 02
13_0 0,187301[ 02 1391 0,107301[ 02 1392 0.107301[ 02 1393 0,993264[ 01 1394 0,993_64E 01 1355 0.993264[ 01
1417 0.281790[ 01 1418 0.203790[ Ol 1419 0.283790[ Ol 1420 0.8797_[ Ol 1421 0.879748[ Ol 142_ 0.079748[ 01
1_23 0.1560_4[ 02 1424 0.156064E OZ 1425 0.15608_[ 02 1600 0.23270_ 02 160_ 0.23270_[ 02 1602 0.232708[ OZ
1603 0.255411[ 02 1604 0.255411[ OZ 1605 0.25S411[ 02 1624 0.89393_[ 02 1625 0,893938[ 02 1626 0.89393S[ OZ
1627 0,885424[ 02 1628 0.883424[ OZ 1629 0.805_4[ 02 1630 0.61866_[ 02 1631 0.61866_[ 02 1632 0.61866=[ 02
1633 0.5105_2[ 02 1634 0.5100221 02 1635 0.510022[ 02 1654 0.695123[ _2 1655 0.695123[ 02 1656 0.695123[ 02
1657 0.786098[ OZ 16S0 0.766098[ 02 1659 0.786098[ 02 1660 0.S10622[ 02 1661 0.510522[ 02 1662 0.510022[ OZ
1663 0._62570[ 02 1664 0.46257_[ 02 1665 0.462570[ 02 160_ 0.539201[ 02 1685 0.539201_ 02 1666 0.539:01[ 02
1667 O.SSOSS_[02 160_ 0.550S52[ 02 1689 0.550552[ 02 1650 0.95353_[ 02 1691 0.95353_[ 02 169_ 0,95353_[ 02
1693 0.865559[ 02 1694 0.865559[ 02 16_5 0.865559[ 02 171_ 0.510_2_[ 02 1715 0.510_22[ 02 1716 0.51002_[ 02
1717 0.655393[ 02 1710 0.6533_3_ 02 1719 0.65_393_ 02 1720 0,4_2_3[ 02 6721 0.4_2443_ O_ 17:_ 0.4_2_3[ 01
1721 0.431351[ 02 1724 0.4313_1[ 02 17_5 0.431361[ 02 174_ 0.490_57[ 02 17_5 0.190957[ 02 1706 0.490951[ 02
1747 0.315007£ 02 1745 0.315007[ O_ 174_ 0.3_S007E OZ 1750 0.246097E 02 1751 0.246597[ _2 1752 0.246097[ 02
1753 0.490_57£ 02 175_ 0.490qS?E 02 1755 0.490957E 02 I097 0.3_595_E 02 1E93 0.3_5_54E 02 IG99 0,3_5_5_[ 02
1900 0,18559_[ 03 190l 0.1_5_99[ 03 1902 0.105599[ 03 1901 0.135_89[ 03 190_ 0.1304_[ 03 1905 0,130_G_[ O_
HDM _LL IMERTIA HATRIX 376S BY 3765 JOB 5443 S[CT 104 9AT[ 11/22/82 T;M[ 1124 PAG[ 3
O[AL OXAG OXAGSO.T Xt_XCATO_S 12
OXAGOXAO OXS; OZAO OZA_ OZAG OXA_
1 1927 O.686772O02 1928 0.60_W7200: 392V 0.6067720 02 1930 0.a270320 O3 1931 0.227O32003 1932 0.Za70320 O3
1933 0.18673_[ 03 1934 0.186734[ 03 1935 0.I0673_[ 03 1957 0.363251E 02 1955 0.363251[ 02 1959 0.363251[ 02
1960 0.160004[ 03 1€61 0.168004[ 03 1_62 0.168004[ 03 1963 0.953534[ 02 1964 0.953534E 02 1965 0.953534[ 02
1987 0.7860_8[ 02 1988 0.706098[ 02 1939 0.7860€8[ 02 1990 0.115786[ 03 1991 0.115786[ 03 19_2 0.11S786E 03
1913 0.7860¢8[ 02 199_ 0.786098[ O_ 19€5 0.786093E 02 2020 0.391630[ 02 2021 0.391630[ 02 2022 0.39163CE 02
2023 0.391630[ 02 2024 0.391630[ 02 2025 0.391630[ 02 2326 0.111246[ 03 2327 0.11124SE 03 2328 0.111246[ 03
2356 0.11521¢[ 03 2357 0.115219[ O3 2350 0.115219[ 03 2386 0.115219( O3 2387 0.115219[ O3 2330 0.11S219[ 03
2416 0.1103_4[ 03 2417 0.11035_[ 03 2410 0.11O394[ 03 2096 0.814477[ 02 2897 0.814477[ 02 2098 0.81_477[ 02
2926 0.114q35[ 03 2927 0.114935( 03 2928 0.114935[ 03 2956 0.106137[ 03 2957 0.106137[ 03 2953 0.106137[ 03 :3:
29_6 0.1_3:65[ 02 2907 0.99326S[ 02 2930 0.993265[ 02 3016 0.84569_[ oz 3017 0.645694E 02 3018 0.64569_[ 02
30_6 0.7747_6[ 02 3047 0.774746[ 02 3048 0.774746| 02 3076 0.635527E 02 3077 0.630527[ 02 3078 0.635527[ OZ
3106 0.S76131[ 02 3107 0.5709311 02 3100 0.578931[ O2 3136 0.S10022[ 02 3137 0.510C22[ O2 3135 0.$10322[ 02
3139 0.136219[ 02 3140 0.13621€( OZ 3141 0.136219[ OZ 3166 0.471091[ 02 3167 0.471091[ 02 3168 0.471091[ 02 _43169 O.4O3020( 02 3170 0.405820E 02 3171 0.405820[ 02 3196 0.303655( 02 3197 0.303655£ 02 3190 0.303655E 02
319_ 0.402902[ 02 3200 0.40290CE OZ 3201 0.402962[ 02 3235 0.823O34[ o2 3236 0.823034E 02 3237 0.e_3034[ 02
3230 0.114760( 03 3239 0.114760E 03 3240 0.114760[ o3 3241 0.1126101 o3 3242 0.112618[ 03 3243 0.11261_E 03
3244 0.145o75[ 03 3245 0.14507S[ 03 3246 0.14S075[ 03 3247 0.173175[ 02 3248 0.173175[ 02 3249 0.173175[ 02
3_S6 0.24_05:[ 02 3:S7 0.249052[ O! 3:S$ 0.Z490S_( OZ 3259 0.660337[ 02 3:60 0.660307C 02 3_bl 0.660337('02
n 3:_: 0.1_9_3t[ 03 3:_3 0.12993_( 03 3264 0.129936[ 03 3:Gs 0.9_i1_[ 02 3_66 0.9_1141 oz 32_7 0.9_114[ OZ
J 3250 0.10_3511 03 3_6_ 0.109351[ 03 3270 0.109351( O] 3_71 0.123_37[ O] 3_72 0.123937[ 03 3273 0.1_3_37[ 03
I-- 3:74 0,qS3006[ 02 327S 0.953006[ 02 3276 0.953006[ 02 3277 0.823034[ 02 3278 0,823034( 02 3279 0.823034[ 02 2:
3280 0.400444[ 02 3201 0.400444[ OZ 3202 0.400444[ 02 3203 0.Z4_052[ 02 3_64 0.249052[ 02 3205 0.249052[ 02
3206 0.249052[ 02 3207 0.249052[ 02 3288 0.249052[ 02 3289 0.5530€0( 02 3290 0.S63090[ 02 3291 0.563090[ 02 _€_
3292 0.877128( 02 3293 0.877128[ 02 3294 0.877120[ 02 3295 0.909_0[ 02 3296 0.909_40[ 02 3297 0.909440[ 02
32€0 0,055345[ 02 3299 0.855345[ 02 3300 0.85S345E 02 3301 0.102052[ 03 3302 0.102852[ 03 3303 0.102052[ 03
3304 0.309915[ 02 3305 0.38_915E 02 3306 0.309715[ 02 3307 0.57395_[ 02 3300 0.S73902[ 02 3309 0.$73952[ 02
3310 0.201363[ 02 3311 0.201363[ 02 3312 0.281363( 02 3313 0.184066[ 02 331_ 0.104066[ 02 3315 0.184066[ 02
3316 0.173175( 02 3317 0.173175[ 02 3318 0.173175£ 02 3319 0.519357[ 02 3320 0.519807[ 02 3321 0.519=57[ 02
3322 0.606:93[ 02 3323 0.606293[ O_ 332_ 0.606293[ 02 33_5 0.595402E 02 3326 0.S95_02E 02 3327 0.S€5402[ 02
3325 0.S41307[ OZ 3329 0.541307E 02 3330 0.S41307[ 02 3331 0.465430E 02 3332 0.465_30[ 02 3333 0.465430[ 02
3334 0.67127€[ 02 3335 0.6712_9[ 02 3336 0.671_79[ 02 3337 0.552199E 02 3335 0.55_199[ 02 3339 0.55_199[ 02
33_0 0.227269[ 02 3341 0.2272&9[ 02 33_2 0.227269[ 02 3343 0.151755[ 02 334_ 0.151755[ 02 334S 0.151755[ 02 r_
3346 0.238161[ 02 3347 0.238161E 02 3348 0.230161[ 02 3349 0.422227[ 02 3350 0.422227[ 02 3351 0.422227[ 02
3352 0.389915[ 02 33S3 0.309915[ 02 3354 0.389915[ 02 3355 0.335321[ 02 3356 0.335821E 02 3357 0.335521[ 02
33S0 0.508996( OZ 3359 0.508996( 02 3360 0.508996E 02 3361 0.779_63[ 02 3362 0.779468[ 02 3363 0.779468[ 02
3364 0.108:61[ 03 3365 0.108261[ 03 3366 0.108261E 03 3367 0.407213E 02 3368 0.407213E 02 3369 0.487213E 02
3370 0.303147[ 02 3371 0.303147[ 02 3372 0.303147[ 02 3373 0.119050E 02 337_ 0.119050E 02 3375 0.119000[ 02
3376 0.140563[ 02 3377 0.140863[ 02 3378 0.140063[ 02 3379 0.314038[ 02 3380 0.31403_[ 02 3331 0.314033[ 02
3382 0.411335[ 02 3363 0.411335[ 02 3384 0.411335[ 02 33_5 0.389915[ 02 3356 0.339_15[ 02 3337 0.3S9915[ 02
3300 0.379024[ 02 3_09 0.379024E 02 3390 0.379024[ 02 3391 0.303147[ 02 3392 0.303147[ 02 3393 0.303147[ 02
3394 0.7S8040[ 02 3395 0.758048[ 02 3396 0.75_048[ 02 3397 0.S84510[ 02 3395 0.584510[ 02 3399 0.554510[ 02
3400 0.201363[ 02 3401 0.281363[ 02 3402 0.201363( 02 3403 0.972973( Ol 3404 0.972973[ 01 3_05 0.972973[ Ol
3406 0._72973[ 01 3407 0.972973[ 01 3400 0.972971[ Ol 340_ 0.227269[ 02 3410 0.227269[ 02 3411 0.227_69[ 02
3412 0.2813_3[ OZ 3413 0.201363[ 02 3414 0.281363_ 02 3415 0._81363[ 02 3416 0.281363£ 02 3417 0.=01363E 02
3410 0.201363[ 02 3419 0.201363[ 02 3420 0.281363£ 02 3421 0.201363_ 02 3_22 0.2813_3[ 02 3423 0.201363[ 02
3424 0.5_30€0[ 02 3425 0.563090( 02 3426 0.563090[ 02 3427 0.602171[ 02 3423 0.682171[ 02 3429 0.68_171[ 02
3430 0.140863[ OZ 3431 0.140863( 02 3412 0.140863[ 02 3433 0.75377_[ 01 3434 0.75317_[ Ol 3435 0.75377_[ 01
3436 0.3775_2[ 01 3437 0.377572[ 01 3430 0.377572( 01 3439 0.331202( 01 3440 0.351202E 01 3441 0.381202[ 01
_LL INERTIA _IX 37658_ 3765 JOSs443 StCT t04 0_T[ tt/ZZ/6Z TZ.[ 1124 P,a[ 4
DIAG OIAGSORT 3HOIC&TO_S 12
OXAG OXAG OZAG OZS_ OXSG OZA_
3_,2 0.2922ss02 3443 o.agzassoz 3444 0.29:2ss02 344s 0.292_sso02 3_46 o.29a2sso02 3447 0.29:asso02
34_8 0,275918E 02 3149 0,275918E 02 3_50 0,=75918[ 02 3451 0.276281[ 02 3452 0.27628|[ 01 3453 0,276181[ 0Z
3_54 0.330375[0Z 3*SS 0.33037S[02 3_56 0.330375[02 3457 0.330022[02 3458 0.330012[02 3459 0.530012[02
3_60 0,7S0774[ 01 3461 0,758774[ 01 3462 0.750774E 01 3463 0,708774E 01 3464 0,7S8774[ Ol 3_65 0,758774E 01
3469 0,10500S[ 01 3470 0,104805E 01 3171 0,104885[ 01 3478 0,104885[ 01 3479 0,105885[ 01 3180 0,1010052 OZ
3_51 0,955956[ 01 3402 0.945986[ Ol 3483 0,945986[ 01 348_ 0,10S087[ 02 3485 0.105057[ OZ 3486 0,10S087[ OZ
3508 0,104885[ 01 3509 0,104865[ 01 3510 0,1048851 Ot 3511 0,S25435[ 01 351Z a,SZS435[ 01 3513 0.525435[ oL
3514 0,514745[ oz 3515 0,514745( 02 3516 0,51474SE 02 3517 0,199555[ OZ 3518 0,199585[ 02 3519 0,199505[ 02
3520 0,136553[ OZ 3521 0,1365S3E 02 3522 0,136553E 02 3523 0,9_S_E 01 3524 0,94598_[ 01 352S 0,945986[ OL
3529 0._45_06[ 01 35]0 0,9_5986E Oi 3531 0,945936[ Ol 3532 0,147041[ 02 3533 0,147041[ oz 3534 0,147041[ O_
3535 0,170600[ 02 3536 0,170608[ 02 3537 0,178608[ 02 3538 0.273105[ 02 3539 0.273105[ OZ 3StO 0,_73105[ Ot
3541 0,=62617[ 02 3542 0,262617[ Ot 3543 0.262617[ 02 3544 0,12_162[ 03 3545 0,128162[ 03 3546 0,128162[ 03
1547 0.157631[ 02 3548 0,157631[ 02 3S49 0,157631[ 02 3550 0,103087[ 02 3551 0,105087[ 02 3SSZ 0,105087[ O_
3553 0,735_06[ 01 3554 0,735206[ 01 3555 0.73S206[ 01 3556 0,420550[ 01 35S7 0,420550[ 01 3550 0,420550[ 01 _
3559 0,210073[ 02 3560 0.2100r3[ 02 3562 0.210073[ 02 3562 0.147041[ 02 3563 0.147041[ 02 3564 0,147041[ 02
3565 0,147041| 02 3566 0,147041[ OZ 3567 8.147041[ O_ 3568 0.13_553[ 0Z 3569 0,13_5S3[ O_ 3570 0,136553( az
3571 0,16811_[ 01 3572 0.16811_[ 02 3573 0,160119[ oz 3574 0,Z7310s[ 02 357s 0._7310s[ 02 3576 0,173105[ oz
3S77 0.147011[ 01 3378 0,147041[ oz 3579 0,147041[ 02 3580 0,945936[ ot 3561 0,94598_[ 01 3582 0,945906[ 013521 0,610311[ ot 3s84 0,630121( 01 1sos 0,6301:1( ot 35_6 o,e40q_:[ ol 1557 0,0_009:[ ol 35_8 0,0_0002( ol
3569 O,lqSOS[ 02 3S90 0,199S8S[ O! 3S91 0,19953S[ 02 3SQ! 0,126064[ 0! 3S93 0.126064[ O_ 3S94 0,116064[ 02
)SS 0.1_6064[ oz 3396 0,1160641 OZ 3397 0,1_064| 0l 3598 0.116064[ O_ 3599 0.1_6064[ Ot 3600 8,1_6064[ 02
3601 0.1_6064[ OZ 360l 0,126064E O_ 3_03 0,126064[ O_ 3604 0,3_564_[ 02 3605 0,32S649[ 02 3606 0,315649[ 023607 0,_52128[ OZ 3600 0,252128[ 02 3609 0,252128[ OZ 3610 0,8_0092[ 01 3611 0.840092E 01 3612 0.840092[ Ot
3613 0,420550[ 01 3614 0,420550[ 01 3_IS 0.4205S0[ 01 3616 0,735206[ 01 3617 0.735206[ 01 3618 0,735206[ Ol
3619 0.160119[ 02 3620 0.168119[ 02 3621 0.168119[ 02 3622 0.105087( OZ 3623 0.105087[ 02 3624 0.105087[ 02
3625 0.105007[ OZ 3426 0,105087[ 02 3627 0,105087[ 0_ 36_8 0.1050S7[ 02 36_9 0,105087[ 0_ 3630 0,1050_7[ 02 L_J
3631 0.10S087E 02 363_ 0,105087[ OZ 3631 0.105087[ 02 3634 O.168119[ 02 3635 0.168119[ O2 3636 0.168119[ 02
3637 0,115576[ 02 3638 0,115576[ 02 3639 0.115576[ 02 3640 0,840092[ 01 364_ 0.840092[ 0t 3642 0,64009_[ ot
3643 0.109771[ 01 3644 0.209771[ 01 364S 0,Z09771[ 01 3646 0,515435[ 01 3647 0,525435[ 01 3648 0,525435[ 01
3649 0.136S53E 02 3650 0,136553[ 0Z 3651 0,136553[ 02 3652 0.840092[ o1 3653 0,840092[ 01 3654 0,840092[ ol55 .84009_ oL 6 .8400922 OL 7 o.040092[ 1 8 , [ 0L 9 . [ 60 . [ 01
3_41 0,94598_[ OL 3662 0,945984[ 01 3663 0,945986[ 01 3664 0,1786002 02 3665 0,178608[ 02 3666 0,178608[ 02
3667 0,q_59861 0_ 3668 0,9_59_[ 01 3669 0,94S986[ 01 3670 0,630321[ Ol 3671 0,630321[ 01 3672 0,630321[ 01
3673 0.209771[ OL 3674 0.209771[ 01 3675 0.209771[ 01 3676 0.420550[ 01 3677 0.420550[ 01 3678 0,420550[ OL
3679 0,136553[ 02 3680 0,136553[ 02 3681 0,136553[ OZ 368_ 0.105087[ 02 3683 0,105087[ 02 3684 0,105087[ OZ
3605 0,105007[ OZ 3686 0,10S007[ 02 3687 0,105087[ 02 3688 0,283695[ 02 3689 0,20369;[ 02 3690 0,283695[ 02
3691 0,283693[ OZ 369_ 0,28369S[ 02 3693 0.283695[ 02 3694 0,304672[ 02 3_95 0,3_4672[ OZ 3696 0,30_672[ 02
3697 0,040092[ Ot 3698 0.040092[ 01 3699 0.840092[ 01 3700 0.S25435[ 01 3701 0.$25_35[ 01 3702 0.$25_35[ 01
3703 0,209771[ 01 370_ 0.209771[ 01 3705 0.209771[ 01 3724 0.100000[ O0 3725 0.100000[ O0 3726 0.100000[ O0
3727 0,100000[-03 3728 0,10000_[-03 1729 0.100000[-03 3730 0,100000[ 00 3731 0,100000[ 00 3732 0,100000[ 00
3733 0,100000[*03 3734 0,100000[*03 3735 0.100000[-03 3736 0,$06000[ 03 3737 0,906000[ 03 3738 0,906000[ 03
37_9 0.780000[ 06 3740 0,780000[ 06 3741 0,100000[ 06 3742 0.76_200[ o_ 37_3 0.786200[ O_ 3744 0,786_00[ 04
3745 0,140600[ 00 3746 0.148600[ 08 3747 0.354000[07 3748 0.142120[ 05 3749 0,14=12_[ 0S 3750 0.141129[ 0S
37S1 0.132355[ 08 3752 0.310252[ 08 3753 0.29_761[ 08 375_ 0,66271_[ O_ 3755 0.662712[ 04 3756 0,66:712[ 04
3757 0,5_0218[ 07 3750 0.129615[ 08 3759 0.121389[ 08 3760 0.223000[ 04 3761 0.223000[ 04 3762 0,223000[ 04




The symmetricmaster table for the baseline FEM follows. The
master table defines the DOF, locations, and grid
identification of points where stiffness and flexibility
properties are defined. Cards labeled SICSYM apply to the
symmetricmodel. The columns labeled SIC-C0L and KAA-COL
identify the row and column numbers of the SIC and stiffness
matrices where the informationapplies. The column labeled
GRIDID defines the grid point identificationnumber of the
finite element model. Integersunder the heading "CP" define
the coordinate system for which the D0F is defined in. The
NASTRAN Master table is disscused in section 3.5.
D-I
SYMMETRICNASTRANMASTERTABLEFOR BASELINEAIRPLANE
APPENDL_D - SYMMETRIC NAS."_P!NMASTER TAELE FOR BASELINE
AIRPLANE
SICSYA TABLE PADS BASELINE
SICSYC SIC-COL KAA-COL PART# DOF GRIDID X Y Z CP
SICSYM 1 1 10.0120 3 153 740.759 954.452 -7.475 12
SICSYM 2 2 10.0120 3 155 746.571 954.452 -6.676 12
SICSYM 3 3 10.0120 3 157 762.327 954.452 -5.479 12
SICSYM 4 4 10.0120 3 159 788.599 954.452 -3.635 12
SICSYM 5 5 10.0120 3 161 814.882 954.452 -1.953 12
SICSYM 6 6 10.0320 3 163 834.171 954.452 -0.918 12
SICSYM 7 7 10.0320 3 165 848.792 954.452 -0.266 12
SICSYM 8 8 10.0120 3 253 692.606 891.884 -6.642 12
SICSYM 9 9 10.0120 3 255 699.387 891.884 -5.816 12
SICSYM i0 10 10.0120 3 257 717.758 891.884 -4.704 12
SICSYM 11 11 10.0120 3 259 748.384 891.884 -3.028 12
SICSYM 12 12 10.0120 3 261 779.021 891.884 -1.540 12
SICSYM 13 13 10.0320 3 263 801.500 891.884 -0.681 12
SICSYM 14 14 10.0320 3 265 818.539 891.884 -0.184 12
8ICSYM 15 15 10.0120 3 353 648.404 834.451 -5.877 12
SICSYM 16 16 10.0120 3 355 656.076 834.451 -5.027 12
SICSYM 17 17 10.0120 3 357 676.845 834.451 -3.993 12
SICSYM 18 18 10.0120 3 359 711.469 834.451 -2.470 12
SICSYM 19 19 10.0120 3 361 746.102 834.451 -1.161 12
SICSYM 20 20 10.0320 3 363 771.511 834.451 -0.463 12
SICSYM 21 21 10.0320 3 365 790.768 8_4.451 -0.109 12
SICSYM 22 22 10.0120 3 453 604.203 777.018 -5.121 12
SICSYM 23 23 10.0120 3 455 612.765 777.018 -4.245 12
SICSYM 24 24 10.0120 3 457 635.933 777.018 -3.2e9 12
SICSYM 25 25 10.0120 3 459 674.555 777.018 -1.920 12
SICSYM 26 26 10.0120 3 461 713.184 777.018 -0.786 12
SICSYM 27 27 10.0320 3 463 741.522 777.018 -0.247 12
SICSYM 28 28 10.0320 3 465 762.998 777.018 -0.034 12
SICSYM 29 29 10.0120 3 553 555.526 713.770 -4.303 12
SICSYM 30 30 10.0120 3 555 565.069 713.770 -3.398 12
SICSYM 31 31 10.0120 3 557 590.879 713.770 -2.526 12
SICSYM 32 32 10.0120 3 559 633.902 713.770 -1.320 12
SICSYM 33 33 10.0120 3 561 676.932 713.770 -0.378 12
SICSYM 34 34 10.0510 3 563 708.497 713.770 -0.012 12
SICSYM 35 35 10.0510 3 565 732.415 713.770 .047 12
SICSYM 36 36 10.0120 3 653 502.377 644.712 -3.402 12
SICSYM 37 37 10.0120 3 655 512.992 644.712 -2.466 12
SICSYM 38 38 10.0120 3 657 541.686 644.712 -1.685 12
SICSYM 39 39 10.0120 3 659 589.515 644.712 -0.658 12
SICSYM 40 40 10.0120 3 661 637.351 644.712 .073 12
SICSYM 41 41 10.0510 3 663 672.438 644.712 .247 12
SICSYM 42 42 10.0510 3 665 699.024 644.712 .137 12
SICSYM 43 43 10.0321 0 730 .0 .0 .0
SICSYM 44 44 10.0120 3 753 449.229 575.654 -2.471 12
SICSYM 45 45 10.0120 3 755 460.914 575.654 -1.506 12
SICSYM 46 46 10.0120 3 757 492.493 575.654 -0.821 12
SICSYM 47 47 10.0120 3 759 545.129 575.654 .019 12
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SICSYM 48 48 10.01203 761 597.769575.654.535 12
SICSYM 49 49 10.05103 763 636.379575.654.513 12
SICSYM 50 50 10.05103 765 665.633575.654.229 12
SICSYM 51 51 10.01203 853 396.081506.596-1.505 12
SICSYM 52 52 10.01203 855 408.837506.596-0.513 12
SICSYM 53 53 10.01203 857 443.301506.596.071 12
SICSYM 54 54 10.01203 859 500.743506.596.714 12
SICSYM 55 55 10.01203 861 558.188506.5961.001 12
SICSYM 56 56 10.05103 863 600.320506.596.780 12
SICSYM 57 57 10.05103 865 632.241506.596.321 12
SICSYM 58 58 10.01203 953 352.564450.048-0.296 12
SICSYM 59 59 10.01203 955 366.199450.048.680 12
SICSYM 60 60 10.01203 957 403.024450.0481.118 12
SICSYM 61 61 10.01203 959 464.402450.0481.509 12
SICSYM 62 62 10.01203 961 525.782450.0481.523 12
SICSYM 63 63 10.03103 963 570.796450.0481.074 12
SICSYM 64 64 10.03103 965 604.900450.048.419 12
SICSYM 65 65 10.01203 1053 319.746407.402.906 12
SICSYM 66 66 10.01203 1055 334.044407.4021.842 12
SICSYM 67 67 10.01203 1057 372.651407.4022.128 12
SICSYM 68 68 10.01203 1059 436.997407.4022.267 12
SICSYM 69 69 10.01203 1061 501.344407.4022.016 12
SICSYM 70 70 10.03103 1063 548.532407.4021.348 12
SICSYM 71 71 10.03103 1065 584.281407.402.510 12
SICSYM 72 72 10.01103 1153 252.063319.0173.669 12
SICSYM 73 73 10.01103 1155 268.855319.0174.583 12
SICSYM 74 74 10.01103 1157 314.175319.0174.368 12
SICSYM 75 75 10.01103 1159 389.708319.0173.997 12
SICSYM 76 76 10.01103 1161 465.238319.0173.224 12
SICSYM 77 77 10.01103 1163 520.622319.0172.193 12
SICSYM 78 78 10.01103 1165 562.576319.017.840 12
SICSYM 79 79 10.01103 1253 148.727183.87214.792 12
SICSYM 80 80 10.01103 1255 169.849183.87214.537 12
SICSYM 81 81 10.01103 1257 226.787183.87211.212 12
SICSYM 82 82 10.01103 1259 321.669183.8725.222 12
SICSYM 83 83 i0.01103 1261 416.673183.8722.794 12
SICSYM 84 84 10.01103 1263 486.360183.8721.560 12
SICSYM 85 85 10.01103 1265 539.155183.872.637 12
SICSYM 86 86 10.03110 1730 .0 .0 .0
SICSYM 87 87 10.06101 1890 1095.3 419.5 116.1
SICSYM 88 88 10.06102 1890 1095.3 419.5 116.1
SICSYM 89 89 10.06103 1890 1095.3 419.5 116.1
SICSYM 90 90 10.06104 1890 1095.3 419.5 116.1
SICSYM 91 91 10.06105 1890 1095.3 419.5 116.1
SICSYM 92 92 10.06106 1890 1095.3 419.5 116.1
SICSYM 93 93 10.09101 1892 364.197421.286-7.292 12
SICSYH 94 94 10.09102 1892 364.197421.286-7.292 12
SICSYM 95 95 10.09103 1892 364.197421.286-7.292 12
SICSYM 96 96 10.09104 1892 364.197421.286-7.292 12
SICSYH 97 97 10.09105 1892 364.197421.286-7.292 12
SICSYM 98 98 10.09106 1892 364.197421.286-7.292 12
SICSYM 99 99 10.08101 2190 1280.0 217.0 17.1
SICSYM 100 100 10.08102 2190 1280.0 217.0 17.1
SICSYM 101 101 10.08103 2190 1280.0 217.0 17.1
SICSYM 102 102 10.08104 2190 1280.0 217.0 17.1
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SICSYM 103 103 10.08105 2190 1280.0 217.0 17.1
SICSYM 104 104 10.08106 2190 1280.0 217.0 17.1
SICSYM 105 105 10.0820I 2195 1277.0 112.2 150.2
SICSYM 106 106 10.08202 2195 1277.0 112.2 150.2
SICSYM 107 107 10.08203 2195 1277.0 112.2 150.2
SICSYM 108 108 10.08204 2195 1277.0 112.2 150.2
SICSYM 109 109 10.08205 2195 1277.0 112.2 150.2
SICSYM 110 110 10.08206 2195 1277.0 112.2 150.2
SICSYM 111 iii 50.01001 3000 251.239.000 62.000 11
SICSYM 112 50.01002 3000 251.239.000 62.000 II
SICSYM 113 112 50.01003 3000 251.239.000 62.000 Ii
SICSYM 114 50.01004 3000 251.239.000 62.000 ii
SICSYM 115 113 50.01005 3000 251.239.000 62.000 Ii
SICSYM 116 50.01006 3000 251.239.000 62.000 11
SICSYM 117 114 20.01103 5500 420.059.00 62.0 11
SICSYM 118 20.01102 5500 420.059.00 62.0 11
SICSYM 119 20.01104 5500 420.059.00 62.0 ii
SICSYM 120 115 30.01103 6001 2061.74411.70 227.00 61
SICSYM 121 116 30.01103 6002 2102.26411.70 227.00 6!
SICSYM 122 117 30.01103 6003 2051.96396.05 227.00 61
SICSYM 123 118 30.01103 6004 2085.77374.94 227.00 61
SICSYM 124 119 30.01103 6005 2030.38361.48 227.00 61
SICSYM 125 120 30.01103 6006 2068.92337.41 227.00 61
SICSYM 126 121 30.01103 6007 1998.50310.43 227.00 61
SICSYM 127 122 30.01103 6008 2044.05281.99 227.00 61
SICSYM 128 123 30.01103 6009 1966.63259.39 227.00 61
SICSYM 129 124 30.01103 6010 2019.18226.57 227.00 61
SICSYM 130 125 30.01103 6011 1934.76208.34 227.00 61
SICSYM 131 126 30.01103 6012 1994.31171.15 227.00 61
SICSYM 132 127 30.01103 6013 1902.88157.29 227.00 61
SICSYM 133 128 30.01103 6014 1969.44115.73 227.00 61
SICSYM 134 129 30.01103 6015 1875.53113.48 227.00 61
SICSYM 135 130 30.01103 6016 1952.8678.78 227.00 61
SICSYM 136 131 30.01103 6017 1854.9380.50 227.00 61
SICSYM 137 132 30.01110 6030 .0 .0 .0
SICSYM 138 40.01102 7001 2074.10.0 658.80 71
SICSYM 139 40.01102 7002 2108.57.0 658.80 71
SICSYM 140 40.01102 7003 2045.31.0 614.30 71
SICSYM 141 40.01102 7004 2081.91.0 590.62 71
SICSYM 142 40.01102 7005 2016.52.0 569.80 71
SICSYM 143 40.01102 7006 2062.22.0 540.23 71
SICSYM 144 40.01102 7007 1987.73.0 525.30 71
SICSYM 145 40.01102 7008 2042.53.0 489.85 71
SICSYM 146 40.01102 7009 1958.94.0 480.80 71
SICSYM 147 40.01102 7010 2022.83.0 439.46 71
SICSYM 148 40.01102 7011 1930.15.0 436.30 71
SICSYM 149 40.01102 7012 2009.48.0 405.29 71
SICSYM 150 40.01102 7013 1901.35.0 391.80 71
SICSYM 151 133 20.05101 8000 546.0 .0 18.700
SICSYM 152 20.05102 8000 546.0 .0 18.700
SICSYM 153 134 20.05103 8000 546.0 .0 18.700
SICSYM 154 20.05104 8000 546.0 .0 18.700
SICSYM 155 135 20.05105 8000 546.0 .0 18.700
SICSYM 156 20.05106 8000 546.0 .0 18.700
SICSYM 157 136 20.01103 8001 277. .0 219.0
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SICSYM 158 20.01102 8001 277. .0 219.0
SICSYM 159 20.01104 8001 277. .0 219.0
SICSYM 160 137 20.01103 8011 359. .0 219.0
SICSYM 161 20.01102 8011 359. .0 219.0
SICSYM 162 20.01104 8011 359. .0 219.0
;" SICSYM 163 138 20.01103 8021 430. .0 219.0
SICSYM 164 20.01102 8021 430. .0 219.0
SICSYM 165 20.01104 8021 430. .0 219.0
SICSYM 166 139 20.01103 8031 497. .0 219.0
SICSYM 167 20.01102 8031 497. .0 219.0
SICSYM 168 20.01104 8031 497. .0 219.0
SICSYM 169 140 20.05201 8035 495.2 .0 132.8
SICSYM 170 20.05202 8035 495.2 .0 132.8
SICSYM 171 141 20.05203 8035 495.2 .0 132.8
SICSYM 172 20.05204 8035 495.2 .0 132.8
SICSYM 173 142 20.05205 8035 495.2 .0 132.8
SICSYM 174 20.05206 8Q35 495.2 .0 132.8
SICSYM 175 143 20.01103 8051 567. .0 219.0
SICSYM 176 20.01102 8051 567. .0 219.0
SICSYM 177 20.01104 8051 567. .0 219.0
SICSYM 178 144 20.01103 8061 639. .0 219.0
SICSYM 179 20.01102 8061 639. .0 219.0
SICSYM 180 20.01104 8061 639. .0 219.0
SICSYM 181 145 20.01103 8071 713. .0 219.0
SICSYM 182 20.01102 8071 713. .0 219.0
SICSYM 183 20.01104 8071 713. .0 219.0
SICSYM 184 146 20.01103 8081 791. .0 219.0
SICSYM 185 20.01102 8081 791. .0 219.0
SICSYM 186 20.01104 8081 791. .0 219.0
SICSYM 187 147 20.01103 8091 867. .0 219.0
SICSYM 188 20.01102 8091 867. .0 219.0
SICSYM 189 20.01104 8091 867. .0 219.0
SICSYM 190 148 20.01103 8101 947.920.0 219.0
SICSYM 191 20.01102 8101 947.920.0 219.0
SICSYM 192 20.01104 8101 947.920.0 219.0
SICSYM 193 149 20.01103 8141 1373.004.0 219.0
SICSYM 194 20.01102 8141 1373.004.0 219.0
SICSYM 195 20.01104 8141 1373.004.0 219.0
SICSYM 196 150 20.01103 8151 1423. .0 219.0
, SICSYM 197 20.01102 8151 1423. .0 219.0
SICSYM 198 20.01104 8151 1423. .0 219.0
SICSYM 199 151 20.01103 8161 1503.75.0 219.0
SICSYM 200 20.01102 8161 1503.75.0 219.0
SICSYM 201 20.01104 8161 1503.75.0 219.0
SICSYM 202 152 20.01103 8171 1579.25.0 219.0
-_ SICSYM 203 20.01102 8171 1579.25.0 219.0
SICSYM 204 20.01104 8171 1579.25.0 219.0
SICSYM 205 153 20.01103 8181 1658. .0 219.0
SICSYM 206 20.01102 8181 1658. .0 219.0
SICSYM 207 20.01104 8181 1658. .0 219.0
SICSYM 208 154 20.01103 8191 1753.5 .0 219.0
SICSYM 209 20.0110 2 8191 1753.5 .0 219.0
SICSYM 210 20.01104 8191 1753.5 .0 219.0
SICSYM 211 155 20.01103 8201 1799.21.0 227.219
SICSYM 212 20.01102 8201 1799.21.0 227.219
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SICSYM 213 20.01104 8201 1799.21.0 227.219
SICSYM 214 156 20.01103 8211 1854.93.0 237.243
SICSYM 215 20.01102 8211 1854.93.0 237.243
SICSYM 216 20.01104 8211 1854.93.0 237.243
SICSYM 217 157 20.01103 8221 1916.0 .0 248.227
SICSYM 218 20.01102 8221 1916.0 .0 248.227
SICSYM 219 20.01104 8221 1916.0 .0 248.227
SICSYM 220 158 20.01103 8231 1930.0 .0 250.745
SICSYM 221 20.01102 8231 1930.0 .0 250.745
SICSYM 222 20.01104 8231 1930.0 .0 250.745
SICSYM 223 159 20.03001 8241 2031.5 .0 269.0
SICSYM 224 20.03002 8241 2031.5 .0 269.0
SICSYM 225 160 20.03003 8241 2031.5 .0 269.0
SICSYM 226 20.03004 8241 2031.5 .0 269.0
SICSYM 227 161 20.03005 8241 2031..5.0 269.0





Formationof the weight matrices used in the PADS design
process is accomplished by use of FAMAS Program 172 (P172).
Executionof P172 requiresa MADOL deck and a Matdata set.
Following is a llst and descriptionof the PANVALET data sets
used to form the weights:
PAN Name Run Description
E750VFULLI27A MADOL to form 166,000 ib full wing fuel,
504,000TOGW weight matrices.
E750VL0_I 27A MADOL to form 12,300 ib fuel, 350,300 ib TOGH
weightmatrices.
E750VLP63127A MADOL to form 30,000 ib fuel, forward c.g.
weightmatrices. ( ref. P_DA963)
E750VLP65127A MADOL to form 168,000 ib fuel, aft c.g.
weight matrices ( ref. _DA965 )
i
E750VENDPI MADOL to form 168,000 ib fuel, aft c.g., end
loaded payload weight matrices. ( ref.
WDA965 )
E750VNOPPI Y MADOL to form 168,000 ib fuel, no payload
weight matrices. (ref. _DA965 landinggear
load condition)
E750VHALFI Y MADOL to form half fuel weight matrices. (not
used)




E750VTHRDI Y MADOL to form I13 fuel matrices. (not used)
E750VUUPPI27A Matdata for the gear up conditionfor VFULLI,
VHALFI, VL0h_41,VTAXII, OR VTHRDI MADOL. •
E750VD0_NI27A Matdata for the gear down condition for
VFULLI, VHALFI, VL0_I, VfAXII, or VTHRDI
MADOL.
E750VLM631 27A Matdata for VLP631. Gear down condition.
E750VLM65127A Matdata for VLP651. Gear down condition.
E750VENDMI Matdata for VENDPI.
E750VNOPMI Y Matdata for VNOPPI.




The creation of the bulk data deck is described in the section
titled Finite Element Analysis. A NASTRAN run assembles the
bulk data from a dataset referred to as a set deck. A set
deck contains the names of all the PANVALET data sets to be
used for a particularanalysis. This includes the executive
and case control decks as well as the bulk data. Following is
a llst of all the set decks used for structuralanalyses and a
descriptionof what type of analysis they were used for:
PAN Name Run NO. Description
E750PZI45A 030 Static solution to compute internal loads
for external loads on rigid airplane.
Internal loads stored as E750PLDSTI.
E750PZISOA 031 ComputesK and SIC matrices for property
cards E750MPRW_Iformed from internal loads
computed in RUN030. K AND SIC stored under
J5750.$200and later changed to J5750.SI00
E750PZI45B 033 Static solution to compute internal loads
on first flex airplane external loads.
Internal loads stored as E750PLDST2.
E750PZI50B 034 Computes K and SIC matrices for property
cards E750MPRW_2formed from internal loads
computed in RUN033. K AND SIC stored under
J5750.$200.
E750PZI46A 035 Fully Stress Design (FSD) to update wing
: property deck E750MPRWA2. Property deck
stored as E750MPR_BI (2nd flex FSD
properties).
E750PZI45C 036 Static solution to compute internal loads
on second flex airplane external loads
without active controls (Ist ACT off
loads). Internal loads stored as
E750PLDST3.
E750PZI50C 037 Computes K and SIC matrices for property
cards E750MPR_A3formed from internal loads
computed in RUN036. K AND SIC stored under
J5750.$9300.
E750PZ145D 038 Static solution to compute internal loads
on 2nd ACT off airplane external loads.
Internal loads stored as E750PLDST4.
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E750PZI45E 039 Static solutionto compute internal loads
on second flex airplane external loads.
Internalloads stored as E750PLDSTS.
E750PZI45F 040 Static solutionto compute internal loads
on 3rd ACT off airplane external loads.
Internalloads stored as E750PLDST6. <
E750PZI46B 041 Fully Stress Design (FSD) to update wing
property deck E750MPRWA5. Property deck
stored as E750MPRWB2 (3rd flex FSD
properties).
E750PZI45G 048 Static solution to compute internal loads
on secondflex airplane external loads with
Ist margin properties. Internal loads
stored as E750PLDST8.
E750PZI45H 049 Static solution to compute internal loads
on i0 productionexternal load conditions
with 2nd margin properties. Internalloads
stored as E750PLDST9.
E750PZI45I 050 Static solutionto compute internal loads
for unit external SIC loads. E750MPRWA8
properties were used. Internal loads
storedas J5750.SI00.M3501.
E750PZI50D 054 ComputesK and SIC matrices for property
cards E750MPRWA8formed from internalloads
computedin RUN048. K AND SIC stored under
J5750.$400.
E750MZI50M 055 Compute weight for FEM with E750MPRWA8
properties. Weight matrices stored under
J5750.$400.
E750MZI50N 059 Compute weight for FEM with E580MPRPW2 ,
properties. ( discrete production
properties ) Weight matrices stored under
J5750.$9001.
The bulk data deck is formedby assemblingselective PANVALET
files. Following is a llst of the PANVALET files with
description:
PAN Name Description
E750MCONWI - wing connection cards
E750MCONCI - fuselage barrel connection cards
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E750MC0_TI - fuselagebeam connectioncards
E750MCONHI - horizontalstabilizerconnectioncards
E750MC0NVI- vertical tall connectioncards
E750MGRDWI- wing grid cards
E750MGRDCI- fuselagebarrel grid cards
E750MGRDFI- fuselagebeam grid cards
E750MGRDHI - horizontalstabilizergrid cards
E750MGRDVI- vertical tall grid cards
E750MMATRI - airplanematerial cards
E750MSMPCG- MPC, LDREF, LGROUP, SPC, CELAS4, and assorted
other type cards
E750MPRPCI- fuselagebarrel property cards
E750MPRPFI- fuselagebeam property cards
E750MPRPHI- horizontalstabilizerproperty cards
E750MPRPVI - vertical stabilizerproperty cards
E750MLTRNS_ FORCE, MOMENT, LDREF, and LMAT cards
E750MLGRPW- wlng LGROUP cards
E750MLREFM - wing LDREF cards
E750MMPSIC - wing MPC cards
E750MTRFP¥- DMIG for pylon stiffness
E750MC0HII- coordinatesystem Ii definitionfor inner wlng
and fuselagebarrel
E750MCOHI2- coordinatesystem 12 definitionfor outer wing
E750MCOHI3- coordinatesystem 13 definition
E750MCOWI4- coordinatesystem 14 definition
E750MCOH61- coordinatesystem 61 definitionfor horizontal
tail
E750MCOV71- coordinatesystem 71 definitionfor vertical tall
E750MSUPSY- symmetricsupport card
E750MASETS- symmetricaset cards
E750MDLKAI- PARAM cards for computingrigid format 150
E750MDELMI- DELK cards for computingFEM weights
E750PXI45*- executivecontrol decks for static solutions
E750PYI45*- case controldecks for static solutions
E750PXI46_- executivecontrol decks for FSD runs
E750PYI46*- case control decks for FSD runs
E750PXI50*- executivecontrol decks for rigid format 150 runs
E750P¥150_- case control decks for rigid format 150 runs
E580MPRPH2- discreteproductionproperty cards
E580MPIPW2- productionPIP cards with 0.08 minimum skin
thickness
E750MPR_A*- property cards from PSASA sizingprocedures
E750MPI_iA*- PIP cards from PSASA sizingprocedure
E750MPRHB_- property cards from FSD sizing procedures




Computationof theoreticalmaneuver loads in the PADS design
process consist of execution of a series of modules. A









Subsequent runs with inclusionof flexibilityeffects exercise
the Jig Shape module prior to the PSRL module and executionof
the first four modules a second time is not required. Further
details on the function of these modules appears in section
3.1. Following is a listing of the PANVALET dataset names
containingthe inputsfor computationof loads on the baseline
aircraft along with the PADS run number in which they were
used and a small descriptionof each dataset:
PAN Name Run Description
E750XGRDTI 27A Case data for Loads Grid transformation.
E750LGDHF0 Ground handling pgm. case data check case
E750LGDHFI 032 Ground handling pgm. case data for ist
flex airplane
E750LGDHF2 034 Ground handling pgm. case data for 2nd
flex airplane
E750LGDHF4 037 Ground handling case data for ACS off case
E750LGDHMI029-037 Ground handling input matdata for rigid and
flexible airplane runs
E750LGDHRI 029 Ground handling MADOL section for rigid
airplane
E750LJIGLI031-037 Jig shape MADOL section for flexible
airplane load computation
E750LPLCF0 PSRL case data check case
E750LPLCFI 031 PSRL case data to compute loads for ist
flexible airplane
E750LPLCF2 034 PSRL case data to compute loads for 2nd
flexible airplane
E750LPLCF4 037 pSRL case data to compute loads for
flexibleairplanewith ACS off




E750LPLCRI 029 PSRL case data to compute loads for rigid
airplane
E750LSLMLI 028 Loads ConfigurationMADOL section
E750LSLMMI 028 Loads Configurationinput matdata set
E750LSLMUI 029 PADS alter cards used for the rigid
airplane loads computation
- E750LSLMU2 032 PADS alter cards used for the ist flex
airplane loads computation
E750LSLMU3 034 PADS alter cards used for the 2nd flex
airplane loads computation
E750LSLMU4 037 PADS alter cards used for the ACS off loads
computation
E750LSTKLI029-038 Loads StackingMADOL section for ACS on
load conditions
E750LSTKL2 036 Loads StackingMADOL section for ACS off
load conditions
E750LVORLI 027 Vorlax aero computationMADOL section
E750LVORM3 027 Vorlax aero computationinput matdata




The process of sizingthe aircraft structurefor the effects
of gust loads is accomplishedby exercisingthe gust modules _
developed for PADS. A typical sizing run would execute the
followingPADS modules:
NASTRAN RFI45 Forms internal loads for unit
external loads
GLPPR5 Preprocessor Forms input matrices for GLP5K
GLP5K Gust analysis
PSASA Panel sizing routine
Following is a listing of the PANVALET dataset names
contalnlng the inputs for computationof gust loads and the
associated sizingon the baseline aircraft along with the PADS
run number in which they were used and a small descriptionof
each dataset:
PAN Name Run Description
E750GCS5KI 057 Case data for GLPSKI pgm
E750GILD01 057 Gust internalload octagon for 350.3 k Ib
and E750}_?RWA8properties
E750GILD02 057 E750GILD01 internal loads combined with
E750MLDST8internalStatic Loads.
E750GILD03 057 Gust internal load octagon for 350.3 k Ib
and E750MPR_A8 propertieswith 2g ACS off
airplane
E750GILD04 057 E750GILD03 internal loads combined with
E750MLDST8internalStatic Loads.
E750GILD05 057 Gust internalload octagon for 350.3 k ib
and E750MPRW_8propertieswith nacelle aero
added.
E750GILD06 057 E750GILD05 lnternal loads combined with
E750MLDST8internalStatic Loads.
E750GLPPIN 057 Input data for GLPPR5 Preprocessor (Fortran
pgm)
E750GLPPR5 057 Source code for GLPPR5 Preprocessor
E750GMS5KI 057 Matdata input for GLP5KI program
E750GPI_AI 057 Allowableupdate from E750GILD02loads
E750GPIW_3 057 Allowableupdate from E750GILD04loads
E750GPRWAI 057 Property update from E750GILD02loads




The Flutter analyses for the baseline aircraft consist of the
execution of a series of PADS modules. These modules are the
FLUT serieswhich were developed for PADS. The following
modules are used for the Flutter survey:
Module 0utput/Functlon
Name
FLUTI - doublet latticeunsteady aerodynamicmatrices
FLUT2 - grid transformationmatrices
FLUT3 - grid plots
FLUT4 - transformaero to analysisD0F
FLUT5 - vibrationanalysis
FLUT6 - flutter analysis
FLUT7 - vibrationvector plots
Following is a listing and description of the PANVALET
datasets which were used in conjunctionwith the FLUT series
modules to evaluate flutter characteristic of the baseline
model.
PAN Name Run Description
E580ADLC01 Case data for FLUTI (DoubletLattice Pgm.)
for 9 k values (sect i01)
E580ADLM01 Matdata for FLUTI (Doublet Lattice Pgm.)for 9 k values (sect 101)
E699FLUT4A 017 Case data for FLUT4 for unsteady aero
transformationto analysisDOF.
E699FLUT4N 017-023Mat data for FLUT4 (MATRICES4503 AND 4326)
E699FLUT5A 017 Case data for FLUT5 (Vibration pgm.) Full
fuel with 2nd flex stiffnessmatrix
E699FLUT5B 019 Case data for FLUT5. Min fuel with 2nd
flex stiffness
E699FLUTSC 022 Case data for FLUT5. Fuel fuel with
discrete production stiffness matrix
(M3310.$9002).
E699FLUT5D 023 Case data for FLUT5. Min fuel with
discrete production stiffness matrix
(M3310.$9002).
E699FLUT6A 018 Case data for FLUT6 (Flutteranalysispgm.)
Full fuel with 2nd flex stiffnessmatrix
E699FLUT6B 019 Case data for FLUT6. Min fuel with 2nd
flex stiffness
E699FLUT6C 022 Case data for FLUT6. Fuel fuel with




E699FLUT6D 023 Case data for FLUT6. Min fuel with
discrete production stiffness matrix
(M3310.$9002).
E699FLUT6N 018-024Mat data for FLUT6. (speeds, MSC, and -
freqs.)
E699FLUT7A 017 Case data for FLUT7 (Vibrationplots)
E699FLUT7B 019 Case data for FLUT7 (Vibrationplots)
E699FLUT7C 022 Case data for FLUT7 (Vibrationplots)
E699FLUT7D 023 Case data for FLUT7 (Vibrationplots)
E699FLUT7N017-023 Mat data for FLUT7. (Planform)
E750FLUT5A 046 Case data for FLUTS. Fuel fuel with
discrete production stiffness matrix
(M3310.$9002). Similar to RUN022 but with
a new set of transformations.
_E750FLUT6A 046 Case data for FLUT6. Fuel fuel with
discrete production stiffness matrix
(M3310.$9002). Similar to RUN022 but with
a new set of transformations.
E750FLUT6N 046 Mat data for FLUT6. (speeds, MSC, and
freqs.)
E750FLUT7A 046 Case data for FLUT7 (Vibrationplots)




Definitionof geometricwing parameters as agreed upon by
NASA-LaRC and Calac are shown in figureF-I. FigureF-I













AREA 2.0 * wina trapezoid (excludinu
'BAT'and wine tip area).
Outer win_ leadin_ and trailln_
edaes are extended to center line.
ASPECT RATIO SPAN**2 / AREA
t/c (local) Thickness / Chore
t/c (wina) Average thickness / Average chord
for win_ trapezoid
TAPER RATIO Tip chord / Centerllne chord (CCL)
(as defined in ASSET runs)
EXPOSED TAPER RATIO Tim chord / Root chord for trapezoid
(as defined for wine transforms)
SWEEP Ancle between center line and 0.25%
chord line of wln_ trapezoid
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